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FOREWORD

The Editor of the Proceedings of the 22nd DOE/NRC Nuclear Air Cleaning and Treatment 
Conference wishes to call attention to a small change in the title of the Conference. Addition of the 
word Treatment" is intended to signify an enlarged interest in the processing of gaseous effluents 
from nuclear waste treatment operations at the same time that the traditional concerns of the 
Conference, cleaning nuclear reactor and fuel processing/reprocessing gaseous effluents, remain a 
major component. Indeed, the recent introduction of advanced civilian power reactor designs has 
renewed interest in nuclear reactor air cleaning technology.

Principal financial support for the 22nd DOE/NRC Nuclear Air Cleaning and Treatment 
Conference was provided by the U.S. Department of Energy (Office of Environmental Guidance) and 
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Severe Accident Issues Branch), both successor agencies of 
the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission that sponsored the first thirteen Conferences in this series. The 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission undertook responsibility for printing and distributing the Conference 
Proceedings. The International Society of Nuclear Air Treatment Technologies (ISNATT), a private 
industry association of individuals and companies interested in all aspects of nuclear air treatment 
technology, has also assisted with the financial support of the Conference. Thanks are extended to all 
three for their contributions of funds and, especially, for their valuable advice and guidance.

Thanks are due to all authors, session chairmen, panelists, and the many speakers from the 
floor who, after the Conference, carefully reviewed their contributions and promptly returned their 
edited texts thereby making it possible to complete the preparation of the Proceedings in a timely 
manner. The purpose of completing the Proceedings in the shortest possible time is to make 
important information widely available while still highly relevant for current operations.

The principal tasks associated with preparing the Proceedings in a timely manner were 
performed ably by Mrs. Joan K. Sullivan who also provided essential administrative services before 
and during the Conference. I am certain that I speak for everyone associated with the Conference in 
extending a thank you to Mrs. Sullivan for many jobs well done. In addition, I would like to thank 
Julia First for her kind attention to the hospitality functions designed for the family members 
accompanying those attending the technical sessions.

The Program Committee members, listed on the facing page have in addition to chairing all 
the sessions, provided fresh ideas for soliciting technical papers and for organizing panel sessions. 
They are deserving of high praise for their dedication to maintaining the excellence of these 
Conferences.

Melvin W. First 
3 March 1993

in
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WELCOME AND OBJECTIVES OF THE CONFERENCE
Melvin W. First

Department of Environmental Health 
Harvard School of Public Health 

665 Huntington Ave.
Boston, MA 02115

I take great pleasure, pride, and a considerable measure of 
satisfaction in opening this the 22nd Conference devoted exclusively to 
nuclear air and gas cleaning technology. Pleasure in greeting many old 
friends as well as meeting new ones, pride in the part played by the 
Harvard Air Cleaning Laboratory in hosting this long series of 
important technical meetings, and satisfaction that our Program 
Committee has prepared yet another four days of excellent papers and 
thoughtful panel ‘sessions. You will note among the names of the 
Program Committee members listed on the cover of your program, that 
there are a number from Europe and Asia. This recognizes the fact that 
although this is a U.S.-sponsored conference, representatives of other 
countries have, for many years, been a significant presence at these 
conferences and made major contributions to the technical content. 
Their joining with their U.S. colleagues in the planning of the 
Conference and their diligent solicitation of papers from their own 
area are gratefully acknowledged.

You will have already noted that the title of this Conference has 
been changed by the addition of the word "Treatment" in the title. 
This was done to emphasize a greater interest in the processing of 
gaseous effluents involved in nuclear waste treatment operations, among 
others, not all of which resemble simple air cleaning tasks. At the 
same time, interesl; in air cleaning requirements for nuclear power 
plants, as well as the chemical processing of fuel, continues to be a 
high priority for this Conference. In fact, this opening session will 
be largely devoted to presentations that discuss the current status of 
nuclear power in the U.S. and the development of advanced nuclear power 
reactors currently under construction in Asia. Later in the week, we 
will have a presentatiori by a Commissioner of the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission that will be concerned with new approaches to 
nuclear power plant licensing. These are, indeed, interesting times in 
the nuclear industry and I believe this week's program will emphasize 
the excitement of these and other new developments that you came to 
hear about.

We offer our sincere thanks to the U.S. Department of Energy and 
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission for their continuing financial 
support of these biennial Conferences and we welcome the International 
Society of Nuclear Air Treatment Technology, Inc. (ISNATT) as a new and 
welcome financial contributor. ISNATT, with CONAGT, the Committee on 
Nuclear Air and Gas Technology, have made significant contributions to 
the technical content of this Conference.
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GLOBAL CHANGE AND THE PRACTICE FOR AIRBORNE WASTE TREATMENT

W.R.A. Goossens and J.B.H.F. Van Rensbergen
VITO

Boeretang 200 
B-2400 Mol 
Belgium

I. Introduction

The treatment of gaseous effluents at nuclear facilities 
relies in general on the application of the multiple confinement 
concept. Initially, the construction of these confinements were 
designed to protect the health of the operators. Later, gas 
treatment installations were put at the exit of each confinement 
to limit the radiation doses to man on-site and in the environ
ment . The nearest environment has been considered to be the most 
highly exposed individual at the fence of the nuclear facility. 
Afterwards, process analysis and system assessment of the gas 
treatment installations were combined with health physics consi
derations on regional and global population to assess costs of 
release control measures and costs of health detriment in function 
of radiation exposure of justified practices. These cost-benefit 
evaluations evolved in the ALARA-principle (As Low As is Reasona
bly Achievable) meaning that technical efforts are optimized to 
the point that the industrial impact on the environment is as low 
as reasonable achievable under normal and accidental operating 
conditions within economic and health criteria. In any case, 
mankind has to be enough protected according to ICRP recommendati
ons . i

In this paper, the actual practice for airborne waste treat
ment in the nuclear fuel cycle applying multiple confinement and 
ALARA principle will be described. This practice will be confron
ted with the issue of global climate 'change starting from the 
source-terms for the principal airborne radionuclides.

II. The multiple confinement concept

Airborne waste treatment relies on the technical reliability 
of an emission control system that is situated between the airbor
ne waste source and the device, that releases the decontaminated 
gas stream into the environment. Most often the release device is 
a stack in order to allow the atmospheric dispersion of the re
leased impurities.

A prerequisite in this controlled release sequence of airborne 
waste is the necessity to confine all airborne waste pathways to 
enclosures with controlled outlets. However, any technical enclos
ure is never completely leak-tight. Uncontrolled discharges in a 
weak point of the confinement, often related to material transfer 
lines or to incomplete leak-tight equipment, have to be directed 
through professionally designed feedback and ventilation systems 
in order to protect the health of the operator. Finally, safety 
considerations lead to a third barrier system designed to isolate 
the accidently released airborne waste from the environment. In

4
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this way, the multiple confinement concept for nuclear installa
tions relies in general on three barriers'1’, as shown in Figure 1 :

- a primary confinement which consists of the walls of the process 
equipment that is in direct contact with the hazardous material. 
For instance the fuel cladding in a nuclear reactor. Another 
example is the installation of vessels, piping, etc. in a nuclear 
waste facility;
- a secondary confinement consisting of an enclosure or structure 
that enfolds the primary barrier. This second barrier is in 
direct contact with radiotoxic material only if small, unavoidable 
leaks of the primary confinement , occur. For cases with high 
radiation levels, this second barrier is combined with mechanical 
protective structures to provide shielding against radiation. For 
instance, a complex structure of double wall hot cells for high 
risk, irradiated fuel characterization;
- a tertiary confinement consists of a structure or building with 
operational access to the shielding protection of the second 
barrier. This third barrier is generally designed to withstand to 
internal hazards (explosion, fire,...) and to external hazards 
(earthquakes,...). This tertiary confinement is in fact the 
casing that isolates the installation from the environment in 
normal operating conditions as well as in the case of internal or 
external accident. For instance, the double-walled dome of a 
nuclear reactor.

Usually, the operating area between the secondary and the 
tertiary confinement is well ventilated to prevent the accumula
tion of hazardous species and to maintain occupational safety for 
the operators at least under normal operating conditions. The 
effectiveness of this multibarrier confinement concept depends on 
the efficiency of the off-gas units installed to treat adequately 
the effluents from the various confinement areas.

ATMOSPHERIC
RELEASE

FINAL
EMISSION
CONTROL
FACILITY

ENCLOSURE
VENT
TREATMENT

OTHER
WASTE
EFFLUENTS

NUCLEAR 
PROCESS * 
EQUIPMENT

///PRIMARY CONFINEMENT OPERATING
AREA

SECONDARY CONFINEMENT /T! *• .•* /

, TERTIARY CONFINEMENT /

Fig. 1 The multiple confinement concept(1) in nuclear installations
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III. The actual practice of airborne waste treatment

A survey of the available techniques for the treatment of 
airborne waste at nuclear facilities has recently been given in 
volume 2 of the radioactive Waste Management Handbook11’. From the 
description of experience gained, it becomes clear that most 
recent nuclear facilities are in general adequately equipped with 
off-gas treatment units in order to meet authorization limits with 
an increasing application of ALARA-optimization methodology or 
referring its principles.

In relation to the 'Subject 'of global change, the overall 
experience can be summarized as follows :
At a nuclear power reactor the major radioactive products are 
retained within the canned fuel. Under normal operating conditi
ons in reactors with recent cladding technology the release of 
radioactive material to the atmosphere is relatively negligible in 
comparison to the inventory of radioactive products. Neverthe
less, the Kr-85 release might be as high as 1 % of the Kr-85 
inventory. With the development of mitigation systems the airbor
ne release can be kept small even when a severe accident occurs(2) : 
a fraction smaller than 10~4 is released of the particulate matter 
and organic iodide is retained for more than 99 % in optimal 
operating conditions'3’; only part of the noble gases Xe and Kr are 
escaping through the primary barrier with decay in the third 
barrier'4’ limited to sfyort lived isotopes. Again Kr-85 penetrates 
through all barriers at a rate depending on the technical conditi
ons .

With regard to the fuel cycle, two options are to be conside
red for its back end. In the first option, the once through 
cycle, the irradiated fuel is stored indefinitely. When some 
mechanical cutting of the fuel assembly is applied leaving the 
primary cladding barrier intact, 1 % of the gaseous fission pro
ducts might escape during the cutting operations, but the proper 
use of adequate venting systems allows to retain nearly every 
isotope except the noble gas ones. Also during final storage, 
only the noble gases have to be considered as escaping very slowly 
from the storage area.

In the second option for the back end of the fuel cycle, the 
irradiated fuel is reprocessed after five to twenty years of cool
ing. During mechanical cutting followed by dissolution, the 
inventory of gaseous isotopes is set free, but suitable off-gas 
treatment techniques allow to limit the airborne release. The 
main airborne pollutant is the long lived krypton-85 isotope'5’, 
that is released quantitatively. In this second option, also high 
level radioactive liquid waste is produced. This HLL-waste is 
conditioned for final storage by vitrification during which aero
sols of fission products are formed. The major radionuclides in 
untreated melter off gas are submicronic Cs-137 and Sr-90‘6’. 
Experience in the AVM plant in Marcoule (France) and in the German 
PAMELA plant in Mol (Belgium) has shown that a sequence of conden
ser, various scrubbers, NOx recovery unit and HEPA filters allow 
to obtain in optimal operating conditions a total decontamination 
factor for these radionuclides'6’ far beyond the decontamination
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factor required to satisfy the imposed discharge limits based on 
health physics requirements for the near-by environment171.

IV. Source-terms for radionuclides

From this survey on the actual treatment of airborne waste 
during operation of nuclear power stations and related nuclear 
fuel cycle installations, it is clear that only very minor quan
tities of radionuclides are released into the environment. The 
technical measures taken have been sufficient to protect the 
operators, the near-by population and the world population at 
large. Periodic reviews and incident analyses based on new know
ledge of human behaviour and technical quality have allowed to 
improve gradually the real operational results. The minor quanti
ties of radionuclides released in practice are in general of the 
noble gas type.

In relation to the,potential global climate effects of nuclear 
electricity production, the long term radionuclide hazard is to be 
considered. Krypton-85 as long lived isotope is the key noble gas 
in this regard. The Krypton-85 escapes as airborne isotope from 
the nuclear fuel cycle installations : slowly as it diffuses 
through the subsequent barriers in the once through cycle option; 
abruptly in the case of the reprocessing option where krypton-85 
is quantitatively set free in the dissolver.

In Table 1, the source-term for krypton-85 is given for the 
present effective equivalent nuclear power capacity of 229 GWe, 
resulting from a total nuclear electricity production of 2009 
TWe.h supplied in 1991 worldwide by 420 nuclear reactors with an 
installed total capacity of 326.6 GWet9). For comparative reasons, 
figures are given in Table 1, for other long lived fission pro
ducts that though are largely retained in the actual practice.

Table 1 Source-terms for a few long lived isotopes
Radio- half-life present natural power
nuclide power

station
production

production station pro
duction

years TBq/a TBq/a natural
(1) (2) (3) production

H-3 12.35 172,000 148,000 1.2
C-14 5730 160 1,000 0.2
Kr-85 10.72 3,910,000 0.026 1.5 xl0+8
Sr-90 29.12 25,800,000 - -

1-129 15.7 10+6 7 1 x IQ'7 7 x 10+7
Cs-137 30 30,700,000

(1) from reference 10
(2) for an effective production capacity of 229 GWe(9)
(3) for H-3, C-14 and 1-129 from reference 1;-

for Kr-85 from reference 11.
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As mentioned in Table 1, 3,910.000 TBq krypton-85 are annually 
produced at the moment. The natural annual production rate of 
krypton-85 can be estimated to be 0.026 TBq per year111’. Hence, 
the annual man-made quantity of krypton-85 is 1.5 E x 10+8 times 
larger than the natural production rate. For the other isotopes 
considered in Table 1, the relative importance of the man-made 
quantity is orders of magnitude lower for tritium and carbon-14; 
is nearly of the same importance for iodine-129 and is not estima
ble for Sr-90 and Cs-137.

t '
However, these man-made isotopes are not released immediately 

in the environment. For instance, in any option for the back end 
of the nuclear fuel cycle the isotopes Sr-90 and Cs-137 are isola
ted from the biosphere for about thousand to ten thousand years by 
the actual practice of airborne waste treatment during vitrifica
tion followed by the planned geological storage. After such a 
large isolation period, the radioactivity of the remaining isoto
pes of Sr-90 and Cs-137 is negligible. For iodine-129 there is a 
problem. This nuclide is either discharged into the ocean where 
it slowly builds up, or it is conditioned and stored1131. The long 
life of 1-129 in combination with its chemical properties let 
foresee that even after a terrestrial confinement of ten thousand 
years this isotope would still reach the aquifers1131. Although the 
production level in itself is small, it is several orders of 
magnitude larger than the natural production. Accumulation of the 
man-made quantity in a local repository represents a dose contri
bution of 10 % of the natural background in the far future1131. 
This matter is not further discussed here*.

The release of tritium into the environment depends on the 
tritium management procedures applied in relation to local and 
regional conditions1141. Worldwide, the relative importance of 
tritium as estimated in Table 1, is relatively small, although on 
local scale an important contribution remains possible. This 
observation is valid for carbon-14(15) too.

This brings us back to krypton-85. Its release pattern de
pends on the option taken for the back-end of the fuel cycle.

Roughly*131, half of the nuclear fuel is actually planned to be 
reprocessed and the 100 % krypton-85 release is delayed according 
to the cooling time of 5 to 20 years. The other half of the 
irradiated fuel is not reprocessed, but is stored and possibly 
conditioned after a cutting operation releasing about 1 % of the 
inventory. In conclusion, for simplicity reasons it can be presu
med that half of the annual production rate indicated in Table 1, 
will be released in the future into the air compartment of the 
environment, namely about 2 million TBq per year (54 million Ci 
per year). This is the annual release level retained further on 
in this paper, neglecting considerations on a normal expansion of 
the nuclear energy production in the future. Due to the delay in 
the operations of the back-end of the fuel cycle, it is the level
* In this paper, the environmental aspects are restricted to the air compartment neglecting the over-all

hazard criterion conceived on the volume of drinking water required to dilute a mixture of radionuclides 
to the drinking water limits. This discussion is also restricted to fission products excluding 
actinides.
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that might probably be| attained from the year 2000 onwards.

V. The krypton-85 content of the air

Natural ionization by cosmic radiation, terrestrial radiation 
and natural radionuclides contained in the air have resulted in an 
average natural Kr-85 radiation background of 100 nBq/m3 correspon
ding to a total natural Kr-85 inventory of 400 GBq(20).

This radiation level of 100 nBq/m3 of Kr-85 has steadily been 
increased by man-made krypton-85 releases since 1945. The nuclear 
weapon tests, intensive in the periods 1951-1958 and 1961-1963, 
have added 148 PBq (4 MCi) of krypton-85 to the atmospheric inven- 
tory(14).

Later on, the krypton-85 discharges of the reprocessing plants 
became increasingly important both on a regional and on a global 
scale. Figure 2 gives a survey(11) of the resulting krypton-85 con
centration as measured by ground stations. The concentration 
level of about 1 Bq/m3 observed corresponds to a Kr-85 atmospheric 
inventory of about 3.9 EBq (105 MCi). The leveling off shown in 
Fig. 2 is not any more valid since the recent capacity increase at 
the reprocessing plant in La Hague, where about .5 EBq (14 MCi) of 
Kr-85 could annually be released.

background
concentration

2S/C4}26O&|27O&{28Od29C£|3CC4j0l0!:G2£3l03GSjGtC3
ilsltlmltlvMtlflsIs

Wilhelmova (Czl 1985

ClmbOk (FRO.Fr^u,CzM5i5

Wti«» (19851

Global atmosptore.wofrtid 
Van Hipp«l|1966).based on 
Weiss (1983) da (a collection

— BUG background fneasure^ent 
corrected to global almospnere 

0 Max.measurements Gent IFUGl 
{S Actual measurements Gen: (Ri/3 

on aged Belgian air 
rf Max estimation 2000 (RUG!
^ (without retention}1.1 10'in 1945

Fig• 2 Atmospheric concentration measurements of Kr-85 according
to G.X. Eggermont et al(U).
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The measurements at the ground level are characterized by high 
variability due to abrupt plume releases in reprocessing plants. 
The horizontal and vertical atmospheric dispersion of these Kr-85 
peak points requires time. For instance, at Gent in Belgium 
425 km north east of La Hague in France, the observed peak concen
trations could be associated with French synoptic data and puff- 
releases at La Hague where in the past annually of the order of 
100 PBq (3 MCi) of Kr-85 were released. On the figure is also 
indicated how the 33 PBq (.9 MCi) release of Kr-85 on 1986/4/26 in 
Tsjernobyl could be clearly detected in Gent as a 4 Bq/m3 extreme 
value three days later on 1986/4/29. Gent is located 1910 km West 
of Tsjernobyl.

From Kr-85 records at four stations located in western and 
central Europe, the travel time of an air mass across Europe is 
estimated'161 to be on the average of the order of one week. The 
duration of the Krypton-85 puff releases at a reprocessing plant 
is estimated to last a few hours.

VI. The atmospheric behaviour of Krvpton-85

Krypton-85 as a noble gas does not combine with other atoms to 
compounds. Krypton-85 disappears from the atmosphere only by 
radioactive decay. Its wash-out, its deposition on soil, its 
absorption on aerosols, its solubility in water and oceans are all 
negligible. Its transport from a local release point to the 
atmosphere mass of 5 x 1018 kg around the globe is governed by the 
mixing conditions between the tropospheric and the stratospheric 
compartment,17). As the major European reprocessing plants are 
located at 40° to 60° N latitude, the ground level of Kr-85 con
centration in the air has -been observed'161 to be about 10 % higher 
on the European continent than in a station located in Miami USA.

In the past when the nuclear weapons tests were predominant, 
higher Kr-85 concentrations were observed in 1964 in the latitudi
nal bands where the main test area are located. In general, it is 
accepted that the estimated total weapon release of 148 PBq (4 
MCi) Kr-85 occurre,d up to the lower stratosphere (30 km high)(11).

Consequently, it is clear that the homogenisation of the man
made krypton-85 in the atmospheric mass of 5 x 1018 kg takes 
several years. In the mean time, local hot spots are possible in 
the plumes of the reprocessing plants and concentrations higher 
than the mean value occur in the latitudinal band between 40° an 
60° N where the major reprocessing plants are located.

The mean value of krypton-85 after complete mixing in the 
global atmosphere can be estimated to become. 7.9 Bq/m3 air in the 
far future on the basis of a long lasting nuclear energy programme 
releasing the presumed quantity of 2,000,000 TBq Kr-85 per year 
resulting in a steady state accumulation of 30277 PBq. This 
estimated concentration yields a skin dose of 3 JlSv/y (.30 mrem/y) 
and a dose effective of 70 nSv/y (7 ^irem/y) . The radiological 
risk and the global collective detriment of these Kr-85 doses 
depend on the radiological weight factors handled'201.
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VII. Ecological consequences
At an average concentration of 7.9 Bq Kr-85 per m3 air, the 

global absorbed dose in air is 10 |iGy/y (1 mrd/y) or 3.2 x 10'4 
nGy/s. According to earlier laboratory experiments<21) at levels 
around .1 nGy/s (about thousand times higher than the extrapolated 
global dose of Kr-85), this low dose might result in very small 
synergistic effects for aerosol particle formation and for oxida
tion of S02 in the atmosphere.

In general terms, it is more obvious to look at the ionization 
potential of this average concentration of 7.9 Bq Kr-85/m3 air.
The primary yield of exited states of ion pairs in air at ambient 
temperature and pressure has been estimated1181 to be 2.96 ion pairs 
formed per 100 eV completely dissipated in the gas. (This is the 
so-called G-value for product yields by radiolysis). The excited 
species thus formed are considered to be the most important pre
cursors of radiation products. Using the average decay energy(10) 
of 250 keV for Krypton-85, the average atmospheric concentration 
of 7.9 Bq/m3 air in the future of steady-state accumulation genera
tes 6.104 I.P./m3 s. Similarly, the ion pairs yield has been
calculated for the other long lived airborne fission products in 
the case . of a nuclear programme at an effective capacity of 229 
GWe lasting 300 years. It has been presumed thereby that only a 
fraction of the fission products generated in the nuclear power 
station is released on the long term into the atmosphere during 
all nuclear fuel cycle operations, namely 5 % of the tritium; 50 % 
of the C-14, of the Kr-85 and of the 1-129; 10"5 of the Cs-137 and 
of the Sr-90. The results are shown in the last column of Table
2. It is again-, clear that under these assumptions Krypton-85 
shows by far the largest potential for ionization.

Table 2 Primary yield of excited states of ion pairs from airborne 
radionuclides

decay 
energy(10) 

keV
accumulation*

PBq

ion pairs
I.P. /m3s

H-3 5.68 153 7
C-14 49.45 24 9
Kr-85 250 30277 57.000
1-129 48.88 1 0.5
Cs-137 186.9 13.3 19
Sr-90 195.7 10.9 16

* for a nuclear programme of 229 GWe during 300 years resulting in 
a steady-state accumulation for H-3, Kr-85, Sr-90 and Cs-137; the 
presumed release fractions are 0.05 for H-3, 0.50 for C-14, Kr-85 
and for 1-129, lO'5 for Cs-137 and Sr-90.
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In comparison to the ionization potential of the nuclear reactor 
inventory, this Krypton-85 ionization is about 1020 smaller than 
the ionization that one might find in the gaseous radwaste treat
ment system of a nuclear power station before dilution with venti
lation off-gas. This enormous difference illustrates the effi
ciency of the actual practice of nuclear waste management and 
particularly of the airborne waste treatment.
The estimated ionization potential of Krypton-85 in the far future 
at a global atmospheric average of 6.104 I.P./m3s can be compared 
with the vertical profile of natural ionization'191 in the tropo
sphere, as shown in Figure 3. Above oceans and polar regions 
cosmic radiation ionizes the air forming 2.106 IP/m3.s at ground 
level and forming an increasing number of ion pairs at altitudes 
higher than 2 km. Above land terrestrial and radon radiation 
predominates at ground level pushing the number of ion pairs to 
10.106 IP/m3s. The man-made Kr-85 will thus increase the natural 
ionization with only 3 % at maximum under the conditions described 
earlier. This increment can be compared with the 26 % increase of 
the C02 content of the atmosphere due to 200 years of industriali
zation. This comparison does, however, not tell anything about 
the effects on thq global climate.
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Fifuur 3: Vertical course of the natural ionization 
of the atmosphere

Fig. 3 : Vertical course of the natural ionization1191
1 of the atmosphere
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This simple calculus based on average values is open for 
discussion for several reasons.

Firstly, the inatural ionization of the atmosphere varies in 
terms of time and space. The radon content of air near the ground 
depends, indeed, on local geological layers'and on weather condi
tions giving field for a variation with a factor ten. Further, 
the day and night rhythm of cosmic radiations results in large 
fluctuations of the natural ionization. On the other hand, the 
man-made Kr-85 is ionizing day and night. The man-made ionization 
might thus be very important in comparison to the small cosmic 
radiation during night time in the troposphere. This is certainly 
an item for research in the near future.

Secondly, ionization as such does not tell much about what 
really might happen in the atmosphexe. The excited species formed 
by ionization are most often the initiators for photochemical 
reactions. During; day time synergetic effects with ultraviolet 
based photochemistry are possible resulting in changes in global 
atmospheric chemistry and climate. Probably, the troposheric 
content of ozone and of the hydroxyl radical will change resulting 
in other dynamical balances of various substances important for 
greenhouse phenomena. Only an intensive research programme can 
clear up in which direction the climate might change due to this 
relatively small increase of ionization. It is not only a matter 
of additional radiation, but also a problem of high energetic 
ionizing radiation of the Krypton-85. Might the Krypton-85 perma
nent radiation create other radicals and consecutive products than 
those generated by the rather soft sun light penetrating during 
day time into the troposphere (soft ultraviolet radiation with 
wave-lengths between 290 and 400 nm) . What does this Krypton-85 
radiation mean in relation to the traditional greenhouse gases ?

Thirdly, before homogenization there are areas with larger Kr- 
85 content than the average value. This is certainly the case in 
the downwind area of a reprocessing plant where the Kr-85 concen
tration in the stack release is orders of magnitude larger than 
the average global va^.ue. In the downwind plume, , it is almost 
certain that photochemical synergetic .effects occur. Some authors 
claim that this might even change the electrical conductivity of 
the air causing effects on thunderstorm frequency and on water 
content of the air(19). Similar phenomena can be expected after an 
accidental release, such as the Tsjernobyl accident. The electri
cal conductivity of the air in the plume of Tsjernobyl increased 
with a factor 4, the air humidity was halved'191.

As an illustration of these unknown effects, let us take the 
ozone formation potential of the 7.9 Bq Krypton-85 per m3 air as 
example. This Krypton-85 load presuming a steady-state accumula
tion in the far future, has theoretical potential to generate day 
and night 105 molecules ozone per m3 air and per second in a 
tropospheric atmosphere containing at the moment 1012 molecules 
ozone per m3. It depends on the dynamical reaction kinetics of the 
numerous photochemical reactions whether this permanent ozone 
creation by Kr-85 is counteracted by ozone destructive chain 
reactions or is amplified by photochemical chain mechanisms. The
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result might differ from day time to night time. It is known1191 
that the man-made release of chemicals such as CFCs, nitrous 
oxide, methane, carbon dioxide does affect the ozone profile in 
the troposphere and in the stratosphere. The assumed homogeneous 
Kr-85 content of the atmospheric air mass means that an additional 
ozone source might probably be formed. Infbrmation is, however, 
still lacking to predict the effect of this additional ozone 
source. It is still not clear which path the ion pairs formation 
of the Krypton-85 radiation follows in the troposphere with its 
content of water vapour, aerosols and fractions of many man-made 
chemicals.

VIII. Conclusion

The actual practice for airborne waste treatment is in general 
quite efficient, also from a global point of view. The analysis 
presented has indicated that Krypton-85 can be considered as the 
most important airborne isotope for the global atmosphere : a 
nuclear programme of 229 GWe might result in a steady-state aver
age load of 7.9 Bq Kr-85 per m3 air in the global atmosphere in the 
future.

The ecological consequences of this predicted Kr-85 load can, 
at the moment, not be assessed on global scale. Specific features 
of this Kr-85 load are the addition of a small but permanent 
ionization potential to the atmosphere and also the relatively 
high energetic character of the Kr-85 radiation. Homogenization 
on global scale taking time, regional climate variations are 
possible, although our actual knowledge does not allow to quantify 
the effects. ,

This suspicion should incite the nuclear energy community to 
assess the different operations of the nuclear fuel cycle taking 
into account the potential long term effects on the environment of 
radionuclides released in the atmosphere. This assessment should 
include experimental investigations in smog chambers with appro
priate radiation sources. Further on, case studies have to be 
performed applying the intricate mathematical models under deve
lopment in order to predict the trend of photochemical reactions 
in a mixture of many man-made substances evolving in an open 
system of earth atmosphere.
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DISCUSSION
FIRST: I have two questions, (1) Should we be worried? and (2) Why

should we be worrying about krypton when the natural emission of 
radon is large throughout the world?

GOOSSENS: In answer to your first question, Yes and No. Considering, 
firstly, the average worldwide environmental hazard, the radon 
isotope and krypton-85 show on the average a similar magnitude of 
global environmental hazard after complete mixing in the 
atmosphere. The estimated future steady state (equilibrium) value 
of 817 x 106 Ci of Kr-85 (30277 PBq) with an average decay energy 
of 250 keV produces 1.46 times more ion pairs per sec than the 
cited 25 x 106 Ci of radon with an average decay energy of 5590 
keV. It has to be noted that this conclusion is valid under the 
condition of complete mixing of both isotopes over the atmospheric 
mass. This condition is, however, not valid for radon with its 
half life of only a few days (3.82 d for Rn-222) . This means that 
the radon hazard is the largest at ground level. For example, an 
average outdoor air concentration of 55 Bq Radon per m3 has been 
quoted for the USA (Nero A.V., et al., Science Tot. Env. 45; 223, 1985). This means an ionization potential of 9 x 10® I.P./m3.s. 
This near surface potential of radon is about a hundred times 
larger than the ionization potential of the atmospheric average of 
7.9 Bq Kr-85 per m3. Note, that this comparison is open for 
discussion as the near surface concentration of Kr-85 might at 
least locally be an order of magnitude larger. Also the radon 
content for outdoor air is locally dependent.
Leaving the zero ground level, the radon content of the air is 
decreasing fast with altitude, as shown in Figure 3 of my paper 
for the ionization related to radon. For instance, Wilkening M. 
mentions on page 90 in his book on "Radon in the Environment" 
(ref. Studies in Environmental Science 40, Elsevier, 1990) that 
the chief ionizing agents in air near the ground are the radon and 
thoron decay chains which yield 4.6 x 10® IP/m3.s, a value about 
half the value calculated above for the USA. This value exceeds 
the terrestrial radiation value of 4 x 10® IP/l^.s. The sum of 
both, namely 8,6 10® IP/m3 is the difference between the above land 
value and the above sea value in Figure 3.
The intersection of the two curves in Figure 3 suggests that at an 
altitude of 2 km, the ionization contribution of terrestrial or 
radon-thoron decay chains is reduced to zero. What remains is
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only the ionization by cosmic rays estimated to be 3.106 IP/m3.s 
at that altitude. Under the reasonable hypothesis of complete 
mixing of Kr-85 over the full earth atmosphere, the steady-state 
value of 7.9 Bq jKr-85 per m3 initiates a global atmospheric 
average of 6.104 IP/m3.s, or 2% of the cosmic radiation effect at 
the 2 km altitude. This 2% increase in relation to cosmic rays 
is, however, several magnitudes larger than the potential 
contribution (nearly zero) of radon at this level.
Should we worry? Yes and no!
No, we should not worry so much for the near surface effect of Kr- 
85 because near the surface the radon issue seems to be more 
important. Also at altitudes above 2 km, the cosmic rays are 
predominant on the average.
Yes, we have to worry about the indication that after complete 
mixing in the atmosphere, the krypton-85 hazard appears on the 
average to be somewhat larger than the global radon hazard. Under 
the assumption of complete homogenization, the krypton-85 hazard 
does show a few percentage increase of the natural ionization 
around the 2 km attitude, exactly where precursors for climate 
change phenomena are present and where thus synergetic phenomena' 
might be suspected. The half life of 10.72 years indicates that 
these interactive phenomena occur over a relative long period in 
comparison to the radon effects that are induced with a half-life 
of a few days. Further, the permanent presence of Kr-85 at any 
altitude differs from the day and night fluctuations of cosmic 
rays. Where, during daytime, synergetic effects of cosmic rays 
and Kr-85 radiation on critical photochemical reactions are 
possible, there are indications that during the night-time, with 
Kr-85 present at any altitude, the course of the photochemical 
reactions might take other proportions than before the man-made 
Kr-85 release. During night-time, krypton-85 is indeed 
predominant.
In addition, special attention is due to the real practice of Cs- 
137 and Sr-90 retention. A DF of 105 for the off-gas treatment of 
the high level waste vitrification has been assumed in the paper. 
Data have to be collected on the real practice over the lifespan 
of a vitrifying installation.
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THE NUCLEAR INDUSTRY'S PLAN TO ACHIEVE NEW NUCLEAR 
POWER PLANT ORDERS IN THE 1990'S

Phillip Bayne
President and Chief Executive Officer

U.S. Council for Energy Awareness 
Washington, DC 20006

Abstract
Since the Arab Oil Embargo of 1973, there has been a direct 

relationship between the growth in the Gross Domestic Product and 
the growth in the use of electricity in the United States. That 
close relationship between economic growth and electricity will 
continue. If that is true, the United States Department of Energy 
says we will need between 190,000 to 275,000 megawatts of new 
generating capacity in the next 20 years.

Electricity is one of the cleanest and most efficient uses of 
energy. Of all the ways to generate electricity, nuclear power 
plants are the cleanest, producing no air pollution and no 
greenhouse gases.

To help supply the needed increase in electricity generating 
capacity, the U.S. nuclear power industry has developed a 
Strategic Plan for Building New Nuclear Power Plants. The plan 
identifies fourteen issues which must be dealt with to create the 
conditions under which utilities could place orders for new 
nuclear plants by the mid-1990's. The plan was published in 
November of 1990 and significant progress has been made on most of 
the fourteen issues.

The plan and progress made are reviewed in depth.

Good morning.
I'm very pleased to be here today ... and I would like to 

thank the organizers of this conference for their kind invitation 
to speak.

I want to cover several areas this morning.
First ... I want to discuss one or two key energy trends in 

the United States.
Second ... I want to explain why — in light of these trends 

— nuclear power makes more sense than ever.
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And third ... I want to give you a status report on the U.S. 
nuclear industry's plan for ordering and building new nuclear 
power plants.

Let me start by reminding you about some key trends.
Since 1973/ the year of the Arab oil embargo, one energy trend 

in the United States overshadows all the others.
I'm not talking about this country's dangerous and chronic 

dependence on imported oil.
I'm not talking about the ebb and flow in the fortunes of the 

natural gas industry.
I am talking about the steady electrification of the U.S. 

economy . . . the continuing substitution of electric power for 
direct burning of other fuels.

Since 1973, the U.S. economy — measured by gross domestic 
product — has grown just over 50 percent.

Electricity use has grown by about 60 percent.
For the last 19 years, since the 1973 oil embargo, economic 

growth and electricity use in the United States have run virtually 
parallel — not quite a one-to-one relationship, but close.

By the way, in this same period ... the use of non-electric 
energy declined about 5 percent.

Now . .. simple common sense suggests that the close 
relationship between economic growth and electricity use will 
continue.

To meet the electricity needs of a growing economy, the United 
States will need between 190,00Q megawatts and 275,000 megawatts 
of new generating capacity in the next 20 years, according to the
U.S. Department of Energy.

We have about 700,000 megawatts of capacity installed in the
U.S. today ... so you can see we're talking about a large increase.

This brings me to my second point.
Nuclear power makes more sense today than ever.
We know that electricity is the cleanest, most efficient use 

of energy we have.
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And of all the ways we can generate electricity, nuclear power 
plants are the cleanest.

No air pollution.
No greenhouse gases.
The only source of electricity that comes close is hydro power 

.. . and it is almost impossible to find sites for new 
hydroelectric development.

This brings me to my third point.
What are we doing in the United States to make sure that 

electric utilities start ordering and building new nuclear power 
plants?

In November 1990, the U.S. nuclear power industry published a 
Strategic Plan for Building New Nuclear Power Plants.

The Plan was organized and published by the Nuclear Power 
Oversight Committee.

NPOC is a gro^p of senior executives representing all segments 
of the nuclear energy industry — electric utilities, equipment 
suppliers and engineering firms. NPOC provides an industry-wide 
forum to consider broad policy issues.

Our goal?
To create the conditions under which utilities can place an 

order or orders by the mid-1990s, with the first new nuclear unit 
on line around the turn of the century.

The plan is supported by the entire industry — private and 
public electric utilities, equipment suppliers and 
architect-engineers.

The plan focuses on the light water reactor.
This focus on light water reactors was deliberate.
It reflects the electric utility industry's conviction that 

the next nuclear plants ordered in the United States must be based 
on a mature, successful technology that has proven its worth 
around the world.

And it reflects the utility industry’s conviction that the job 
of resurrecting the nuclear option will be difficult enough ... 
without the added challenge of proving out a new technology.
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But if we succeed in getting orders for new light water 
reactors ... I'm confident that orders for advanced technologies 
— like gas-cooled and sodium-cooled reactors — will soon follow.

To satisfy the utilities, new nuclear plants must provide very 
high protection of the utility's investment.

That means predictable construction costs and schedules ... 
assured licensability ... predictable operating and maintenance 
costs ... higher reliability ... and very low risk of accidents.

The U.S. utilities took careful note of all the lessons 
learned during the construction and operation of the 110 
commercial nuclear plants now operating in the U.S. ... and the 
400-plus units on line around the world.

\These lessons involved such things as ways to improve safety 
... economics ... construction management and construction 
practices ... ease of operation and maintenance.

These lessons have been incorporated into the four new designs 
now being developed.

They are:
The Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR), a large, 
1,300-megawatt design being developed by General Electric 
Company. As you well know, the first two of these are 
being built by Tokyo Electric Power Company.
The System 8O-1-, a large, 1,300-megawatt pressurized water 
reactor being developed by ABB Combustion Engineering.
The AP-600, a smaller, 600-megawatt design being 
developed by Westinghouse Electric Corporation.
The SBWR (or Simplified Boiling Water Reactor), a 
600-megawatt design being developed by General Electric 
Company. i

The NPOC Strategic Plan identified 14 key issues or "building 
blocks" . .. assigned responsibility for managing them ... and set 
timetables and milestones against which progress could be measured.

Some of the building blocks are very specific ... like 
securing regulatory approval for the new designs.

Some are rather broad... like building public acceptance for 
nuclear energy ... or enhancing government support for new nuclear 
plant construction ... or developing arrangements for financing, 
building and operating new plants.
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Some are within the industry's direct control ... like 
continuing to improve the performance of our operating plants.

Some require action by ... and the industry's cooperation with 
... regulatory agencies and the federal government.

Securing approval and acceptance for new nuclear plant sites 
is one of these. '

Now ... we recognize that implementing this plan will not be 
easy.

It is a long-term, 10-year assignment.
Even in the short time ... less than two years . . . since the 

plan was published, we've made much progress.
Let me list just a few items.
First ... the basic engineering ...

In late February, the Department of Energy and a 
consortium, of electric utilities called the, Advanced 
Reactor Corporation (ARC) signed a contract to launch a 
five-year, $200-million program to do detailed 
engineering on at least two advanced-design nuclear power 
plants.
The federal government will kick in $100 million ... to 
be matched by $50 million from electric utilities and $50 
million from nuclear plant vendors.'
So far, 16 utilities have agreed to participate, although 
others may join.
This so-called first-of-a-kind engineering will produce 
designs that are sufficiently detailed to allow utilities 
to place orders ... confident that they know what the 
plant will cost.
The FOAKE program will carry at least two — and possibly 
more than two — of the four new ALWR designs beyond the 
level of detail required for NRC certification . . . and 
achieve standardization of these designs beyond the scope 
of regulation and certification.

Second ... performance ...
Our plan recognizes that we must continue to improve the 
performance of America's 110 operating nuclear plants.
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The U.S. industry met this challenge in 1991.
Last year/ U.S. nuclear plants posted record output for 
the second year in a row.
In 1991, output rose 6.1 percent to 643.5 billion 
kilowatt-hours, according to preliminary data.
The average capacity factor reached 69.3 percent, up from
67.5 percent in 1990.

Third ... regulation ...
Certification or pre-approval of plant designs by the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission is crucial.
As you know ... design changes during construction 
tripped up many a construction schedule in the 1980s.
Late last year, the industry and the NRC agreed on a 
satisfactory schedule for certification of the four new 
plant designs.

Fourth ... siting ...
The NRC's new licensing rules allow pre-approval of 
nuclear plant sites.
In 1991, subsidiaries of the Southern Company, Public 
Service Electric & Gas Company and Commonwealth Edison 
Company joined forces to demonstrate this provision.
This is a three-phase, $20-million program, cost-shared
with the Department of Energy.

\

Phase one will review all applicable federal regulations, 
and develop criteria to assess potential sites.
In phase two, a site will be selected.
Phase three involves site characterization 
preparation of an environmental impact report ... and 
submittal of an early site permit to the NRC.
The NRC would issue the early site permit by the end of 
1995.

Fifth ... licensing reform ...
The NRC took a big step in April 1989 when it issued new 
licensing rules.
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Those rules allow approval of nuclear plant sites and 
designs before construction begins and billions of 
dollars are at risk.
The new approach also provides a single license for 
construction and operation.
Just to be sure a new group of commissioners doesn't 
change the rules, however, the industry wants legislation 
to make them stick.
In February, the Senate passed licensing reform 
legislation as part of the comprehensive energy bill, S.
2166. i
The bill provides for public hearings when a plant design 
is certified . .. when a site permit is issued ... and 
when a construction/operating license is sought.

i

It also limits the opportunities for mischief and delay 
by anti-nuclear groups once a plant is built and approved 
as safe by the NRC.
Identical language passed the House in late May as part 
of its omnibus energy bill.
All of us hope; this vital legislation will be passed this 
year ... although it still faces a number of hurdles.

Sixth ... standardization ...
Last year, utilities and vendors made a binding 
commitment to standardize new nuclear power plants.
This commitment to standardization covers future plant 
designs, operations, maintenance and training.

Seventh ... nuclear waste ...
Last July, the Department of Energy resumed exploratory 
drilling at Yucca Mountain in Nevada for the first time 
since 1986.
Last year, the federal courts also cleared a backlog of 
lawsuits brought by Nevada officials against the 
repository program.
Nevada has instigated nine lawsuits since 1985, and 
ultimately lost them all.
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In addition, a recent assessment by the National Academy 
of Sciences found no scientific or technical reason to 
disqualify the Yucca Mountain site ... based on the 
scientific work to date.
And on a parallel track, Mr. David Leroy, the U.S. 
Nuclear Waste Negotiator, has received over 20 requests 
for grants from various entities ... Native Americans and 
others . .. which may be interested in hosting a facility 
for temporary storage of spent fuel until the permanent 
repository is ready.

Eighth ... public acceptance ...
Americans show more support for a nuclear future.
An August 1991 Gallup poll showed that 73 percent of U.S. 
adults believe nuclear energy "should play an important 
role in meetilng the future energy needs o,f the United 
States."
That's up eight percentage points from February 1990.

Ninth ... industry support ...
The strategic plan's goal — a new nuclear plant order 
by the mid-1990s or soon after — fits well with the 
utility industry's needs.
In a recent poll, about 80 percent of nuclear utility 
CEOs said they'll need more baseload generating capacity 
in the first decade of the next century.
Of that 80 percent, about three-quarters of them would 
seriously consider an advanced-design nuclear power plant 

if the industry's strategic plan is executed as 
envisioned.

This is just a partial list of the progress we have achieved 
in the last 12 to 15 months.

I believe the nuclear industry's strategic plan was the 
catalyst for much of that progress.

Let me digress for just a moment to explain why the U.S. 
electric utility industry is spending hundreds of millions of 
dollars .. . and many thousands of man-hours ... to ensure nuclear 
energy is available as an option for the future.

Every executive in the electric utility business accepted an 
obligation to serve his customers.
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Yet today, all of us face a future filled with uncertainties 
and unanswered questions, which make it increasingly difficult to 
plan for and build the generating capacity we will need to 
discharge that obligation to serve.

As we promote energy efficiency, we face many uncertainties 
about programs to conserve and manage growth in electricity 
demand. There is much we do not know about the cost and 
effectiveness of demand-side management programs over time.

We face uncertainties about the 1990 amendments ' to the Clean 
Air Act, and their impact on existing coal-fired capacity and the 
economics of new coal-fired generation.

We face uncertainties about the future price and supply of 
natural gas.

There will be an increase in the amount of natural gas used 
for power generation in the 1990s ... but few long-term price and 
supply assurances are available ...and all of us remember the 
interruptions in supply and sharp, upward movements in natural gas 
prices which we experienced in the 1970s.

So, everywhere we look, we see many uncertainties.
Every fossil fuel we use — oil, natural gas, coal — carries 

a risk.
In this uncertain environment, it would be absolute neglect 

for our country not to plan for a future that can include new 
nuclear power plants.

Deciding on the type of generating capacity that must be 
installed in the 1990s and the early years of the 21st century is 
a complex undertaking.

Those decisions will require the balancing of many risks, many 
uncertainties and many competing interests.

No single fuel can satisfy all circumstances.
Fuel diversity is one of the great strengths of the U.S. 

electric supply system, and nuclear energy has a key role to play.
There is no single answer to our energy problems.
We must throw everything we have into the breach ...

... improved energy efficiency ...

... cleaner fossil fuel technologies ...
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... increased electrification, especially in industry and 
transportation . ..
. . . the use of photovoltaics and other renewables 
wherever they are appropriate ...
... and, of course, nuclear energy.

In the United States, the nuclear industry is building its 
future on a very solid base.

Nuclear energy enjoys strong public and political support.
Our existing plants operate well, and are operating better all 

the time.
And now ... we have the one thing we were missing ...
... a strategic plan for the future ...
... and the will to make it come true.

DISCUSSION
FIRSTS The large public support for nuclear energy that you reported 

is staggering in view of the very, very bad press that nuclear 
energy has gotten and continues to get. Can you explain this dis
crepancy?

BAYNE: I certainly can, and I am glad you asked that question. I
gave you the quote from the Gallop poll in August 1991, but we 
have a poll by Bruskin that was done in February of this year that 
shows the same results. 73% of the American public feels that 
nuclear power should be important in our future. In March of 
1992, we did a poll of opinion leaders. We asked 500 federal 
legislators, state legislators, academics, people from Wall 
Street, and so on, what they thought, and 72% of them said they 
felt nuclear should be important in our future. We asked an 
additional question to those opinion leaders. We said, Do you 
think the majority of American public thinks that nuclear power 
should be important in the future? Sixty percent of the opinion 
leaders felt that the American public would not say that. I 
reflected on that for a longtime, and I finally came to the 
conclusion that I think you alluded to: the negative press has 
convinced our opinion leaders that the American public is against 
the future use of nuclear power when our opinion leaders, 
eminently qualified in their fields, feel in their own mind that 
we should use; nuclear power.I

If you ask the American public, "Do you think you ought to 
build a nuclear power plant in your neighborhood in the next ten 
years?", 22% would say, Yes, and 24%, No, with the rest of them 
undecided. If you follow on and ask the question, "Do you think 
you will need a power plant in your neighborhood in the next 10 
years?", you will always get the answer "no". People don't think
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they need it and since they don't think they need it, they don't 
want to build it.

MXLATOVXC: In the past it took about 10-12 years to build a nuclear
power plant in the United States. What is the time expectancy for 
future plants?

BAYNE! Time expectancy is 5-6 years. The plant being built in 
Japan, one of the plants that will be available in this country, 
will go online in 1996 and it started construction November last 
year. So you see, they plan to build them in 5 years. For the 
first group of plants we built, the engineering was not completed 
when we began construction. You know, yourself, you don't start 
building a house and then decide where you are going to put the 
kitchen. But if you do, it is going to take you a long time and 
cost you a lot of money. That is what happened to us. We became 
so eager to get ahead with it that, we didn't finish the 
engineering. In the new plants, the engineering will be done 
first. That is the reason we are doing the first-of-a-kind 
engineering, and that is the reason we are seeking certification. 
Therefore, when a utility ex- ecutive says, "I want to invest in 
a nuclear power plant," he will know how long it is going to take 
to build, and how much it is going to cost.

BELLAMY! What do you think about public involvement? Anytime the NRC 
tries to do anything today, we get requests for public hearings. 
Even when we put a note in the Federal Register to make a very 
minor change in operations, or even an improvement to the way a 
contaminated site is going to be cleaned up (which is obviously a 
benefit to the public), we get requests from the public for a 
public hearing. I wonder if this is not going to stretch out your 
estimate of 1995 for a site approval.

BAYMEi We are working with Advanced Reactor Corporation as they get 
ready to do their early site selection process. We reminded them 
that you just cannot announce that you are going to build on a 
site, you have to get public participation. We are developing a 
plan to get that public participation. I would like to say, 
though, that you just cannot allow unlimited participation. We 
need public participation, but we also need to be looking very 
closely at those that would subvert the process just to get the 
plant shut down or not built. There are people who would do that. 
Most of the people who request public participation are people 
with legitimate concerns and.it is to our advantage to address those concerns. We cannot build a power line or a coal plant, or 
a hydro plant without public participation.

KUMAR! I have a two-part question. One is, whether multi
polarization by various communities has been factored into your 
time estimate. Second, what about public utility commissions 
turning down rate hikes down the road which put the utilities in 
a very tricky position as far as financial matters are concerned.
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BAYNE: The threat of multi-polarization by various communities has
not been factored into in our plans because it really isn't one of 
the things we have been looking at. What we did was to identify 
all the problems that we had to face as an industry. Then, the 
unique thing we did was to assign someone in the industry with the 
responsibility to handle each problem. Multi-polarization was not 
one of the problems we identified. The problem of not allowing 
all of the plants to get into the rate base was identified and is 
being worked on very actively with the national association of 
regulators. You can't force those fellows to do anything. They 
are elected or ap- pointed officials. What we have to get across 
to them is that if they continue to act in an irresponsible 
fashion to save today's rate payers a few dollars, the utilities 
are going to be very reluctant to build anything and that will 
eventually harm our country. We spend an awful lot of time 
talking to those people. I happen to think that when we get that 
first plant built, everyone will be looking at it, and then we 
will really go. So, when we decide where to build that first one, 
we may take into account the regulatory environment. As you know 
and I know, we cannot twist the arms of the regulators and force 
them to accept all the money in the rate base. What we can do is 
what we call rolling prudency, which is similar to what we are 
doing with the NRC as far as certification processing. When we 
have a certified design there are certain set of tests and 
analyses that can be performed to prove that we have built that 
plant in accordance with the certified design. And, if we build 
it in accordance with the certified design, and the NRC inspectors 
are there checking and making sure that we do that, then, at the 
end of the process, we won't have a surprise. In the case of 
rolling prudency, we would like to get the regulatory entities 
involved first. Then when we decide we need a plant, we will have 
them involved,in the decision that it is needed. And then, as it 
is built, we dill have them involved to show that we are building 
in a prudent manner. You do this so that at the end they do not 
tell you, "That's fine, but we are not going to let you get 
anything out of that plant."

MILLER: There are a couple of units under construction in Korea.
KEPCO is building WGN 3 & 4 on a 5-6 year time schedule. I think 
that is important to know. But the real issue is, an ability to 
generate power at a competitive cost. Right now, the utilities 
are forced to go in with plants that are very competitive with 
IPPs that cost in the area of $l,000/kw. The advanced reactors 
are about $l,500/kw, right in that range.

BAYNE: We just did a report on that. The results showed that the
advanced plants will be competitive for the per kilowatt cost of 
electricity with gas plants and coal gas-fired plants.

MILLER: That is where we need to do more work because, based on what
I have been looking at, that is a stretch right now. There is 
probably about a $500 per kilowatt capital investment difference 
between the lowest cost coal-fired and combined cycle plants and 
the figures that the nuclear industry is.using. I think that the 
fuel mix issue is one that is very important, but it is not 
perceived by the public to the same degree of importance as it may
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be perceived by the providers of electricity and energy. I think 
that is where the polls have to change.

BAYNE: I agree with everything you said. I would just like to bring
up a little past history that has nothing to do with nuclear. As 
said, I was with the New York Power Authority. We built a hydro 
plant at Niagara Falls and it went on line in 1960. It was built 
in 4 years. When that plant went on the line, the cost of 
electricity from it was not competitive. It cost more than the 
other sources of generation in New York. However, there were some 
enlightened people in New York that got long term contracts on 
that power and it is currently the cheapest power in the United 
States. Now that is a 30 year period. So, utility executives, 
when they are making a decision, have got to take these things 
into account. You can build an awful lot of gas plants right now, 
cheaply, but what will it be 5 years from now? That is a 
difficult call. I hope that utility executives maintain the 
diversification of fuel, because I happen to think that, if we are 
going to have to increase capacity in this country by a third in 
the next decade or so, we are going to need every source of 
electricity that we can come up with.

MILLER: Unfortunately, the Public Service Commissions are going to
play a large roll in what the utilities will be able to do in the 
next decade. It appears that they will have to be competitive 
with the IPPs or else the rate commissions are going to be in 
jeopardy or they will feel they are in jeopardy. That is where we 
are going to have to do more work, because in many states they are 
appointed officials, as opposed to elected officials.

BAYNE It is even more dangerous when they are elected, because if
they can cut the electric bill by a few cents, they can get re
elected. Maybe that is all they are after. I am happy to see that 
you have identified the tight-rope that all utility executives 
will be walking ih the next 5 pr so years.

McGALLIAN: Has the problem with the education of the public on
nuclear power been brought up in the strategic plan? Do you think 
it would be beneficial to further education of the general public 
so that they would have a more favorable consensus about nuclear 
power in the future?

BAYNE: As a matter of fact, we have looked at that and have done an
education survey. We are a membership corporation with limited 
resources and can't take on everything. , But, we felt, as you do, 
that education of the public is very important. We found that 
every utility that has a nuclear plant spends a great deal of 
money in an effort to educate the public. I am happy to say that 
I feel that the DOE spends a great deal of time and effort 
educating the public. What we have done is to pull together all 
those educational processes and put them into a source book for 
those who are interested. They can see what is being done in 
their area and whether a little bit more here and there can be 
done. Unfortunately, my organization, although we would like to 
do it, cannot take on that task. What we would like to take on is 
the task of developing videos and magazines and pamphlets and
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articles that tell the truth about nuclear power. I think it is 
very, very vital that factual pieces of information get out. We 
make them available to anyone who writes in and when we do 
advertizing, we always put our name at the bottom and ask people 
to call us. When they do, we send them this kind of material. We 
get 5,000-10,000 requests for material a year. We are doing as 
much as we can, and we have a source book of what is available in 
United States for those who are interested.

McGALLIAN: I have found that during the early start of power plant
construction, there are public demonstrations, but when more 
knowledgeable people arrive at the power plants for startup, the 
public seems more favorable. I have seen utilities go out and 
conduct public education programs and I have seen a vast 
improvement. » So that, at the completion of the startup of the 
facility, you have a larger number of people in favor of the power 
plant. That was just a comment.

BAYNE: I would like to answer that comment a little bit. One of the
best utilities in the country for doing that is Duke, and they 
have a very good program. I would like to give you a little 
anecdote to show that maybe it is not as bad as people think. I 
managed Indian Point III, and when I first got there, back in 
1976, there was a great deal of furor over Indian Point III. The 
antis called for a debate and I debated Pollard in Putnam County. 
As I walked into that facility, I looked in the parking lot, there 
were about 150 people there and almost every car was from 
Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, all over. 
I got to thinking about it. It was a highly anti crowd and it 
showed up in the paper the next day as being an anti crowd. As a 
matter of fact, it showed up in the paper like the local populace 
was against it. But then, when you go around and talk to the 
population around the plant, they are all for it because of the 
tax breaks and so forth. I thought to myself, in the vicinity of 
Indian Point there were 22 million people at that time, and these 
people had to go to Pennsylvania, Maryland, New Jersey, 
Connecticut, Massachusetts to drum up 150 people to come out and 
be vocal. Then, the TV and press came out saying the local 
population is against nuclear power.

HAYES, John: There is a need for advanced reactors and advanced
reactors are going to come forth, yeti, at the same time, you see 
situations in Oregon, where the utility will not spend $100 
million for new steam generators and the Trojan Plant is going to 
shut down 20 years before its license expires. Would you care to 
comment on the sort of divisive information that is being given to 
both the industry and the public?

BAYNE: Each time that comes up, it is an individual economic
decision. The board of directors of any publicly owned company has 
to make those kinds of decisions all the time. You get it in the 
headlines when it is a nuclear plant, but there are other kinds of 
plants that are shut down. When I was at Indian Point, we were 
faced with the same decision to replace the steam generators. We 
did an economic analysis that showed that we would get a payback 
in 5 years if we replaced the steam generators because we were
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spending so much time inspecting the old ones in accordance with 
NRC regulations, which were appropriate. We were spending so many 
days inspecting the plants, extending our outages, and not 
generating capacity, whereas if we replaced the steam generators 
we would regain the capacity that we were losing in the inspection 
process and pay back the $120 million it cost us to replace them. 
And we did it. Now, they have decided otherwise at Trojan. I 
don't know what factors entered into their decision, but you know, 
they are in a place that has a lot of hydro power, where there is 
a lot of cheap electricity, and where there is excess capacity. 
They may have made that decision because of all the excess 
capacity. When they replace it, they will probably be able to 
sell electricity to their customers cheaper. That is an economic 
decision that has to be made at each and every one of these 
plants. But, I have got to tell you, if you are sitting in Ohio 
and you are faced with the fact of putting scrubbers in all your 
coal plants, and it comes up you have got to replace the steam 
generator in one of your nuclear plants, I think you will keep 
that nuclear plant online, because it is going to be cheaper than 
the coal plants before it is done. But that is just my opinion. 
You would have to do a lot of economic analysis to come up with a 
decision and each is a separate and distinct economic decision. 
It is not a nuclear decision, it is an economic decision.

OLSON: Over the past few years, with the lack of construction of
nuclear power plants, many suppliers are leaving the nuclear busi
ness by either dropping their N-stamps or dropping their Q/A pro
grams and exiting the industry. Have ypur estimates of the costs 
and schedules for constructing new plants taken into consideration 
the availability of the components that will be needed for the 
construction of these units?

BAYNE: We haven't looked at it from that aspect. As was pointed
out, ABB-Combustion Engineering is building plants in Korea and 
hopes to build more in Taiwan that are very, very close to their 
System 80 plant. So they have a great deal of technical expertise 
in that area. General Electric Company is building their ABWR in 
Japan, so they also will have a cadre of people. As a matter of 
fact, in the discussions we had when we were developing the 
strategic plan, plus the discussions we had when we were going out 
to the utilities tb see whether they would support1 the first-of-a- 
kind engineering and the early site selection process, one of the 
things that we discussed was, that if we don't give the impression 
that this is a viable industry, we are going to have trouble 
maintaining and operating the plants that we have for just the 
reason that you have said. We are going to have difficulty 
filling the pipeline in the various colleges and universities that 
still have nuclear engineering programs. We are going to have 
difficulty recruiting operators, and such. So, every chance we 
get with a utility that has a nuclear plant and is saying, I don't 
know whether I really support building a new plant for my company, 
we tell them, whether you support building one for your company or 
not, we need to have this as a viable industry just so that you 
can have people to run your existing plant. Most of them think 
about it deeply enough that they agree and support the program.
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JENKINS: Regarding your comments on limiting participation for public 
involvement with the licensing of plants and sites, how would you 
go about limiting, or qualifying, those individuals that would 
like to participate from the public sector?

BAYNE: I don't think you limit individuals. I think you set up a
timeframe, or something of that nature, that says, here is when we 
will take comments, you don't limit the individuals. Here is my 
own personal opinion. I don't think you can say, OK, we are going 
to have a hearing process and once it is over if you want to come 
back and reopen it, it is OK; and if you want to reopen it still 
later it is alright. I think you have to set guidelines and rules 
and then stick to them .

JENKINS: Perhaps I misunderstood, then, because I thought you were 
referring to somehow limiting or qualifying those that you allowed 
to participate in the process. I didn't see how that could be 
done.

BAYNE: No, I agree with you. I don't think it can be done.
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Abstract

The NRC is reevaluating its regulatory approach for the licensing and design certification of advanced 
reactors. At the same time, reactor designs are being proposed that are substantially different from the 
systems that have been licensed in the past. While the details of both the designs and the changes in the 
regulatory program are now being developed, a number of issues have been identified. These issues are 
reviewed in this paper.

I. Introduction

The protection of the public from the effects of a severe accident in a nuclear power plant has been 
the major responsibility of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (and the Atomic Energy Commission) 
since President Eisenhower’s Atoms for Peace program was initiated. Substantial efforts continue to 
improve safety, and all indications are that current safety margins are significantly greater than they were 
even a decade ago [1]. However, even though the demand for electricity continues to grow, no 
construction permit for a nuclear plant has been issued since the TMI accident in a 1979 and no order for 
a nuclear plant that was not subsequently canceled has been placed since Callaway in July 1973. Over the 
past several years, reactor vendors have developed updated and advanced designs for power reactors. 
These designs are at various stages of development, ranging from the GE-ABWR, which has been under 
formal NRC review for about two years, to the newly submitted Westinghouse AP-600 design. Review of 
the ABB/CE-80+ also is underway and submission of the GE-SBWR is expected shortly. In addition to 
the evolutionary improvements in light water reactors and CANDU-3, three advanced reactors are under 
consideration:

• Modular High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor (MHTGCR)
• Power Reactor Innovative Small Module (PRISM)
• Process Inherent Ultimate Safety (PIUS)

Submission of these new plant designs for review has necessitated major changes in the regulatory 
program. Designers need to understand the regulatory requirements before they can complete their work. 
Reviewers, on the other hand, need a relatively complete understanding of the design before they can 
complete a serious review, or even develop valid review criteria. This is not a new situation. Shippingport 
was ordered before Congress passed the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 which permitted private ownership 
of such facilities; construction permits were issued for Dresden 1, Fermi 1 and Indian Point 1 immediately 
following the publication of 10 CFR Part 50, [2] which created the regulatory bases for such permits; a 
dozen construction permits were issued before 10 CFR Part 100 [3] established site requirements; the 
methods for calculating design basis accident doses were delineated in TID-14844, [4] but designs had 
progressed so far that the methodology was never used for licensing calculations; regulatory requirements 
were finally defined by the issuance of the Standard Review Plan [5] but all plants ordered since then have 
been canceled as have been most of the plants for which SRP-based construction permits were issued.
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Today there is a regulatory program in place. It is being changed in some important ways but 
designers have a good basis for judging what the regulators will require. Regulators, similarly, have a 
wealth of design and operating experience that provides a reasonable basis for determining what to require, 
what questions to ask, etc. There are important issues and their resolution will not be simple but there 
is every reason to believe the issues will be resolved. Some principal issues at this time are:

a Restructuring of the regulatory requirements
P Accident evaluation
y Containment performance
8 Emergency preparedness
« Reactivity control
£ Operator staffing
1? Control room design
6 Safety classification
t Residual heat removal
#c Positive void reactivity
A Uses of probabilistic safety analyses

II. Revision of 10 CFR 100. Reactor Site Criteria

Since 1962, Part 100 has provided the basic radiation dose criteria for the evaluation of nuclear 
plant safety [3]. A plant was licensable if the worst design basis accidents produced doses of no more than 
25 rems to the whole body or 300 rems to the thyroid in (a) 2 hours at the exclusion area boundary, or 
(b) 30 days at the low population zone boundary. Less serious design basis accidents were limited to doses 
"well below" (Vi of) these values and the consequences of even lesser accidents were not allowed to exceed 
a "small fraction" (10% of) the Part 100 dose criteria. The dose calculations were performed with 
prescribed non-mechanistic assumptions, including the instantaneous release of 100% of the noble gases 
and 25% of the halogens to the containment, containment leakage at design rates, 10% probability 
meteorological conditions, etc. This approach provided great design flexibility and a high level of safety.

However, the non-mechanistic approach can result in designs that meet regulatory requirements 
rather than improved designs that take advantage of improving state-of-the-art and operating experience. 
Also, the "site criteria" of Part 100 actually do not control site selection or approval. In reality, almost any 
site would meet the criteria if the plant design parameters were selected properly. Consequently, other 
de facto site requirements were developed (i.e. no urban siting) [6]. Of course there were many design 
requirements that were not related to the dose criteria; in fact, most of the accidents addressed in the 
standard review plan are required to release no radioactivity and so require no radiological analysis. The 
radiological criteria do influence many design parameters (e.g. containment leak rate) and operational 
limits (e.g. radioactivity levels in the reactor coolant).

Presently a proposed change to Part 100 that will "decouple" the plant design from the siting 
requirements, at least to the extent of breaking the tie to the dose calculations, is underway. (The design 
still will be affected by site characteristics such as hydrology and soil conditions.) The first step in this 
process is the revision of the regulations to move the dose criteria from Part 100 to Part 50. At the same 
time. Part 100 is being revised to add demographic site criteria and to eliminate the prescriptive seismic 
criteria. Seismicity, of course, continues to be an important consideration, but the proposed revision calls 
for the use of both probabilistic and deterministic evaluations to provide a basis for judgement by the NRC 
staff as to the acceptability of the specific reactor design for a site. The proposed demographic criteria 
also would be subject to judgement but if the criteria were not met, an applicant would be required to 
provide justification. The proposed criteria are:
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Current population density to 30 miles £ 500 people/mile2
Projected population density in 40 years s 1000 people/mile2
Exclusion radius > 0.4 miles (See Figure 1)
Low population zone distance: 10 mile emergency planning zone
Population center distance: eliminated

III. New Source Term

From the beginning of the nuclear power program, the "source term" was used for evaluating the 
consequences of possible accidents. The quantities of the various nuclides in the core were well known. 
The extent to which they would escape from the fuel matrix in an accident was dependent upon many 
factors, many of which were not understood. Fission product release measurements had been made since 
1942, [7] but for the most part they were made with laboratory-scale specimens under conditions veiy 
different from the conditions that might exist in a severe accident. The measurements did show that fission 
product release could be affected by various things including heat rate, maximum temperature, cooldown 
rate, the presence of steam or air, etc. The only practicable regulatory approach available was to assume 
a conservatively representative release and use it for all serious core damage accidents. This standard 
source term was documented in TID-14844 [4] and is still in use.

There seemed little doubt that if the core were severely damaged, essentially all the noble gases 
would escape into the coolant volume. Also, the laboratory measurements showed that under certain 
conditions, most of the halogens could escape from the coolant. The Windscale accident demonstrated that 
such a release from a damaged core was possible [8]. The internal dosimetiy work of the International 
Commission on Radiological Protection indicated that the largest internal dose from a release of mixed 
fission products would come from the radioiodines [9]. Furthermore, other nuclides that might be released 
would be in particulate form and therefore readily removable by the filter systems available around 1960. 
Consequently, the "source term" was assumed to consist of 100% of the noble gases, 25% of the 
radioiodines and 1% of the other fission products present in the core.

Although the TID" source term was used extensively, it was criticized for being non-mechanistic 
and overly conservative. After the TMI accident, where the release to containment may have been close 
to the TID source term, but where the release to the environment was much smaller than the regulatory 
model suggested, a new evaluation of the TID source term was strongly recommended [10]. The NRC 
undertook an extensive study that has resulted in the publication for comment of a report defining new 
source terms. The new source terms are somewhat different for BWRs and for PWRs but in either case 
the release is larger that the TID source term. [11] The new source terms consist of gradual releases that 
will complicate the dose calculations, especially if a time limitation continues to be placed on the exclusion 
area boundary dose. In addition, the chemical form of the airborne radioiodine is assumed to be 95% Csl. 
It is recognized that no measurement has ever shown the airborne radioiodine to be essentially all 
particulate but then, no one has analyzed the release directly from a severe accident [12].

Methods have yet to be developed for using the new source terms in licensing calculations. During 
the next year the NRC staff will be developing methods for using source terms that are released slowly; 
that contain large amounts of particulates including Cs, Te, Sr and Ba; and that include large quantities 
of non-radioactive particulates. It will be a challenging task.

With the advanced reactors the picture is complicated by the decision to use mechanistic source 
terms. It is recognized that actual source terms would be different for each reactor and for each accident. 
With the uncertainties in'such calculations being so great, the Commission decided that the simple 
surrogate source term approach was sufficient for ensuring safety. More studies probably will be required 
to address this issue for some of the advanced designs.
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IV. Uses of Probabilistic Risk Analyses

People have been championing the use of probabilistic risk analyses (PRA) in assessing reactor 
safety at least since 1957 when Bassett performed a PSA of the Ford research reactor [13] and Gomberg 
applied the approach to the siting of Fermi-1. That same year, probability of severe accident estimates 
were provided in WASH-740 but those estimates were based on a Delphic approach [14]. PRA was applied 
to space nuclear systems in the 1960s [15]. The "Reactor Safety Study" [16] in 1975 offered full PRAs of 
two nuclear power plants. More recently, PRAs for several other plants were provided [17]. Now, in the 
individual plant evaluation (IPE) program various levels of PRA are being prepared for most operating 
reactors [18,19].

Considerable experience in PRA for nuclear power plants presently exists. Nuclear power plant 
safety clearly has benefitted from these studies. The use of PRA in the certification and licensing 
processes is presently evolving. A PRA is required by 10 CFR 52.47 to be part of all applications for 
standard design certifications. The regulations do not state what should be done with this PRA, but a 
reading of the Commission’s Severe Accident Policy statement [20] provides guidance. The Commission 
did not intend that the PRA be used merely to validate a completed design but to use the PRA as a design 
tool to improve the design, enhance safety and to provide insights into plant-specific vulnerabilities. The 
staff is currently gaining experience in the use of PRA as part of the "lead plant" design certification of 
the Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR).

The ABWR PRA is being used to understand design vulnerabilities to severe accidents and plant 
features important to reducing risk. The goal is to focus more traditional design reviews on understanding 
and eliminating significant vulnerabilities and to ensure that features important to reducing risk are 
maintained. PRA insights are being used to help identify ITAAC, establish important equipment to be 
included in a reliability assurance program, aid in definition of technical specifications, and to support 
closure of severe accident issues. We are formalizing experience with ABWR so that it can be applied to 
review of subsequent designs. In particular, review to the Westinghouse AP-600 should benefit from the 
ABWR experience.

V. Emergency Preparedness

Emergency preparedness traditionally has been independent of the accident calculations, being 
deemed an essential element in the "defense in depth" approach [21]. Probabilistic calculations are not 
sufficient to justify reduction or removal of the final level of protection. At this time it seems that some 
relaxation in the requirements may be in order for extremely safe advanced reactors: however, some 
degree of off-site emergency preparedness will be maintained.

VI. Revision of 10 CFR Part 50

As a part of the effort to decouple site and design acceptance from dose calculations, a first step 
is to move the dose criteria from Part 100, [3] which addresses site requirements, to Part 50, [2] which 
addresses reactor design and operational requirements. This change will have little impact because the 
dose criteria are now being used primarily as a bases for reactor design parameter values.

The next step in the decoupling process is the replacement of the dose criteria with specific 
engineering design requirements. This is a major change from past practice because the dose calculations 
have played a major role in past licensing and enforcement decisions. It is not unprecedented, however, 
because most of the requirements imposed by the present system are not directly related to dose 
calculations. Even in the accident analysis part (Chapter 15) of the Standard Review Plan, most of the 
accidents addressed do not involve a radiological analysis [5].
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It would not be particularly difficult to replace the dose calculational dependence with hardware 
requirements for present reactors. Experience has demonstrated what requirements would ensure the same 
high level of safety as do present dose based requirements. It would be difficult to express those hardware 
requirements in a manner that would provide anything like the degree of flexibility that is provided by the 
present system. The problem under consideration, however, is formidable. There is no operational 
experience, or even detailed designs, to use as a basis for selecting requirements for advanced reactors. 
Work is progressing in this area.

VII. Other Issues

Several other important safety issues are being addressed. These include the safety criteria, 
including whether they should be more stringent than present criteria and whether they should include 
probability values. Another critical issue is containment integrity, specifically, should containment integrity 
be required for a day or so following a severe core damage accident? There are reactivity issues, including 
the acceptability of a core without control rods and the acceptability of a positive void coefficient. The 
classification of structures, systems and components important to safety raises several issues. In particular, 
do the operators and the control room need to be considered important to safety for passive systems? 
Work is in progress on these issues and it is expected that PRA will be important to their resolution.

VIII. Conclusion

Regulatory requirements are being revised as new reactor designs are being developed. This poses 
difficulties for both designers and regulators but joint progress is essential to the safe and timely 
development and operation of advanced reactors.
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Meteorological Dispersion Factor
NPP Accidents, Sec per meter cubed

Sec per Cu. meter

1.000E-03

1.000E-04

1.000E-05
1000

Exclusion Distance, Meters
10000

■ SER Data ----- Theoretical F-1

— 0.4 miles

Includes canceled plants
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DISCUSSION
McGALLIAN: Has the Code of Federal Regulations been evaluated for

DOE facilities used for weapons productions?
CONGEL: Not to my knowledge, but I have nothing to do with this as

pect. Maybe somebody in DOE is looking at it, but my group has no 
involvement with applying the regulations to DOE facilities.

KELBER: As an old timer, I want to amplify your tribute to the people
who did the dose calculations in the past. Remember, they were 
hampered by a lot less technology than we have now. Remember, 
that on your desks, in your PCs, you have many orders of magnitude 
more computing power than they had and, therefore, they were 
confined to their own personal integrity in exercising their 
judgment. They couldn't get a PC to lie for them. There is another point to be made, hampered liy the lack of technical 
capability, they couldn't solve every problem and therefore, they 
sought to look for problems they could solve. These are the 
bounding problems. I think they were merely used by the 
regulatory community and the safety community. Trouble came when 
people, some of whom were involved in defining these bounding 
problems, suddenly decided that they were realistic estimates of 
events. No one, I think, ever anticipated that the TID dose term 
would be representative of what would actually happened in an 
accident that would test the containment. These problems were 
solved with a view to protecting public health and safety, not to 
provide a "realistic scenario." The criticisms that were made by 
people who suddenly turned around and said, "Help! This accident didn't look at ail like the TID source term and therefore the 
regulatory community is full of soup," were absolutely way off the 
mark. I think the criticism was undeserved. I think your tribute 
should be very well taken. It was an excellent piece of work and 
it remains an excellent piece of work. I think the work that is 
coming along bears all the hallmarks of having benefitted from 
that experience.

KUMAR: With the proposed changes in the rules, do you envision any
changes to the emergency preparedness plan for the current 
operating plants?
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COMOBL: It is a highly controversial issue and our intent is to so
licit and listen to proposals about changing the EP. This is a 
pretty new cohsideration on our part. I want to emphasis that the 
EP distance of 10 miles is a policy decision that was made by the 
Commission. Of course, like all decisions, it was supported in 
good part by technical analyses. It remains a policy decision. 
If any consideration is given, either by the Commission to the 
staff or vice versa, to re-evaluating the 10 miles, it will 
probably take some effort. The reason I am hesitating some is 
because it can really turn out to wave a red flag that I 
personally don't feel is needed to be waved at this particular 
time. All of the operating plants now accommodate the 10 miles 
reasonably well. My group has an excellent rapport now with FEMA. 
We have very few problems with it, and I think just in terms of 
timing, this is not the time to call it into question. But I do 
not make that final decision. I do know that there will be a 
request exactly along the lines you are suggesting. If it comes 
to pass, we will do our analysis. I can't emphasis enough that 
the 10 mile EPZ is looked at as the final level in the defence in 
depth concept. Attempting to change it at this point, in light of 
all the other questions that still have to be answered, may not be 
the wisest thing.
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Abstract

The excess of U.S. electrical generating capacity which has existed for the past 15 years is coming to an end 
as we enter the 1990s. Environmental and energy security issues associated with fossil fuels are kindling 
renewed interest in the nuclear option. The importance of these issues are underscored by the National 
Energy Strategy (NES) which calls for actions which "are designed to ensure that the nuclear power option 
is available to utilities." Utilities, utility associations, and nuclear suppliers, under the leadership of the 
Nuclear Power Oversight Committee (NPOC), have jointly developed a 14 point strategic plan aimed at 
establishing a predictable regulatory environment, standardized and pre-licensed Advanced Light Water 
Reactor (ALWR) nuclear plants, resolving the long-term waste management issue, and other "enabling 
conditions." >

GE is participating in this national effort and GE's family of advanced nuclear power plants feature two 
reactor designs, developed on a common technology base, aimed at providing a new generation of nuclear 
plants to provide safe, clean, economical electricity to the world’s utilities in the 1990s and beyond; 
Together, the large-size (1300 MWe) Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) and the small-size (600 
MWe) Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (SBWR) are innovative, near-term candidates for expanding elec
trical generating capacity in the U.S. and worldwide. Both possess the features necessary to do so safely, 
reliably, and economically.

L Background

During the past 15 years, there has been no need for new nuclear plants or, for that matter, new base load 
plants of any kind in the U.S. Utility purchases of new plants in the early 1970s produced electrical capacity well 
in excess of that necessary to meet demand. Since new plants were not needed, there was little incentive to con
front the difficult choices among greater reliance on conservation, increased burning of fossil fuels, or construc
tion of more nuclear power plants. The excess of electric generating capacity, however, is coming to an end.

Fifty-six percent of the U.S. electric supply comes from coal fired plants, and this nation's coal reserves are 
still plentiful. However, coal plants account for a large portion of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxide, and carbon 
dioxide atmospheric emissions (see Figure 1). Each year, a 1,000 megawatt coal plant releases 70,000 tons of
sulfur dioxide - a major contributor to acid rain.* The acid rain provisions of the Clean Air Act amendments 
would have damaging effect on electric supply, especially in the Mid-West. According to The North American 
Electric Reliability Council, the Clean Air legislation could result in an estimated capacity loss of 12,600 
megawatts - the equivalent of 15 large power plants. This loss represents those power plants that could no longer 
be economically operated, either because of the expense of adding emission control equipment or reduction in
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plant output as a result of complying with the law.

The U.S. needs a viable nuclear option. Nuclear 
power, while not risk-free, is today producing 17% 
of the world's electricity and 21% of this nation's 
electricity safely and economically without polluting 
the air, contributing to the "greenhouse effect," or 
subjecting our energy supply to the vagaries of 
Mideast governments. Nuclear energy could play an 
even greater role in meeting our future energy 
needs while easing environmental strains and 
stabilizing our energy supply and economy.

Nuclear energy generates electricity with 
virtually no impact on our air and atmosphere (see 
Figure 1). Nuclear energy plants themselves emit 
zero pollution, but the production of nuclear fuel in 
the U.S. currently uses coal-fired power - thus the 
charts include emissions from that coal-fired

generation. In 1991, this nation's 112 nuclear energy plants generated 643 billion kilowatt hours of electricity,^ 
enough to meet the needs of more than 50 million homes. In this process, these plants eliminated 150 million 
tons of carbon dioxide emissions, 6 million tons of sulfur dioxide emissions, and 2 million tons of nitrogen oxide 
emissions. To put this reduction in perspective, the 1990 Clean Air Act amendments would reduce yearly sulfur 
dioxide emissions by 10 million tons and reduce annual nitrogen oxide emissions by 2 million tons by the year 
2000.3 jn short, nuclear energy plants are today making a contribution to environmental cleanup comparable to 
that which the Clean Air Act is forecast to make by the end of the century.

The market for advanced light water reactor (ALWR) nuclear plants has not yet emerged in the U.S. What is 
emerging, however, is a demand for additional baseload capacity. GE forecasts that through the year 2005, the 
U.S. will require an additional 230 GWe of capacity (see Figure 1). If nuclear power is utilized to meet this 
demand, GE believes that markets will develop for both huge (1300 MWe class) and small (600 MWe class) power 
plants. Decisions between these options will be based largely on regional or utility-unique considerations such as 
grid size, growth, financing, etc. GE, unlike other domestic designers, has developed and will license power plant 
designs for both large and small market segments.

II. Introduction

The ABWR has been adopted as the next generation standard BWR in Japan. During 1987, the Tokyo 
Electric Power Company, Inc. announced its decision to proceed with two ABWR units at its Kashiwazaki-Kariwa

Table 1. Specific Utility Concerns

Concern ABWR/SBWR Design
Availability.................. Simplified plant features, greater design margins, more redundancy, and failure

tolerance in equipment and semi-automated plant operations
Maintainability......... . Integrated layout with built-in features to simplify and automate maintenance
Operability................ . State-of-the-art man-machine interface with computer aided operations and

procedures
Radiation Exposure..... Simplified plant features, belief Utiterials and more automated maintenance
Radwaste Reduction....; State of the art design, better materials, and better operational practices 
Metallurgy................... ' Fully qualified and tested nuclear grade materials

230 GWe Total

Uncommitted 
Pocking Units

Uncommitted 
Base Load Additions

Figure 2 Forecast ofU.S. Capacity Additions (1990-2005)
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Table 2. BWR Key Performance Characteristics

Typical
U.S.Plant

ABWR SBWR

Electrical Output (MWe net) 600-1300 1300 600
Construction Schedule (Months) 80-140 48 362
Unplanned scrams per year 1.3 <1 <1
Availability Factor (%) 751 87 87
Daily Load Following Range (% of Rated Power) 50-100 50-100 50-100
Core Damage Probability (Per Year) <io-5-io-4 <io-6 <10’6
BWR Occupational Exposure (manrem/year) 3771 <100 <100
BWR Solid Radwaste (m^/year) 2331 <100 <100
Overnight capital cost ($/kWe)3 2000-4000 1400 1700
Production cost (0/kWhr)3 1.4-5.31 1.3 1.6

1. 1991 mid-year INPO data, operating plants
2. Rolling 4x10 basis
3. USCEA 1992 Report (for a single unit in 1991$)

Nuclear Power Station. In May 1991, the Japanese Government issued a license for the ABWR. Construction has 
already begun and commercial operation of the first unit will occur in 1996 and the second in 1997. Both units 
are supplied by a consortium of GE, Hitachi, and Toshiba, with GE selected to supply the nuclear steam supply 
systems, fuel, and turbine/generators. In the United States, the ABWR is the lead plant scheduled to receive U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) approval as the first certified U.S. standard plant Final Design Approval 
(FDA) is expected in December 1992.

International cooperative efforts are currendy underway aimed at certification of a smaller BWR employing natu
ral circulation and additional passive safety systems. Building upon the BWR technology base already developed 
for the ABWR, the SBWR conceptual design is complete and shows significant technical and economic promise. 
In 1989, the SBWR was selected by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and the Electric Power Research 
Institute (EPRI) to complete the design and obtain U.S. NRC certification by 1995.

The ABWR and its smaller counterpart, the SBWR, share a common advanced BWR technology base. In the 
development of the ABWR design, the ABWR team, led by GE with participation of an international team of 
BWR manufacturers, addressed specific utility concerns of worldwide utility customers (see Table 1) by utilizing 
innovative designs and systems and incorporating the best proven features from BWR designs worldwide. In 
adopting these proven features from BWR designs in Europe, Japan, and the United States; as well as state-of-the- 
art electronics, computer, turbine, and fuel technology, the ABWR and SBWR designs are expected to show 
improvements over the current fleet of BWRs in plant availability; plant operating capacity factor; plant safety 
and reliability; while reducing power generation costs; construction schedule; occupational exposure; and rad- 
waste. (see Table 2)^

Further improvements in safety, performance, and economics are made by simplifying the design of compo
nents, systems, and structures and by using natural safety systems.

As the same advanced BWR technology is applied to ABWR and SBWR, both designs have much in common. 
The only essential differences between the ABWR and SBWR is the power rating, core flow recirculation (inter
nal pumps for the ABWR and natural circulation for the SBWR), and the extent to which some of the safety sys
tems employ active versus passive features. More information is provided in Reference 5.

m. Advanced BWR Key Design Features

Fine Motion Control Rod Drives (FMCRDsl - The FMCRD design is an improved version of the drives which 
have been in operation in a number of European BWRs for a number of yfears. The FMCRD has been specifically
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designed to reduce the periodic maintenance required thereby also reducing the associated occupational expo
sure. The advanced BWR FMCRDs are distinguished from the locking piston CRDs, which are in operation in all 
current GE plants, in that the control blades are moved electrically during normal operation. This feature per
mits small power changes and improved startup time and power maneuvering. The FMCRD, as with current 
drives, is inserted into the core hydraulically during scram. The FMCRD, however, having the additional electri
cal motor, will drive the control blade into the core even if the primary hydraulic system fails to do so, providing 
an additional level of protection against Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) events.

Core Flow Recirculation - Both the ABWR and the SBWR utilize new simplified designs and principles for reac
tor core flow recirculation. The ABWR utilizes ten internal pumps for recirculation flow while the SBWR uses 
natural core flow circulation. The elimination of the external recirculation piping permits a compact contain
ment design, elimination of all large vessel nozzles below the core, and reduced in-service inspections (ISI). 
Elimination of the large nozzles permits designing a safer and more economic Emergency Core Cooling System 
(ECCS). The ABWR and SBWR cores will never be uncovered during any Design Basis Accident Elimination of 
the recirculation piping and the use of the vessel forged rings has resulted in over a 50% reduction in welds, and 
therefore ISI, for the primary system pressure boundary. This, in turn, reduces the occupational exposure dur
ing ISI.

The internal pumps selected for the ABWR are an improved version of the wet-motor glandless type design. 
Significant plant operation experience with these pumps has been accumulated in a number of European BWR 
plants.

Natural circulation technology is not new to BWRs. The Dodewaard plant in The Netherlands has been 
operated at a lifetime capacity factor of 84%. The small size of the SBWR allows the use of this feature. Larger 
bwrs (Liebstadt and Vermont Yankee among others) have been operated at 50% power levels in the natural cir
culation mode to prove the SBWR's natural circulation feature.

Control and Instrumentation - The control and instrumentation designs feature system redundancy, fault toler
ant operation, and self-diagnostics while the system is in operation. This is made possible by the extensive use of 
state-of-the-art digital technologies. As an example, multiplexed C&I signals are transmitted along fiber optic 
networks. With this use of multiplexed fiber optics for C&I signal transmission, the amount of copper cabling

Closed 
Circuit TV

Variable
Display

Wide Display 
Panels

Fixed Mimic 
Display

Key alarm 
Indication

Rat Display 
(Micro-processor 
Based)

Main Control 
Console 1

Had Switch CRT Flat DisP|ay Communications 
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Figure 3 Key Features of Advanced BWR Control Room Design
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throughout the plant is significantly reduced so that lower construction costs and shorter schedules are achieved. 
Through the application of such advanced digital equipment technologies, the C&I designs significantly improve 
operability, availability, and support shorter construction schedules.

The use of modem technology is visibly evident in the control room of both the ABWR and the SBWR 
(Figure 3). The size of the control room is smaller and the layout is streamlined. Operators monitor plant activi
ties on a large display that graphically depicts plant operation. It is possible to run the ABWR and SBWR with 
only one operator because of the wide array of support features built into the control room: CRT displays, 
automation and menu-driven prompts for manual operation, and simplified tech specs which are available to the 
operator on the computer monitor.

Reactor Building/Containment - The reactor building structural design is of steel-lined reinforced concrete with 
a high seismic capability. The containment design is of the pressure suppression type with a covered suppression 
pool. The reactor building design is very compact and economical compared to past designs, especially consider
ing the high plant power rating. The advanced BWRs continue GE’s past practice of surrounding the primary 
containment with smother barrier to radiological releases, in this case, the Reactor Building itself. In arranging 
the Reactor Building GE has provided improved separation, fire protection, and security.

Engineered Service and Maintainability - GE has worked closely with our utility sponsor to ensure that the equip
ment design and building arrangements are such that maintenance requirements are minimized and that, when 
required, proper accessibility, servicing equipment and shielding are available to minimize the cost, schedule and 
occupational exposure incurred in performing it In particular, highly automated equipment has been devel
oped for servicing the internal pumps and the FMCRDs; as well as performing in-service inspections of primary 
boundary welds. ,

U.S. Turbine Island Design - The Advanced LWR Certification Program in the U.S. has been based on a turbine 
island design developed specifically to meet U.S. licensing and utility requirements. This design utilizes the 
advanced GE turbine generator with 52-inch last stage buckets developed for the TEPCO projects. The turbine 
island has been placed "in-line" with the Reactor Building in order to meet EPRI licensing requirements and 
eliminate the possibility of damage to the reactor system if a turbine failure were to occur.

Passive Severe Accident Capability - The advanced BWR capability to prevent severe reactor accidents from 
occurring and the capability to withstand a severe accident in the extremely unlikely event that one should occur 
were evaluated with a probabilistic risk assessment (PRA). This evaluation indicates that events resulting in dam
age to the reactor core are extremely unlikely, but that if such events were postulated to occur, passive accident 
mitigation features would limit the offsite dose so that the effect on the public would be insignificant

IV. Status of ABWR and SBWR

The ABWR represents the next generation light water reactor (LWR) to be introduced into commercial 
operation this decade. It is currently being applied as a two-unit project by the Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. 
(TEPCO) at the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa site in Japan. On May 15, 1991, Japan's Ministry of International Trade and 
Industry (MITI) formally granted the "Establishment Permit" to TEPCO for the construction of two ABWR units 
at the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa site. This licensing milestone culminates the successful safety review in Japan and 
clears the way for construction of the two ABWR units. The units are being supplied by a joint venture involving 
GE, Hitachi and Toshiba, with GE supplying the nuclear steam supply systems, fuel, turbines and generators for 
both units. Ground-breaking for the first unit occurred in September 1991 and the second unit in February 
1992. Excavation to bedrock is expected to take 15 months. First concrete to turnover is scheduled to take 48 
months. Commercial operation of the first unit is scheduled for 1996 followed by the second unit in 1997.

In the United States, the ABWR and SBWR have been adapted to the needs of U.S. utilities established 
through the EPRI's Advanced LWR Requirements Program. The ABWR was reviewed and found to be in 
conformance with these utility requirements. Many of the ABWR design features even exceeded the EPRI 
requirements. A similar review of the SBWR design will be perfonhed when the final design is submitted to the 
NRC for review.
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The ABWR is currently being reviewed as the lead candidate by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission for 
certification as a pre-approved U.S. standard design under the U.S. Department of Energy's ALWR Design 
Certification Program. The NRC is close to finishing the ABWR's licensing review. As a sign of real commitment, 
GE and NRC management have been meeting on a regular, monthly basis to ensure timely closure of open 
review items. Final Design Approval is expected in December 1992 and design certification to follow in 12 to 18 
months. When the ABWR receives the final design approval (FDA) and design certification license, it will be the 
first pre-approved U.S. standard Advanced Light Water Reactor. Development of pre-licensed, standard designs 
is considered to be a key element in the U.S. industry's efforts to make nuclear energy a viable option in the U.S.

The SBWR conceptual design was completed in 1990. The development of the SBWR design was 
accompanied by extensive testing of new features. Since 1990, GE and its SBWR team members, which includes 
40 worldwide organizations from 11 nations, have been improving the SBWR design and performing detailed 
engineering in support of the licensing review process. Well over 50 international associates are currently 
working along side GE engineers in San Jose to ensure that the best ideas and technology are incorporated in the 
SBWR design.

In January of 1992, woijk began on the preparation of the SBWR Standard Safety Analysis Report (SSAR). 
The 21-volume document will be submitted to the NRC for review later this summer. More than 100 GE 
engineers and technical associates are currently supporting this effort. The NRC review of the SBWR SSAR is 
expected to take 22 months. The quick review is made possible by the extensive use of ABWR technologies, 
design features, methodologies, and licensing review process. NRC design certification expected by 1995.

However, many institutional and social issues must first be resolved before nuclear energy can play an 
expanded role in meeting the needs ofU.S. utilities. The Nuclear Power Oversight Committee (NPOC), whose 
members consist of senior executives from utilities, utility associations and suppliers, in 1990 unveiled a strategic 
plan to have an ALWR plant operating in the U.S. by the year 2000. The plan addresses 14 issues which could 
pose obstacles to a revival of U.S. nuclear plant construction. Many organizations are currently involved in this 
revival effort Progress is being made and momentum is building.

As the need for additional generation capacity emerges, GE will be prepared to further support utilities with 
large and small advanced BWRs which are economically and environmentally sound.
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DISCUSSION
BELLAMY: I think it would help if you explained the difference between 

approval and certification. Why would it take a year for 
something to be certified if a Federal agency has approved it.

BERGLUND: Final design approval (FDA) is the completion of the 
technical review by the staff and the Commissioners. It does not 
include public hearings, which only happen during the rule-making 
portion of the process. Certification, as provided in 10 CFR part 
52, follows ,FDA via public hearings and completion of the 
certification' rule. As stated in my talk, FDA on ABWR is 
scheduled for December 1992 and certification is scheduled for 
early 1994. Hope this covers your question.
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Abstract

The Marcoule Pilot Reprocessing Facility (APM) reprocesses spent fuel from light water reactors 
and fast breeder reactors. A batch dissolution process is used with an annual throughput capacity of 5 
metric tons. The off-gas treatment unit is described together with its characterization laboratory in order 
to highlight the functions and potential of the facilities. The objectives are consistent with the Marcoule 
site policy regarding diminished iodine release and investigation of the off-gas treatment process. The 
equipment used to meet these objectives is described from a functional standpoint The facility 
implements measurement techniques to allow continuous quantitative measurements of nitrogen oxides, 
oxygen, iodine and krypton, as well as continuous monitoring of the demister inlet flow by y 
spectrometry. Sorbents used for iodine trapping may be tested over a wide range of operating conditions 
(temperature, flow rate, iodine concentration) with representative dissolution off-gases. An X-ray and y 
counting system is used to assess the activity of the adsorbed radionuclides, notably 129I.

Introduction

The Marcoule Pilot Reprocessing Facility (APM*) reprocesses spent fuel from light water reactors 
and fast breeder reactors, with a throughput capacity of 5 metric tons each year!1). It is equipped to 
ensure final iodine trapping on solid media, and to allow investigation and monitoring of the off-gas 
stream.

The process head-end facility (Building 214) was initially intended to house two dissolution lines, 
one using a batch process and the other a continuous process. The off-gas treatment unit was therefore 
designed to accommodate both lines. Currently only the batch dissolution line is operational, with 
purification of gases from the tank vents and the liquid waste treatment unit vents. A solid-medium 
trapping unit was recently installed to handle iodine in the process off-gas line. The present 
configuration of the dissolution off-gas facility is shown schematically in Figure 1. Sampling valves at 
the inlet of each process device allow a fraction of the gas stream to be diverted to the characterization 
laboratory, equipped for off-gas monitoring and analysis as well as for testing all types of sorbent 
media.

This paper describes the iodine trapping unit and the off-gas characterization laboratory, and 
discusses their role in achieving a fuller understanding of gas purification operations, and in the 
development of new gas purification systems.

* Atelier Pilote de Marcoule
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Figure 1 - Dissolution Off-Gas Treatment Schematic

Objectives

Iodine Trapping Unit

The iodine trapping unit is designed to eliminate iodine from the gas stream by chemisoiption on 
a solid medium. The objectives for this system include:
• checking the efficiency of iodine trapping from the dissolution off-gas stream on various solid media 

impregnated with silver, under actual media aging conditions;
• characterizing the saturated trap for conditioning and disposal;
• minimizing 129I release from the APM.

Off-Gas Characterization Laboratory

Analytical facilities available for the dissolution off-gases mainly include the following:
• monitoring of the solid-medium iodine trap by measuring the released iodine quantity;
• off-gas data acquisition, limited to the major fission products (iodine, rare gases and semivolatile 

fission products) released during the process head-end procedures, and to nitrous fumes generated 
during fuel dissolution;

• qualification under radioactive conditions of new sorbent materials for iodine trapping;
• qualification of the continuous monitoring methods.

Off-Gas Monitoring find Data Acquisition Fission products and nitrous fumes are monitored.
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Fission Products: Iodine measurements provide data concerning iodine metabolization throughout the 
head-end units and iodine trap operation in the off-gas line. The released 85Kr is analyzed to validate the 
computer code, and monitored to determine the proportion of krypton released cutup and dissolution. 
Aerosol entrainment may result in the presence of other fission products in the off-gas: aerosol 
formation and behavior mechanisms are investigated to optimize system performance and to estimate 
the contamination level of process wastes (filters, solid traps).

Nitrous Fumes: The behavior of nitrous fumes may be investigated from the standpoint of the release 
kinetics and the recombination efficiency. This information is crucial in interpreting the results obtained 
with the sorbent materials.

Qualification of New Sorbents Iodine trapping on solid sorbents has been selected as the iodine 
retention method in reprocessing plants. Solid sorbent media are investigated for several reasons: to 
confirm their sorption capacity and efficiency on a variety of representative off-gases, to assess material 
aging, and to evaluate sorbent behavior and resistance under actual operating conditions with all the 
other radionuclides in chemically representative form.

Development of Continuous Monitoring Methods Methods developed in outside laboratories (e.g. 
continuous gaseous iodine measurement by laser fluorescence) are qualified under actual operating 
conditions.

Iodine Trapping Unit

Overview

The iodine trapping unit is shown schematically within the overall off-gas system in Figure 1. It 
includes the facilities necessary for iodine trapping on a solid medium, with inlet and outlet gas 
treatment and outlet gas filtration prior to recycling through the main circuit, conditioning of the media 
in containers, and container storage pending disposal. Two traps are placed in series inside a sealed 
vessel. This is a research & development unit, and may be switched into or out of the dissolution off-gas 
process stream. The heating system is designed to allow operation at temperatures ranging from 100 to 
200°C. The nature of the solid medium may vary, and its dimensions may be modified to a limited 
extent to cover a range of off-gas flow rates.

The APM facility is used to reprocess fast breeder and light water reactor fuel. Table I indicates 
the volatile material concentrations in both types of fuel. The trap retention rates were determined from 
these data, allowing for 10 wt% silver content in the reference sorbent, and considering 40 mg of iodine 
per kilogram of sorbent as the best tradeoff between the saturation rate and purification efficiency.

The process throughput capacities were determined by assuming there would be no soda 
scrubbing. The process 'gas flow rate may range from 10 to 25 Nm^h-1; with the standard trap 
(Figure 2) this corresponds to a flow velocity of 3.8 to 10 cm s’1.

Description

The two iodine trap lines each comprise two stainless steel casings 0.5 m in diameter and 1 m high 
installed in series in the off-gas system and mounted on separate frames (Figure 2). Because of 
differential expansion behavior, the casings are not mounted directly on the glove box; leaktightness is 
provided between each casing and the penetration at the top of the glove box by a lip seal. The leaktight 
cover of each casing is accessible from inside the glove box. Each casing includes a center-mounted
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Fuel Characteristics LWR FBR

Bumup (MWd-T'1) 33 000 85 000

Fissionable material 3.5% 235U u?Pu=28%

Cooling time 3 years 1 year

Krypton (g)
85Kr (Bq)

(Ci)

359
2.92 x 1014
7.901 x 103

588
7.365 x 1014
19.905 x 103

Xenon (g) 4360 10 332
Iodine (g)
129l (Bq)

(Ci)

208
1.106 x 109
2.99 x lO'2

623
3.071 x 109
8.3 x lO*2

Quantity dissolved per batch 
(kg U + Pu) 90 63

Number of dissolutions per trap 36 18

temperature sensor accessible from the outside. The gas temperature is monitored by a sensor at the 
outlet of each casing.

The outer wall of each casing and the off-gas lines are insulated. Six insertion heaters are located 
around the periphery of the gas inlet manifold to provide uniform heating. The cover of each casing

3 Insertion heater sleeve.
4 Temperature sensor sleeve

Figure 2 - Iodine Traps
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includes two plugs providing access to the interior of the casing for R&D devices, such as gas 
samplers to determine die nitrogen oxide content in the immediate vicinity of the sorbent The standard 
trap (Figure 3a) comprises a stainless steel filter cartridge 371 mm in diameter and 290 mm high with 
grip provisions. As mentioned above, the trap geometry may be modified. The trap configuration used 
for LWR fuel (Figure 3b) is designed to approximate the flow velocity of the La Hague reprocessing 
plants and to determine the concentration profile, and thus qualify the sorbent behavior according to the 
degree of saturation.

The unit includes handling provisions to install and remove the traps and other process equipment. 
The saturated traps are conditioned in stainless steel containers and placed in dry interim storage pits.

a: Standard 
filter

b: MOx 
filter

upper grid

Vol - 25.71 ^ 
Area >8.8x10 rri

lower grid

safety pin
9 threaded rods 12 mm dia x 392 mm 
long equispaced on 324 mm dia 3

3 rods 12 mm dia x 392 mm long 
equispaced on 324 mm dia

upper grid 

lower grid

Vol >12.81 2
Area >4.88x10 m2

W
^ 114 dia ^

1^ 274 dia J

Figure 3 - Iodine Trap: (a) Standard Filter, (b) MOx Filter
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Overview

From the main unit (Figure 1) gas samples may be transferred to the off-gas characterization 
laboratory. Because of the large number of sampling points, two glove boxes are required to distribute 
the flow lines and to ensure maximum sampling flexibility (Figure 4). Each glove box accommodates a 
separate category of sample inlets:

• category A (glove box 643.10) includes the sampling points upstream from the demister. Because of 
the potentially high activity level, these samples are first filtered and the activity is monitored in a 
shielded vessel. The samples containing vesicles are distributed to two specific measurement channels 
reserved for the most active samples (A1 and A2).

• category B (glove box,643.11) includes the sampling points downstream firom the demister. The 
demisted samples are distributed to two specific channels (B1 & B2). An analysis channel (Q is 
reserved for continuous measurement of iodine leakage from process traps.

The specific gas flows (Al, A2, Bl, B2, C) are routed through several glove boxes for 
characterization and investigation of iodine trapping on different media. After flow rate measurement, 
the gases are pumped back to the unit via the two above-mentioned glove boxes: the most active 
samples (category A) are routed via glove box 643.10, while categories B and C transit through glove 
box 643.11. The analyzed gas streams are reinjected 0.3 m downstream from the sampling point

Figure 4 - Characterization Laboratory Flowsheet
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Table II - Characterization Laboratory Flow Properties

Group Sampling position Ref. Composition Flowrate Pressure Humi
dity

Temp.
(°C)

A

Batch dissolver outlet 642E101 NOx-l2-Ru-RG 1 m3-!!'1 Neg Humid 90
Condenser outlet 642E102 NOx-l2-Ru-RG 1 m3-!!'1 Neg Humid 25
Recombination column outlet 642 E 20 12-RG-Ru 1 m^h’1 Neg Humid 30
Column 644-40 inlet 644 E 30 NOx-I2-Ru-RG 1 m3-!)'1 Neg Humid 30
Column 642-40 inlet 
(Vent treatment) 642E401 12-RG-Ru 1 m^h'1 Neg Humid 30

B

Column 642-40 outlet 
(Vent treatment) 642E402 I2-Ru-RG 1 m3-!!'1 Neg Dry 25

Column 642-30 outlet (H2O) 642 E 30 12-RG-Ru 1 m^h'1 Neg Dry 25
Inlet, internal and outlet

(Solid-media trap)

644 E 52 I2-RG 1 m3^'1 Neg Dry 150
644 E 531 RG 1 m3^'1 Neg Dry 150
644E532 RG 1 m3^"1 Neg Dry 150
644 E 54 RG 1 m3-h'l Neg Dry 100

Dissolution off-gas treatment outlet 642 E 33 I2-RG 1 m^h'1 Pos Dry 25

All the gas aliquots contained f) and y emitters 
RG: Rare gases

Description

Flow Control Glove Boxes The vesicle-laden gas arrives in glove box 643.10 (Figure 4) and the 
demisted gas in glove box 643.11 (sample sources are indicated in Table II). These glove boxes 
distribute the gas flow from process vents to and from the off-gas characterization laboratories via 
specific channels Al, A2, Bl, B2 and C (channel C is reserved for monitoring of iodine leakage from 
process traps). Glove box 643.10 provides safety and detection functions by means of filters and 
scintillation detectors.

The activity is monitored and trapped to limit the activity concentration in the gases supplied to 
the other glove boxes and thus avoid any irradiation hazard in the remainder of the laboratory, and to 
quantify radionuclide entrainment from each process step. Two Nal scintillation detectors (Figure 5) are 
installed in a lead chamber in each line. One is located in a gas flow line and designed for continuous 
gamma spectrometry; the crystal is machined to a maximum thickness of 0.3 mm. The other detector is 
located above the demister to assess the vesicle irradiation level; if the background level reaches 50 
mrad h1 the feed pump and inlet valve are automatically secured. The vesicle traps are removable and 
may be transferred in lead-shielded containers to a y and X-ray spectrometry unit to measure the 
cumulative vesicle activity due to each element for correlation with the scintillation monitoring.

Trapping Glove Boxes The system includes two glove boxes for investigation of new iodine 
trapping sorbent materials. Glove box 643.20 (Figure 6) is a modifiable unit that can also be used for 
other purposes. The preheated inflowing gas stream is directed to the traps through a flexible stainless 
steel duct fitted with Leybold couplings. Each trap consists of twelve stages 50 mm in diameter and 
15 mm thick, heated by a 1500 W thimble and operating in the 100-200°C range within ± 2°C.
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Figure 7 - Iodine Trapping Glove Box Layout

Glove box 643.30 (Figure 7) is specifically designed to investigate the properties of new sorbent 
media. It includes an oven to heat all the iodine trap stages to the 100-200°C range within ± 3°C by 
means of six insertion heaters with a total rating of 4200 W. The traps are 260 mm high and 70 mm in 
diameter, and may be sectorized as necessary for testing. The unit is now equipped with four 12-stage 
traps, but can accommodate up to ten traps for sequential trapping by modifying the flow channels.

Pump Glove Box This unit is designed to circulate the gas flow and monitor the flow rate. It 
includes four diaphragm pumps rated at 3 Nm3^'1 with a needle valve regulating the gas flow between 
the pump discharge and suction sides. A mass flowmeter is used to monitor the gas flow rate.

Process Trap Leakage Monitoring Glove Box This unit was initially designed to monitor iodine 
leakage from the process traps via line C, but was modified for R & D test purposes. The preheated gas 
flow from line C is supplied to glove box 643.60 (Figure 8) which includes two parallel traps that may 
contain either activated charcoal impregnated with potassium iodide or a special sorbent medium for 
specific testing. The glove box is equipped with a self-contained gas pumping and monitoring system 
and a chemiluminescence nitrogen oxide analyzer.

Off-Gas Analysis and Characterization Online analysis is provided for nitrogen oxide, oxygen, 
krypton and iodine. The laboratory includes a y and X-ray spectrometry line with a 4-channel analyzer, 
and two nitrogen oxide measuring devices: a chemiluminescence system is installed in glove box 
643.60, and a radiation absorption system is installed in glove box 643.50a (Figure 4). Nitrogen 
monoxide is measured in the infrared region, and nitrogen dioxide in the ultraviolet region.

Oxygen: The oxygen analyzer located in glove box 643.50a is based on the paramagnetic properties of 
the oxygen molecule.

Krypton: The krypton analyzer in glove box 643.50b is supplied by lines A2 and B2: one line bypasses 
the analyzers while the other is ducted through the ionization chamber. Considering the nature of the
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Figure 8 - Process Iodine Leakage Monitoring Glove Box Layout

fuel reprocessed in the APM facility, the measurement range extends from 104 to 1013 Bq-m*3. Two 
units are installed to cover the full range: two 10-liter differential ionization chambers are used to 
compensate for background y radiation between 104 and 1010 Bq-m'3; a single 100 cm3 ionization 
chamber covers the range from 108 to 1010 Bq-m 3.

Iodine: When excited by a laser beam, an iodine molecule produces a fluorescent emission. The 
selected optical transitions are the 526 or 532 nm lines after monochromatic excitation at 514 nm. This 
laser-induced fluorescence allows highly sensitive determination of the total molecular iodine 
concentration without isotopic discrimination. The technique was nuclearized as indicated in Figure 9. 
The glove box contains the process and standard gas inlets, a glass and optical grade quartz 
measurement cell, a pyrolysis cell on a bypass line, a process gas circulation pump and various pressure 
sensors and flowmeters. The analysis system basically comprises a 514 nm argon laser coupled with a 
single-mode optical Alter, a signal collector lens and Alter, a 600 mm focal length spectrometer, a 
photomultiplier, and signal acquisition and processing circuitry. One of the advantages of this technique 
is that it includes a calibration system connected in parallel with the process sampling line. The 
calibration system, based on the vapor pressure of the iodine crystals in a temperature-regulated heat 
exchanger, is used to determine the detection limit (currently 10"4 g-nr3) under actual operating 
conditions.

y and X-ray spectrometry line: This line is designed to determine the 129I concentration trapped on the 
solid media, as well as any other products that may be Axed there, and to determine the vesicle activity 
entrained in the off-gas stream. A conventional hyperpure germanium detector is used in the counting 
system. A 4-channel analyzer is used in conjunction with the scintillation detectors as described above.
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Figure 9 - Laser Fluorescence Iodine Measurement System Schematic

Conclusion

The Marcoule Pilot Facility is equipped to eliminate iodine from the dissolution off-gas stream by 
adsorption on solid media, and includes a laboratory to analyze and characterize the off-gases from each 
process step (condensation, recombination of nitrous fumes, soda scrubbing, iodine trap inlet and outlet 
stages). The system is consistent with the policy of reducing gaseous iodine releasef2! and with the 
investigation of dissolution off-gas treatment.

Program objectives include the following:
• assess the efficiency of each step in the off-gas treatment process;
• develop continuous monitoring techniques for vesicular activity;
• investigate iodine metabolization;
• investigate iodine trapping behavior depending on the sampling point;
• prepare sorbents with various iodine concentrations approaching saturation to develop a suitable 

disposal matrix.

An LWR fuel reprocessing campaign was recently completed. Throughout this campaign the 
following points were investigated:
• testing of AC 6120 and AgA sorbents with dissolution off-gases after soda scrubbing and HEPA 

filtration (AC 6120 sorbent was used for all the process off-gas stream, with AgA sorbent in a bypass 
line (C) to the analysis aqd characterization laboratory);

• testing of four sorbents (AC 6120, AgA, JFM1 and JFM4) under identical geometry, flow velocity and 
temperature conditions;

• determination of the nitrogen oxide concentrations;
• determination of the krypton release during cutup and dissolution;
• qualification of the continuous laser fluorescence iodine monitoring system.
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DISCUSSION

MOELLER: Would you please explain the role of the glove boxes in your sampling and 
analytical system?

VIGNAU: The glove boxes are installed to prevent a gas leakage at the coupling tube with the
traps and the analyzers. Outside the glove boxes there is no possibility of contaminating 
systems because the coupling tubes are welded.
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Abstract
Tritium handling operations at Mound include production of 

tritium-containing devices, evaluation of the stability of tritium devices, 
tritium recovery and enrichment, tritium process development, and research. 
In doing this work, gaseous process effluents containing 400,000 to 1,000,000 
curies per year of tritium are generated.

These gases must be decontaminated before they can be discharged to the 
atmosphere. They contain tritium as elemental hydrogen, as tritium oxide, 
and as tritium-containing organic compounds at low concentrations (typically 
near one ppm). The rate at which these gases is generated is highly 
variable. Some tritium-containing gas is generated at all times.

The systems used at Mound for capturing tritium from process effluents 
have always been based on the "oxidize and dry" concept. They have had the 
ability to remove tritium, regardless of the form it was in. The current 
system, with a capacity of 1.0 cubic meter of gas per minute, can effectively 
remove tritium down to part-per-billion levels.

A new, more efficient, larger capacity (2.5 cubic meters per minute), 
system has recently been built. It is called the Tritium Emissions Reduction 
Facility (TERF), and it incorporates a considerable number of improvements 
over the current system. These include: 1) replacement of the easily
plugged sintered metal filters with fiber bed filters, 2) installation of 
condensers off-liAe rather than on-line to reduce the refrigeration load, 3) 
larger, variable-speed ccnpressors, 4) increase of the system pressure from
1.5 to 4.5 atmospheres absolute, to minimize the size of process components, 
5) increase the maximum temperature of the oxidizing catalyst to 600°C, 6) 
higher temperature regeneration to. more completely regenerate the molecular 
sieve desiccant, 7) use of activated carbon and ion exchange resins to purify 
the product water for tritium recovery, 8) use of more corrosion-resistant 
materials, 9) use of a process control computer, and 10) secondary 
containment of the system inside of gloveboxes. These improvements are 
discussed.

I. Introduction
Mound conducts a wide variety of multi-gram tritium operations for the

U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). These include research, development, 
testing, weapon component evaluation, loading of microballoons, preparation 
of gas standards for mass spectrometers, loading tritium into weapon 
components, ccmmercial sales, scrap recovery, and isotope enrichment. Severed 
support functions, such as mass spectrometry, analytical chemistry and 
materials analysis, also involve significant quantities of tritium. To 
protect the workers and the environpent, these operations are performed in 
nitrogen-purged gloveboxes Wiich are connected to an effluent capture system. 
This capture system also decontaminates all process effluents, such as vacuum 
pump exhausts, raffinates from isotope enrichment operations, gaseous 
contaminants separated from tritium streams, arid exhausts from analytical 
instruments.
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At Mound it is very important to contain tritium and to minimize 
effluents. Continuous systems to capture process effluents have been utilized 
at Mound for 30 yr. Currently, Mound's tritium emissions to the atmosphere 
are less than 2500 Ci/yr; this is less than 1% of the releases in 1969. A 
desire to further reduce these emissions is one of the principal reasons that 
the Tritium Emissions Reduction Facility (TERF) was designed and built.
Badkoround

The system in use at Mound for removal of tritium from concentrated gaseous effluents is the Effluent Removal System (ERS) t1). it has been 
on-line for the past 20 yr and has a capacity of 35 scfm. Tritium is removed 
by the oxidation to water of tritium and tritium-containing compounds over platinum catalyst at 450°C, followed by the collection of the water on 
molecular sieve drying beds. The gases processed by the ERS include nitrogen, 
air, argon, helium, hydrogen, water vapor, and various organic compounds, 
such as solvent vapors and vacuum pump oil mists. The introduction of 
halogen-containing compounds is strongly discouraged because of the corrosive 
materials that Are formed in the high tenperature oxidizing reactors. 
Single-pass decontamination factors of 1,000,000 and 10,000 have been 
achieved for HP and tritiated organics, respectively.
Need for morovemertt

There are several reasons why the improved capture system, which is 
called the Tritium Emissions Reduction Facility (TERF), was designed and 
built: 1) the ERS is aging and, hence, becoming less reliable, 2) the flow 
capacity of the ERS is too low, 3) the amount of tritium being released to 
the atmosphere needs to be reduced, and 4) there is a need to become less 
dependent upon the availability of skilled, experienced operators to run the 
tritium capture system. Age was a concern because of the unavailability of 
crucial spare parts, the cumulative effects of 20 yr of corrosion, 
inconvenient location of instruments (it was not "user friendly") and an 
outmoded control system. The limited capacity (35 scfm) of ERS was not enough 
to support the current workload. TERF should reduce effluents because it will 
be more efficient and because it will be entirely secondarily contained. 
Also, the larger capacity of TERF will permit the processing of low 
concentration streams that must new be released directly to the stack.

The operation of the TERF will be less dependent on the skill of the 
eperator. It will be easier to monitor because the instruments are located 
in much more accessible locations. The TERF equipment is also much more 
accessible, being built in a large area which does not contain other 
processes or items of equipment whose presence constricts the equipment 
arrangement. Because the TERF is continually monitored by a process control 
cenrputer, necessary adjustments are made automatically, reducing the work 
load on the eperator and keeping the system components at their optimum 
settings a greater percentage of the time.
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II. System Description
A sinplified system flew diagram of the TERF is shewn in Figure 1. Hie 

system has redundant exxnponents, for additional gas processing capacity and 
for backup, which are not shewn for the sake of simplicity.

The gas collection subsystem is ccnprised of several branch lines which 
service the laboratory and production areas. Each branch line has its cwn 
gas flowmeter and ionization chamber to monitor the quantity of tritium 
entering the system. The branch lines will be maintained at a pressure of 
approximately 84.5 kilopascals (12.2 psia). This pressure will normally be 
maintained by a .control valve and generated by a ccnpressor that moves the 
gas through the TEftF.

Abnormally high gas flews and temporary system outages will be handled by 
an evacuated surge tank with a volume of approximately 142 STP cubic meters 
(5,000 STD cubic feet).

A mist eliminator will be used to remove any entrained particles and mist 
in the incoming gas prior to entering the compressor. Pressure drop across 
the elements will be kept to a minimum in order to maintain rated gas 
processing capacity at maximum flew. Pressure drop across the inlet system 
is limited to a maximum of 15.5 kilopascals (2.2 psi) by the cotpressor inlet 
vacuum at maximum capacity.

Reactor Subsystem
Mist

Eliminator Reactor |-

Vacuum
System

Water
Cleanup
Subsystem

Regeneration
Subsystem

Condeni

HX - Heat Exchanger C - Conductivity Meter 
M-Tritium Monitor F-Flow Meter

P - Pressure Transducer
TCA - Total Carbon Analyzer

FIGURE 1

SIMPLIFIED FLOW DIAGRAM FOR TRITIUM EMISSIONS REDUCTION FACILITY
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The two compressors are positive-displacement, oil-less, two-stage 
reciprocating ccnpressors with an intercooler to control second stage seal 
temperatures. The intercooler, head, and motor are water-cooled to reduce 
heat release to the glovebox atmosphere. The variable speed motors are 
controlled to follow the gas load.

The reactor subsystem consists of a conservation heat exchanger, 
preheater, and reactor containing a platinum-cn-alumina catalyst (Englehard A16, 648). Reaction temperatures will be maintained up to 600°C in order 
to oxidize any tritiated organic molecules, primarily methanes, as well as 
elemented, hydrogen. Flowmeters and control valves will control gas flow 
through the reactor systems. The conservation heat exchanger will recover 
approximately 80% of the heat in the gas exiting the reactor system.

Water-to-gas heat exchangers will be required after the reactor system to cool the process gas from 230°C leaving the conservation heat exchangers to 
27°C before entering the dryers. The heat exchangers are constructed with 
a double wall to prevent contamination of the cooling water in case of a 
tritium leak in the inner wall.

Each dryer tower contains 72.6 kg (160 lb) of type 4A Molecular Sieve 
(trade name of the Union Carbide Corporation). One dryer bed will hold 
approximately 14.5 liters (3.8 gal) of water when saturated. Filters are 
located downstream of the dryers to contain the spread of Molecular Sieve 
dust.

Gas exiting the dryer system will be monitored for tritium content prior 
to release to the atmosphere, and will be recirculated if the tritium content 
is above allowable discharge limits.

The regeneration system is designed to remove water from the dryer towers 
by recirculating hot, dry gas through them. The saturated tower will be taken off-line, and dry nitrogen will be heated to 315°C and circulated 
through the bed at 1.4 cubic meters per minute (50 scfm) for 16 hours. The 
direction of flew of the regeneration gas will be opposite to that of the 
normal process flew. The exiting gas will be heat-exchanged with the incoming stream, then cooled to 4°C and the condensate collected. The next 
heat exchanger is also refrigerated and will freeze out additional moisture. 
The fined element is a Molecular Sieve bed which will reduce the moisture 
content of the gas to the lew parts-per-mil 1 ion range. Then the gas stream 
enters the blower for another cycle.

Water collected in the regeneration system will be sent to the water 
cleanup system. When a batch has been collected, it will be purified by 
processing through filters, activated carbon beds for organic impurity 
removal, and mixed ion exchange resin beds for ionic impurity removal. Water 
that is certified pure by means of analysis with a conductivity meter and 
total carbon analyzer will be transferred to the Tritium Aqueous Recovery 
System (TARS) for the first step in the tritium recovery and enrichment 
process.
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III. Use in Maintenance Operations
One of the ways the increased capacity of the TERF will be used is in 

supporting operations which, generate large volumes of gas, such as 
maintenance operations which cannot be performed through the glovebox gloves. 
Some maintenance operations require the opening of gloveboxes, 
tritium-contaminated lines, or contaminated equipment, which exposes 
previously confined, tritium-contaminated volumes to the surrounding 
environment. During these operations, the release of tritium to the 
atmosphere is inevitable without some type of containment and decontamination 
of effluents.

At Mound, the item to be opened is enclosed in a flexible plastic sheet 
supported on a metal frame. The enclosure is exhausted to the capture system 
(ERS or TERF) through the open glovebox or through plastic tubing connected 
to one of the inlet lines to the capture system. Sufficient air flow is 
maintained through the enclosure to prevent tritium migration to the room 
air. An enclosure large enough to allow operating and maintenance personnel 
to work inside can be used. While inside the enclosure, a worker wears a 
plastic bubblesuit with supplied breathing air so that all physical contact 
with tritium is avoided.

Several methods are used to decontaminate or reduce the quantities of 
tritium in lines and equipment if they must be opened for maintenance. If 
liquid could be present, the item is fitted with a specially designed 
piercing valve. This valve makes a small hole, and the liquid drains into a 
container without any release of tritium. If welding is involved in the 
maintenance operation, external heat is applied to the area while a snail 
flow (0.05 nr/min) of air is flushed through the line. This vaporizes 
moisture and liberates sorbed tritium in the vicinity of the repair and 
carries it to the capture system.

IXiring the maintenance operation, air flow from the enclosure to the ERS 
is limited to only that necessary for tritium containment. At times, this 
type of operation requires a major fraction of the capacity of the ERS for 
several hours. This is one example where the increased capacity of the TERF 
is needed. Not only is the enclosure ventilated but, whenever possible, open 
contaminated lines are directly purged to the capture system. The intent is 
to move air from the room, through the enclosure, into the open glovebox or 
process lines, and then into the capture system.

These simple but very effective methods have helped considerably in 
reducing tritium releases to the atmosphere and have contributed to reducing 
personnel exposures to tritium by containing and capturing tritium that would 
otherwise be released from maintenance operations.

IV. Design Features
Control System

The TERF has been designed for automatic operation and process control by 
means of a distributed process controller with computer supervisory control 
and system monitoring. This significantly reduces the operator's experience 
and capabilities as major factors in system reliability, availability, and 
operation.
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TERF has been designed as a separate Material Balance Account with 
ccnputer integration of incoming tritium in gas streams, the capability of 
accurately determining system holdup, and accounting of tritium quantities 
transferred out of the system.
Dryer Regeneration

The molecular sieve beds will be regenerated when moisture monitors 
located after the dryers indicate that breakthrough has occurred. Once bed 
saturation has been detected, the loaded tower will be taken off-line to be 
regenerated. Studies have shown that the molecular sieve holds water 
tenaciously, and a considerable effort is needed to thoroughly remove it. 
Therefore, the process gas in the saturated dryer will be circulated at a rate of 1.4 nr/min (50 scfm) and heated to 315°C to regenerate the 
molecular sieve. It will flew in the opposite direction to the process gas. 
We expect that it will take 16 hr to complete the regeneration cycle.
Water Purification

Mound has the capability of recovering tritium from water by the 
sequential use of three processes: 1) the Tritiated Aqueous Recovery System 
(TARS), which enriches tritiated water and uses electrolysis to produce 
hydrogen, 2) the Tritium Recovery Column (TRC), which uses cryogenic 
distillation for the bulk stripping of protium, and 3) the Hydrogen Isotope 
Separation System (HISS), which is a three-column cryogenic distillation 
system for tritium enrichment. The TERF product water stream, which is 
transferred to TARS, must contain less than 10 parts per million of organics 
and have an ionic purity such that the resistivity is greater than 1 megohm 
cm. This is accomplished by the use of activated carbon and ion exchange 
columns.
Double Containment

The Mound philosophy of containment requires that the entire TERF system 
be doubly contained, with the exception of process lines on the vacuum side 
of the system between components, equipment, and instrumentation. As a 
result, all instruments, valves, and equipment are enclosed in gloveboxes or 
secondary enclosures, and all pressurized process lines and all liquid 
transfer lines are doubly contained. Careful consideration has been given to 
the design of the gloveboxes and to the location of equipment in the 
gloveboxes so that the maximum amount of maintenance can be performed through 
the gloves.

V. Differences Between the TERF and the ERS
With a design capacity of 80 scfm, the TERF will handle more than twice 

the volume of gases handled by the ERS. The two TERF ccnpressors have 
capacities of 60 and 100 scfm, considerably more than those of the ERS 
compressors. One way in which this additional capacity is processed without a 
commensurate increase in the size of the equipment is to use higher pressures 
(50-100 psig in the TERF vs. 10 psig in the ERS). The higher pressures 
reduce the actual gas volume significantly, thereby allowing a reduction in 
the size of the piping needed to transport the larger gas flows and a 
reduction in the size of the valves to control these flows. The higher 
pressures also provide a longer residence time of the gases over the catalyst 
inside reactors of the same size.
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The TERF will utilize reactors constructed of Inconel 625 and operated at temperatures as high as 600°C to assure the total destruction of all 
tritiated compounds, including tritiated methanes. A more complete description of these new reactors is given in a paper by Wieneke. t2'

The TERF will use countercurrent heat exchange equipment to recover 
process heat. The recovery of 80% of the heat put into the gases by the 
preheater and reactor is expected. Also, approximately half of the heat 
created in the gases by the compressors will be conserved by using insulated 
lines to keep these gases hot while they are being transported to the reactor 
systems.

In the TERF, all of the water from the process gas streams will be 
removed in molecular sieve dryers following the oxidation reactors. The 
collection of much of the water in the on-line condenser in the ERS required that all of the ERS process gases be cooled to -50°C and then reheated - a 
considerable thermal inefficiency. The ERS also cooled the gases to this lew 
tenperature before the gases were passed through the reactors. This results 
in freezing out some additional materials - such as vacuum pump oil vapors 
and other fine mists - which cause the water melted out of this condenser to 
be contaminated with these organic materials. In the TERF all of the organics 
contained in the entering gas stream will be oxidized in the reactors, 
leading to a considerably reduced load on the water clean-up system.

The TERF will use larger dryers than are installed in the ERS. The amount 
of water adsorbed in the dryers will be continuously calculated to determine 
hew much unused capacity remains in a TERF dryer. Also, each dryer is 
ccmposed of two towers, and the moisture content of the process gas will be 
monitored between the towers. This will allow us to regenerate these dryers 
as needed (which will be approximately weekly), instead of regenerating every 
day as in the case of the ERS dryers.

When the molecular sieves in the TERF dryers are regenerated, this will 
be done at a higher tenperature and will use a recirculating gas volume for a 
longer time in order to more completely remove the absorbed water. lowering 
the amount of water left in the molecular sieves will lead to lower 
concentrations of water in equilibrium with them at the dryer exit, and this 
should result in lower tritium oxide emissions. The regeneration gas flow 
will be in the opposite direction to that of the normal process flow, so that 
the absorbed water will be "backed out" of the dryer instead of having to be 
pushed through the entire column of molecular sieve. The higher temperatures 
for drying the molecular sieves will be achieved by a combination of external 
electric heaters and preheated hot gas continuously recirculated through the 
molecular sieves.

The TERF is designed to operate unattended for long periods, such as 
ovemi^it and over weekends. Control during these periods is maintained by 
the use of a distributed process controller from the Foxboro Co. This system, 
referred to as Intelligent Automation (I/A), continuously monitors the key 
process variables that include tenperature, pressure, flow, and tritium and 
moisture concentrations throughout the process. The system has been made 
fault-tolerant by the use of redundant control processor modules so that 
failure of one computer module will not cause system shutdown. This system
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is configured to make decisions during normal operations and also in the case 
of deviation from normal operation. The logic and decision trees for control 
of the process are programmed into the Foxboro process control system. It 
automatically switches to a back-up in case of component failure. If the 
whole system should fail, it will shut down and preserve the process in a 
fail-safe condition. The additional control instrumentation in the TERF will 
increase system reliability. This system is more fully described in a paper 
by Kissner.

Key components in the TERF which will be exposed to corrosive conditions 
are constructed of materials which are more corrosion-resistant that those 
used in many parts of the ERS. The TERF reactors and the product water tanks 
are constructed of Inconel 625, as opposed to Type 304H stainless steel for 
the ERS reactors. Most of the other parts of the TERF are constructed of 
type 316L stainless steel.

The TERF is more strongly protected against environmental disasters than 
is the ERS. The TERF is installed in a heavily reinforced, underground 
building; hence, it is much more resistant to damage from tornados and 
earthquakes. All of the equipment items are designed to withstand an 
earthquake with 0.15 g acceleration.

All of the TERF process equipment which operates above one atmosphere 
pressure is doubly contained. The equipment items are enclosed inside of 
stainless steel gloveboxes equipped with safety plate glass windows and 
rubber gloves. Pipes outside of the gloveboxes are welded within a larger 
pipe, and the annulus is maintained at vacuum. In the event of a leak, the 
tritium-containing gases are confined. This is not true of the ERS. The TERF 
gloveboxes are purged with dry nitrogen, in keeping with the standard 
practice at Mound, and exhausted to the inlet header of TERF.

Finally, the TERF has been designed so that its capacity can be 
expanded. Space has been left which could accommodate an additional large 
cotpressor, another reactor, and two new dryer trains. This equipment would 
provide redundancy and could increase the capacity of the present TERF unit 
by more than 50%.

VI. Conclusion
The TERF has been designed on the same overall "oxidize and dry" 

principle as the very successful ERS, and it uses many of the same types of 
components. However, several significant engineering modifications in the 
design of the TERF will increase its capacity, efficiency, reliability, and 
ability to contain tritium, while reducing emissions below those which are 
achievable by the ERS.

The new TERF ' will be a much "smarter" system than its predecessors. It 
will be capable of automatically handling problems normally encountered in 
system operation; e.g., equipment malfunctions, instrument failures, and 
variations in the gas load. It will also note trends in operation and 
recommend routine maintenance.
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Operating experience with previous systems has been incorporated to 
irrprove maintenance and reliability of equipment. Lcwer emissions limits and 
concern for personnel safety have placed increased emphasis on maintenance 
operations. Double containment and ease of replacement and dnangeout of 
equipment have been incorporated in the design to reduce the possibility of 
release and/or personnel exposure.

The results of experimental work (catalyst comparisons, higher operation 
pressures, increased instrument accuracy, and better molecular sieve 
regeneration efficiency) have been incorporated into the new system to 
increase processing efficiency. This experimental work, and lessons learned 
from operating the existing Effluent Removal System, have contributed to an 
increased understanding of system function.

Mound's goal was to incorporate the latest technical advances, 
state-of-the-art control technology, and twenty years of operating experience 
with a tritiated gas capture system to make the new Tritium Emissions 
Reduction Facility as safe and efficient as possible without sacrificing reliability. This system will be Mound's primary capture system for 
tritiated gaseous process effluents into the twenty-first century.
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DISCUSSION

JUBIN: What is the magnitude of cost savings expected by the implementation of
automation? Was this a factor in the selection of automation?

LAMBERGER: Cost saving was not an important driving function in deciding to automate.
No significant cost savings are expected.

FURRER: I have three questions; first, I would like to know the space velocity at the
catalyst? Secondly, the reaction rate of the catalyst for methane at 400°C? and thirdly, 
what was the impregnation?
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LAMBERGER: In answer to your first question, the residence times is 2 sec. The space
velocity is 0.1 sec1 at 400°C and 50 psig and 0.45 sec'1 at 600°C and 100 psig. Secondly, 
the reaction rate constant for methane over this catalyst is K = 6.0 sec'1 at 400°C and 15 
psig. It is K = 14 sec'1 at 500°C and 15 psig and third, platinum on alumina. We used 
Englehard catalyst A16648.

DEMETRIA: 1) How large is the facility housing the 35 cfm-capacity "TERF'? 2) What
kind of ventilation is provided to this room?

LAMBERGER: 1) Approximately half of this room x 3 times the height (30’ x 60’ x 30’ high).
2) Once through system through fume hoods and discharge to the outside without any 
treatment. Face velocity is 150 ft/min.

DUVALL: Out of 2,000 CiT released to the environment, what fraction is HTO?

LAMBERGER: 50%.
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Abstract

From 1971 until 1990 the Karlsruhe Reprocessing Plant WAK repro
cessed 207 tons of ufanium from oxide fuel. During the fuel dissolu
tion 94 % of the iodine-129 inventory were expelled together with 
the dissolver offgas (DOG) and fixed on iodine filters. About 5 % 
reached together with the fuel solution the PUREX process and spread 
there among the various gases and liquid streams. About 1 % 
remained in the dissolver residues. With regard to minimize 
iodine-129 release, iodine retention devices were tested in all ves
sel offgas (VOG) lines of the process and the vessel offgas of the 
waste treatment facilitiy. If only the dissolver offgas is passed 
through iodine filters, 2,5 % of the iodine input is emitted with 
the total offgas.
If the dissolver offgas and the offgas from the high active waste 
storage tanks is cleaned, 1,8 % of the iodine input is emitted. This 
was the actual state at WAK in 1988 until 1990.
It could be demonstrated that by iodine retention in all relevant 
offgas lines, besides offgas of the head end cell, only 0.3 % of 
the iodine input with the fuel is emitted.

I

Testing of iodine sorption materials has shown that the removal ef
ficiency of the AgN03-impregnated materials depends on the iodine 
concentration in the WAK offgas. The causes of the observed 
dependence of the decontamination factor (DF) on the iodine-129 con
centration may be not only organic iodinS compounds difficult to re
move but also the high dissociation pressures in the AgN03/AgI sys
tem. Impregnation with elemental silver improves iodine removal con
siderably.

I. Introduction
After dissolution of the fuel, fission product iodine is preferably 
present as volatile elemental iodine. According to its distribution 
coefficient, it is distributed in the fuel solution, in the scrubber 
solutions of the dissolver offgas section and in the offgas.
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The distribution of iodine among various process streams should be 
minimized because such a distribution, considering present restric
tive requirements, would imply that up to the stage of waste condi
tioning iodine retention systems in the vessel offgas lines would 
have to be provided.
Therefore, it has been the goal pursued in most of recent studies to 
transfer iodin4-129, if possible quantitatively, from the dissolver 
solution into the gas phase where it is fixed on appropriate sorp
tion materials to make it suitable for repository storage.
For the Gorleben site, a site selection upheld until 1979, the limit value of iodine emission applied for and recommended was 7.4 x 10^ 
Bq/a (200 mCi/a); with a throughput of 1400 metric tons fuel per 
year and a burnup of 35 GWd/t (57 Ci/a iodine inventory) this corre
sponds to an emission of 0.35 % of the iodine-129 input with the 
fuel.
In order to be sure that this limit is not exceeded, the German li
censing authorities in their expert opinion dated 20th October, 1977 
underlined that even with 99 % iddine expelling from the dissolver, 
iodine filters would have to be provided in the vessel offgas lines.
The scene completely changed with the selection of the new site at 
Wackersdorf in the mid-eighties and with values of iodine-129 release of as low as 50 mCi/a (1.85 x 10® Bq) imposed by the licensing 
authorities for planning that plant.
DWK (Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Wiederaufarbeitung von Kernbrennstof- 
fen), which was to assume the responsibility for the German 
industrial scale reprocessing plant, urgently requested from WAK 
validated results on the iodine release from a reprocessing plant.
- The first goal had been to show how much iodine can be expelled 

from the dissolver.
- Besides, an iodine balance was to be elaborated for the plant.
- Moreover, it was necessary to test iodine filters in the vessel 

offgas.
This had been the reason of an extensive iodine program in the 
Karlsruhe reprocessing plant which had been performed during the 
period from 1986 until 1990. The investigations have been continued 
up to now in the order of KEWA to gain further knowledges which may 
be applicated usefully in other reprocessing plants.

II. Iodine Distribution in WAK
Figure 1 shows the process units and offgas streams which are rele
vant to iodine distribution in WAK.
Iodine which is not expelled into the dissolver offgas during disso
lution remains in the feed from which it is carried togehter with 
the liquid streams into the extraction process and into the medium
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active waste solutions. Some of it is subsequently detected in the 
vessel offgases of the PUREX process and in the waste stores for me
dium and high active wastes (MAW and HAWC).
After four to five years duration of the iodine program quantitive 
statements can be made today on the iodine distribution in WAK. They 
will be discussed in more detail in this paper.
It should be mentioned here that iodine-129 which had been released 
with the offgas during "none production” periods and after defini
tive plant shut down end 1990, has to be taken into account to esta
blish the iodine balance. For this reason, slight deviations are no
ticed of the iodine-129 fractions in the offgas relative to the values communicated at the previous Air Cleaning Conference (2).

II.1 Iodine in the Dissolver Solution (Feed)
After dissolution of fuels from KKS* and MZFR**, the residual iodine 
was determined in the dissolver solution in order to obtain more ac
curate values about the iodine input into the WAK extraction pro
cess.
A method developed at KfK/IHCh*** allows to analyse iodine which is 
difficult to detect by means of pressureless tempering at approx. 
100 °C, subsequent extraction and gamma spectrometric determination(3) or mass spectrometric one (5) 0f the residual iodine content.

It appears from the determinations of residual iodine that even af
ter 8 to 9 hours of dissolution and distillation (about 5 %/h) of 
the feed up to 5 % of the iodine input is left in the feed and may 
reach the PUREX process.
Additional iodine expelling by addition of iodine-127 (natural io
dine) and NC>2 sparging of the fuel solution reduces the residual 
iodine content in the feed only by the factor of 2 to 3.
Therefore the vessel offgases have to be purified by iodine filters 
in order to achieve a nearly complete iodine retention in the plant.

II.2 Iodine in Liquid Process Streams of the PUREX Process
Quite a number of investigations performed with the solvent in the 
first extraction cycle from June 1986 until December 1988 yielded 
iodine contents between 16,000 and 26,000 Bq/1.

* KKS - Kernkraftwerk Stade (Stade Nuclear Power Plant)
** MZFR - Mehrzweckforschungsreaktor (Multipurpose Research

Reactor Karlsruhe)*** KfK/IHCh - Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe/Institut fiir Hei/ie
Chemie (Hot Chemistry Institute of the Karlsruhe 
Nucleare Research Center)
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in early June 1989 the organic solvent of the first extraction cycle 
was replaced. This allowed to observe the increase in iodine-129 
concentration in the organic solvent as a function of the iodine in
put by the fuel solution during the third KKS and the ninth MZFR 
campaigns.
From June 1989 until March 1990 it was possible for the first time 
to follow the buildup of iodine concentration in the organic solvent 
versus time (Fig. 2).
After feeding of 5 KKS batches, the iodine concentration increased 
to 4800 Bq/1. This increase in iodine concentration from 1900 to 4800 Bq/1, with a solvent inventory of about 3.5 m^, implies that 1% 
of the iodine inventory of five batches has been transferred from 
the fuel solution into the solvent.
The iodine concentration in the organic solvent increased to as much 
as 22,000 Bq/1 after feeding another 25 batches of fuel solution 
from MZFR and KKS into the process.
This means that after replacement of the solvent 70 MBq iodine-129 
had been input into the "fresh" solvent. This is equivalent to 2.5 % 
of the iodine contained in the dissolved fuel elements.
Scrubbing with sodium carbonate of the organic solvent lowers the 
iodine content only slightly and is not taken into account here.
Table 1 gives a survey of the iodine concentrations in some charac
teristic WAK process streams.

III. Iodine in offgas Streams
Long-term measurements performed in all offgas streams from WAK show 
the distribution of iodine among the individual offgas lines.
The following offgas and vent air streams were recorded (Fig. 3):
- dissolver offgas (since 1975)
- vent air from dissolver cell (since 1988)
- vessel offgas of the PUREX process
- vessel offgas of medium active waste storage

(since 1988)

tanks (MAW) (since 1988)
- vessel offgas of high active waste storage 

tanks (HAWC) (since 1988)
- vessel offgas from waste treatment (since 1988)
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111.1 Dissolver Offgas (DOG)
To control iodine lo'ading and to determine the decoritamination fac
tor DF* of the two filters in series in the dissolver offgas the io
dine concentration in the dissolver offgas is monitored at the samp
ling points SI, S2 and S3 using iodine sampling filters (Fig.3).
The annular cylindric iodine filters (inside dia. - 106 mm, outside 
dia. - 400 mm, height - 570 mm) were operated at 100 to 130 °C.
In 1989 and in 1990 approx. 95 % of iodine input with the fuel was 
expelled from the dissolver offgas and fixed on the iodine filters 
with a DF > 1000. In this way, about 0,05 % of the iodine-129 input 
with the fuel was released with the dissolver offgas.
111.2 Vent Air from the Dissolver Cell
The vent air flow rate of the fuel element dissolving and dismant
ling cell is 7300 m3/h.
The measurements performed during several months in 1989 make evi
dent rather strong variations. The iodine-129 concentration in the vent air is between 0.02 and 0.2 Bq/m^.
According to the measurements related to 1989, 10.7 MBq of iodine 
were released from the dissolver cell. This corresponds to 0.15 % 
of iodine-129 input with the fuel.
111.3 Vessel Offgas of the PUREX Process
In the course of investigations performed under the iodine measuring 
program it was repeatedly found that the iodine discharged with the 
vessel offgas of the PUREX process undergoes considerable variations 
which are associated with the process (Fig. 4).
The maximum iodine-129 concentrations were measured when reprocessing was under way. The values amounted up to 60 Bq/m^, the average 
being 30 Bq/m^.
The lowest iodine-129 concentrations of 1 to 5 Bq/m^ occured during 
the intervention and outage periods.
The contribution by the vessel offgas, related to the iodine inven
tory input, is about 1 %.
Testing of an iodine filter in a 10 % partial stream of the vessel offgas (35 m^/h) of WAK had been carried out successfully since Oc
tober lOS?^) (Fig. 3).
Iodine measurements in the raw and clean gas for determination of 
the DF were made at the sampling points S6 and S7 located upstream 
and downstream of the 10 % iodine filter (Fig. 3).

* DF = quotient obtained by dividing the iodine concentration ente
ring the filter by iodine concentration leaving the filter.
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Testing extended over 4.5 years. The sorption materials used were AC 
6120/12 % Ag and AgA/12 % Ag (AI2O3 carrier material). The DF measu
red with AC 6120 was > 20. With the new material AgA/12 % Ag a DF of 
up to 400 has been observed. The Ag consumption in AC 6120 was less 
than 0.2 %.
111.4 Vessel Offgas of the Medium Active Liquid Waste Tanks
During recent years 10 to 15 m^ of organic medium active waste con
taining 10,000 to 20,000 Bq iodine-129 per liter and 15 up to 75 m3 
aqueous medium active waste with 160 Bq iodine-129 per liter have 
been permanently stored in the tanks. Due to its elevated iodine 
content, the organic MAW should primarily account for the iodine 
discharge together with the MAW offgas.
Following termination of processing operation in February 1991 about 12 m3 of organic MAW and 28 m3 of aqueous MAW were still stored in 
the tanks.
Iodine emitted together with the MAW offgas amounted to roughly
0.4 % of iodine input with the fuel.
111.5 Vessel Offgas of the High Active Liquid Waste Tanks
At present, approx. 70 m3 high active waste concentrate (HAWC) are 
stored in the tanks of the HAWC store of WAK. The iodine-129 and 
iodine-131 are regularly measured in the offgas of these tanks at 
the iodine sampling points S8 und K2 (Fig. 3).
Since the measurement in the HAWC offgas started in mid-1988 an 
iodine-129 release of about 140 MBq from the HAWC tanks to the 
iodine filter was measured until mid-1992. (The iodine-129 content 
of HAWC amounts to approx. 1000 Bq/1 which corresponds to a total 
inventory of 70 MBq in the liquid).
The monthly discharge with the offgas system attained about 3 MBq 
iodine-129, but 1.5 years after shutdown of WAK as much as 1 to 3 
MBq iodine-129 are still released from the tanks and fixed on the 
iodine filter every month.
The iodine filters were replaced about every two years.
It is conspicuous that the DFs measured for the filter in the HAWC 
vessel offgas are relatively high; for instance ,in 1989 they attai
ned values between 46 and 460. This high DF can be seen in the con
nection with "easier removable" iodine in the high active solutions.
111.6 Vessel Offgas of the Waste Treatment Facility
In the vessel offgas of the waste treatment facility and during the 
waste treatment operation of medium active and low active wastes 
(MAW and LAW) up to 0.3 % of iodine-129 related to iodine inventory 
in the fuel must,be expected. Also here an iodine filter installed 
in the offgas line of the MAW evaporation unit has minimized the amounts of iodine released^).
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IV. Iodine Discharges with the Vent Air and Waste
Table 2 gives a survey of the amounts of iodine-129 discharged with 
the vent air and waste from WAK during the years 1986 until 1990.
WAK produced every year more than 250 m^ of aqueous MAW, approx. 10 
m3 of organic MAW and 1200 to 1500 m3 of aqueous LAW. These volumes 
were processed at the waste treatment facility of the Karlsruhe Nu
clear Research Center. The aqueous MAW contains about 0.5 % of io
dine-129 inventory in the fuel, the organic MAW contains about 1.7 % 
of iodine-129 and reaches values up to 3 % of the iodine inventory. 
The aqueous LAW contains about 0.3 % of iodine-129 input with the 
fuel into WAK. This means that on a yearly average 2.5 % of the 
iodine inventory introduced with the fuel into WAK reach the 
waste processing system.

V. Testing Iodine Filter Materials in the Dissolver
offgas and Vessel offgas of WAK

Minimizing iodine release in a reprocessing plant is closely linked 
to the effectivity of the iodine filters.
in an attempt to optimize the iodine filters, alternative iodine 
sorption materials placed in the bypass streams of the dissolver and 
vessel offgases of WAK and in a prototype filter element have been 
examined.
These are the results from the investigations performed at WAK:
- The DF of the iodine sorption material generally depends on the

B.E.T. surface of the carrier material.
- For all sorption materials an improvement of the DF with rising 

temperature was found.
- All materials exhibited higher DF with increasing silver content.
- Particularly in the vessel offgas of WAK all materials with Ag 

contents > 20 % were characterized by signs of exsudation which is 
attributable tq Ag or AgN03 growing out of the pores of the 
carrier material.
Testing of the iodine sorption materials has shown that the 
removal efficiency of the AgN03~impregnated materials depends on 
the iodine concentration in the WAK offgas (Fig. 5). The causes of 
the observed dependence of the DF on the iodine-129 concentration 
might be organic iodine compounds difficult to remove.

i- It has appeared that impregnation with elemental silver improves 
iodine removal compared with AgN03-impregnation, with the carrier 
material remaining the same (Fig. 6). This finding has been confirmed by thermodynamic computations^).
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The investigations of the sorption materials in the dissolver and 
vessel offgases of WAR have shown that the sorption materials with sintered glass (B.E.T. surface 0.15 m^/g) and 01-AI2O3 (B.E.T. sur
face 7 m2/g) as carrier materials are not suited because of their 
insufficient iodine retention capability.

VI. Minimizing Iodine-129 Release
Starting from experience accumulated two means are available, be
sides the selection of a suited iodine sorption material, in order 
to minimize the iodine-129 releases with the liquid waste and with 
the offgas.

VI.1 Minimizing Iodine-129 Release with the Liquid Waste
As already mentioned, 1.7 to 3 % of the iodine-129 input with the 
fuel reaches the solvent at the extraction stage. By optimization of 
the process the discharged amounts of spent solvent can be minimized 
such that the following values are obtained:
80 to 90 % of the solvent can be returned into the plant after puri
fication by distillation of the organic MAW. During treatment by 
distillation about 70 % of iodine-129 contained in the organic MAW 
reaches the offgas. It can be fixed on iodine filters.

VI.2 Minimizing Iodine-129 Release with the Vent Air and Offgas
As already stated, the iodine-129 release can be markedly reduced by 
iodine filters which have been installed in the dissolver offgas and 
in the vessel offgas lines of the PUREX process since 1975.
If only the dissolyer offgas is passed through iodine filters, 2.5 % 
of iodine input with the fuel can be expected to be set free by io
dine release with the vent air and offgas under the conditions pre
vailing in WAR process control.
When filters are installed in the relevant offgas sections, the io
dine release can be minimized as follows:
- vent air from cells not provided with an iodine filter 0.15 %
- dissolver offgas passing through iodine filter 0.05 %
- vessel offgas of the PUREX process with iodine

filter installed 0.05 %
- vessel offgas of the HAWC tanks with iodine

filter installed 0.03 %
- vessel offgas of the MAW tanks with iodine

filter installed 0.02 %
- vessel offgas of MAW/LAW-treatment facility 0.03 %
Making conservative assumptions one can state that in iodine fil
tration of the major offgas lines 0.3 % of the iodine-129 input 
with the fuel is released. Vitrification is not taken into consi
deration in this statement.
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Process stream
\

Iodine-129 contents [Bq/1]

dissolver solution
organic solvent (1st extraction cycle)
aqueous washing solution of the organic solvent (l8^ extraction cycle)
high level liquid waste concentrated
organic medium active waste
aqueous medium active waste
low active waste

up to 20 000 
up to 26 000

600 to 6 000 
- 1 000 

- 20 000 
- 150
- 30

Table 1 : Iodine-129 contents in liquid streams of the PUREX--Process in the WAK plant.

Path of discharges discharges of 1-129 
in % of fuel inventory

gaseous and liquid discharges
gaseous emission via stack 1,8
liquid discharges With medium and low
active waste 2,2

solid discharges
iodine filter material (dissolver off-gas line) 
iodine filter material (HAWc off-gas line) 
dissolver residues

94 - 95
0,6

0,8 - 1,0

Table 2 : Average discharges of Iodine-129 from the WAK plant 
during the period from 1986 until 1991.
Fuel inventory : 41 GBq 1-129
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IODINE STRIPPING FROM NITRIC ACID SOLUTIONS IN IATEMA

J. Furrer*, R. Kaempffer*, A. Linek* and K. Jannakos**
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH 

* Laboratorium fur Aerosolphysik und Filtertechnik II 
** Hauptabteilung Ingenieurtechnik 
Postfach 3640, D-7500 Karlsruhe 1 

Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract
When fuel elements are dissolved 95 to 98 % of iodine present in 

the fuel elements as 1-129 and 1-127 are stripped from the dissolver 
solution into the dissolver offgas. In order to avoid that the admis
sible limits of 1-129 release are exceeded, either a large number of 
vessel offgas lines must be equipped with iodine filters or iodine 
release must be optimized in such a manner that more than 99.6 % of 
iodine gets into the dissolver offgas.

The results of experiments carried out in an industrial scale iodine desorption facility (IATEMA) showed values of residual iodine 
in the dissolver solution of less than 0.4 %. The iodine can be re
moved from the dissolver solution into the dissolver offgas after ad
dition of carrier iodate, thermal treatment of the solution, and re
duction of the iodate by NO2 in a stripping column. I.

I. Introduction
The iodine-129 (1-129) fission product with its long half-life 

of 1.57 x 107 a is a serious problem in reprocessing plants. In recent 
years highly effective iodine filters have been developed for iodine 
compound retention in the offgas d»2). with the AC 6120 iodine sorp
tion material used in the iodine filters a decontamination factor 
(DF) of > 1000 is Achieved for iodine released with the dissolver 
offgas; this material has been applied in the dissolver offgas of the 
Karlsruhe Reprocessing Plant since 1975. Requirements imposed later 
by the authorities on the formerly planned German reprocessing plant 
at Wackersdorf, specifying a very low emission value of 50 mCi/a =
1.85x109 Bq/a for 1-129 have led to a new strategy to cope with 
iodine-129.

I
According to that strategy iodine was to be released almost 

quantitatively in a controlled manner via a defined release path. The 
preferred path has been the dissolver offgas. It has been possible by 
this approach to reduce the highly expensive iodine filtration in the 
vessel offgas (volume flow rate in the vessel offgas 5-10 times 
higher than in the dissolver offgas) and to bind iodine directly to 
sorption material suited for repository storage. This very economical 
solution that more than 99.6 % of iodine is removed from the feed so
lution has been associated with the problem of providing the tech
nical means of releasing such a high fraction of iodine.
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Experiments on the release from nuclear fuel solutions in the 
Karlsruhe Reprocessing Plant (WAK) yielded residual contents of 
2 - 5 % of 1-129 originally present in the fuel elements Simula
tion experiments carried out on a laboratory scale and in industrial 
plants yielded residual iodine contents in the simulant solutions of 
1 - 2 % which resulted from boiling at reflux and sparging with ni
tric oxides (N0X). Additional studies were performed in the WAESCHE- 
PASSAT dissolver offgas simulation facility where residual iodine 
contents in the simulant solution of 0.2 - 0.5 % were obtained M). 
After an accurate method of analysis had been elaborated for 1-129 in 
nuclear fuel solutions the residual iodine content after dissolution 
of a high burnup fuel and treatment of that solution was recorded 
quantitatively for the first time (5»6). These experiments were car
ried out in the hot cells. By addition of 10"4 mole/1 carrier iodine 
in the form of KIO3, sparging with air or oxygen, and thermal treat
ment at > 100 °C, and following sparging with NOx and filtration a 
high degree of stripping was obtained. Besides, it has been demon
strated that the fraction of residual iodine in a nitric acid solu
tion, molarity between 3 and 7, is nearly independent of the history 
of the acid, except for the dependence on the concentration of iodine 
originally contained in the acid. The presence of uranyl nitrate, 
fission product simulants, recycled acid or only 5 mole/1 of reagent 
grade nitric acid yielded with the same initial iodine concentration 
residual iodine fractions on the same order after iodine stripping by 
boiling and sparging with air, nitrogen or oxygen. In order to trans
fer the findings from many laboratory tests to the industrial scale, 
the IATEMA iodine stripping facility was planned, built and put into 
service by Hauptabteilung Ingenieurtechnik (Central Engineering De
partment) in cooperation with Laboratorium fur Aerosolphysik und 
Filtertechnik (Laboratory for Aerosol Physics and Filter Technology). 
The facility has been designed for a throughput in a reprocessing 
plant of 2 metric tons per day of spent fuel. After feed clarifica
tion the nuclear fuel solution will be further treated in IATEMA with 
a view to minimizing the iodine fraction.

II. Objective and Description of the IATEMA Facility
It is proposed to demonstrate with the IATEMA iodine desorption 

facility that by iodine treatment and desorption the residual iodine 
fraction in the nuclear fuel solution can be; greatly diminished. The 
target are 1-129 contents of less than 0.4 % of the amount of iodine 
originally present in the fuel. As 2-3 % residual iodine fraction was 
measured after dissolution at WAK following several hours of boiling 
an additional DF of up to 10 has to be achieved.
II.1 Description of IATEMA

IATEMA comprises a storage tank of 2 m3 volume (Bl), a pre
conditioning column (Kl) and an iodine desorption column (K2), a 
cooler and a pump (Fig. 1). The components and pipework were made of 
stainless steel 1.4306, the column inserts from 1.4301.

In the first step 'of the process, the preconditioning phase, an 
iodine isotope exchange is to be achieved by addition of inactive 
iodate in excess. It is the purpose of this treatment to replace the 
inactive iodine by the radioactive iodine present in the heavily 
volatile compounds. This treatment can be intensified by heating up
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to boiling the dissolver solution in the storage tank, circulating it 
in the conditioning column, and sparging with nitrogen and synthetic 
air, respectively, in a countercurrent flow. Moreover, the high op
erating temperature promotes the degradation of iodine containing 
compounds. Oxygen, nitrogen and nitrogen oxides can be passed through 
the conditioning column.

In a second process step the radioactive and the rest of inac
tive iodine are desorbed in the iodine desorption column (Fig. 2).

Before the preconditioned dissolver solution is fed into the 
head of this column, nitric acid is brought to boiling in the column 
sump by means of a steam heated jacket heating. The rate of boiling 
is adjusted to approx. 10 %/h of the throughput of the dissolver so
lution feed. Iodine stripping is promoted by heating the dissolver 
solution to approximately the boiling point in the storage tank, me
tering the feed into the column head at a rate of 100 to 600 1/h, and 
supply of up to 2 m3/h nitrogen dioxide together with nitrogen or 
synthetic air at a rate of 3 m3/h at the foot of the column.

The iodine containing offgas is supplied to a heat exchanger
which cools the offgas down to 60, °C. At this temperature a major
part of the acid vapors condense. The amount of condensate serves to 
determine the boiling rate in the column sump while iodine is fed in
to the dissolver offgas section. The dissolver solution! freed from
iodine is discharged at the overflow and further treated in the ex
traction cycle.

In the IATEMA facility the process can be controlled in a
batchwise or continuous mode. Consequently, the functions to be ful
filled by the IATEMA test facility include:

(

• taking over the iodine containing nuclear fuel solution from 
the dissolution/clarification/balancing (WAESCHE-PASSAT) func
tional group;

• reducing the residual iodine inventory in the nuclear fuel so
lution by continuous processing;

• providing the nuclear fuel solution conforming to the speci
fications for the purpose of extraction;

• maintaining normal operation during plant induced failures of 
preceding functional units; •

• release of the iodine loaded offgases to the dissolver offgas 
system.

II.2 Sampling
Partial streams were passed through the iodine sorption material 

(AC 6120-12 % Ag) and their iodine contents determined in order to be 
able to determine the iodine concentration in the offgas streams of 
the columns. (Fig. 1: sampled gas = SG). Taking into account the par
tial gas volume flow rates and the sampling durations it was possible
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to calculate the ibdine concentrations and hence the aggregate amount of iodine entrained in an experiment.
Samples were collected at the outlet of the storage tank, be

tween the two packing materials of the iodine desorption column, in 
its sump and at the outlet, in order to be able to determine the io
dine concentration in the liquid phase (Fig. 1: sampled liquid = SL). 
Partial streams of the dissolver solution were delivered by a pump 
through a silicone rubber-sealed glass vessel and returned into the 
storage tank (Fig. 3).

By means of a syringe 10 ml solution each were collected and 
filled into a rubber-sealed glass vessel nearby. This work was done 
in a ventilated glovebox. The amounts of iodine were determined by y- 
spectrometry (1-131) and the amount of iodine contained in the dis
solver solution was determined by extrapolation.

II.3 Conditioning of the Dissolver Simulant Solution
The feed solution for iodine treatment in IATEMA is conditioned 

in the dissolver simulator of the WAESCHE and PASSAT facilities which 
are operated in combination with IATEMA (2).,The offgas produced dur
ing the experiments is cleaned in the PASSAT facility (aerosol and 
iodine retention). As radioactively tracered iodine is used in the 
experiments and temporarily NO2 is supplied, the facility is operated 
as a closed loop for safety reasons.

In the dissolver simulator 300 1 of 3 - 5 molar nitric acid are 
supplied and heated to about 105 °C. 300 g of 1-127 are metered in 
over five hours as Nal (60 g/h) and 3 x 108 Bq 1-131 as Nal. The feed 
tank is installed in an a-tight glovebox and is evacuated by means of 
an air jet pump. The air from the air jet pump is used to mix the so
lution. While iodine is metered in and for another hour the solution 
is kept boiling. The rate of evaporation is 10 %/h of the acid volume 
of the dissolver simulator. The mean temperature of the condensate 
rising in the offgas downstream of the dissolver is adjusted to the 
optimum working point of 60 °C. The condensate produced is returned 
into the dissolver. The N02~scrubber connected downstream is a bubble 
tray column of 400 1 liquid volume. The iodine containing offgas is 
carried to the series-connected iodine filters passing through the 
removal components of wave plate demister, high efficiency mist 
eliminator (HEME), high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter . 
The iodine containing offgases of IATEMA are introduced upstream of 
the NC>2-scrubber.

After five hours of iodine dosing the solution in the dissolver 
is kept boiling for another hour in order to complete the first io
dine stripping. The carrier iodine is then metered into the dissolver 
solution in order to achieve a sodium iodate concentration of 2 x lO-4 
- 8 x 10-4 mole/1. Then the solution is quickly transferred into the 
storage tank Bl where the dissolver solution is subjected to thermal 
treatment.
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III. IATEMA Pilot Plant Experiments
The following parameter variations should be studied in an at

tempt to investigate and optimize residual iodine stripping from the 
dissolver solution which had been transferred into IATEMA:

• addition of carrier iodine as potassium iodate;
• duration of thermal treatment of the solution in the Bl/Kl 

conditioning loop;
• volume flow rate of the solution in the head of the K2 

desorption column;
i

• number of desorption cycles in K2;
• for sparging with gas during desorption: amounts of NO2 and N2 

as well as additional aeration with synthetic air;
• amount of residual iodine at the head end of IATEMA.
A total of 43 experiments of one week duration each were re

ferred to for statistical evaluation.
III.l Addition of Carrier Iodine

At the end of simulation of the dissolution carrier iodine is 
admixed in addition to the dissolver solution. By dosing iodine con
centrations between 2x10-* and 8x10-* mole/1 are set. For the experi
ments to be performed 2.5 %, 5 % and 10 % of the iodine originally 
present in the nuclear fuel solution are added as iodate. In this 
way, the goal is reached of improving the exchange of isotopes with 
the radioactive iodine present in the solution and to ameliorate 
stripping at a later stage.

When carrier iodine at the specified concentration of 2.5 - 10 % 
was added no noticeable influence was found on the fraction of resid
ual iodine in the solution (Fig. 4).
III.2 Conditioning Time and Amount of Feed

The presence of very different types of iodine compounds in the 
iodine-nitric acid-nitric oxide system has been reported in the lit
erature (7,8).

In all systems investigated organic impurities and organo-iodine 
compounds have been found and it has been supposed that inorganic io
dine compounds are present in addition. The authors have demonstrated 
that HOI, H20I+, 103", IO4" and I" do not occur in the residue solu
tions. The compounds identified have been pentyl iodide and 
n-undecane iodide. Besides, quite a number of other iodides are 
present which, considering their small concentrations, could actually 
not be identified individually.

In order to enhance isotope exchange, to optimize mixing of the 
nitric solution, and to degrade or convert the mostly unknown iodine 
compounds, the iodate containing solutions were subjected to a ther
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mal treatment in the conditioning loop of IATEMA. Thermal treatment 
lasted 3, 4.5, 6 and 9 hours, respectively. The solutions were heated 
to boiling in the storage tank and circulated in the loop by a pump 
while passing through the Kl column. At the end of the scheduled du
ration of treatment the solutions were treated in the K2 iodine 
desorption column as described in II.1. The hot solutions were sup
plied at a rate of 150 1/h and 300 1/h into the column head. The 
evaporation of about 10 % of the fractions of solution supplied in 
the sump of the column ensured the necessary vapor volume flow which 
moved as a countercurrent flow and was used to strip volatile iodine 
fractions from the solution. Simultaneously with the vapor, nitrogen 
oxides are introduced in a countercurrent flow in order to reduce the 
amount of iodate present. The supply of the energy of evaporation is 
controlled by measurement of the amount of condensate. 24 m3 and 40 m3 
of vapor, respectively, per hour were made to counter flow 150 1 and 
300 1 liquid, respectively, in the column. Iodine stripping takes 
place in the packing material of the column. The liquid is passed 
through the overflow into the storage tank underneath and measured to 
detect any residual iodine fractions present. In order to increase 
the time of holdup in the column, all the liquid can be pumped a sec
ond time through the column. Figure 5 shows the dependence of iodine 
stripping on the duration of conditioning. If only one stripping cy
cle is run in the desorption column, the percentage of residual io
dine increases with the duration of conditioning. In case of two 
stripping cycles more than 85 % of the residual iodine has already 
been stripped during conditioning times of 4.5 hours.

Examination of the dependence of iodine stripping on the amount 
of liquid supplied yielded a much lower release of iodine at 300 1/h 
than at 150 1/h during the first cycle in case of batch operation in 
the column. During the second cycle the amounts stripped of about 
88 % were roughly similar upon supply of 150 and 300 1/h liquid via 
the column head (Fig. 6).
111.3 Influence of NO^ Sparging

During iodine stripping NO2 (1-2 m3/h) is continuously fed in
to the column sump. In addition, nitrogen as the carrier gas (1-3 m3/h) as well as synthetic air (1-3 mS/h) can be metered in. Nitro
gen oxides are added to reduce the iodates into elemental iodine, 
and, besides - together with the oxygen - keep the redox potential so 
low that no new iodate is generated.

Dosing 1 m3 N02/h into the vapor phase is sufficient to reduce 
the amount of iodate when the liquid circulates twice through the 
desorption column. No influence has been detected of nitrogen or syn
thetic air.
111.4 Amount of Residual Iodine at the Head End of IATEMA

It was possible to confirm in the industrial scale experiments 
the dependence of iodine stripping on the residual iodine content of 
the processed solution as found in the laboratory scale experiments
(6). Figure 7 shows the residual iodine stripping, expressed in %, as 
a function of the amount of head-end iodine supplied to IATEMA. At 
residual iodine contents of 1 % further 95 % were stripped, whereas
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at 0.1 % residual content at the head end only about 80 % were
stripped.

IV. Conclusions
Residual iodine- contents of dissolver solutions as might be 

present after dissolution of spent fuel elements can be considerably 
reduced. The experiments performed in IATEMA yielded at 0.1 - 1 % re
sidual iodine contents depletions in iodine which ranged from 80 to 
95 %, depending on the value of the head-end iodine concentration. 
However, this calls for several hours of intensive thermal treatment 
with iodate of the dissolver acid subsequent to feed clarification 
and transfer into a facility similar to IATEMA. In IATEMA experiments 
a DF > 3000 was achieved, related to the head-end iodine concentra
tion in the dissolver simulant solution. A DF of 250 was considered 
sufficient to do without iodine filtering in the vessel offgas in 
case of the planned German reprocessing plant.

The experiments carried out in IATEMA have allowed to validate 
the findings from laboratory scale studies in an industrial scale fa
cility. The results obtained on a laboratory scale, in experiments 
conducted in hot cells with spent fuel, and on an industrial scale in 
IATEMA using simulant solutions, while varying quite a number of pa
rameters, allow an extrapolation to be made to industrial scale re
processing.

If the residual iodine is stripped in a reprocessing plant char
acterized by low values of residual iodine in the dissolver solution 
of < 0.3 % of the amount of head-end iodine, one can possibly fully 
dispense with iodine filtration of the vessel offgas. This means that 
iodine filtration of the dissolver offgas achieving a DF > 1000 would 
be adequate.
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The Development of Corona Discharge for Iodine Removal From
Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing Plant Off-Gases
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AEA Decommissioning and Radwaste, Winfrith Technology Centre, Dorchester, Dorset, UK 

♦Technical Department, BNFL, Sellafield, Cumbria, UK

Abstract

Studies on single, Wire-in-tube corona discharge experimental rigs have beep carried out 
to examine the behaviour of molecular iodine, organic iodide and oxides of nitrogen (NOx) in 
both glow and streamer corona discharges. The parameters investigated include electrode 
potential, electrode geometry, gas composition and throughput, and for the streamer corona, 
pulse length and repetition frequency. Operations with continuous irrigation of the ground 
(tube) electrode for both glow and streamer discharges are also discussed.

Organic iodine DFs in excess of 10 ^ (>99.99% removal) have been readily achieved, and 
the use of streamer coronas has significantly reduced the interfering effects of NOx and 
moisture which have been established in earlier work (1).

Two outline process options are presented, one based on a single stage irrigated streamer 
corona and the second on a two stage scheme utilising an irrigated glow discharge unit as the 
first stage for NOx removal, followed by a second stage dry streamer unit for iodine removal..

The estimated power consumption and unit size of corona units for treating dissolver off
gases from a reprocessing pl^nt with a nominal 5te/day fuel throughput are presented.

1. Introduction

Of the gaseous species released during nuclear fuel reprocessing from fuel shearing and 
dissolution in nitric acid, iodine - 129 is of particular importance due to its long half-life (1.6 x 
107 years). Around 99% of the total iodine is volatilised into the Dissolver Off-Gas (DOG) 
stream. Traditionally this stream is passed through nitric acid and caustic scrubbers to remove 
NOx (predominantly NO and NO2) and iodine.

Some of the iodine released is present as organic iodides. Although their concentration is 
small relative to molecular iodine, they provide a limit on the total iodine decontamination 
factor (DF) obtainable by conventional caustic scrubbing (typically <100) as they are not 
absorbed efficiently. In investigating alternative methods for improved iodine removal, the 
behaviour of organic iodides is, therefore, particularly important.

The use of corona discharge for the removal of iodine was originally proposed by 
Dickson et al in 1985 (2) for the removal of iodine from containment air in the event of a 
reactor incident.
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Studies carried out in relation to the treatment of fuel reprocessing off-gasses were first 
undertaken by AEA Technology in 1989 (1). These single tube experimental studies were 
carried out using a continuous glow discharge corona and resulted in the publication of a 
Patent for a two stage wet and dry corona system (3). The wet first stage uses a continually 
irrigated ground electrode to provide high efficiency removal of NOx which otherwise 
interferes with iodine removal. The second dry stage can effect iodine DFs of >10^.

The use of steamer coronas have been investigated by other workers (4-8) primarily for 
the treatment of NOx and SOx from flue gases. The potential advantages of using streamer 
coronas are associated with lower power consumption and a more efficient utilisation of the 
inter-electrode reaction zone within the corona unit. The use of streamer coronas for fuel 
reprocessing off-gas treatment have been investigated by AEA Technology (AEA D&R) 
under contract for BNFL. In this paper the results of these experimental studies are presented 
and compared with earlier glow discharge data.

2. Nature of the Corona

2.1 Corona Formation

A glow discharge is produced when an electrical potential is applied between two 
electrodes forming a non-uhiform electric field. Electrode geometries which provide a 
suitable non-uniform electric field include wire and plate, and wire-in-tube. The glow 
discharge is produced as the potential is increased by electrical breakdown at the surface of 
the wire. Coronas may be positive or negative depending on the polarity of the central 
discharge electrode. Negative coronas were studied exclusively in the earlier glow discharge 
studies (1) due to their reduced tendency to spark-over and the higher ozone production rates 
that are achievable.

Operation at potentials close to spark-over is the basis for the production of streamer 
coronas. Observation of spark formation shows that prior to complete breakdown, 
filamentary streamers cross the inter-electrode space. If the potential is applied for a time 
period so short that the streamers form, but sparking is prevented, typically < 1 microsecond, 
then this is described as a streamer corona discharge.

Pulses of power may be repeated at, typically, around 100 Hz energising much of the gas 
in the reactor volume with each pulse. This is different to a glow discharge where only the 
reactor volume local to the discharge electrode is highly energised.

For streamer coronas, a positive discharge produces current densities approximately 100 
times greater than a negative discharge. This was confirmed in the early stages of the 
experimental programme and subsequent studies concentrated on positive discharge 
operation.

2.2 Chemical Reactions in the Corona

The reactions occurring in the corona are dependant on the nature of the corona, i.e. 
whether positive or negative, glow or streamer, and on the composition of the gas.
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Oxygen concentration is an important parameter, the oxygen tending to produce anionic 
species, atomic oxygen and ozone. These species may be in excited states which react readily 
with other gaseous molecules in the gas stream.

Oxides of nitrogen (NOx) ar® important pollutants, apd their behaviour in the corona has 
been studied by a number of workers (3, 5, 7 and 8). In air the reaction of NO with oxygen 
species generated within the corona occurs readily, e.g.:

NO + 03 -> N02 + 02 (2)

In addition, N02 or NO can also give N205
*

2N02 + O3 -> N205 + 02 (3)

Under certain conditions, i.e., at high current, atomic nitrogen may be formed and react 
with either oxide, however, in air the oxygen reactions are expected to predominate. Earlier 
studies (1) have confirmed that the presence of moisture assists in the removal of NOx from 
the corona.

Methyl iodide (Mel) will react efficiently with free electrons to give Me. and I". 
However, in air, reactions with oxygen species are likely to dominate (2), e.g.:

O’ + Mel -> Me + IO' (4)
O + Mel -> CH2I + OH (5)
02‘ + Mel -> Me- +1" + 02 (6)

For iodine, similar reactions take place. The radicals and ions produced react further 
with oxygen species eventually forming deposits of I4O9 on the anode and I205 on the 
cathode. In the presence of moisture the acidic oxides may also be hydrated, and are all 
water-soluble.

3, Experimental Equipment

3.1 General Description and Glow Discharge Operation

This can be segregated into three main areas: gas mixing and flow control; the corona 
unit and associated pulsed power supply; and the gas analysis system. A flow diagram of the 
system is given in Figure 1.

Gases, with the exception of nitrogen and air, were supplied from standard gas cylinders, 
mixed where appropriate by varying flow rates of two or more streams and/or using a gas 
divider (Signal 821). For Mel, diffusion tubes of various rates were used with a small (200 
cm^ min'l) proportion of the flow to the corona passed over them at ambient temperature. In 
the case of iodine, a similar system was used with the entire flow passed over a number of 
tubes thermostatted at temperatures up to 100°C.
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The standard corona unit, illustrated in Fig 2, consists of a cylindrical ground (+ve) 
electrode with wire corona electrode held taut by a tensioning screw.

Methyl iodide was analysed by gas chromatography (Varian 3400 GC) with DB-1 non
polar megabore column at 30°C. A flame ionisation detector was used to analyse 
concentrations above 200 vpb (parts per billion by volume), whilst an electron capture 
detector (BCD) was used for lower concentrations. The lower detection limit (DL) varied 
according to the other constituents present between 0.1 and 10 vpb.

For iodine, the same system was used with the column at 60°C and using an ECD 
detector. In this case the DL was of the order of 0.01 vpm (parts per million by volume), i.e. 
10 times less sensitive.

When NOx was included in the gas stream this was analysed using a chemilumnescence 
NOx analyser (Signal Series 4000). This gave readings both for total NOx and NO and the 
difference between the two was quoted as NO2, though any other species (e.g., HNO3) which 
could be converted to NO on the heated platinum catalyst would also have been detected.

For irrigated electrode experiments the ground electrode (38 mm id.) was irrigated by the 
use of a weir arrangement. The liquor passed out of the system via a U-tube to be recycled by 
peristaltic pump. In this case, gas flow was downwards, i.e. co-current, to prevent 
condensation on the electrode insulator and hence spark-over.

3.2 Pulsed Power (Streamer! Operations

These experiments used the same wire-in-tube corona unit used in the earlier glow 
discharge experiments. The pulsed power supply to generate the streamer corona was a 
purpose-built unit designed and built by AEA Industrial Technology. No commercial pulsed 
power supply units were available which would provide the desired pulsing characteristics.

The design was based around a 10 kV, 150 mA power unit (Wallis Hivolt OL150) which 
was used to provide power for the pulses and a 15 kV, mA supply (Brandenburg Gamma 
range) which providecl a dc bias for some experiments.

The pulsar unit used a network of resistors and capacitors to charge the system and this 
was discharged across a spark gap using a trigger generator operating at frequencies between 
1 and 100 Hz. A second spark gap cut the pulse short, to produce a close approximation to a 
square wave. The pulse length was varied, discretely, by using different length delay coils 
between the two gaps.

Following initial operation of the pulsed corona unit in dry conditions, continually 
irrigated operations were also carried out. The pulse generator was modified to accommodate 
this and permit reversal of the electrode polarity for both negative and positive corona 
generation. As a result of these modifications changes in the pulse rise time were noted. The 
effects of this are discussed in section 4.2.2.
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An important consideration in the operation of pulsed coronas is the generation of radio- 
frequency (RF) interference. To screen against this, the whole system including corona unit 
and pulse generator network were incorporated into a RF screened metal cabinet.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Glow Discharge Performance

The results from earlier glow discharge studies published previously (1) can be 
summarised as follows

i) DFs for molecular iodine and methyl iodide of >10^ can be achieved in the absence 

of water vapour and NOx. NOx above ~ 100 vpm reduces the iodine DF. The iodine oxide 
deposits on the ground electrode are highly soluble and can be readily washed off.

ii) Nitric oxide is very efficiently oxidised to NO2 and higher oxides of nitrogen in the 
corona. These are efficiently removed by using a continuously irrigated ground electrode. 
Separate experiments to measure the ozone generation rate confirm a linear relationship 
between this and the NO oxidation efficiency.

iii) A minimum oxygen concentrations of 10% is required to ensure efficient iodine and 
NOx removal.

iv) Low concentrations of CO2 and CO (up to 100 vpm) in the influent gas stream 
have no effect on iodine removal. There was no evidence, however, of oxidation of CO to
co2.

v) The electrode geometry and influent gas concentrations also have a significant 
influence on the decontamination efficiency.

vi) To remove both NOx and iodine efficiently from a gas stream using a glow 
discharge corona, a two stage system is necessary. The first continuously irrigated stage 
removes the bulk of the NOx and the second dry stage removes the iodine. Dehumidification 
of the gas stream is required between the two stages.

For a gas containing -0.1% NOx, 10 vpm I2 and Ivpm Mel, at a nominal flowrate of 
100 m^h-1, the primary corona power requirement would be ~ 25kW. The second dry unit 

would have a power requirement of <10 kW. Each unit would occupy a volume of 
approximately Im^ (approximately square dimensions).

4.2 Streamer Corona

4.2.1 Comparison of Positive and Negative Streamers

Initial experiments to establish the characteristics of the corona showed that a positive 
corona could produce currents at least 10 times higher than a negative corona. This is 
consistent with results reported by Urabe (5).
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Ozone production rates were also measured and an approximately linear relation to 
electrical power was noted for both positive and negative operation as illustrated in Figure 3. 
It has been shown that although higher currents can be generated for positive coronas more 
power is required to generate the same ozone concentration.

On balance, however, from measurements of methyl iodide and NOx removal efficiencies 
it was found to be more advantageous to achieve higher ozone concentration from the 
positive streamer discharge than to maximise power utilisation efficiency, and thus positive 
discharges were used in most of the subsequent experimental studies.

For comparison, the ozone generation from a glow discharge on the same corona unit are 
plotted on the same graph. It should be noted that the values of electrical power are at least 
ten times higher for the glow discharge to produce similar ozone concentrations.

4.2.2 Effect of Pulse Parameters 

Pulse Rise Time

As stated in section 3.2, in modifying the pulsar unit for irrigated operation the pulse rise 
time was increased from 33 to 70 ns. This had an unexpectedly profound effect on the 
removal efficiency of methyl iodide. For example two experiments were carried out under 
identical conditions apart from the rise time change, i.e. Mel feed concentration of 7 vpm, 8 
1pm gas flow, ISO ns pulse length, 5Hz pulse frequency and 70A average pulse current. The 
experiment using the 35 ns pulse rise time gave a Mel DF of ~550, compared with only 10 
for the 70 ns pulse rise time.

Figure 3
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Pulre Ungth

Three different pulse lengths, 80, 120 and ISO ns were examined for two different tube 
diameters (37.5 mm and 50 mm). For both tube sizes it was found that the ozone 
concentration produced and MeOF DFs increased only slightly with increased pulse length 
(Figure 4).

This implies that the initial 'burst' of power is the most effective phase of the pulse cycle. 
For all experiments, the larger diameter tube gave a higher Mel DF. This was probably due to 
the increased gas residence time.

Pulse Repetition Frequency

Ozone generation rates were measured for both positive and negative coronas and were 
found to give an approximately linear relationship to pulse repetition frequency (Figure 5). 
Methyl iodide DFs measured over a range of other conditions, tube size, NO2 concentration 
etc, also exhibited a similar relationship. From this, it is clearly preferable to operate at the 
highest frequency that can be practicably achieved.

Figure 4
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Figure 5

Effect of Pulse Frequency on Ozone Production
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4.2.3 Irrigated Operation

Experiments carried out at low and high humidity showed that using a pulsed corona, 
water vapour had much less of an interfering effect than for a glow discharge. Subsequent 
studies using pulsed corona with a continuously irrigated ground electrode confirmed this. 
Results of some of these experiments are given in Figure 6. The data presented in this graph 
also shows the NO2 at lower concentrations, i.e. ~ 100 vpm, has little or no effect on the Mel 
DF.

From these experiments and earlier glow discharge data two points emerged:

i) That by using an irrigated glow discharge for the first stage, bulk NOx could be 
effectively removed typically from 1000 vpm to around 100 vpm. By using a streamer corona 
second stage, only crude dehumidification between stages would be required to ensure 
effective iodine removal.

ii) The data on pulsed corona operations were sufficiently encouraging to offer the 
possibility of a single stage streamer corona.

This second option was investigated in practice using a gas feed containing ~ 900 vpm 
NO2 and an inlet Mel concentration of 8-9 vpm.
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figure 6
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The data on Mel DF plotted against increasing pulse frequency is given in Figure 7. 
Although the Mel DFs are reduced by the presence of high NOx concentrations at 100 Hz, a 
DF of 30 was achieved. Under these conditions, approximately 60% NO2 removal was 
achieved down to a residual 300 - 400 vpm. At lower NOx concentrations, e.g. ~ 100 vpm, 
NOx can be removed down to < 10 vpm (see Figure 8).

In the absence of NOx, very high Mel DFs can be achieved even for an irrigated system. 
Figure 9 presents data for two different tube diameters, 37.3 mm and 75 mm at the same gas 
flow rate giving residence times of 8 and 24 seconds respectively. Note that when the gas 
flow rate was increased to maintain the same residence time (8 seconds) the DF was 
drastically reduced for the 75 mm diameter tube. Re-plotting these data for the irrigated 
experiments as moles of Mel removed per second against power consumption shows that 
although the DFs were lower, more methyl iodine is removed per unit power consumed. (See 
Figure 10.)

Figure 8
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Figured
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5. Process Considerations

The data obtained at this stage of development for the streamer corona is sufficient only 
to make approximations as to the size of a full scale unit, for example for the treatment of a 
dissolver off-gas (DOG) stream.

There are two options as discussed in 4.2.3 above; one using a two stage system utilising 
a first stage continuously irrigated discharge, followed by a second stage streamer discharge. 
The use of a streamer corona as a second stage offers advantages over a glow discharge with 
respect to reduced sensitivity to moisture and lower power consumption. This means a 
simple, coarse packed demister device would probably suffice between stages, compared with 
the high efficiency dehumidification required prior to a glow discharge second stage.

The first stage irrigated glow discharge would remove bulk NOx from around 1000 vpm 
(from a modified primary acid scrubber) to approximately 100 vpm with little iodine removal. 
The iodine would be removed in the dry streamer second stage to DFs of around 10^ or 

greater. The iodine deposited in the dry streamer unit would be removed by intermittent 
washing in the same way proposed for the two stage glow discharge system (1).

For a gas throughput of 100 np h'l comprising 1000 vpm NOx, and 10 vpm I2 (~ 10% 

as organic iodine), the first stage unit would require approximately 300-500, 50 mm diameter, 
1 m long tubes occupying a volume of 1 m^. The power unit would be around 25 kW. The 

second stage streamer unit would be a similar size, but would require a much smaller power 
unit of around 2kW with a minimum pulse repetition frequency of 25Hz.

The alternative approach of using a single stage pulsed irrigated system provides a 
simpler plant, but there is still uncertainty with regard to the maximum iodine DFs which are 
likely to be achievable. Based on the best data achieved in the single tube experiments, a 
corona unit consisting of approximately 500, 37.5 or 50 mm diameter tubes would provide a 
DF of around 30, ( -97% removal). The power unit would be somewhere between 10 and 30 
kw.

Other aspects of the process which require further consideration include the behaviour of 
other species which occur in dissolver off-gases, including CO, CO2, volatile ruthenium and 
particulates and aerosols. Some experiments have been carried out with CO, and no 
conversion to CO2 has been observed consistent with thermodynamic considerations (6).

The behaviour of ruthenium, particulates and aerosols has not been investigated, but 
certainly effective particulate and aerosol reinoval would be anticipated, similar to 
conventional Electrostatic Precipitators (ESPs).
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6. Plant Hardware

Comparisons of the anticipated process requirements with available industrial 
Electrostatic Precipitation technology confirm that much of the plant requirement is available 
on an industrial scale. There are significant differences in the design of the electrode system, 
but essentially the technology is very similar, even the use of continuously and intermittently 
irrigated electrodes. Further consideration should be given as to whether wire-in-tube is the 
most favourable geometry for a larger system. A wire-in-plate geometry may be more 
economic from engineering/construction considerations, providing the performance is not 
compromised.

On the pulsed power supply side, there is still some development work required to 
demonstrate the reliability and robustness of a larger power unit capable of generating the 
necessary pulsing characteristics.

7. Conclusions

The use of corona discharge for the treatment of nuclear fuel reprocessing plant off-gas 
offers significant potential for the economic reduction of gaseous emissions, particularly 
iodine - 129, which may be present as both molecular and organic iodine. The corona unit is 
very compact compared with conventional wet scrubbing units.

Two process options are possible, one using a two stage system utilising a wet 
continuously irrigated first stage glow discharge for bulk NOx removal, followed by a second 
stage dry pulsed streamer corona for high efficiency iodine removal. The use of a streamer 
corona as a second stage overcomes problems previously encountered with moisture 
interference and permits only crude water removal between stages.

The alternative single stage continuously irrigated (wet) pulsed corona may offer a more 
compact and cheaper option, however, so far the iodine DFs have not been as high as for the 
two stage approach, i.e. 30 compared with 104.
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DISCUSSION

GOOSSENS: May I invite you to comment first, on the iodine compound formed by corona discharge, 
and secondly, on the secondary waste treatment.

BARLOW: Initial studies on the corona reactions of Mel are preliminary in nature, but it has been
suggested that I2Os and I409 are formed dependent on polarity of corona. Being that both are 
water soluble, secondary waste treatment would need to take account of the oxidizing properties 
of the compounds. Treatment of the liquid to precipitate the iodine, followed by encapsulation, 
might be a suitable way forward.

HYDER: What is the temperature of the effluent gas from the corona discharge?

BARLOW: On this particul'ar system, it has been very close to room temperature.

JUBIN: How does this corona discharge process compare with solid sorbent methods for iodine
removal?

BARLOW: To my knowledge, a comparison has not been made as the corona work is considered a
novel system to demonstrate the feasibUity of Mel/NO removal in a single compact unit.

I
VENDEL: Do you think all the particles created in the corona discharge are trapped in the scrubber?

BARLOW: Deposits of oxides of iodine are retained on the electrode surfaces, which necessitates either
off-line periodic cleaning or continuous irrigation to maintain efficient operation.

VENDEL: Do you think it is possible that new particles could be created downstream of the scrubber?

BARLOW: To my knowledge the formation of particles after the unit has not been investigated and
the possibility of aerosol formation would need to be examined. In the presentation, I have a slide 
showing schematic treatment, including post corona HEPA filters, to prevent any particulates being 
released. Further work woqld need to be carried out to investigate the post-corona formation of 
particulates/droplets which might occur, possibly by gas phase reaction or condensation.
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Abstract

The removal characteristics of 1-129 by the silver impregnated adsorbents were 
evaluated using the dissolver off-gas sampling line of Karlsruhe Reprocessing Plant 
(WAK) in Germany. This study aimed at confirming the applicability of the new 
adsorbent, AgA (silver alumina which contains 24% Ag), to the actual reprocessing 
plant.

Distribution profile of iodine in a test adsorption column and decontamination 
factors (DFs) at each bed were determined by measuring 1-129 activities at each bed 
after certain operating times. The DF values of over 10® were obtained at 10cm bed 
depths with various experimental conditions.

It was revealed that AgA adsorbent could get high DF value for iodine with NOx 
and water vapor of the actual reprocessing plant.

I. Introduction

Iodine is released to a great extent during dissolution of spent nuclear fuel and 
follows the dissolver off-gas. As the permitted amount of iodine-129 release to the 
environment is rather small, the removal of iodine is considered from the off-gas 
stream in reprocessing plant.
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Two kinds of methods have already been developed for iodine removal, that is 
dissolution of iodine in an alkaline solution (wet method) and adsorption of iodine 
on a material containing silver (dry method). Both methods have quite a good ability 
to remove iodine. For the dry method, the adsorbent AgS (silver silica gel which 
contains 12 % Ag) has been applied in German facilities and shown the high iodine 
removal efficiencies.'0 On the other hand, the authors have developed silver 
impregnated alumina (AgA) and tested with the simulated reprocessing off-gas under 
various conditions in laboratories.® The parameters such as temperature, iodine form, 
iodine concentration, NOx concentration, humidity, off-gas flow rate and adsorbent 
thickness were changed including the predicted off - gas conditions of actual 
reprocessing plant.

Test results showed the high performance of AgA for the removal of not only 
elemental iodine but also organic iodine compounds.®<4) ®

The aims of this study are to determine the retention capability of AgA under 
exposure of actual dissolution off-gas at the WAK plant during extended time and 
to compare its ability to that of AgS.

n. Experimental

The specification of silver impregnated adsorbents used in this work is shown in 
Table 1. The silver silica gel, AgS, is called as AC 6120 in this work. The silver 
alumina, AgA, has larger pore size, higher silver content, higher bulk density, and 
smaller surface area compared with AC 6120.

Investigations of iodine adsorption materials in the WAK dissolver off-gas were 
carried out during two campaigns at the WAK plant. Campaign I was carried out 
with MZFR and YAK fuels and campaign II with MZFR and KKS fuels. Table 2 
shows the summarization of each campaign.Total amounts of spent nuclear fuels 
dissolved and iodine-129 introduced to the test section were 8.7t and 3.5GBq, 
respectively.

The constitutions of dissolver off-gas treatment system in WAK plant and the test 
section (sampling cabinet) are schematically shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. 
Sample gases are drawn from the dissolver off - gas line after nitrogen oxides 
scrubbers and HEPA filters as shown in Figure 1 and then treated with HEPA filter, 
cooler and demister as shown in Figure 2. This system enables the sufficient removal 
of NOx, particles and water vapor from the off-gas. Test column of 8 adsorption beds 
was kept at constant temperature of 140°C. Each bed had 2.5cm thickness and 2.5cm 
diameter. In order to quantify the slope of separation profile, the first 2.5cm bed 
is subdivided into two 1.25cm parts. Flow rate of the sampled off-gas was 353 4/ 
h (140 °C, ~956mbar) and linear flow rate was 21cm//s. The material weight of each 
2.5cm bed was 17g AgA or 8.1g AC 6120/12% Ag.

The calculated iodine concentration in the sample off-gas during dissolution is in 
the order of about 0.1-10ppm and the calulated average iodine concentration in the 
sample off-gas is about 0.1 ppm. A maximum of 5 vol% and 3.5 vol% in average 
of NOx are contained in the dissolver off-gas in addition to air. The ratio N02/NO 
is about 3/1.

Furthermore, the dissolver off-gas containes about 3-4 vol% of water vapor.
Iodine-129 adsorbed in the beds was measured by the Ge detector. The detection 

limit for 40keV 7 - ray of 129I in a bed was 1 ± 1 Bq/g.

1H. Results and Discussion

Decontamination factor for AgA

The iodine retention capacity of a bed is determined from the 129I activity measured 
after the bed, and the sum of the 12T activities of all beds. It is expressed by means
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Table 1 The Specification of silver impregnated adsobents

AgA AgS (AC 6120)

Carrier Activated Alumina Silica Gel

Pore Size of Carrier (A) 600 100

Specification Surface Area 
(irf/g)

~10 -70

Silver Content (wt%) 24 12

Adsorbent Size (mm) 1-2 1-2

Bulk Density (g/cirf) —1.5 -0.7

of the decontamination factor DF. For a series of beds (1, 2, 3***, n) in an adsorption 
tube containing a total amount of n beds, the DF for bed X is defined as follows ;

n
E,29I activities

DFx = 4--------------------- CD
£129I activities
X

The DF and separation profile of the adsorption material AgA were determined at 
140°Cand three residence time of the adsorption tube (35, 60 and 95 days). Figure 
3 shows the dependence of the decontamination factor and the penetration against 
the thickness of the bed at campaign I. The penetration P is calculated by equation 
(2).

P (%) = 1/DF x 100 (2)

The single values of each curve are the mean value of two parallel measurements. 
The deviation of the ^actually measured values from the mean value are indicated.
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Table 2 Conditions for dissolved fuels for campaigns I and II
rJ

Campaign I Campaign II

Fuels MZFR*" VAK*2) LWR*® KKS*4> MZFR

Burn Up (MWD/t) £ 15,000 £ 12,000 £ 12,000 S 40,000 £ 13,000

Dissolved Amount (t) 1.3 2.1 0.9 1.0 3.4

Iodine Content 
(Bq)

(Calculated Value)
12.4 x 10* 22.8 x 10*

Maximum 
Operation (days) 95 118

* 1) Multi - Purpose Research Reactor
* 2) Experimental Reactor Kahl
* 3) Light Water Reactor
* 4) Nuclear Power Reactor Stade

Heater

Cooler

NOx
Scrubber IICoder Scrubber IDissolver

Stack

HEPA
FiltersIodine

Filters
HEPA Heater

Fan Cooler

Figure 1 Dissolver off-gas treatment system in the WAK and iodine 
sampling station S
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Back to
the main <■

Pyrostat 
(140 XJ)

Blower

Adsorption 
glass tubes

CoolerHEPA Demister

Rotameter

i_____________________________________________________________J

Figure 2 Flow diagram for sampling cabinet

For a bed thickness of 5.0cm, the average DF is 600 to 800 for 35 to 95 days 
operations. At a bed thickness of 10.0cm, the DF for the three experiments lies 
between 104 and 2 x 104

Figure 4 shows the dependence of the DF and the penetration on the bed depth 
during campaign II. For a bed of 5.0cm depth, the average DF is about 2.0 x 10* after 
76 days and about 2.3 x 10* after 118 days. For a bed of 10.0cm depth, the average 
DF lies within the value of 104 to 2 x 104 for both periods.

The data shown in Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate not only the high DF value for 
AgA but also stable DF value among different operation times. The DF values of 
each bed show no decrease with increasing the operation times.

Thus the adsorbent AgA was revealed to get the high and stable performance 
within 3 months test dn the WAK plant.

Comparison of DF between AgA and AgS with the plant and laboratory tests

Figure 5 shows a comparison of decontamination factors of AgA and AC6120 
obtained for each campaign. The content of Ag for AC 6120 was up to 20% for 
campaign II. The DF of AgA at a 10cm thick bed is higher by about an order and 
half an order of magnitude than the DF of AC 6120/12% Ag and AC 6120/20% 
Ag, respectively. These results can be explained by the dependency of DF on the 
silver content of the adsorbents.

Figure 6 shows the results of a laboratory test using the same adsorbents AgA 
and AC 6120 as the WAK plant test. <2) Iodine used in the laboratory test was 
elemental iodine I2 and its concentration was 4 orders higher than that of plant test. 
Such high iodine concentration (750 ppm) caused the short operation times (10 hours 
for AgA and 4 hours for AC 6120) and the saturated iodine adsorption at several 
top beds (1-3 beds for AgA and 1-4 beds for AC 6120). The depths of each bed 
were 1 cm. Here unsaturated part of Figure 6 is discussed.
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Figure 6 Comparison of decontamination factor of AgA and AC 6120 
obtained in a laboratory test
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Comparison of Figures 5 and 6 indicates the different tendency of DF dependence 
on bed depth with each other. For AgA initial slopes of both curves are the same 
but the slope of downward beds (bed numbers 3 and 4) in Figure 5 decreases, while 
no slope decrease is observed in Figure 6. The same tendency for AgA is also 
observed for AC 6120 as shown in Figures 5 and 6. The decrease of the absolute 
slope value at downward beds means the deterioration of retention ability for iodine 
in those beds. This may be caused by the difference in iodine forms and/or iodine 
concentrations between the top and the downward beds.

In WAK plant, iodine species other than elemental iodine should exist and behave 
in a different way from elemental iodine. Iodine concentrations at the downward beds 
should be lower than those at the top beds because iodine in the off-gas stream 
was adsorbed mostly at the top beds.

The DF data like Figures 3 and 4 exist in other papers,<w and relatively low DF 
data is obtained in the vessel off-gas system of WAK plant where the ratio of 
organic iodine forms is higher and iodine concentration is lower than in the dissolver 
off - gas system.<7) <*)

But on the other hand several data were obtained for the DF dependency on iodine 
concentration, which shows the constant DF values among different iodine 
concentrations.<9> Dissolver off - gas should include the iodine species which are 
difficult to remove and in the vessel off-gas their content is larger than in the 
dissolver off-gas.<1)

Thus the dependency obtained here may be attributable to the existence in the off 
- gas of the composition hardly removed by the adsorbent and the increase of 
difficult-to-remove iodine speices ratio at the downward beds and not to the iodine 
concentration itself.

Anyway, from the slope of DF versus bed depth, an average DF value of 10 can 
be obtained in the bed depths of about 1 cm for AgA and about 2 cm for AC 6120 
12 % Ag.

Futhermore, the DF at 10cm for each operation period obtained are more than 10s 
and revealed that AgA adsorbent could get high DF values for iodine with NOx and 
water vapor of the actual reprocessing plant.

IV. Conclusions

The following results were obtained from the test results of actual dissolution off 
-gas at the WAK Plant.

(1) For a bed of 10 cm depth, the DF value of more than 10s was obtained for AgA.

(2) AgA shows relatively high DF values compared with AgS. This was explained 
by the higher silver content of AgA than that of AgS.

(3) The data obtained from! the actual dissolution off-gas of a reprocessing plant 
with NOx and water vapor showed that AgA could get high DF values.
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DISCUSSION

MOELLER: In your paper you say that you achieve a decontamination factor greater than 103 for a 10 
centimeter bed depth. As 1 look at your curves, it appears that you achieved more than 104. Why 
did you not say greater than 104?

KONDO: As the needed DF values in our assessment were no more than 103, we summarized the
conclusion by citing that value.

GOOSSENS: I would like to discuss a policy question on 1-129. From a global point of view, there is no 
need to trap 1-129. Recent assessments indicate that in practice the trapped 1-129 cannot be 
isolated from the environment longer than 105 years, or fraction of the half-life time of 1-129. 
Thus, there is no a need for trapping 1-129. Why have we been making all this effort?

HERRMANN: The question must be addressed to the licensing authorities who have fixed the low 
admissible values for Iodine 129 emission.

SCHOLTEN: In answer to Goossens’ question, I can tell you that in the Netherlands an individual 
mortality risk of IO-8 per year is considered negligible.
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Abstract

Filter pressure drop modeli Nation as a function of the deposited aerosols mass requires to 

know the penetration profile of the particles inside the filter medium and to take into account 
the evolution of the internal structure of the filter.

These two parameters can be determined by combining two models:

- a filter efficiency modelisation to calculate the mass deposited in the filter,
- a filter pressure drop model to evaluate the change of the internal filter structure.

Different hypothesis are made concerning the shape of the penetration profile. It seems, 
according to experimental results, that to take into account an unlike evolution of the internal 
filter structure according to the depth inside the medium leads to a satisfactory description 
of the pressure drop. I.

I. Introduction

High Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) filters are successfully used in a multitude of 
applications such as nuclear, pharmaceutical or semiconductor industries where the dust 
concentrations are very low. HEPA filters are now used in industrial processes that involve 
higher dust concentrations; under such conditions a rapid increase in pressure drop occurs 
to a point where the filter replacement is necessary.
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So to extend the working life of a filter becomes a challenge of considerable practical and 
economic importance.

Removal efficiency and pressure drop of clean HEPA filters have been widely studied but 
only few publications are devoted to die study of the filtration efficiency evolution during the 
service time as well as the effects of aerosol penetration inside the filter on the pressure drop 
increase.

This paper is concerned by the filter pressure drop modelisation according to the mass of 
aerosol deposited in the filter. First we present the experimental set-up and results on the 
change in pressure drop for two kinds of filter as a function of different aerosol sizes and 
various filtration velocities. Then two models, which take into account the penetration 
profile of aerosol inside the filter medium, are proposed and compared to experimental 
results.

H. Experimental

II. 1. Test facility

The test rig is shown on Figure 1.

1 Uranine aerosol generator
2 Cartridge filters
3 Exhaust HEPA filter
4 Aerosol injection
3 Main duct
6 Filter holder
7 Pressure drop controller
8 Venturi flouaeter
9 Downstream filter holder

10 By-pass
11 Sampling probe
12 Upstream filter holder
13 Pneumatic gas meters
14 Air ejectors

Figure 1 - Scheme of the test rig

The different test aerosols are injected in the main duct (5) where the plane filters are 
installed to be tested (6). The air flow rate is kept constant during the test via a sonic nozzle 
(14) and the filter pressure drop is continuously monitored (7).
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Upstream (12) and downstream (9) aerosol concentrations are measured to evaluate the filter 
removal efficiency.

n.2. Test aerosols

Three uranine aerosols (Soda fluorescein) with different diameters have been used.

One is produced by a standardised NFX 44-011 generator (Sg) filled with a 10 g/f soda 
fluorescein solution. The two others are produced from a 100 g/f solution; the first one is 
generated by a standardised generator (Sg) and the second one is produced by a modified 
standardised generator (Sgm).

The aerosol characteristics have been measured with a Differential Mobility Particle Sizer 
(DMPS TSI3071) associated with a Condensation Nucleus Counter (CNC TSI 3020). These 
aerosols follow log-normal size distributions whose mean diameters (Dp) and geometric 
standard deviation (<rg) are indicated in Table 1

Table 1 - Aerosol characteristics

Uranine
concentration Dp

(g/tL Generator to) 2g

10 Sg 0.15 1.6

100 Sg 0.25 2.0

100 Sgm 0.41 2.0

n,3. Filter media

Two types of filter media made of glass fibers have been used and their characteristics are 
given in Table 2.

Reference
Supplier
Shape
Diameter
Thickness

Table 2 - Filter media characteristics

D306
B. DUMAS 
Plane 
10.8 cm 
370 /xm

B345
B. DUMAS 
Plane 
10.8 cm 
370 /xm
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GSM 87.4 g/m2 81 g/m2
Packing density 9.45 10‘2 8.2 10‘2
Fiber diameter* 1.4 pm 3.1

* Fiber diameters have been calculated from the Davies’equation (1) :

dP = 16 Vf Z ^

R?

Where :

dP : filter pressure drop (Pa)
p : dynamic viscosity (Pa.s)
Vf: filtration velocity (m.s1)
Z : filter thickness (m)
a : packing density
Rf: fiber radius (m)

III. Experimental results

III.l. Experimental conditions

Investigations in pressure drop evolution according to the mass deposited in the filter have 
been carried out at various filtration velocities, particle sizes and type of filter. The main 
experimental conditions are given in Table 3.

Table 3 - Experimental conditions

Aerosol diameter Filtration velocity
Dp (/xm) Vf (cm.s1)

D306

------------05------------

0.26

-------------5
10
20
3
6

05 53
0.25 6

B345 3
0.41 5.3
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m.2. Pressure drop variatioi| during clogging

The two kinds of filter, D306 and B345, have been tested and experimental results for the 
B345 filter are given. Pressure drop variations as a function of the aerosol mass per filter 
area unit at different particle sizes and filtration velocities are shown on Figures 2, 3, 4 and
5.

FILTER B34S
dP (Pa)
4000 t Vf = 0.053 n/a3500 - Dp = 0.15 Jim3000 :
2500 ; AExperiatntal results 1 

+ ExperfMsntsl rssults 2
2000 -

1500 -
1000 :
500 -

9 10 11 M/8 (g/m*)

Figure 2 : Effect of particle diameter on pressure drop increase

FILTER B345
dP (Pa) 3500 T

Vf = 0.06 a/S3000 - Dp s 0.25 Jim
2500 :
2000 : OExperlasntsl results 1

AExperimental results 21500 :
1000 :

500

Figure 3 : Effect of particle diameter on pressure drop increase
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dP (Pa) 
2500 T Vf = 0.029 m/a
2000 : DP = °'41

1500 OExpertMental results 4 

IExper{Mental results 5

30 m/s (g/m*)
Figure 4 : Effect of filtration velocity on pressure drop increase

FILTER B345
dP (Pa)
4500 1

4000 j Vf
3500 : op
3000
2500
2000

1500
1000 -
500 - j

0 MB

0.053 m/s 
0.41 fm

O

BExperiMental results 1 

OExperiMental results 2 

AExperiMental results 3

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 M/S (g/m^)

Figure 5 : Effect of filtration velocity on pressure drop increase
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IV. Discussion of results

A previous study ^ has shown, using a peeling method, that the Bergman’s model ® can be 
modified by taking into account an exponential profile for the aerosol penetration inside the 
filter medium.

Experimental results have revealed a satisfactory correlation with this modified model so 
called "M.L.V.". The limitation in this approach is the experimental determination of the 
penetration factor (K).

IV. 1 - Penetration factor modelisation 

To evaluate the K factor two models are combined:

-the "M.L.V." pressure drop model to determine the filter structure evolution according to 
the surface mass (M/S) of filtered aerosol,

-an efficiency model (4) to evaluate the penetration factor K as a function of the filter 
characteristics.

From the initial filter characteristics (a0, dP0 and Rro) the efficiency model is used to 
calculate the penetration factor Ko. This value of Ko is introduced in the "M.L.V." model 
to calculate the pressure drop dPj associated with the first step of aerosol mass deposited per 
unit of aera (the surface mass step is equal to 0.25 g/m2). Then the dPj value is used to 
determine the new characteristics of the filter from Davies’equation as:

<*i = a0 + M 1
S po Z

Rn " 16 /* Vf Z at 

dPT
3/2 1/2

where po is the particle density.

With these new characteristics (a,, dP, and Rn) a K, value is calculated from the efficiency 
model.

This procedure is repeated by increasing step by step the surface mass until its maximal 
value.

For D306 filter experimental results obtained in the conditions described in Table 3 are 
compared to the model.
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Figures 6, 7 and 8 show the change in pressure drop according to the surface mass at three 
filtration velocities for 0. IS pm particle diameter.

HEPA FILTER D306
dP (Pa)

Vf = 0.05 m/s
Dp = 0.15 pm

I Experimental results 

Omod k cst M/S> 2g/mt 

A Bergman's model

5 M/S (g / ma)
Figure 6 : Comparison of pressure drop models with experimental results 

(Vf = 0.05 m/s)

HEPA FILTER D306
dP (Pa)

0.10 m/s7000
0.15 pm

5000 HExperimental results 

Omod k cst N/S>2 g/m* 

A Bergman's model

4000
3000

7 M/S (g/ma)

Figure 7 : Comparison of pressure drop models with experimental results 
(Vf = 0.10 m/s)
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HEPA FILTER D306
dP (Pa)

Vf = 0.20 m/s
Dp = 0.15 im

■ Experimental results 

O»od k cst M/S>2 g/M* 

A Bergman's model

s M/S (9/m3)
Figure 8 : Comparison of pressure drop models with experimental results 

(Vf : 0.20 m/s)

A good agreement between experiences and model is noted if we consider that the filter 
characteristics remain constant when the surface mass has reached 2 or 2.5 g/m2. These 
maximal values have been determined by a peeling method ®. On these figures the 
Bergman’s model results are also indicated.

Figures 9 and 10 present results for 0,26 /xm particle diameter at two filtration velocities.

, HEPA FILTER D306
dP (Pa)

Vf = 0.03 m/8

Dp = 0.26 /im

HExperimental results 

C>K>d k cst N/S>5 g/m* 

A Bergman's model

9 M/S (g/m3)
Figure 9 : Comparison of pressure drop models with experimental results 

(Vf = 0.03 m/s)
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HEPA FILTER D306
dP (Pa)

Vf S 0.06 n/s
3000 -- Dp s 0.26 fm

HExpertaental results 

Oetod k cst N/S>6.5 g/M* 

Aoergeien1 s Model

io H/s (g/m3)
Figure 10 : Comparison of pressure drop models with experimental results 

(Vf = 0.06 m/s)

Model and experimental results are close together if we consider a Surface mass around 5 or 
6.5 g/m2.

For B 345 filter the change in pressure drop is indicated on Figures 11, 12 and 13 for three 

particle diameters.

FILTER B345
dP (Pa)
6000 T

Vf = 0.053 m/m
5000 Dp = 0.15 fm

CH Experl Mental results 1 

HExperimental results 2 

O nod k cst N/S>2 fl/m* 

A Bergman1 s model

4000
3000
2000

1000

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 M/8 (g/ma)

Figure 11 : Comparison of pressure drop models with experimental results 
(Dp = 0.15 Mm)
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FILTER B345
dP (Pa)
3500 t

Vf = 0.06 m/s3000 1 Dp = 0.25 fm
2500 1 HExperimental results 1 

CD Experimental results 2 

O mod k cst N/S> 2 g/m* 

A Bergman1 s model

2000 1
1500 :
1000 :

500 1

Figure 12 : Comparison of pressure models with experimental results 
(Dp = 0.25 Mm)

FILTER B345
dP (Pa) 
4500 t Vf = 0.053 m/s 

Dp = 0.41/xm4000 :
3500 ; CD Experimental results 1 

BExperimental results 2 

A Experimental results 3 

O mod k cst M/S>3 g/m» 

A Bergman1 s model

3000 v
2500 :
2000
1500 ;
1000 v

500 -

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 H/S (9/mM

Figure 13 : Comparison of pressure drop models with experimental results 
(Dp = 0.41 Mm)

For 0.15 fim particle diameter, the penetration factor and the Bergman models give a good 
estimate of the pressure drop, but for 0.25 /xm and 0.41 /xm particle diameters these two 
models give a 50 % underestimate pressure drop compared to experimental results.

This discrepancy can be attributed to a cake formation on the upper face of the filter which 
have a large contribution in the increase of pressure drop.
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In conclusion, models in which only the penetrated particle mass is considered to modify the 
internal filter structure, give good results for the most penetrating particles (0.15 /tm) but 
underestimate the pressure drop for the less penetrating aerosols.

To only take into account the penetration profile without to consider the cake formation 
seems to be insufficient to describe the change in pressure drop during clogging.

IV.2. Profile penetration modelisation

In the previous approach (IV-1), the filter characteristics change for the whole filter. In this 
new model(5) we consider the filter as an assemblage of n filters of Z/n thickness where the 
each thickness characteristics are modified according to the filtration time and the mass 
deposited on each elementary filter thickness.

To evaluate the filter characteristics and pressure drop evolution, two models have been used:

-the Bergman’s model to determine the pressure drop of each elementary thickness due to the 
mass deposited. The pressure drop value allows to calculate, from the Davies’equation, the 
new fiber diameter of each thickness,

-an efficiency model to calculate the mass deposited on each thickness.

As in the previous approach, we use an iterative procedure to calculate the evolution of each 
elementary filter thickness characteristics and to determine the filter pressure drop.

D306 filter results are shown on Figure 14, they are presented in term of flow resistance and 
they are in good correlation with this modelisation for 0.15 /*m particle diameter.

HEPA FILTER D306
R (Pa.s/m) 
100000
90000 
80000 
70000 
60000 
50000 
40000 
30000 
20000 
10000

Dp = 0.15 fia
□ exp Vf*5c*/8 

♦ Exp Vf*10 cm/* 

A Exp Vf>20 cm/* 

~ Nod Vf*5 cm/*

- Nod Vf*10 cm/*

- Nod Vf-20 cm/*

Figure 14 : Flow resistance increase with clogging
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B345 filter results are presented on Figures 15, 16 and 17 for three particle diameters. We 
can see that this model surestimates the pressure drop for the most penetrating aerosols (0.15 
fim) and is in good agreement for others particle diameters (0.25 /xm and 0.41 /xm). On these 
figures, calculatings are presented for two numbers of elementary thicknesses ; a better 
agreement with experimental results is noted when this number is increased.

FILTER B345
dP (Pa) 
7000 x

Vf = 0.053 m/a6000
Dp = 0.15 Mm5000 - A Experimental results 1 

^Experimental results 2 

Xnodel (6 thicknesses) 

XModel (10 thicknesses)

4000
3000
2000 -

1000

12 M/S (g/m3)

Figure 15 : Comparison of pressure drop models with experimental results

FILTER B345
dP (Pa) 
3500 T

0.06 m/s3000 - 0.25 tm
2500 - OExperimental results 1 

A Experimental results 2 

XModel (6 thicknesses) 

XModel (10 thicknesses)

2000 1
1500
1000

500

Figure 16 : Comparison of pressure drop models with experimental results 
(Dp = 0.25 Mm)
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FILTER B345
dP (Pa)
4500

Vf = 0.053 m/s4000
Dp = 0.41 /xm3500

3000
2500
2000
1500
1000

CHExperimental results 1 

^Experimental results 2 

A Experimental results 3 

XModel (6 thicknesses) 

XModel (10 thicknesses)

M/S (g/ma)

Figure 17 : Comparison of pressure models with experimental results 
(Dp = 0.41 Wm)

V. CONCLUSION

Modelisation of the pressure drop evolution according to the surface mass of deposited 
aerosol requires to know the particle penetration profile inside the filter medium.

A first approach consisting to consider an exponential penetration profile and to make the 
internal filter structure modify in function of the mass deposited is unfit to well describe the 
change in pressure drop except for the most penetrating aerosols.

The last model which takes into account the influence of the mass deposited on the 
efficiency, pressure drop and internal characteristics of each elementary filter thickness, 
allows to predict the pressure drop evolution without make any hypothesis on the particle 
penetration profile. This model well takes into account the most important clogging of the 
first filter thickness and its impact on the whole filter pressure drop.

In the case of the aerosol amount is known, this model can be applied to predict with a good 
accuracy the service life of a filter.

Now fiitur studies will must extend this modelisation to the filter clogging by liquid aerosols.
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DISCUSSION

ANDREAS: How do you take into account the distribution of particles between the surface and pore 
structure?

VENDEL: The distribution of the particles between the surface and the pore structure is not taken
into account. The particles on the surface of the filter are considered in the first stage of the filter.

DYMENT: 1) In making modelling calculations of particle deposition within the filter, have the authors
taken into account the change in efficiency with particle size and its effect on a nominally 
exponential profile?
2) Have the authors considered the influence of "slip flow" correction on pressure drop 
incrementscaused by deposition of very small particles?

VENDEL: 1) Yes, we consider size distribution of the particles and efficiency is calculated as functions
of this distribution.
2) We have not considered a slip flow correction for the deposition of very small particles.

TSAL: What is your experience in predicting filtration efficiency? Is it less with lower velocity or
higher?

VENDEL: The theory of filtration shows that the filtration efficiency is better when the filtration
velocity is decreasing.
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CLOSING COMMENTS OF SESSION CO-CHAIRMAN JUBIN:
i t

In this session there have been a number of papers that focused on iodine recovery. In many 
senses, this is a fairly mature technology. What we are seeing in this Conference is a focus more on the 
evaluation of plant performance, larger test facilities, and tests looking at the distribution of iodine through 
the process pathways of a nuclear fuel reprocessing plant. At the same time, we heard a paper that looks 
at a fairly novel technique for recovering iodine. This process is in the early stage of development and its 
prospects are not certain at this time. What we do hear in the area of iodine recovery and treatment will, 
I think, play an important role, at least for the U.S., in the future. However, this will most likely not be 
in the applications originally intended. I would expect to see the applications of traditional technologies 
for the treatment of gaseous effluents from reprocessing plants and reactors to the area of waste recovery 
and treatment. I would expect to hear a great deal more on this application in future conferences.

We heard one paper on tritium recovery that exemplifies a proactive response to today’s ES&H 
requirements. As the plants throughout the world are faced with more stringent emissions requirements, 
new approaches will be required. In this case, the methods include improvements in capacity, efficiency, 
and reliability. In addition, the operations are provided assistance through the application of automation.

The final paper in this session was somewhat different from the other technologies that were 
discussed today. We were focusing on chemistry, this paper focused on modeling of the pressure drop 
across HEPA filters through the combination of filter efficiency models and changes in internal structure.

I would again like to acknowledge all of the authors for their efforts and papers. I would also like 
to thank the audience for their attention and contributions to the discussions. I certainly feel that all have 
made significant contributions to this conference.
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OPENING COMMENTS OF SESSION CO-CHAIRMAN DORMAN

The title somewhat belies the range of topics that we have today. We have everything from a DOP 
substitute to a new in-place filter testing method. We have test results of the DOE filter test stations. We 
have an inhalation study on glass fibers which is a repetitive-type topic that comes up all the time, and the 
uniformity of air in ducts.
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AN UPDATE: DOP REPLACEMENT IN TESTING MACHINES FOR FILTERS AND RESPIRATORS

Hugh R. Carlon and Mark A. Guelta 
Research Directorate

U.S. Army Chemical Research, Development and Engineering Center 
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21010-5423

Abstract

The U.S. Army's Office of the Surgeon General (OTSG) approved, in 
January 1992, a poly-alpha olefin (PAO) trade-named "Emery 3004" as a safe, 
non-mutagenic replacement for dioctyl phthalate (DOP) in "hot-smoke" and 
"cold-smoke" testing Army-wide. This material was selected from among other 
promising candidate materials based upon properties including its toxicology 
and thermal stability, ability to perform at least as well as DOP, low cost, 
and ability to replace DOP directly in existing penetrometers without modif
ication, simply by adjusting existing machine controls.

I. Introduction

Di (2-ethyl hexyl) phthalate, also called dioctyl phthalate, di-sec 
octyl phthalate, DOP, or DEHP, is a widely used industrial material. Over 
ninety percent of the material produced is used as a plasticizer, primarily 
for PVC plastics. The properties of DOP that make it useful as a 
plasticizer, including low vapor pressure, chemical stability, and 
insolubility in water, also make it useful as a test aerosol. DOP aerosols 
are used in respirator fit testing, HEPA filter testing, aerosol research, 
aerosol instrument calibration, and other applications. These uses involve 
human occupational exposure to submicrometer-sized DOP aerosols, often 
briefly but in moderately high concentrations.1

Concern about the potential health effects to people working with 
DOP test aerosols has led to a search for substitute materials. This 
search has taken a number of different directions, depending in part upon 
the specific test applications for which a DOP replacement has been 
sought. The U.S. Army routinely performs 100* quality control testing 
of filter canisters manufactured for use with field-issue gas masks, and 
periodic sampling and testing of canisters stored in its supply depots. In 
April, 1986, the U.S. Army's Office of the Surgeon General (OTSG) placed severe 
restrictions upon testing with DOP; agencies were also informed that dioctyl 
sebacate (DOS) would no longer be acceptable as a DOP replacement material, and 
that similar restrictions would apply for both. These restrictions included 
occupational exposure monitoring of workers exposed to DOP aerosols and liquid, 
medical surveillance, issue of personal protective equipment, formal notifica
tion to workers of associated risks, and labeling of work areas as "cancer 
suspect agent areas."

Clearly, the above actions placed severe restrictions upon routine,
100* quality assurance testing of filters and other equipment. For this 
reason, in 1988 the U.S. Army initiated a detailed study of the problem 
of finding an acceptable substitute material for DOP that could meet all stan
dard military test specifications while itself being a non-carcinogen and, 
ideally, having other attributes including acceptable acute inhalation 
toxicity, low cost, ready availability, and the ability to replace DOP 
directly in machines at test installations without retrofit or other 
modification of these machines.
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In an earlier report^ we described experimental procedures and results 
of our study which are applicable to both "cold pot" and "hot smoke" aero
sol penetrometer machines including the Army-standard "Q-127" machine that is 
currently produced as the Model TDA-100 by Air Techniques, Inc.’ (ATI, Figure 1.) 
Our cold pot machine was the Los Alamos Monodispersed Aerosol Prototype Penetrom- 
eter (LAMAPP, Figure 2.) That report identified the materials that are the 
best candidates to replace DOP in many kinds of penetrometer machines. Thus 
our recent effort was directed toward implementation of DOP replacement in many 
applications with one of our best materials, a poly-alpha olefin (PAO), "Emery 
3004."

Figure 1. Q-127 (TDA-100) "Hot Smoke" * I
Penetrometer Machine.

Figure 2. "LAMAPP" Cold Pot Pene
trometer Machine.

i

The present paper discusses this implementation, including the mutagen
icity testing carried out, and results. These results were considered by 
the U.S. Army's Office of the Surgeon General (OTSG), prior to recent appro
val by that office for the use of Emery 3004 to replace DOP (dioctyl phthalate) 
Army-wide. Since the Army's restrictions on the use of DOP are stricter than 
those of other military and civilian organizations, Army approval could even
tually lead to acceptance of its new material as a universal DOP replacement.

I

We also report recent data on the performance of our best materi
als in penetrometer machines, and new information of general interest 
regarding the problem of DOP replacement. Several viable DOP replacement 
materials found in our research study are ranked here, for each machine, in 
order of probable success. Some of these materials outperform DOP in meet
ing U.S. Army test smoke specifications. All are inexpensive and readily 
available.
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II. Experimental Approach

Present U.S. Army test specifications for acceptable "hot smokes" 
prescribe a geometric mean diameter (GMD) of between 0.18 urn and 0.33 urn, 
with a geometric standard deviation (GSD) equal to or less than 1.30, 
and a mass concentration at the test chuck, where filters are held for 
penetration measurements, of 100 +_ 20 mg/nw.

The LAMAPP system shown in Figure 2 is described in greater detail 
detail in Ref. 2. A fine polydisperse aerosol is generated by a Laskin nozzle 
in a "cold pot" containing the test liquid. In a similar pot containing an 
NaCl solution, droplets are produced that evaporate to form salt condensation 
nuclei as they flow through a vaporization tube, where the DOP or other liquid 
aerosol is simultaneously vaporized. Upon cooling, the liquid recondenses on 
the salt nuclei to form droplets of controlled size and small GSD. These enter 
an aging chamber from which they are drawn for filter test purposes. Provision 
is made for calibration using polystyrene latex (PSD or other standard aerosols. 
A laser aerosol spettrometer (LAS-X) and microcomputer permit GMD and GSD to 
be determined and printed on a strip chart.

Our Q-127 machine was a refurbished older model of the similar but 
redesigned and simplified "monodispersed aerosol penetrometer" presently being 
marketed by ATI under the model number TDA-100.3 These machines generate 
"hot smokes" by the vaporization and recondensation of DOP or other liquids, 
having suitable vapor pressure and other physical properties, which are placed 
in a heated reservoir. Hinds, et al.,4 described "hot DOP" aerosol size dis
tributions produced by the ATI Q-127 machine more than a decade ago, and gave 
a good description of changes in aerosol output corresponding to various settings 
of the mechanical analyzer or "Owl" that is standard equipment on all Q-127s 
and TDA-lOOs. They found that the output aerosol could be varied over the GMD 
range 0.23-0.30 urn correponding to angular settings of the Owl from 29° to 45°, 
respectively.

III. Results and Discussion

Our experiments identified several materials that are viable 
candidates to replace DOP in "hot smoke" penetrometer machines such as 
the Q-127/TDA-100, and in "cold pot" machines like LAMAPP. These are sum
marized in Table 1, with sources of supply.5 The materials identified here 
as DOP alternatives or replacements are generally inexpensive, and readily 
available. '

Synthetic hydrocarbons include poly-alpha olefins (PAOs), which are used 
as synthetic lubricants, and in other applications. These versatile, saturated 
synthetic hydrocarbons are produced by direct oligomerization of decene-1. 
Linear alpha olefins are polymerized and hydrogenated to manufacture PAOs.
Three PAOs were investigated in our studies; these are designated "Emery 
3002, 3004 and 3006." Data are summarized in Table 2. Of these, Emery 3004 
was the material recommended to the U.S. Army Surgeon General for approval 
to replace DOP in "hot smoke" machines, and for general use. Emery 3002 
performs somewhat better than Emery 3004 in cold-generation systems, but 
only one material could be designated for further chemical and mutagenic 
studies that are required for approval, owing to the expense involved.
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Table 1. Recommended Replacement Materials for DOP in 
Q-127 and TDA-100 Machines, and in the LAMAPP 
Machine, Ranked in Order of Probable Success.

Q-127 and TDA-■100 Machines LAMAPP Machine

Ranking*
Chemical

Name
Manufacturer^ 

or Source
Chemical

Name
Manufacturer^ 

or Source

1 synthetic 
hydrocarbon 
Emery 3004

Emery Group
Henkel Corp..

synthetic 
hydrocarbon 
Emery 3002

Emery Group 
Henkel Corp.

2 isostearic 
acid (76%) 
Emersol 875

Emery Group
Henkel Corp.

isostearic 
acid (76%) 
Emersol 875

Emery Group 
Henkel Corp.

3 isostearic 
acid (66%) 
Emersol 871

Emery Group
Henkel Corp.

methyl ole- 
ate stearate 

Emery 2219

Emery Group 
Henkel Corp.

4 synthetic
hydrocarbon
Emery 3006

Emery Group,
Henkel Corp.

synthetic 
hydrocarbon 
Emery 3004

Emery Group 
Henkel Corp.

5 oleic
acid (71%) 
Industrene

206LP

Humko Chem.
Div., Witco
Chem. Corp.

6 oleic
acid (74%) 

Emersol 233LL

Emery Group
Henkel Corp.

* Highest rankings have highest probability of success.

Table 2. Properties of Poly-Alpha Olefins (PAOs).

Pour Flashi Fire Auto-Ignition Specific
Trade Name Point, °C ;Point, °C Point, °C Point, °C , Gravity

Emery 3002 -65 164 178 324 0.80

Emery 3004 -69 225 250 343 0.82

Emery 3006 -64 243 266 371 0.83
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Emery 3004 and DOP were analyzed side-by-side in laboratory tests com
pleted by us in July 1990. Fresh samples were compared to other samples aged in 
machines for up to 110 hours at temperatures up to 170°C, representative of "hot 
smoke" machine conditions. Analyses were performed using inductively coupled 
plasma (ICP) emission spectroscopy, infrared spectroscopy, and gas chromatography 
(GC/MS) for changes with aging. Levels of oxidation for both materials were 
below the detectable limit, 50 ppm. The aged Emery 3004 samples showed very low 
amounts, less than one percent, of compounds indicative of oxidative pyrolysis.

Thus having established that significant chemical decomposition does not 
occur in Emery 3004 even when heated for more than 100 hours at high temperatures, 
the next concern was submission of this material for mutagenicity testing. The 
"tier approach" to mutagenicity testing is advocated at CRDEC.

Tier 1 is designed to show primary capacity of the test compound for 
genotoxic effects at minimal cost. Screening of compounds for more costly 
test procedures can be accomplished in'this tier, but results should not be 
used to estimate risk to mammalian systems. One of three gene mutation 
procedures normally1 is done involving microbes or mammalian cells,- most 
frequently it is the Ames assay.

Tier 2 assays for gene mutation utilize in vivo and host mediated 
tests which usually are considered in making mutagenicity risk assessments 
in mammalian systems, such as the Sex-Linked Recessive Lethal Test that is 
conducted at CRDEC using fruit flies. Other tests including those for 
chromosomal aberrations and primary DNA damage normally are performed 
out-of-house on contract.

Tier 3 test protocols are more costly, longer term, in vivo stud
ies that should be used to confirm results of less costly in vitro studies 
of the lower tiers. Information accumulated from the lower tiers should 
indicate which of these in vivo studies to use. Because they are long term 
fully in vivo mammalian studies they are usually relied on more heavily in 
assessing risk to humans. CRDEC conducts the Dominant Lethal Mutation Test in 
Rats. Others such as lung adenoma in mice, heritable translocations in rats, 
or specific locus tests in mice, would normally to be performed by contract.

Tier 1 Ames system assay was completed successfully and reported upon 
on 22 August 1990. It pas concluded that no evidence of mutagenic potential 
was found in this testing, but that additional tests were needed for human 
risk assessment of Emery 3004.

Tier 2 testing used the sex-linked recessive lethal test in 
Drosophilia melanogaster (fruit flies), which measures the occurence and 
frequency of lethal mutations, both point mutations and small deletions, 
in the germ cell line of the fruit fly. The mutation results, as tested, clas
sified Emery 3004 as a non-mutagen in the assay system used.

Tier 3 testing used the rodent bone marrow micronucleus assay, 
and was performed by the contractor Integrated Laboratory Systems, Research 
Triangle Park, NC 27709. Their report dated 31 October, 1991, concluded 
that "multiple treatments with Emery 3004 synthetic hydrocarbon 4CST fluid 
did not result in a significantly increased frequency of MN-PCE in the bone
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marrow of male B6C3F1 rats.' 'In addition, the test article did not signifi
cantly depress the percentage of PCE in either experiment." Table 3 compares 
Emery 3004 approximate analyses to those of other PAOs, which are expected 
to have comparable toxicology. * IV.

Table 3. Approximate Analyses by Carbon Chain Length 
for Several Emery Poly-Alpha Olefins (PAOs).

Emery
Product

Percentages by Carbon Chain Length
T20 C30 C40 CbO o O C7U"

3002 97-99 1.0

3004 0.60 82.1 16.0 1.0 2.0

3006 , 30.9 42.8 20.4 4.8 1.1

On 15 March 1991, the Health and Veterinary Services Office (HVSO),
CRDEC, staffed a letter to the Army's Office of the Surgeon General (OTSG), 
requesting approval of Emery 3004 as an Army-Wide substitute material for 
DOP. This was followed by a similar request from the Army Environmental 
Health Agency (AEHA), dated 24 December 1991, which summarized the structure, 
toxicity testing, and recent mutagenicity testing of Emery 3004. AEHA 
recommended that "Based on the relatively low order of toxic effects exhibited 
by Emery 3004, the absence of demonstrated mutagenic activity, and the rel
atively low exposure potential, recommend approval for the use of this sub
stance as a replacement for dioctyl phthalate in filter test apparatus."

On 8 January 1992, the OTSG responded. "SUBJECT: Request for 
Approval of Emery 3004 as an Army-Wide Substitute Material for Dioctyl 
Phthalate (DOP)." "This office concurs with AEHA's recommendation of approval 
for use of the subject compound as a replacement for dioctyl phthalate. '
No restrictions on use were given. Thus Emery 3004 can be used in "hot smoke"
machines, in which it performs exceptionally well, and for "cold smoke" or 
general aerosol testing as well.

IV. Conclusions

We conclude that Emery 3004:

t performs at least as well as DOP in hot-smoke filter 
penetrometer machines, and in many other machines and applications as well;

• is inexpensive, readily-available (and should continue to be so in 
the foreseeable future);

• is readily specifiable, unlike natural petroleum products;

• can replace DOP directly in existing penetrometer and other 
machines without machine modification, simply by adjusting existing machine 
controls;
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§ is non-corrosive, clean to work with, free of natural impurities, 
thermally and chemically stable;

• is a non-mutagen, safe to work with, and approved for Army-wide use 
without restriction as a replacement for DOP by the Army's Offipe of the Surgeon 
General.

V. Recommendations

Me recommend that:

• the use of Emery 3004 to replace DOP in testing Army-wide be 
implemented as soon as is practicable;

• the Army consider stockpiling Emery 3004 since it is currently
at an all-time low cost, is used in relatively small quantities but in many 
machines, is non-corrosive and would store indefinitely, and could be purchased 
from a large, single production batch to insure precise specifications;

• information concerning Emery 3004 be made available to, and that 
its use as a DOP replacement be encouraged by, other Government services and 
agencies, and non-Government companies and laboratories, as well.
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DISCUSSION

DORMAN: I heard about the carcinogenicity of DOP many, many years ago. Is there any well- 
documented evidence that cancers have been produced in human beings by inhalation of DOP?

CARLON: I know this is in dispute. I personally don’t know of any hard evidence that human toxicity 
has ever been proven. Recent MSDSs of DOP manufacturers give good discussions of DOP 
toxicology, and might provide some insights.

GUEST: In your opinion, will we be able to use Emeiy 3004 to replace DOP in a hot aerosol generator?

CARLON: You are using DOP at 700° C!

GUEST: Yes, its OK. We produced enough smoke to test a 50,000 cfm system. We produced it at 700°C.

CARLON: It doesn’t blow up or anything?

GUEST: Not yet. We don’t drive it with air, we dry drive it with inert gas.

CARLON: I certainly wouldn’t trust Emeiy beyond the flash point which I would have thought was not 
too far from DOP’s. I am amazed at that number, I can’t believe it. Does anyone else know of 
numbers like that?

CROSBY: I believe that he is talking about the TDA-5A thermal portable DOP generator which produces 
a polydisperse aerosol and uses an inert gas at 700° F. It does not produce a monodisperse 
aerosol.

CARLON: The gas picks up the vapors, is that the idea?

CROSBY: What you are doing is superheating it to a very high vapor concentration. At the tip of the jet, 
the ambient air condenses it into a polydisperse aerosol. People have used it with air and gotten 
away with it but there are people who used it with air and didn’t get away with it.

CARLON: All I can say is, we never ran our device that hot.
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A NEW METHOD FOR IN-SITU FILTER TESTING USING PULSES OF AEROSOL AND PHOTOMETRIC
DETECTION WITH COMPUTER CONTROL *

Parker R.C., Marshall M. & Bosley R.B.
Radiation Dosimetry Department, AEA Environment & Energy,

B364, Harwell Laboratory, Oxon, 0X11 ORA, UK.

Abstract

This paper describes a new technique, developed at the Harwell Laboratory, for the in-situ testing of High 
Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) filters using multiple pulses of test aerosol. The pulse test apparatus consists 
of a modified forward light scattering photometer coupled to a portable micro-computer fitted with an internal 
data acquisition and control card. The micro-computer switches an aerosol generator on and off via an external 
relay driver unit. Using this apparatus the filter bank is challenged by a small number of equal length, constant 
concentration, pulses of aerosol at timed intervals. The aerosol concentration data upstream of the filter bank 
is logged, to disk, by the computer. The process is then repeated for the downstream concentration with the 
photometer gain increased to give maximum sensitivity. The collected data is analysed using a computer 
spread-sheet package; the recorded aerosol pulses are combined, integrated and the background data 
subtracted; the downstream data is then divided by the upstream pulse data to give the filter penetration. Using 
this technique the sensitivity of the in-situ filter test has been greatly improved, penetrations approaching lO'^/o 
can now be measured, allowing HEPA filters mounted in series to be successfully tested. In addition, filter 
loading is reduced considerably.

I. Introduction

The current method for the in-situ testing of High Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) filters consists of 
challenging the filter system with a constant flow of aerosol and then comparing the measured concentration 
upstream (Cu) with that measured downstream (Cd). The aerosol penetration through the filter is given by:

Ch
Penetration* — x 100%

Cu
In the conventional "DOP" test, a challenge aerosol, formerly of Di-(2-ethylhexyl)-phthalate (DOP) was 

produced either by a thermo-pneumatic (hot generation method) or Laskin nozzle (cold generation method) 
aerosol generator. DOP has been replaced in many facilities by other liquids with similar physical properties to 
DOP and producing similar aerosol size distributions; in our laboratory we decided to use a food grade mineral 
oil (ONDINA-EL, Shell UK Ltd.) Aerosol concentrations are measured using a forward light scattering 
photometer. Using this technique filter penetrations down to 1 x 10'3 % (a decontamination factor (DF) of 
1 x 10s) can be measured I2). There is a need for a more sensitive test than the current technique so that 
filters in series can be tested as one unit. In addition the constant challenge to the filters by the test aerosol 
can result in a relatively high filter loading, especially if the system has to be repeatedly tested to cure a leak 
from a poorly seated filter. This paper describes a new technique for filter testing using multiple pulses of 
aerosol which aims to increase the sensitivity of the present "DOP" technique and to reduce filter loading by the 
test aerosol.

II. Apparatus

The apparatus is shown schematically in figure 1, it consists of a modified total forward light scattering 
photometer (Steptech Ltd., model SP101LL) coupled to a portable micro-computer (Toshiba, model T3200SX) 
which is fitted with an internal data acquisition and control card (Advantech Ltd., model PCL-812PG). The 
micro-computer is also coupled to a thermo-pneumatic type aerosol generator (C.F Taylor Ltd., model 3020) via 
an external relay driver unit (Advantech Ltd.).

This arrangement enables the micro-computer to log the reading and range information from the 
photometer whilst controlling the output of the aerosol generator.

’ United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA) has given permission to publish this Copy
righted article.
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Photometer modifications

The modifications to the photometer consisted of adding a 0 -1 V dc analogue output corresponding to 
zero to full scale deflection of Ihe meter (this modification was made by the suppliers of the instrument). The 
second modification was to make connections to the range indicator LED's on the photometer display - this 
enables the micro-computer to read which of the five sensitivity ranges has been selected by the user. The 
output signal and range information wiring is connected to a ribbon cable via a terminal board, mounted in the 
instrument's case. This enables all the connections between the photometer and the micro-computer to be 
made via a single ribbon cable.

Aerosol generator modifications

The only modification made to the aerosol generator was the addition of an external plug and socket 
connector to the standard remote control unit (a switch box connected to the generator by a 10 m lead): this is 
wired in parallel with the aerosol on/off switch, thus enabling it to be operated by a relay controlled by the 
computer.

Computer software

A computer software package (Labtech Notebook, Laboratory Technologies Corporation) was purchased 
along with the other equipment, but was found to be unsuitable for this application as there is no facility to direct 
the program flow easily. Therefore, we decided to write a computer code to utilise the assembler driver 
routines supplied with the data acquisition card. This code was developed in BASIC (since the demonstration 
programs supplied with the data acquisition card were written in BASIC).

The computer code allows the user to select the duration, interval between and number of aerosol 
pulses. It also prompts the user to make the correct connections of the sample lines to the ductwork senring 
the filter system. The data being logged by the system is displayed on the screen together with a graphical 
trend display. The code stores the logged aerosol concentration data to disk together with other relevant 
information such as: file name, time and date, photometer gain setting, pulse length, pulse period and number 
of pulses. The upstream and downstream data is each stored in a separate data file. Data is acquired at a rate 
of about ten samples per second.

11L Method
Preparation for upstream measurement

The apparatus is set up as shown in figure 1. The aerosol photometer is set to the linear mode of 
operation and a sample tube (6 mm bore PVC) connected to the upstream sample port and the aerosol 
switched on manually. With the photometer set on the 100 % range and sampling the upstream concentration, 
its gain (span) is set to give a reading of about 75 % of PSD to ensure that the reading does not go over range 
in the subsequent measurement. The aerosol is then manually turned off, and the photometer zero set, with 
the most sensitive range (full scale 0.01 %) selected while sampling clean air through its internal filter.

Upstream measurements

The computer control program is run and the required parameters (pulse length, interval, number, 
photometer gain and file name) entered. Four pulses are normally used; this is usually sufficient to 
demonstrate consistency of aerosol output, experiment has shown that the aerosol concentration integrated 
over the pulse normally has a standard deviation of < ± 5 %. The photometer is set to the 100 % range and 
sampling is initiated from the duct upstream of the filters. The computer then takes over control of the 
upstream measurement (see section II) introducing pulses of aerosol and logging the photometer readings. 
When the upstream sequence is complete, the user is prompted to change over to the downstream sample 
location.
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Preparation for downstream measurement

The photometer sample tube is connected to the downstream sample port. For maximum sensitivity, the 
gain of the photometer is increased to the highest value consistent with a reasonably stable reading, the value 
is recorded in the data file. The photometer is then zeroed, on the 0.01 % range (the most sensitive), by 
sampling the clean air in the duct downstream of the filter (this avoids a negative reading, since the air in the 
duct downstream of the filters will probably be cleaner than the air provided through the internal reference filter 
of the photometer).

Downstream measurement

With the photometer sampling, on the 0.01 % range, from the duct downstream of the filter system the 
computer program continues with the test as for the upstream measurement. The length and interval of the 
pulses are the same as for the upstream measurement but the number of pulses is chosen to enable the 
efficiency of the filter system (or the minimum required efficiency) to be determined. By using more pulses 
downstream than upstream the resolution of the technique is improved.

IV. Data processing of results

The files produced by the data logging / control program are processed and analysed using a spread
sheet software package (Excel 3.0 for Windows, Microsoft Ltd).

Each raw data file (for upstream or downstream measurement) is converted into spread-sheet format, 
then condensed by taking the average of sequential groups of twenty items of data, each group representing 
approximately two seconds of run timd. This process is carried out on both the logged run time and aerosol 
concentration data. The condensed data is then saved to a new data file.

The condensed aerosol concentration data is then converted from arbitrary units to absolute 
concentration, using the calibration factor l3! appropriate to the gain setting used during that phase of the filter 
test. The aerosol concentration values are then plotted against the run time for the upstream and downstream 
measurements. Typical plots are presented in figures 2 and 3.

The plots are then used to determine the start and end of the pulses in terms of run time (the time for the 
aerosol pulse to pass through the filter system and duct-work serving it obviously varies from system to 
system). Each set of pulses is then added together to form a single pulse (figures 4 and 5). This has the effect 
of amplifying the low concentration (downstream) data, which may be swamped by background noise, since 
positive pulse data is additive, while the random background noise tends to cancel out. The pulse is then 
integrated above the background signal level. This process is carried out on both the upstream and 
downstream data.

Where an increase in concentration cannot be distinguished in the downstream values for individual 
pulses, summing over the interval between pulses, starting at an arbitrary zero, may enable the start and end of 
the detected pulses to,be obtained. The data may then be re-summed using appropriate starting points.

V. Discussion

Using conventional filter test techniques aerosol penetrations down to 10'3% (DF-105) can be 
measured.

The pulse tests for the filter system shown in figures 2 to 5 gave the following results, based on the 
summed data (figures 4 and 5):

Upstream integral of summed pulse (above background) - 4235.4 mg nrr3 s 

Downstream integral of summed pulse (above background) - 0.024746 mg nr3 s 

Therefore the filter penetration - 5.8 x IO4 % (DF of 1.7 x 105)
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This result is already an improvement on the conventional technique which can only measure down to 
10'3 *%. (A conventional test carried out on this system showed a downstream concentration below the lower 
limit of detection of the photometer i.e. a penetration of < 0.001 %).

During this work it was not possible to measure the limit of sensitivity of this technique for our equipment, 
as the large scale test rig we required was out of order. However from measurements of the background 
variation obtained during experimental trials such as those presented in figure 5, standard deviations of the 
background integrated over assumed downstream pulse lengths were obtained. These indicate that a limit of 
detection of two standard deviations would be about 3 x 10*®% for the summation of four pulses. This could 

be improved by summation over a greater number of pulses.

VI. Conclusion

This new method for the in-situ testing of HEPA filtration systems is considerably more sensitive than the 
conventional test method, aerosol penetrations down to about 3 x 10‘5% (a DF of 3x106) can now be 
successfully measured.
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Figure 1: Schematic of pulse test apparatus
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Figure 2: Typical upstream pulse data
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Figure 3: Typical downstream pulse data
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Figure 5: Sum of pulses in Figure 3
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DISCUSSION

DORMAN: When switching the pulse on and off, do you not get a change in particle size?

PARKER, R.: We don’t think so.

DORMAN: You don’t get b^g ones at the end which are not useful for penetration measurements?

PARKER, R.: The pulse is long enough so that any change in size during the transition between on and 
off periods will be minimal.

DORMAN: As the particle sizes upstream and downstream are different, are you satisfied that measuring 
areas under the deflect-time graphs give a true penetration? Does not the difference in particle 
sizes effect the degree of scattering?

PARKER, R.: This effect also applies to the standard (current) in-situ test technique. The pulse test 
technique uses the same instrumentation. However, previous work, references 1 and 2, have shown 
that the forward light scattering photometer has a peak sensitivity at the maximum penetrating 
particle size for HEPA filters.

GUEST: Are you proposing that this equipment be used for field testing, taking it into a power plant and 
using it in there? Or is it strictly for lab use?

PARKER, R.: We do intend to use it for field work, but in a modified form. The apparatus I described 
here is a prototype. As I said, we would like to incorporate the PC into one instrument case. At 
the moment, if you are trying to take a portable PC around the plant, it is not going to last very 
long.

t

EDWARDS, JIM: I noticed the title of your paper contains the words, "New Method." You are not 
claiming a new, improved method for in-situ testing are you? Because with the usual DOP 
generator and conventional aerosol detector, a factory test or in-place test can be completed in ten 
seconds rather than the minutes that you had indicated would be required with the test you 
described. Is this an "improved method?"

PARKER, R.: We intend this instrument for use when the conventional test is not possible, e.g., when you 
have two or more filters mounted in series. The conventional test is not sensitive enough to 
measure penetration downstream of two filters; so here, you need a more sensitive method. You 
could cany out a conventional test which would last 10 seconds, but it would not tell you whether 
one of the filters is leaking. The method is "improved" in the sense that it greatly improves 
sensitivity. '

WEBER: As an alternative method to achieve the higher sensitivity that you are looking for, we have done 
a good deal of work using conventional ATI Corporation hot aerosol generators in conjunction 
with a laser particle spectromemter. We found that the population of particles in the source 
aerosol is sufficient, at 1010 or 10n particles per cubic foot and 0.15-0.30 pm for this kind of work. 
Therefore, as an alternative method, a laser detector can also be used to achieve higher sensitivity.

PARKER, R.: We have tried, at Harwell, using a laser particle spectrometer to measure the downstream 
concentration. You have a very high particle concentration upstream of the filters that cannot be 
sampled directly because of coincidence errors. Therefore you have to used a dilution apparatus 
upstream to get a meaningful reading on the laser spectrometer. Downstream, you can have
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problems with background counts. For instance, if someone bangs the duct while you are making 
the measurement, you get a lot of particles coming through which will interfer with your readings.

WEBER: I agree with both of your conditions, but I haven’t found problems when using a diluter on the 
upstream side. As I have only done the test in the laboratory, although in a factory location, I can 
not attest to the complications that would arise in the in-situ testing that is one of our objectives.

BERGMAN: The downstream pulse data in Figure 3 show a considerable random noise fluctuation. One 
has to be careful extracting a useful signal from the traces to avoid large errors in penetration. 
Adding multiple noisy signals does not necessarily improve the sensitivity of the downstream peak 
because noise is also included. Electrical engineers often deal with signals buried in noise using 
mathematical techniques such as the Weiner Kichner Theorem. I recommend that either a more 
detailed analysis be done or direct experiments with alternative methods be conducted.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE QUICKMIX INJECTOR
FOR IN-SITU FILTER TESTING

G Costigan - AEA Industrial Technology 
D Loughborough • AEA Decommissioning & Radwaste

AEA Technology - Harwell Laboratory 
Oxfordshire, UK.

ABSTRACT

In-situ filter testing is routinely carried out on nuclear ventilation plant to assess the effec
tiveness of installed filter systems. Ideally the system is tested by introducing a sub-micron 
aerosol upstream of the filter, in such a way as to present a uniform challenge to the whole of 
the upstream filter face. Samples are withdrawn from upstream and downstream of the filter, 
and the respective concentrations are used to calculate the system (or filter) efficiency. These 
requirements are documented in the Atomic Energy Code of Practice, AECP 1054111.

The Filter Development Section at Harwell Laboratory has been investigating methods of 
improving the accuracy and reliability of the in-situ filter test over the past ten years. The pro
gramme has included the evaluation of devices used to mix the aerosol[2]and multi-point samplers 
to obtain representative aerosol samples*31.

This paper reports the results of laboratory trials on the "QUICKMIX” injector developed 
and patented by Harwell. The Quickmix injector is designed to mix the test aerosol with the air 
stream and thereby reduce the duct length required to produce uniform concentrations. The 
injector has been tested in ducts ranging from 150 mm diameterto 610 mm square, at air velocities 
up to 26 m/s. Upstream mixing lengths required to achieve a ±10% concentration variation on 
the mean were reduced to between 2 and 5 duct diameters, with a very small pressure drop.

This simple, compact device is being installed in new and existing plant in the UK to improve 
the accuracy and reliability of in-situ filter testing. Some examples of plant applications are given, 
together with some of the first results from operating plant.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Atomic Energy Standard Specifications (AESS)[41,151 for circular and rectangular filter 

inserts have recently been revised. In-situ filter testing is required to demonstrate that the filter 
continues to meet these more stringent requirements during its lifetime. A typical filter system 
may have two or even three filters in series, and, in most cases, all but the first must be regularly 
tested.

Current recommendations for in-situ filtertesting111 necessitate long lengths of ducting before 
and after the filter to ensure a reasonably accurate test (25 diameters or more with natural mixing). 
This in turn leads to larger and often more complex plant. Previous development work161 con
centrated on using devices such as the Stairmand disc to reduce the upstream mixing length, 
with disc and doughnut baffles to reduce the downstream length. Mixing lengths can be reduced 
to about 10 duct diameters in this way.

These devices produce high pressure drops. At moderate duct velocities the pressure drop 
is often larger than that of the HEPA filter itself (250 Pa). They can be "feathered" when not in 
use, but this adds complexity to the plant. As a result they are not commonly used.
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As filtration systems are designed to operate with higher volumetric flowrates, the use of 
thermal type aerosol generators becomes increasingly necessary. These have a much greater 
output than the atomising type171, but produce aerosol at atmospheric pressure with a relatively 
low exit velocity. This in turn means that mixing is poorer and longer mixing lengths (of order 15 
diameters with Stairmand disc) are required.

A need therefore exists for a mixing device which is capable of producing well mixed aerosols 
from a thermal generator in less than 10 duct diameters, and which operates with a negligible 
pressure drop.

The Quickmix injector was developed to meet this need. Ease of use and the ability to 
retro-fit the unit into existing plant were major considerations in its design. The device uses a 
small amount of compressed air to mix the aerosol with the air stream. It is of similar dimensions 
to the aerosol injectors currently used on most plant.

2. APPARATUS AND TEST PROCEDURE

2,1 Apparatus

A diagram of the test rig used in this work is given in figure 1. A centrifugal fan drew air 
through ductwork and exhausted it to atmosphere through a bank of HEPA filters. The size of 
the ductwork was either 150 mm djameter or 350 mm diameter or 610 mm square as detailed 
below. The air flow rate was controlled by a manual damper. Air velocity was measured using 
a traversing TSI heated filament anemometer. Pressure tappings located approximately five 
diameters upstream and downstream of the device under test enabled pressure drop to be 
measured by a micromanometer.

Figure 1 Arrangement of apparatus.

Photometer

Aerosol 
inlet _

Primary 
air 1 

inlet

Ducting

Chart
recorder

HEPA
filter

Quickmix
injector

Sampling
probe
traverse

The aerosol generator used was a Taylor 3020 thermal type. Tests171 have shown that this 
generator can provide up to 10 g/minute of aerosol, depending on the C02 supply pressure.

The relative aerosol concentration was measured by drawing a sample of air through a 6 
mm diameter probe facing into the airflow. The sample was passed through a JM 8000 light
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scattering photometer. The signal from the photometer was passed through a smoothing circuit, 
which reduced the signal noise level, and then to a chart recorder. The chart recording was 
analysed by the operator on completion of each test.

Figure 2 shows the basic 
Quickmix injector arrangement. A 
stainless steel injector tube (nom
inally 25 mm bore) has been modi
fied by the addition of a smaller tube 
(approximately 12 mm O.D.) located 
within it. One end of this smaller 
diameter tube is connected to a 
compressed air supply, whilst the 
other end terminates in a nozzle. 
The nozzle is located centrally at the 
open end of the aerosol injector ahd 
projects from it. Small diameter 
holes are drilled radially through its 
wall. These produce high velocity 
jets of air directed towaids the wall 
of the duct. The number and diam
eter of these holes significantly alter 
the performance of the injector. 
Aerosol from the generator is 
aspirated through the larger tube by 
the low pressure produced in the 
region of these jets. The aerosol is 
then entrained by the jets and mixed 
with the primary air.

The device described above is 
strikingly similarto that developed at 
CEA Saclay181, the principal differ
ence is in the nozzle arrangement. 
These designs were arrived at 
independently, however, and a 
patent application for the Quickmix 
design was filed on 6th April 1990 
(Patent No. GB 2242705A). This 
was prior to the publication of [8].

Figure 2 The Harwell Quickmix Injector.
Dimension H 
Typically 60

Duct centre-line

Material: Stainless steel 316L

Dimension L 
Typically 310

Duct wall

'O’ ring I” 
sealed 
bayonet 
fitting |_ 
for aerosol 
introduction

Compressed air connection

2.2 Initial development of the Quickmix injector

The basic configuration of the injector (figure 2) was established after evaluating a series 
of different designs. Having decided that the Quickmix arrangement was the most promising, 
further tests were carried out in a 350 mm diameter duct to investigate the effects of:

(a) the distance between air holes and the outer pipe;
(b) the size of the air holes;
(c) the number of air holes.
Item (a) influences the flow of aerosol through the outer tube. With the correct separation 

the high velocity air creates a region of low pressure at the aerosol tube exit which enhances 
the flow. This is advantageous when thermal aerosol generators are being used. On the other 
hand, if the holes are too close to the exit, pressure builds up in the aerosol tube reducing the 
flow. Items (b) and (c) control the distribution and flow rate of "mixing" air and hence the 
effectiveness of the injector as a mixing device.
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The nozzle arrangement used in the tests reported here was a compromise between 
optimum performance and ease of manufacture.

2.3 Performance testa on the Quickmix Inlector

Tests were carried out in 150 mm diameter, 350 mm diameter, and 610 mm square ducting 
to determine the mixing length as a function of duct air velocity. The aerosol was assumed to 
be well mixed when a traverse indicated that the concentration variations were less than ±10% 
of the mean concentration.

At each air velocity in each duct the C02 and compressed air pressures were varied to 
establish the values which gave the minimum mixing length.

Pressure drop measurements across the injector were made in the 350 mm diameter duct. 
The pressure drop was measured at velocities up to 14 m/s with no mixing airflow and with the 
maximum mixing airflow.

The compressed air flow rate was measured as the air pressure was varied from 0.5 bar to 
4.5 bar to determine the level of dilution of the primary airflow caused by operation of the injector.

Aerosol particle size measurements from different aerosol generators had been previously 
measured171. Further measurements were made for each generator, operating with a Quickmix 
injector, to ascertain the effect of the injector on the aerosol particle size.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Most of the characterisation tests were performed on the 350 mm diameter ducting. For 
comparison purposes a duct velocity of 10 m/s was used; this represents a flow of 960 litres/s 
which is very close to the rated flow of a large circular filter insert designed to AESS 30/95100[4], 
which is becoming the preferred size of filter in the UK for nuclear applications.

3.1 Mixing length

3.1.1 Duct diameter 350 mm

Figure 3 shows the results of tests at three velocities: 5, 10 and 15 m/s. The maximum 
concentration variation was measured at intervals of 2 duct diameters, from 2 to 10 diameters 
downstream of the Quickmix injection point. At the lowest velocity (5 m/s) the concentration 
variation was less than 20% (i.e. less than ±10% of the mean) at the first measuring point. At 10 
and 15 m/s full mixing is established between 4 and 5 diameters downstream. In terms of transit 
time at the highest duct velocity mixing takes place in about 0.1 seconds.

The mixing length variation at 960 litres/s in the 350 mm diameter duct is shown in figure
4. This illustrates the effect of varying the mixing air supply pressure. A significant improvement 
in mixing length results from raising the pressure from 2.4 to 3.4 bar gauge.

The increase in mixing length with increased duct air velocity is typical of all results. This 
behaviour is expected since the axial momentum of the duct air tends to inhibit the radial spread 
of the mixing airflow. Figure 4 shows that the effect can be compensated for, to some extent, by 
increasing the pressure of the mixing air supply.
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Fig. 3 - Mixing (•ngths In 350 mm diameter duct

Duct diameters downstream of injection point

Fig. 4 - Mixing lengths In 350 mm diameter duct

Velocity -10 m/s

^ 3.4 bar gauge

Mixed
flow
region

Duct diameters downstream of injection point
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3.1.2 Duct diameter 150 mm

In the 150 mm diameter duct a reduced diameter aerosol injector tube was used in con
junction with the same mixing air tube. The unit was tested at 6.5,13 and 26 m/s (11.5,23 and 
46 litres/s). Figure 5 shows that the performance of the Quickmix at the lower velocities is very 
similar with good mixing occurring within 2 duct diameters. At the highest velocity the aerosol 
becomes well mixed before 4 diameters.

3.1.3 Square duct 610 x 610 mm

UK standard rectangular filter inserts (both deep-pleat and mini-pleat) are tested in ducting 
of these dimensions. The velocities of 2 and 5 m/s correspond to flow rates of 744 and 1860 
litres/s. Once again it can be seen from figure 6 that the aerosol is well mixed after 4 duct 
diameters.

3.1.4 Comparison of mixing lengths

A comparison of mixing lengths achieved using the Quickmix, a Stairmand disc and natural 
mixing is shown in figure 7. The Stairmand disc and natural mixing measurements had been 
made for a previous investigation in 305 mm diameter ducting, ratherthan the 350 mm duct used 
here. Therefore the comparison is based upon the same volumetric flowrate (960 litres/s) in each 
test. This corresponds to a velocity of about 10 m/s in the 350 mm duct. The reduction in mixing 
length brought about by using the Quickmix is evident from the figure.

3.2 Pressure drop measurements

The results of pressure drop measurements made in the 350 mm diameter duct at 5,10 
and 14 m/s are shown in figure 8. It can be seen that, when the Quickmix is operating, there is 
a slight increase in pressure drop compared to when there is no flow of mixing air. The pressure 
drop at 10 m/s (960 litres/s) is 32 Pa.

Again for comparison purposes pressure drop measurements across a Stairmand disc in 
a 305 mm diameter duct are shown, the basis of the comparison is the volumetric flow rate of 
primary air. The figure shows that, at 960 litres/s the pressure drop produced by an operating 
Quickmix is less than one tenth of that produced by a Stairmand disc mixer. In addition it can 
be seen that, at this flowrate, the Stairmand disc pressure drop is greater than that of the 
equivalent circular HEPA filter (<350 Pa in a standard test housing or <250 Pa vented to 
atmosphere).

These are significant reductions in pressure drop, particularly for large plant which may 
require mixing devices upstream and downstream of the filter(s). They show that considerable 
savings in fan power are possible when using the Quickmix compared to other conventional 
mixing devices.

3.3 Flowrate of mixing air

To ascertain the level of dilution of the primary air when the Quickmix is operating, mixing 
air mass flow rates were measured as a function of air supply pressure. The results are given 
in figure 9 expressed as litres/s of air at atmospheric pressure and temperature. At 960 litres/s 
and a pressure of 3.4 bar gauge (see figure 4) the mixing airflow contributes an extra 14 litres/s 
- equivalent to less than 1.5% of the rated flow.
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Fig. 5 - Mixing lengths in 150 mm diameter duct

A.'" 13 m/s
Mixed
flow
region

Duct diameters downstream of injection point

Fig. 6 - Mixing lengths in 610 mm square duct
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Duct diameters downstream of injection point
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Fig. 7 Comparison of mixing lengths in circular 
ducts at 960 lltrss/s.
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This is an insignificant quantity when the Quickmix is being used to test high flowrate filters. 
However, figure 9 also shows that the mixing air flow is 5 litres/s at the lowest operating pressure. 
If the Quickmix were to be used to test lower flow rate filters (perhaps as low as 35 litres/s) it 
would form a significant percentage of the filter’s rated flow. For these applications, however, a 
smaller unit with different performance characteristics would probably be more appropriate.

3.4 Effect of Quickmix on aerosol size

Measurements of the size of aerosols produced, using Ondina-EL, by thermal and atomising 
generators were made with a TSI 3020 Electrical Aerosol Analyser. Tests over the full range of 
operating pressures showed no significant variation in diameter due to the operation of the 
Quickmix.

4, TESTS .ON .VENTILATION PLANT

Whilst continuing to develop the Quickmix injector in the laboratory, we are conscious of 
the fact that real ventilation systems rarely reproduce laboratory wind tunnel conditions. There 
is pressure to minimise the space occupied by new ventilation systems and ducts are frequently 
designed to fit into existing spaces, resulting in less than ideal ducting arrangements. Bends 
will induce secondary flows which may inhibit aerosol distribution. A variant of the Quickmix 
to operate in a wide duct is shown in figure 10.

A number of Quickmix injectors has now been delivered to customers in the UK nuclear 
industry. The customers have evaluated the design and provided useful feedback on their 
requirements. Units are now being installed in new and existing plant. Wherever possible we 
planto monitor their performance in-situ. To date the only plant operational, in which Quickmix 
injectors have been installed, is a new ventilation system in the main radiochemical building at 
Harwell. Figure 11 is a sketch of the air flow route in the vicinity of the HEPA filters and figure 
12 is a view of the plant in the direction of arrow ’A’ in the diagram.

The ducting dimensions are 400 mm by 80d mm and, if the filters operate at their rated flow, 
the average duct velocity is about 9 m/s. Quickmix injectors are installed for filter test purposes 
at approximately 16 and 12 equivalent diameters upstream of the first and second banks of 
filters respectively. The second Quickmix can be seen in the top left hand corner of figure 12. 
Injection and sample points are indicated on figure 11.

Commissioning tests were carried out on the filters with the Quickmixes operating with 
a temporarily reduced air supply pressure of 1.9 bar gauge rather than the recommended 
value of 3.4 bar gauge, Both filter banks performed well within the AESS 30/95100 specifications, 
with the overall decontamination factor exceeding the specified value by almost three orders of 
magnitude.

A check on concentration variation across the duct at the sampling positions showed that 
the maximum concentration variation was less than ± 15%. This exceeds the preferred value 
of ± 10%. It is probable that, when the Quickmix operates with the correct supply pressure, a 
more uniform distribution will be achieved (see figure 4). These results suggest that natural 
mixing alone would have produced a much less homogeneous aerosol in this ventilation system 
when the number of duct diameters available is considered. When the filters are changed these 
results will be checked in more detail.

5. CONCLUSIONS

1. The Quickmix injector is a compact device, similar in size to existing injection pipes.

2. Its design makes it suitable for retro-fitting into existing plant.
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3. It works well with the larger aerosol output from thermal generators, providing a means 
of aspirating the aerosol through the injection tube.

4. Adequate mixing in all cases tested was achieved in less than five diameters of ducting.

5. The pressure drop arising from its operation is very small when compared with the rec
ommended alternative, the Stairmand disc.

6. The volume of mixing air injected is insignificant in the case of high flow filter inserts.

7. The device is being fitted to new and existing plant. First results indicate that it contributes 
to the efficiency and reliability of filter testing.
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Fig. 9 - Airflow through the Quickmix injector

Figure 10 Injector arrangement used on large ducts
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Aerosol inlet

Compressed air inlet
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Figure 11 Arrangement of HEPA filtration system in 
the main radiochemical building at Harwell
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Figure 12 HEPA filters in the main 
radiochemical building at Harwell
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DISCUSSION

DORMAN: What is the position with regard to development of the device vis-on-a-vis the French 
development at Saclay? What is the patent situation? Are you engaged in an argument 
with the French as to who was the first?

COSTIGAN: We applied for a patent on this device in May 1990. The French presentation was, 
I think, in August 1990, at this particular Conference. So there is some evidence that we 
did have the idea before them. We and the French have filed patent applications. I am 
not currently aware of what the differences between the devices are for purposes of patent 
approval.
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Abstract

Filter Test Facilities (FTFs) and the FTF Technical Support Group (TSG) continue to provide 
services to the Department of Energy (DOE). Additional tasks relating to the HEPA filter cycle have 
been added to the TSG. The tasks include the quality assessment review for the in-place testing of 
HEPA niters at DOE sites and the formation of an in-place testing standards writing group. 
Summary of ongoing FTFs and TSG activities for FY 1990-FY 1992 including the technical input 
for implementation of the High Flow Alternative Test System (HFATS), update of the DOE 
Standards, the status of the quality assessment review and in-place testing standards writing group 
are discussed.

I. Introduction

The history and activities of the FTFs and FTF TSG HEPA Filter Test activities have been 
reported at previous DOE/NRC Nuclear Air Cleaning Conferences(l"8). It is the intent of this paper 

to review and report the activities of the FTFs and FTF TSG for FY 1990 - FY 1992. Ongoing 
activities include the continuation of the Round Robin Testing (RRT) program^), preparation of 
semi-annual report summaries(lO) with associated multi-year trend analysis, status of implementing 
the High Flow Alternative Test System (HFATS)(H"13) an(j revision of the DOE Nuclear 
Standards(14-17). Additional TSG tasks of the HEPA filter cycle include the quality assessment of 
in-place testing at DOE sites and the formation of the DOE In-place Testing Standards Writing 
Group.

*Work performed under U. S. Department of Energy, Contract No. W-7405-ENG-36
**Employed by Environmental Health Sciences, Inc., contracted to Los Alamos National Laboratory
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II. Filter Test Facility and Related h'l h Technical Support Group Activities

A. Round Robin Testing (KRTi
Specifications for the RRT program are referenced in the DOE Standard NE F 3-43 

Section ll(^). The standard specifies that RRTs are to be Conducted twice each fiscal year and that 

each RRT is to include testing by each FTF on three Size 5 filters and three filters Size 4 or smaller. 
The RRTs are scheduled to begin in October and April of each fiscal year. A total of 15 RRTs have 
been completed and 2 RRTs, October 1991 and April 1992 are in progress.

Data from the FTFs are reviewed and analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
techniques to determine if statistically significant differences exist in the resistance (in. w.g.) and 
penetration measurements results. Differences detected by ANOVA are examined to determine their 
practical significance relative to the accuracy and precision required for the FTF measurements. 
Practical significance has been established at limits which can affect the acceptance/rejection of 
filters with the criteria of resistance measurements set at >0.10 in. w.g. and >0.01% for penetration 
measurements. Differences that have practical significance are reported to the FTFs at the annual 
FTF Manager meetings and potential causes are investigated by the TSG at the FTFs technical 
consultation visits.

The RRT program continues to fulfill its goals of: 1) documenting measurement consistency 
among and within individual FTFs; 2) suggesting areas where improvement of FTF measurement 
accuracy and precision may be possible; and 3) monitoring and documenting effects that the 
improvements have on FTF measurements.

B. Semi-annual Report Summaries
The objective of the semi-annual report summary is to provide a reference frame against 

which performance statistics of individual FTFs can be evaluated and provide information on filters 
being procured and used in DOE facilities. The semi-annual report summary is a requirement of 
DOE Standard NE F 3-43, Section 10(1^). For purposes of this paper the summary of the annual 

filter test results by FTF, test results grouped by manufacturer, number of filters tested by size and 
multi-year trend analysis will be discussed for FY 1990 and FY 1991, analysis of data for one of the 
FY 1992 summary reports is in progress.

Table 1 illustrates a summary of test results by FTF for FY 1990 and FY 1991. The total 
number of 18,301 filters listed in Table 1 excludes the 249 filters tested but categorized for use in 
non environmental protection or non nuclear applications. As with past fiscal years, Rocky Flats 
FTF tested the highest number of filters when compared with the other two FTFs. The table depicts 
a relatively low acceptance with waiver (0.28%) when compared with the acceptance with waiver 
(3.7%) reported for Fiscal Years FY 1986-FY 1989(8). ioo% of the acceptance with waiver 

occurred in FY 1990. The overall rejection rate of 2.8% was higher than the rejection rate of 2.3% 
reported for the period FY 1986-FY 1989(8). This slight increase can be attributed to the FTFs strict 
adherence to the double reporting requirements of NE F 3-43 Standard^). After February 1990, 
filters accepted with waiver are also reported as rejected and downrating the flow of Size 4 filters and 
higher to comply with the 1.0 in. w.g. pressure differential is not permitted.
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TABLE1
Summary

Test Results By Filter Test Facility 
FY 1990 - FY 1991

No.
Tested

No.
Accepted
w/Waivef

No.
% Range % Rejected % Range %

HANFORD 2,455 22 0.9 0-2.2 34 1.4 1.3 - 4.5
OAK RIDGE 6,984 30 0.4 0-0.7 365 5.2 5.2 - 5.3
ROCKY FLATS 8,862 0 0 0 111 1.2 1.2-1.3

TOTALS 18,301 52 0.28 510 . 2.8

Table 2 illustrates a summary of test results as grouped by filter manufacturer. Data are 
reported for those filter manufacturers that supplied >100 filters for both fiscal years combined. The 
reported range of acceptance with waiver was 0-2.2% with an overall rate of 0.18%. Rejection rates 
ranged from 0-14.0%.

TABLE2 
Summary

Test Results Grouped by Manufacturer 
>100 Filters

Manufacturer
No.

Tested

No.
Accepted 

w/Waiver % Range %
No.

Rejected % Range %

Flanders 13,790 2 0.01 0-<l 157 1.1 1.1-1.2
American Air* 2,107 30 1.4 0-2.2 290 13.8 14
Cambridge** 1,954 0 0 0 39 2.0 1.3-4.3
HAKO*** 114 0 0 0 12 10.5 0-14.0

TOTALS 17,965 32 0.18 498 2.77

* Of the 290 rejected American Air Filters, only 28 (1.4%) were rejected for performance criteria, 
penetration.
** Cambridge Filters, Inc. was acquired by Farr Company in 1991.
*** HAKO supplied filters for vacuum cleaner applications only and rejections were attributed to 
loose filter packs and penetration.
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Table 3 lists the 8 filter sizes with the associated nominal flow in cubic feet per minute (cfm) 
and ranges of flow to accommodate the seperatorless type of filter units.

TABLE3 
Filter Size

Size Nominal Flow - CFM Flow Range - CFM

1 25 <37.5
2 50 37.5 - <87.5
3 125 87.5 - <312.5
4 500 312.5 - <750
5 1000 750 - <1125
6 1250 1125 - <1375
7 1500 1375 - <1750
8 2000 >1750

The summary of the number of filters tested by size is illustrated in Table 4 and includes the 
249 filters categorized for non environmental protection or non nuclear applications. As with past 
fiscal years, the majority of the workload is represented by Size 5 filters followed by the categories 
of Size 2 and Size 3 filters, respectively. The Size 5 filters represent 72.3% of the total workload 
with an overall rejection rate of 3.0%, Size 2 filters represent 10.3% of the work load with a 0.70% 
rejection rate and Size 3 filters represent 8.9% of the work load with 1.8% rejection rate.

TABLE4
Summary - Number of Filter Tested by Size 

FY 1990 FY 1991

Size
No.

Tested

No.
Accepted 
w/Waiver %

No.
Rejected % % Total

1 996 0 0 33 3.3 5.4
2 1,876 0 0 14 0.7 10.3
3 1,619 20 1.2 29 1.8 8.9
4 315 0 0 8 2.5 1.7
5 13,229 32 0.2 397 3.0 72.3
6 188 0 0 4 2.1 1.0
7 78 0 0 25 32 0.4
8 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 18,301 52 0.28 510 3.0 100.0
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C. Multi-vear Semi-Annual Report Data Trend Analysis
Beginning with FY 1990, the FTF semi-annual report filter acceptance - rejection data base 

was sufficient to merit additional statistical trend analysis in comparing historical FTF and 
manufacturer data. Trend analysis was performed on the data in two ways, first to determine trends 
between the FTFs for each filter size and manufacturer for filter rejection data and second to 
determine trends between manufacturer within each FTF for each filter size rejection data. Trend 
analysis is reported for manufacturers supplying >100 filters. The manufacturers reported include 
Flanders Filters, Inc., American Air Filter, Company, Cambridge Filters, Inc. and HAKO. This trend 
analysis is of potential benefit to DOE in substantiating consistencies among the FTFs and the quality 
of filters provided by manufacturers over a longer period of time. In essence it provides a multi-year 
trend analysis.(lO)

The trends between the FTFs for each filter size and manufacturer are shown in Table 5. The 
trends indicate that patterns in filter rejection data are beginning to develop. For Size 1 filters, the 
Oak Ridge FTF demonstrates a higher rejection rate for Cambridge Filters, Inc. than Hanford and 
Rocky Flats FTFs. Since FY 1986, the Rocky Flats FTF has demonstrated a lower rejection rate for 
Size 2, Flanders Filters, Inc. filters than the Oak Ridge and Hanford FTFs. Rocky Flats also 
demonstrates a lower rejection rate for Size 4 Flanders Filters, Inc. with the exception of FY 1985. 
The Oak Ridge FTF demonstrated a lower rejection rate for Size 4 filters for both Flanders 
Filters, Inc. and American Air Filter, Company and the Size 5, American Air Filter, Company filters 
rejection rate is on an upward trend when compared with the other two FTFs. The Hanford FTF 
demonstrates a high rejection rate for Size 5 Flanders Filters, Inc. filters when compared with the 
other two FTFs with the exception of one fiscal year, FY 1991.

TABLES
Trends Between FTFs 

Filter Rejection Rate Data 
Manufacturer >100 Filters

Filter
Sizes Rocky Flats

FTF
Oak Ridge Hanford

1 * Cambridge High ♦
2 Flanders Low * *

3 * * *

4 * Flanders & AAF*"1 Low ♦

5 * AAF Upward Flanders High
6 Flanders low * *

7 * * *

"‘Indicates that no overall trend is apparent at this time. 
* "‘American Air Filter Company (AAF)
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The trends between manufacturers filter rejection data for each filter size tested at the three 
FTFs is shown in Table 6. The majority of the trends are attributed to Flanders Filters, Inc. filters. 
Trend analysis indicated that for Flanders Filters, Inc. Size 1 filters, the Rocky Flats FTF rejection 
rate was high until FY 1987 when compared with the other manufacturers. For Flanders Filters, Inc. 
Size 2 filters, the Rocky Flats FTF demonstrates a low rejection rate since FY 1987. Both the 
Hanford and Oak Ridge FTF had lower rejection rate for Size 3 Flanders Filters, Inc. when compared 
with other manufacturers. All three FTFs demonstrated lower rejection rates for Flanders Filters, 
Inc. Size 5 filters. The Oak Ridge and Rocky Flats FTFs demonstrated low rejection rates for 
Flanders Filters, Inc. Size 6 filters and Size 7 filters at the Oak Ridge FTF when compared with the 
other manufacturers.

Statistical trend analysis indicated that two trends were apparent for American Air Filters, 
Company both occurring at the Oak Ridge FTF. The first trend is Size 4 filters where Oak Ridge 
FTF rejection rate is low for the time period FY 1987 - FY 1991 and the second trend is for Size 5 
filters where Oak Ridge FTF demonstrates an overall high rejection rate for FY 1984 - FY 1991 
when compared with the other manufacturers.

For Cambridge Filter, Inc., four statistical trend analysis were apparent. For Size 1 filters, the 
Rocky Flats FTF reported a low rejection rate until FY 1987 when compared to the other 
manufacturers. The Oak Ridge FTF reported an overall high rejection rate for Cambridge Filter, Inc. 
Size 3 filters, low rejection rate for FY 1985 - FY 1987 for Size 4 filters and low rejection rates for 
Size 5 filters when compared to the other filter manufacturers.

TABLE6
Trends Between Manufacturers 

Filter Rejection Rate Data 
Rocky Flats (RF), Oak Ridge(OR) and Hanford(H)

FTFs

Filter Manufacturer
Size Flanders American Cambridge HAKO

1 RF High * RF Low *

2 RF Low * * *

3 OR, H Low * OR High *

4 * OR Low OR Low *

5 RF,OR, H Low OR High OR Low *

6 RF & OR Low * * *

7 OR Low ♦ * *

* Indicates that no overall trend is apparent.
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D. Status of the High Flow Alternative Test System
The research, development and intent for implementation of the High Flow Alternative Test 

System (HFATS) as an approved DOE test method has been reported and published at previous Air 
Cleaning Conferences^ H> 12,13) since the 21st DOE/NRC Nuclear Air Cleaning conference, 

the following items have been completed to qualify the HFATS as an approved DOE test method:

1. Installation and prooftesting of the HFATS at the Hanford FTF completed, November 1990.

2. Initial HFATS RRT, December 1990. Results indicated that the HFATS statistically 
demonstrated a higher degree of reproducibility and comparability than the Q107 
penetrometer.

3. Presentation of the collective HFATS summary data to the DOE Nuclear Standards Technical 
Review Committee (TRC) completed, July 1991. Conclusions of the summary report 
indicated that the HFATS meets the requirements of Annex 6 of NE F 3-43, the HFATS at all 
three FTFs compare well with the HFATS prototype, the HFATS shows better reproducibility 
and comparability than the Q107 penetrometer at the FTFs, and DOE should therefore be 
petitioned to accept the HFATS for use at the FTFs. The TRC suggested that the TSG 
perform readiness reviews at all three of the FTFs before implementing the HFATS.

4. Ballots sent to the TRC, August 1991. All but one were in favor of adopting the HFATS and 
there was one abstention. This marks the completion of compliance with all the applicable 
DOE requirements.

5. FTF Coordinator petitioning DOE to concur in the decision to adopt the HFATS as an 
authorized test method, November 1991.

6. FTF Coordinator and LANL representative visit the Hanford and Rocky Flats FTF to perform 
readiness reviews for implementation of the HFATS. It was noted that both facilities 
required training programs and operating procedures. Review of the operating procedures, 
training programs, and documentation that the operators have been trained will result in the 
implementation of the HFATS at the Hanford and Rocky Flats FTF, December 1991.

7. FTF Coordinator and LANL representative visit to the Oak Ridge FTF. Documentation 
indicated that the Oak Ridge FTJ'F after training personnel is ready to implement the HFATS, 
May 1992.

At this time, all three FTFs require completion of the HFATS written training programs and 
training of FTF technicians before authorization to use the HFATS as the DOE approved test method 
can be granted. Without unforeseen program delays, it is anticipated that all three FTFs will be 
authorized to use the HFATS by September 1,1992.

E. Revision of DOE Nuclear Standards
The four DOE HEPA Filter Nuclear Energy (NE) Standards developed in 1981, governing 

the procurement and testing of HEPA filters for DOE facilities have recently been revised. The 
revision took place from March through November 1991. The standards have been in use since 
1983, issued under Defense Waste Management (AR0515050) and published by the Performance 
Assurance Project Office, Oak Ridge National Laboratory. The recent 1991 revisions include a
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mechanism and method for approving new test mediums and methods. The standards are now 
performance type standards instead of prescriptive type. Issuance of the standards is pending DOE 
decision to first issue the standards as Office of Defense Programs (DP) Limited Standards with later 
conversion of the standards to the new DOE Standards program or to issue the standards in the new 
DOE Standards program^).

HI. Quality Assessment Review for In-place Testing of HEPA Filters at DOE Selected Facilities

In response to the need for a comprehensive HEPA filter program within DOE, DOE funded 
a HEPA Filter Technical support (HEPA FTS) program at Los Alamos National Laboratory. The 
intent of a comprehensive HEPA filter program is to provided assurance that from fabrication to 
disposal, all HEPA filters used by DOE provide the highest quality and measure of environmental 
protection. This program is an expansion of a DOE program that provided technical support to DOE 
FTFs and development of modern quality assurance (QA) HEPA filter test systems.

Specific tasks of the HEPA FTS included a technical quality assessment review of in-place 
testing of installed HEPA filters at five DOE selected facilities: Los Alamos National Laboratory, 
Savannah River and Hanford (Westinghouse Hanford 200 and 300 area, Battelle - Pacific Northwest 
Laboratory and Hanford Environmental Health Foundation) in FY 1991 followed by 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and Oak Ridge National Laboratory and associated 
Oak Ridge facilities (Y-12 and K-25) in FY 1992.

The elements of this quality assessment included reviewing DOE Orders, Standards and 
reference documentation for specific criteria required for in-place testing, and review, evaluation and 
observing in-place testing and associated procedures, practices and records for elements of 
compliance with DOE Orders and Standards. A review of supporting documentation indicated that 
DOE's guidance to contractors includes the DOE Order 6430.1A "General Design Criteria "O 9), 
ERDA 76-21 "Nuclear Air Cleaning Handbook"(20) an<j the national consensus standards ASME 
N509 1989 "Nuclear Power Plant Air Cleaning Units and Components,"(^l) and ASME N510, 1989 
"Testing of Nuclear Air Cleaning Systems. "(22) DOE's guidance documents are excellent sources 

for compliance of systems that are ASME N509 fabricated and ASME N510 testable, but guidance is 
not provided for nuclear air cleaning systems within the DOE system that are not constructed to 
ASME N509. Review of the Session 5, "How to Use N510 Testing Methods and Acceptance 
Criteria for Air Treatment Systems Not Constructed According to N509" at the 21st DOE/NRC 
Nuclear Air Cleaning Conference (23-28) assjsted in providing the basic guidance prior to 

Los Alamos performing the technical quality assessment at each facility.

A summary of the technical quality assessment review of the five DOE selected sites included 
the evaluation of in-place testing procedures for implemented test methods and associated test criteria 
and documentation. Highlights of the evaluation are listed below: 1

1. Evaluation of the selected DOE contractors procedures indicated that the present test 
methods for in-place testing of installed HEPA filters used by the five DOE selected 
sites include systems testing using N510-1989 ( single-point sampling method for 
systems fabricated to N509-1989, application of N510 single-point sampling method for 
systems that are not constructed in accordance with N509, multi and modified multi
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sampling test method prescribed in N510-1980, ANSI N101.1 - 1972 test methods and 
DOE NE F 3-4 IT Standard laser spectrometer method (presently the method is in the 
process of conversion to a ASTM standard)(29,30) All contractors procedures and test 
methods met the intent of N510.

2. System acceptance criteria for Los Alamos National Laboratory, Savannah River and 
Hanford sites are established at a maximum penetration of 5xl0'4 (decontamination 
factor of 2,000) for one stage of filtration and 2.5x10"7 (decontamination factor of 
2,000 for each stage) for two stages in series. The Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory and Oak Ridge Y-12 established acceptance criteria is a maximum 
penetration of 3x10'^ (decontamination factor of 3333) for each filter stage.

3. All DOE contractors testing documentation followed the guidelines specified in N510.

In conclusion, the information gained from the quality assessment reviews indicated that a 
DOE guidance standard is required to include all acceptable test methods currently used by DOE 
contractors. The only currently approved test method is the N510 single-point sampling method. 
Participation by DOE contractors would assist in preparation of a standard for DOE approval.

IV. In-olace Testing Standards Writing Group

A recommendation following the technical quality assessment review included establishing a 
Standards Writing Committee of DOE contractors and Technical Review Committee of industry 
recognized experts on in-place testing and aerosol technologists. The intent of the Writing Group is 
to develop a DOE in-place testing standard that provides for consistency of test methods and system 
acceptance criteria determined acceptable for DOE facilities with appropriate technical review. 
Under the direction of DOE, Los Alamos National Laboratory is currently funded to coordinate an 
in-place testing standards writing group. The Writing Group will issue a draft standard for technical 
review in the first quarter FY 1993. The Technical Review Committee is in the process of being 
established. The current writing group includes the following participants:

Project Manager

J. Leonard 
DP-622

U.S. Department of Energy

Project Support

H. Moseley
Project Assurance Project Office 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory

J. Ortiz
Los Alamos National Laboratory
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Writing Group

J. McIntyre, Chairman 
Los Alamos National Laboratory

R. Reynolds
Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., Y-12 Site 

B. Bettencourt
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 

D. Dykes
Westinghouse Savannah River Company, Savannah River Site

J. Stacy
Westinghouse Hanford

K. Slape
Hanford Environmental Health Foundation

M. Garcia 
EG&G Idaho, Inc.

J. Fretthold
EG&G Rocky Flats, Inc.

V. Summary

In summary, the FTF and FTF TSG continue to provide services to DOE assuring that the 
critical quality component, the HEPA filter, performs to established standards. The HFATS, as a 
new DOE test method is ready for implementation at the three DOE FTFs. Implementation is 
expected to occur by the first of FY 1993.

The quality assessment of in-place testing at DOE facilities indicates that the facilities 
reviewed to date has provided the basis for writing a DOE in-place testing standard. A Writing 
Committee has been established with the intent of writing a standard that will ensure the uniformity 
of in-place testing of nuclear air cleaning system throughout the DOE complex. The Writing 
Committee met the third week of July 1992, to produce a draft DOE in-place testing standard 
scheduled for distribution and review to the Technical Review Committee and interested industry 
personnel.
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DISCUSSION

BERGMAN: Concerning the high flow alternative test system, HFATS, that are in all the three 
filter test stations, did I understand you correctly that they will be implemented to replace 
the current DOP photomometer test. And if that is correct, what is the particle size you 
are going to zero in on for the HFATS?

McINTYRE: Yes, the high flow alternative test system (HFATS) is installed at all FTFs. It has 
been proof-tested, round robins have been conducted. The particle size will be that of 
maximum penetration in accordance with DOE Standards.
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GILBERT: This list of manufacturers is a departure from prior use of coded manufacturers’ 
names, ABCD. Who is HAKO?

McINTYRE: HAKO is a manufacturer of vacuum cleaner filters.

GREENE: Is an annual report available for the last two fiscal years showing your quality 
assurance surveillance testing results at various sites?

McINTYRE: One, for 1991 and the 1992, will be written for distribution in October.

GREENE: Can we get one from you?

McINTYRE: Yes, it will be available from me on request.
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CHROMIC INHALATION STUDIES OF MAN-MADE VITREOUS FIBERS

Thomas W. Hesterberg, William C. Miiller, & Robert Anderson
Schuller International, Inc.
Mountain Technical Center 

Health, Safety & Environment 
10100 West Ute Avenue 

Littleton, Colorado 80127

Abstract

Inhalation studies were conducted to determine the chronic 
biological effects in rodents of respirable fractions of several 
man-made vitreous fibers (MMVFs) having compositions representative 
of commercial insulation products. Rats were exposed nose-only, six 
hrs/day, five days/week, for 24 months to several concentrations (3 
to 30 rng/m^) of refractory ceramic fiber (RCF) or fibrous glass 
(FG). Positive control rats were exposed to chrysotile asbestos (10 

mg/m^) and negative controls to filtered air. At three to six-month 
intervals, interim sacrifices took place to monitor progression of 
pulmonary changes and to analyze lung fiber burden. Lung fibrosis 
was evident within three months of initial exposure to chrysotile 
asbestos and within six months of exposure to 30 mg/m^ RCF. The 
highest exposure level of RCF and asbestos also induced an elevation 
in lung tumors and pleural mesotheliomas by the end of the study. A 
single mesothelioma was observed in animals exposed to 9 mg/m^ of 
RCF.

In the FG study, the only exposure-related effect was a dose- 
related increase in mild lung cellularity that did not appear to 
progress after six months of exposure. These cellular changes are 
thought to be reversible and are similar to the effects observed 
after inhalation of an inert dust. No lung fibrosis or 
mesotheliomas were observed in the FG exposed animals. When FG 
exposed groups were compared to negative controls, there was also no 
statistically significant increase in lung tumor incidence. The 
negative FG results are especially significant in view of the 
similarities in lung fiber burdens for the FGs and the RCF. These 
data suggest that the chemical composition of MMVFs is an important 
determinant of their toxic potential to the lung.

Introduction

There is a logical concern about the safety of any material 
which has the potential ,to release particles or vapors that can be 
inhaled. Because fibrohs materials can fall into this category, 
many studies have been and continue to be conducted to evaluate the 
possible health risks of such materials. The present studies are 
part of a series of investigations into the chronic inhalation
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effects of the three major categories of man-made vitreous fibers 
(MMVFs).

MMVFs are fibrous inorganic substances that are made primarily 
from rock, clay, slag, or glass. The three major classes of MMVF 
are refractory ceramic fibers (RCFs), fibrous glass, and rock/slag 
wool. RCFs are of particular value in high temperature, industrial 
environments. A variety of RCF types are produced by altering the 
proportions of alumina and silica with other refractory oxides. 
Fibrous glass is the largest category of the MMVFs. Respirable 
fractions of fibrous glass are found in glass wools, which are used 
in insulation, air handling, filtration and sound absorption.

RCF toxicity has been evaluated in three previous chronic 
inhalation studies, one using rats (Davis, et al., 1984), one using 
rats and hamsters (Smith, et al., 1987), and the third using 
hamsters (Hesterberg, et al., 1991a). One mesothelioma was observed 
in a rat in the Davis study and in a hamster in the Smith study. 
The two studies differed sharply in the incidences of pulmonary 
tumors. In the third study, RCF1 (kaolin) induced mesotheliomas in 
the lungs of 42% of the hamsters as well as pulmonary fibrosis 
(Hesterberg, et al., 1991a).

A variety of fibrous glass compositions have also been 
evaluated in animal inhalation models (Gross, et al., 1970; Lee, et 
al., 1981; Wagner, et al., 1984; McConnell, et al., 1984; Mitchell, 
et al., 1986; Muhle, et al., 1987; Le Bouffant, et al., 1987; Smith, 
et al., 1987). None of these studies identified a significant 
increase in either fibrosis or neoplasms following glass fiber 
inhalation in spite of FG lung burdens in excess of several hundred 
thousand fibers/mg dry lung tissue. As with the study described in 
this paper, the results of all of these studies demonstrated the 
absence of any significant adverse health effects following glass 
fiber inhalation.

However, because of technical limitations, no single previous 
study was considered adequate by the ERA for health risk 
classification of FG (Vu, 1988). In particular, there was a lack of 
comparative dose-response effects with asbestos or other 
carcinogenic fibers. ; Therefore, in accordance with the 
recommendation of the EPA, the present studies were initiated.

Materials and. Mat ho da.

Fibers
A single composition of refractory ceramic fiber (RCF 1) and 

two fibrous glass compositions (MMVF 10 and MMVF 11) were presized 
so that they would be comparable to the dimensions of fibers found 
in workplace air and also rat respirable. Positive:control animals 
were exposed to intermediate length NIEHS chrysotile asbestos 
(Jeffrey Mine, Asbestos, Quebec).
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Fiber Aerosol Exposure

Rats were exposed in nose-only inhalation chambers^ 6 hrs/day, 
5 days/week, for 24 months to various concentrations of test fiber. 
Target concentrations were 3, 9, 16, or 30 mg/m^ for RCF and 3, 16, 
and 30 mg/m^ for the two fibrous glass compositions (MMVF 10 and 
MMVF 11). Negative control rats were exposed similarly to filtered 
air. Positive controls were exposed to 10 mg/m^ of chrysotile 
asbestos. Aerosol concentrations were monitored at the level of the 
animal's nose for both fiber mass (mg/m^) and fiber number 
(fibers/cm3) . Fiber size distributions were determined on a 
quarterly basis using scanning electron microscopy. Aerosol 
concentrations and fiber size distributions of the RCF aerosol are 
shown below in Table 1.

Table 1. RCF Aerosol Characteristics 1
Means±Standard Deviation |

Exp. Grp. Average Aerosol
WHO

mg/m3 fibers/cc

Means 1
Diameter Length |

(U.m) (pm) I
Geometric
Arithmetic

1 $.0 ± 0.4 26 ±12
2 8.8 ± 0.7 74 ± 36
3 16.5 ±1.1 115 ±31
4 29.2 ±5.9 187 ±53

0.82 ± 1.89 13.7 ± 2.4 1
0.98 ± 0.15 22.3 ± 4.2

I

Aerosol concentrations and fiber size distributions of the two 
fibrous glass aerosols (MMVFs 10 and 11) are shown below in Table 2.
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Table 2. Fibrous Glass Aerosol Characteristics 

MeansiStandard Deviation
Exp. Grp.Average Aerosol Means

mg/m3 WHO fibers/cc Diameter (urn) Length (um)
MMVF 10 
Geometric 1.22 ± 0.14 12.4 ± 2.2
Arithmetic
Low 3 ± 0 29 ±8

1.40 ± 0.13 16.5 ± 3.0

Medium 15 ± 1.0 145 ± 35
High 28 ± 1.0 232 ± 57
MMVF 11 
Geometric 0.68 ± 2.10 12.0 ± 2.3
Arithmetic
Low 3 ± 0 41 ±29

0.90 ± 0.06 16.7 ± 2.4

Medium 16 ± 1.0 153 ± 69
High 28 ± 1.0 246 ± 76

Animals - Weanling Fischer 344 male rats, obtained from Charles 
River were randomly distributed into the exposure groups. Following 
the 24-month exposure, the animals were held for lifetime 
observation (until ~20% survival), and were then sacrificed and 
examined. Rats were euthanized via intraperitoneal injection of 
pentobarbital sodium.

Pathology - Three to six rats were randomly selected from each 
exposure group and killed at 3, 6, 12, 18, and 24 months. A 
complete necropsy was performed on each animal and pathology 
observations were made on a number of different organs. Lungs were 
removed in to, sectioned and stained with hematoxylin and eosin 
(H&E) and Masson's trichrome stain for collagen deposition. 
Histopathology of the lungs was examined and each 3,ung was given a 
Wagner Pathology Grading Score (Figure 1) in accordance with the 
guidelines presented at the WHO Conference on "Biologic Effects of 
Man-made Mineral Fibres" in 1982 (McConnell, et al., 1984).

Figure 1. Wagner Pathology Grading Scale

Cellular Change: Normal
Minimal
Mild

1
2
3

No lesion
Macrophage response
Bronchiolization, inflammation

Fibrosis: Minimal 4 Minimal fibrosis
Mild 5 Linking of fibrosis
Moderate 6 Consolidation
Severe 7 Marked fibrosis and consolidation

8 Complete obstruction of most airways
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Luna Burden Analysis

Immediately after necropsy/ the infracardiac lobe of each 
animal's lung was removed and frozen for later analysis of lung 
fiber burden. To recover fibers from the lung, the tissue was 
rapidly dehydrated with acetone and ashed using a low-temperature 
process. Recovered fibers were dispersed in distilled water and 
examined using scanning electron microscopy. Number, dimensions and 
other physical characteristics of the inhaled lung fibers were 
determined.

Results

Refractory Ceramic Fiber'Study
Histopathology - At the three-month sacrifice, the various RCF 

treatment groups showed a dose-related increase in lung cellularity 
(pulmonary change grades from 2 to 3.3' on the Wagner Scale, Table 
3). Animals exposed to chrysotile asbestos (10 mg/m^) at the thre- 
month time-point were given a grade 4, indicating lung fibrosis. At 
the six month sacrifice, the lungs of animals exposed to 16 mg/m^ or 
less RCF showed a minimal progression of the pulmonary alterations 
observed at three months. In contrast, the lungs of the 30 mg/m^ 
RCF animals had progressed to minimal fibrosis (Wagner grade 4).

Table 3. Pathology Scores (Wagner Scale) After RCF Exposure

Time Air
RCF Concentrations (mg/m3)
3 9 16 30

Chrysotile
10 me/m3

3 Mo 1.0 2.0 2.3 3.0 3.3 4.0
6 Mo 1.0 2.0 2.7 3.0 4.0 4.0
12 Mo 1.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
18 Mo 1.0 3.2 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
24 Mo 1.0 3.2 4.0 4.2 4.0 4.0

Terminal 1.0 2.9 3.8 4.2 4.0 4.0

By the 12-month sacrifice. all but the low dose RCF group (3
mg/m3) had developed minimal lung fibrosis (Wagner grade 4) . The
lung pathology scores did not change appreciably from the 12-month
to the 24-month sacrifices The terminal sacrifice (animals held
without further exposure for six months after the cessation of
inhalation treatment) pathology scores were also very similar to the
18 and 24 month time-points (Table 3).

In addition to the lung fibrosis observed in animals exposed to 
9 mg/m3 or higher levels of RCF, a significant increase in lung 
tumors (adenomas and carcinomas) and the two pleural mesotheliomas 
(1.6%) were observed in animals exposed to 30 mg/m^. in addition, 
one pleural mesothelioma was found in the 9 mg/m3 RCF group. 
Chrysotile exposed animals developed pulmonary fibrosis, a 17.4% 
incidence of lung tumors, and one mesothelioma (1.6%). Results of
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the chronic inhalation study of RCF in rats served to validate this 
model system for assessing both fibrotic and tumorigenic properties 
of other MMVFs.

FiberR r on d

Table 4. Summary or Lung Tumor Findings in RCF Study
TotalAdenoma Carcinoma Limn Tumors Mesothelioma

Air Control l* 2(1.5%) 0 2(1.5%) 0
Air Control 2* 1 (0.8%) 0 1 (0.8%) 0
Chrysotile 6(8.7%) 6(8.7%) 12 (17.4%) 1 (1.4%)
RCF 1 (3 mg/m3) 3 (2.4%) 0 3 (2.4%) 0
RCF 1 (9 mg/m3) 3 (2.4%) 2 (1.6%) 5(3.9%) 1 (0.8%)
RCF 1 (16 mg/m3) 1 (0.8%) 1 (0.8%) 2(1.6%) 0
RCF 1 (30 mg/m3) 8 (6.5%) 8 (6.5%) 16(13.0%) 2(1.6%)
* Air Control 1 was the negative control group used with the 30 mg/nr* RCF group, while the Air Control 2 was used with 

the other three RCF exposure groups (3. 9, and 16 msAnS).

RCF Luna Burden Analyses
The RCF lung fiber burden data is expressed as the number of 

WHO fibers per mg dry lung weight and is graphed in Figure 2. The 
accumulation of fibers in the lung reached steady state after six to 
12 months of exposure. The steady state number of fibers per mg dry 
weight of lung increased linearly with dose. The maximum number of 
fibers (2.8 ± 0.6 X 105 fibers/mg) was observed in the lungs of 
animals exposed to 30 mg/m3 of RCF for 24 months.
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Figure 2. RCF 1 Lung Burden

30 mg/in3 16 mg/m3

9 mg/m3

50 +

Neg. Cohtrols (Background)

Exposure Time (Weeks)

Fibrous .Glass, Study

Histopathology - No lung fibrosis or mesotheliomas were observed 
in the FG (MMVF 10 or 11) exposed animals. When FG exposed groups 
were compared to negative controls, there was also no statistically 
significant increase in lung tumor incidence. The negative FG 
results are especially significant in view of the similarities in 
lung fiber burdens for the FGs and the RCF.

The first evidence (3 months) of fiber-induced, microscopic 
changes in the lung consisted of a dose-related influx of pulmonary 
macrophages. Occasional microgranulomas were noted along the walls 
of the alveolar duct in the high dose groups of both FGs. A minimal 
amount of alveolar bronchiolization was observed in the high dose 
MMVF 11 group. A Wagner grade of 2.0 was given to each of the 
groups except the high dose MMVF 11, which was given a grade of 3.0 
(Table 5).
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Table 5. Pathology Scores (Wagner Scale) After Fibrous Glass Exposure

Time

MMVF 10
Concentration (mg/m3)
3 16 30 Air

MMVF 11
Concentration (mg/m3)
3 M

Chrysotile 
Asbestos* 

10 mg/m3
3 Mo 1.0 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0
6 Mo 1.0 2.7 3.0 1.0 1.3 2.3 3.0 4.0

12 Mo 2.2 3.0 3.0 1.0 2.2 3.0 3.0 4.0
18 Mo 2.7 3.0 3.0 1.0 2.5 3.0 3.0 4.0
24 Mo 2.2 2.7 3.0 1.0 2.5 2.7 2.5 4.0
Term. 2.2 2.8 2.7 1.0 1.9 2.1 2.4 4.0
* These chrysotile results are from RCF MTD Inhalation Study conducted in parallel.

After six months exposure there was a slight increase in the 
macrophage response and number of microgranulomas. Bronchiolization 
was noted in both the MMVF 10 and 11 high dose rats. Fibers were 
present in many macrophages and within the interstitium. Short 
fibers were also noted in macrophages within the peribronchial 
lymphoid sheaths. At six months the overall lung response was 
similar for both FG types, ranging from Wagner grade 2.0 for the low 
dose to 3.0 for the high dose (Table 5).

At 12 months the macrophage and microgranuloma responses were 
slightly more intense. Bronchiolization was noted in the mid dose 
as well as the high dose lungs of both MMVFs 10 and 11. Average 
Wagner grades were 2.5 for low-dose of both types of fibers and 3.0 
for the mid- and high-dose groups. At 18 and 24 months the 
pulmonary changes observed were comparable to those observed at 12 
months for all dose groups (Table 5).

The primary difference seen in the rats killed at the end of 
the study (those animals removed from exposure at 24 months and held 
until the terminal sacrifice at 29 months, i.e., terminal sacrifice) 
was a reduction in the severity of the macrophage response in all 
the FG exposure groups. This was also true for the "recovery" group 
rats (those animals removed from exposures at various times and 
sacrificed at 24 months). There was no evidence of treatment 
related interstitial lung fibrosis at any time point in the study.

In addition to the finding of no interstitial lung fibrosis in 
the FG exposure groups, there were no mesotheliomas, nor was there a 
statistically significant elevation of lung tumor incidence (Table 
6) .
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Table 6. Incidence of Thoracic Tumors in Animals at Risk for Tumor Formation.

Exposure
Groun

—rcs:—
Animals

——
Adenomas

----------—
Carcinomas

Total
Lung Tumors

no:
Mesotheliomas

Air Controls 123 3 (2.4%) 1 (0.8%) 4 (3.3%) 0

MMVF 10
3 mg/rrw 117 0 0 0 0

16 mg/m3 118 1 (0.8%) 0 1 (0.8%) 0
30 mg/m^ 119 6 (5.0%) 1 (0.8%) 7 (5.9%) 0

MMVF 11
3 mg/nw 118 3 (2.5%) 1 (0.8%) 4 (3.4%) 0

16 mg/m^ 120 6 (5.0%) 3 (2.5%) 9 (7.5%) 0
30 mg/m^ 112 3 (2.7%) 0 3 (2.7%) 0

FG Lung Burden Analyses - The FG lung fiber burden data is 
expressed as the number of WHO fibers per mg dry lung weight and is 
graphed in Figures 3 and 4. The steady state number of fibers per 
mg dry weight of lung was reached after 12 months and increased 
linearly with dose. The maximum number of fibers (2.9 ± 0.6 X 10^ 
fibers/mg) was observed in the lungs of animals exposed to 30 mg/m^ 
of MMVF 10 for 24 months.
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Figure 3. MMVF 10 Lung Burden

30 mg/m3

16 mg/in3

Neg. Controls (Background)

Exposure Time (Weeks)

Lung burden for MMVF 11 was consistently higher than for MMVF 
10, for each dose group (low, medium and high) and at each exposure 
time. The steady state number of fibers per mg dry weight of lung 
was reached after three months and increased linearly with dose. 
The maximum number of fibers (5.0 ± 2.9 X 105 fibers/mg) was 
observed in the lungs of animals exposed to 30 mg/m3 of MMVF 11 for 
24 months.
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Figure 4. MMVF 11 Lung Burden

30 mg/m

Neg. Controls (Background)

Exposure Time (Weeks)

Discussion

In the present study, RCF induced pulmonary fibrosis and 
significant increases in lung tumors in a rodent chronic inhalation 
model. Pleural mesothelioma formation was also associated with RCF 
exposure. In parallel studies using the same animal model, two 
different compositions of glass fibers failed to produce pulmonary 
fibrosis or a significant increase in lung tumors (fiber dimensions 
and doses of FG were matched to those of RCF) . The only exposure 
related finding in the FG-exposed animals was a dose-dependent 
increase in mild cellularity in the lungs that did not appear to 
progress after six months of exposure. These cellular changes are 
reversible and are similar to the effects observed after inhalation 
of an inert dust. The FG study has been reported in more detail 
elsewhere (Hesterberg, et al., 1992).

The chronic toxicity of 30 mg/m3 of another RCF composition 
(RCF 3) has been reported previously (Hesterberg, et al., 1991b, 
Mast, et al., 1992) and is compared to 30 mg/m3 of one of the 
fibrous glass compositions (MMVF 11) in Table 7. Fiber 
concentrations in the aerosol and in the lung of FG and RCF exposed 
animals were comparable. However, pulmonary interstitial fibrosis
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and significant increases in lung tumors and mesotheliomas were only 
found in the RCF exposed animals. These results demonstrate that 
chemical composition is an important determinant of fiber toxicity 
in the lung.

Table 7. Comparison of Chronic Inhalation Toxicity of Fibrous Glass and RCF
Fiber
Group

Aerosol* 
Fiber No. 
(WHO)

WHO Lung2 
Fibers 
(X104)

Wagner^
Score

Total Lung 
Tumors* Mesotheliomas*

Air Control $ ND - 1.0 4 (3.3%) 0
Air Control 6 ND - 1.0 2 (1.6%) 0
MMVF 11 
(30 mg/m3)

246 28 3.0 3 (2.7%) 0

RCF 3 
(30 mg/m3)

182 21 4.2 18 (14.9%) 2(1.7%)

1 All aerosols averaged over the study are expressed as fibers/cc
^All lung burdens at 52 weeks expressed as Fibers/mg dry tissue X lO*. background controls had 200-600 f/cc
3 Wagner Pathology Score at 52 weeks
4 Tumor findings at the end of the study
5 Air control animals from the Fibrous Glass Multidose Study 
® Air control animals from the RCF MTD Study

In conclusion, these findings demonstrate that this advanced 
rodent inhalation model provides a sound basis to identify the 
potential hazards of fibrous materials in man. Further, these 
results demonstrate the toxicologic potential of a MMVF is dependent 
upon its chemical composition. And finally, these results suggest 
that respirable fibrous glass represents no significant hazard for 
fibrotic or neoplastic disease in humans.
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EFFECTS OF FILTER HOUSING AND DUCTWORK CONFIGURATION ON AIR FLOW UNIFORMITY INSIDE AIR CLEANING FILTER HOUSINGS (U)

by
Joseph D. Paul

Westinghouse Savannah Rivet Company 
Savannah River Site 
Aiken, S.C. 29808

ABSTRACT
Each new HEPA filter installation presents a different physical 
configuration based on the system requirements, the available 
space and designer preference. Each different configuration can 
result in variations of air flow uniformity inside the filter 
housing across the filter banks. This paper will present the 
results of air flow uniformity testing for six different filter 
housing/ductwork configurations and discuss if any of the 
variations in air flow uniformity is attributable to the 
difference in the physical arrangements for the six cases.

INTRODUCTION
Achieving air flow uniformity across filter banks is important to 
ensuring the filters achieve their required performance over the 
filter changeout cycle. ASME N510-1989 entitled "Testing of 
Nuclear Air Treatment Systems" gives the acceptance criteria of 
+/- 20% for the maximum allowable deviation of air flow 
uniformity across a multiple filter system. Uneven air flow 
distribution across the filter banks can lead to uneven dust 
loading of the filters within the housings and result in a more 
frequent filter changeout than would be required if the air 
distribution were uniform. It can also result in reduction in the 
required air residence time in carbon adsorbers, thus reducing 
their ability to remove radioactive iodine.
DESCRIPTION OF AIR FLOW UNIFORMITY TESTING
At the Savannah River Site, HEPA filter housings that are part of 
nuclear air cleaning systems are required to successfully pass 
the air flow uniformity testing prior to system turnover for 
operation in accordance with the requirements of ASME N509-1989 
and ASME N510-1989.
Savannah River's nuclear air cleaning HEPA filter housings are 
bag-in bag-out side loaded. The acceptance testing for air flow 
uniformity on these housings is performed with the use of an air 
flow measuring grid (which measures velocity pressure downstream 
of the HEPA filters) which is inserted through an opening in a 
clear lexan fabricated bulkhood door. This door is used to 
replace the vendor's stainless steel side access door during the
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unformity testing. The velocity pressures are recorded and 
averaged and the data is placed in tabular form similar to the 
six cases presented.

The sketches shown on the following cases represent six typical 
HEPA filter and duct arrangements that haVe been installed in 
recently completed projects at the Savannah River Site. The 
sketches depict the physical arrangement of the inlet and outlet 
ductwork to the HEPA filter housing. Inlet and outlet isolation 
dampers and inlet and outlet plenums are also shown because of 
their potential effects on the air streams entering and leaving 
the filter housings and their potential effects on the results of 
the air flow uniformity testing.

CASE 1

The first case is a small housing with two filters and the 
testing shows nearly perfect air flow uniformity between the two 
filter units. In this particular case the air flow is not 
affected by the absense of a discharge air plenum.

Other air flow uniformity test results for housings with two HEPA 
filters also fell well within the ASME N510 acceptance criteria 
and in general these small housings have presented little 
difficulty in meeting the requirements even with a wide variation 
in physical configurations.

CASE 2

The second case is a two wide by three high HEPA filter housing 
with air flow uniformity that meets the required acceptance 
criteria. It is hypothesized that the reason that the middle set 
of filters are receiving the highest air flows is because the 
filters had been in place for some time before the air flow 
uniformity testing and the filters had not unloaded uniformly.

CASE 3

The third case is a two wide by three high HEPA filter housing 
with air flow uniformity that meets the required acceptance 
criteria.

CASE 4

The fourth case is a 3 wide by three high HEPA filter housing 
with air flow uniformity that meets the acceptance criteria.

CASE 5

The fifth case is a three wide by three high HEPA filter housing 
with air flow uniformity that meets the required acceptance 
criteria.
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CASE 6

The sixth case is a filter housing with a HEPA bank which is 2 
wide by 4 high. This particular design configuration has no 
inlet and outlet plenum. In addition the filter housing 
isolation dampers are located upstream and downstream of the 
inlet and outlet duct transition pieces respectively. The data 
indicates that three of the eight filters have air flows that are 
outside the air flow uniformity acceptance criteria. It is 
concluded that if there had been inlet and outlet plenums the air 
uniformity criteria would have been met. The conversion from 
velocity pressure to static pressure due to the inlet duct 
transition piece and the non symmetrical configuration of the 
discharge duct transition piece contributed to the non conforming 
test results.

CONCLUSION

The use of inlet and outlet plenum on HEPA filters are useful in 
ensuring that the air flow uniformity can be met. Their use 
particularly at the inlet of HEPA filters can "even out" non 
uniformities in the air flows before they reach the HEPA filters.

In addition if it is required to have inlet and outlet isolation 
dampers for performing maintenance and filter changeout the 
preferred location for these isolation dampers is integral with 
the filter housing or downstream of the inlet plenum and upstream 
of the filter housing discharge plenum.
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Actual FPM 485

% of Avg. FPM 97%

Actual FPM 510

% of Avg. FPM 102%

Housing / Ductwork Configuration

f oop 1

(1 Wide x 2 High)

Air Flow Uniformity Test Results 
(Filter Assembly viewed in 

direction of air flow)

Actual FPM 134. Actual FPM 120

% of Avg. FPM 96% % of Avg. FPM 86%

Actual FPM l&L Actual FPM 165

% of Avg. FPM 119% % of Avg. FPM 119%

Actual FPM UL Actual FPM 114

% of Avg. FPM 2S2L % of Avg. FPM 82%

Housing / Ductwork 
Configuration

Air Flow Uniformity Test Results 
(Filter Assembly viewed in 

direction of air flow)
Case 2

(2 Wide x 3 High)

Actual FPM m. Actual FPM 122-

96 of Avg. FPM 11496 % of Avg. FPM 9296

Actual FPM Ufi. Actual FPM ifii

96 of Avg. FPM 10096 96 of Avg. FPM 10296

Actual FPM ttfi. Actual FPM 112.

96 of Avg. FPM 10096 96 of Avg. FPM 233L

Housing / Ductwork 
Configuration

Air Flow Uniformity Test Results 
(Filter Assembly viewed in 

direction of air flow)

JDP2300rt> 7/14/92 (2 Wide x 3 High)
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Housing / Ductwork 
Configuration

Actual FPM 230 Actual FPM 240 Actual FPM 20ft.

% of Avg. FPM 100% % of Avg. FPM 104% % of Avg. FPM 90%

Actual FPM 189 Actual FPM 208 Actual FPM 229

% of Avg. FPM 82% % of Avg. FPM 90% % of Avg. FPM 100%

Actual FPM 22ft. Actual FPM 22ft. Actual FPM 242.

% of Avg. FPM 103% % of Avg. FPM 103% % of Avg. FPM 108%

Air Flow Uniformity Test Results 
(Filter Assembly viewed in 

direction of air flow)

Case 4
(3 Wide x 3 High)

Housing / Ductwork 
Configuration

Case 5
(3 Wide x 3 High)

Air Flow Uniformity Test Results 
(Filter Assembly viewed in 

direction of air flow)

H
?
*
* a

% <

\
s

*
*:
\
\1

Housing / Ductwork 
Configuration

Actual FPM 471 Actual FPM 624

Hot At*. FPM 177* % Of Avg. mU lift*

Actual PPM 434

% of At j. FPM 114% % of Auy. PPM 111*

Actual FPM 1S3 Actual ISM 414

%cfATf.FPM 44% tfcof Avg.m4 w*

Actual PPM ill

szst.

Actual HM 542

%ofA?t JVM 99%

Air Flow Uniformity Test Results 
(Filter Assembly viewed in 

direction of air flow) ,
Case 6

(2 Wide x 4 High)
JDP2300rt> 7/14/92
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DISCUSSION

BURWINKEL: Case 6, the failing case was at a much greater velocity. For Case 2, velocities are 
in the range of 130 fpm; Case 3, about 350, but for Case 6 the velocity average is a little 
bit above 500 fpm. What effect do you think velocity had on uniformity?

PAUL: Velocity had little effect on uniformity. Velocity for Case 6 is strikingly high. I have got 
to confess that I didn’t notice it when reviewing the data. We do have variations in 
airflow. Typically, we design our filters at Savannah River to meet 1,000 cfm and, 
theoretically, velocity shouldn’t vary if the air is flowing uniformly. I am not sure of the 
reason for the design differences in velocity; I find it hard to believe they are attributable 
to design differences. Typically, we use 24 x 24 in. filters and generally, we have a flow 
of 1,000 cfm. A 4 sq. ft. filter area would give 250 fpm. I would normally expect to see 
that velocity. These look abnormally high. It may be nothing more than a typo, I will 
check on it

EDWARDS, Jim: New Size 5 HEPA filters may have a clean pressure drop variation of some 
25%. That is, new filter A’s pressure drop may be 0.80 in. w. whereas filter B’s might be 
1.0 in w. Did you take into consideration that variations in new filters might have affected 
uniformity.

PAUL: No, I didn’t. That could be another factor, but only if the pressure drop was not across 
the faces of the filters.

TSAL: The performance of the filters depends very much on the ratio of air velocities between 
plenum and ducts connected to the filter (Q plenum/Q duct). The lower this ratio the 
better uniformity. Did you use computational built dynamic computer codes?

PAUL: Computer modeling was not a part of the study. I was just studying actual test results. 
I was not trying to predict what the results might be. It might be useful to compare model 
computer program predictions against test results to find out if the computer programs are 
valid.

KUMAR: This is an observation. Filter failure could also be due to the unsymmetrical 
downstream (transition) ductwork. Data pertaining to the exact location of the failed filter 
with respect to the bank configuration, if published, would be beneficial in arriving at the 
right conclusion.

PATLOVANY: I am concerned that variability of flow capacity through new filters was not 
adequately considered. One Rocky Flats test in a 3 x 3 filter plenum with new, unloaded 
filters measured flow variations from 400 to 540 cfm for identical filters with the same 
differential pressure. Duct flow uniformity tests should, therefore, first verify that the new 
filter elements used for the test have minimal or no differences in flow capacities.

PAUL: At Savannah River, we do not verify, up front, that HEPA filters within a bank have 
similar pressure drop characteristics. Typically this has not been an issue since the vast 
majority of our housings pass the uniformity test without this accounting.
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CLOSING COMMENTS OF SESSION CO-CHAIRMAN DORMAN

We have had four papers dealing with filtration, either directly or indirectly. We have had 
one dealing with the possible carcinogenic effects of fibers and one which has been concerned 
with flows in various shapes of ducts. All of these are very important.

Mr. Carlon’s paper dealt with an alternative to DOP. In my question to him, I said that 
I believed that there was no well-known case of human cancer due to inhalation of DOP aerosols. 
However, many years ago, beryllium paints were not suspected of causing any damage. Neither 
was asbestos thought to be as serious as it has transpired in the last 20 years or so. It is, 
therefore, better to err on the side of safety than to take risks - especially in the present climate 
in the USA where very large sums have been awarded in legal actions.

The second paper by Mr. Parker concerned a method of in-situ filter testing. It is 
somewhat similar to methods used in testing for vapor penetration, although I had not come 
across it for particulate tests. As the particle sizes in the aerosol are different on each side of the 
filter (in addition to mass concentration) I would like to know Mr. Parker’s views on what is 
actually measured by light scattering. Is it a straightforward matter to convert an unknown size 
distribution into a mass concentration? If so, the method appears to have considerable potential.

The third paper from Mr. Costigan concerned the development of the Quickmix injector for in- 
situ filter testing. I saw the injector in England last year but have had no practical experience of 
its use. In the past, 10 to 20 duct diameters have been necessary for thorough mixing, unless 
baffles have been inserted with consequential increase in pressure loss. The Quickmix represents 
a great improvement over baffle systems. I hope that there will be no legal arguments with Sacley 
about the origin of the device.

Paper number 5 was about fibers in the lungs. Some two decades ago there was much 
controversy about possible carcinogenic effect of fine glass fibers. I have lost touch with more 
recent work but am pleased to see in this paper that there is no serious problem. There could 
be with other fibrous materials and my advice is to treat all fibers with respect. Four of my 
friends have died as a result of inhaling crocidolite asbestos so I speak with some feeling.

The sixth paper on the effects of filter housing and ductwork configuration by Mr. Paul is a 
thorough investigation allied to mixing devices for even, distribution of aerosols in ducts. 
Together with the report by Costigan it makes a valuable contribution to the solution of some of 
our experimental problems.

CLOSING COMMENTS OF SESSION CO-CHAIRMAN GILBERT FOR PAPER 4

Julie McIntyre gave us a rundown on the statistics for the filter test stations for the past 
two years and for the installation of HFATS at the stations. There does seem to be a tendency 
for the filter rejection rate to be continually lower because of improved filter quality. However, 
I wish to make this observation. In the original concept of the role of test stations, they were to 
act as a service organization to test deliveries of filters to the requirements of purchase orders. 
The test stations had no legal standing in the contract between vendor and purchaser, except to 
test the filters to the specification of the purchase order. To my knowledge, this has not changed.
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If there is a standard to be imposed upon filters coming into the test station, it should be handled 
with the purchaser and not superimposed on filter deliveries.
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REVIEW OF HEPA FILTRATION TEST STANDARDS AND THEIR 
APPLICATION TO NUCLEAR APPLICATIONS

Jack Jacox
JACOX ASSOCIATES

Abstract

This paper is a review of HEPA filtration test standards as they relate to nuclear applications. It includes both 
nuclear and "non-nuclear" standards and references for completeness and since they are closely related and overlap.

The intent of this paper is provide some guidance for those involved with HEPA filters in the nuclear industry 
as to which standards apply specifically to nuclear applications. Since HEPA filtration related standards exist for 
all aspects of the technology, from basic components through in-place testing, the possibilities for misunderstanding 
are considerable.

I. Introduction

The development and history of HEPA filters ip a long and interesting one. Even the name "HEPA” has two 
alternate possible basis that are lost in the early days of development. Whether HEPA stands for "High Efficiency 
Particulate Air" or "High Efficiency Particulate Aerosol" is open for debate. When even the derivation of the name 
is in doubt it is not surprising that there is confusion in the more complex area of construction, specification and 
testing. I recommend a paper given at the tenth Air Cleaning Conference in 1968 by Dr. Melvin First and 
Humphrey Gilbert/0 to explore HEPA filter history.

Before any discussion of "HEPA" filters is possible we must define what one is. Unfortunately that is not as 
easy as it should be. To many a HEPA filter is essentially a commodity. To others more intimately involved with 
the technology of high efficiency filtration the question has a more complex answer. In fact the definition in many 
ways depends on the industry and use to which the filter will be put.

By the common definition and industry use a HEPA filter is a filter that has a removal efficiency of at least 
99.97% on 10.3 micrometer aerosol, has medium meeting a government requirement and has folded medium to 
provide extended surface area. This is a start, but the aerosol test must be to a rigorous standard, the filter medium 
requirement must be specified and the details of construction must be specified for standardization and commonality. 
The oldest and most basic document is the test method. MIL-STD-282® which describes the test method but is a 
test not a filter specification. Today the actual test methods used on the filter medium are specified by defining the 
physical testing apparatus. The U. S. Army does this through the Edgewood Arsenal at Aberdeen, Maryland. 
Because of this, all HEPA filters used in the nuclear industry are still functionally based on a Military Specification. 
The technical and commercial specification of HEPA filters for nuclear application will be discussed in detail in this 
paper.

As a further complication, while HEPA filters are in general industry use, the exact parameters of how they 
work and the fine points of their performance is still being investigated. Even though we are approaching the fiftieth 
anniversary of what we know as HEPA filters, new work is continually coming out as to exactly how they work, 
and why they perform. A current paper on "Alpha Migration Through Air Filters: A Numerical Simulation"<3> is 
an example.
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Historical Development of Nuclear Standards for HEPA Filters'

Over the years the standards for HEPA filers used in AEC, ERDA, NRC, DOE licensed nuclear facilities have 
evolved a great deal. The filter was developed from WWI technology used in making gas mask filter cartridges 
for use in the nuclear weapons program during WWII the earliest years of the history are lost in the mists of 
security classification. The Military Standards of the medium were the first to be in unrestricted use. One of the 
first references for the nuclear industry was a document published in 1965, "Health and Safety Information" Notice 
212 dated 25 June 1965 <4). The title was "Minimal Specification for the Fire-Resistant High-Efficiency Filter Unit". 
The Basic reference was MIL-F-50168 "Filter, Particulate, High-Efficiency, Fire Resistant<5). MIL-F-50168 refer
enced MIL-F-51079 "Filter Medium, Fire-Resistant, High-Efficiency<6) which is still the basis for specifying HEPA 
filters. Health and Safety Information Notice 212 was revised by Health and Safety Notice 306 in 1971. These were 
superseded by industry standards for the civilian power industry about this time but were in use by government 
facilities much longer.

In this same period an industry organization was writing tentative standards for both particulate and gas phase 
filters. These were not formally accredited American National Standards but were written by a broad range of 
industry experts. The American Association for Contamination Control (AACC) published the first HEPA filter 
standard outside the government in 1968, AACC CS-1T ("T" for tentative) "HEPA FiltersB(7). CS-1T did not men
tion Military standards directly but relied on an Edgewood Arsenal testing document "Instruction Manual for 
installation, operation and maintenance of Penetrometer, filter testing, DOP, Q107"<8). Even the most current 
industry specifying documents (ASME AG-1<9) for example) still ultimately rely on such a testing instruction from 
Edgewood Arsenal. The test equipment has changed with time but not the ultimate reliance on the Edgewood 
Arsenal expertise in defining what test equipment and procedure is necessary to prove filter medium worthy of being 
called "HEPA medium" and used in HEPA filters.

The late 60s and early 70s were a busy time for HEPA filter standards, nuclear filtration standards and guidance 
in general. In 1970 the first so called "Air Cleaning Handbook" was published by the Atomic Energy Commission. 
More formally ORNL- NSIC-65 "Design, Construction and Testing of High-Efficiency Air Filtration Systems for 
Nuclear Applications"001. ORNL NSIC-65 was substantially revised in 1976 by the second edition ERDA 76- 21 
now called simply the "Nuclear Air Cleaning Handbook"011 Both of these editions, and a third in preparation, were 
guides and text books got standards or specifications. Unfortunately they were often used as standards and 
specifications with nearly uniformly poor results. Guides are not sufficiently proscriptive to be blindly used to define 
critical systems and much unnecessary extra work and conflict arose from the misuse of these otherwise very 
valuable sources of information. Almost unbelievably the 1976 edition is still being used today as a system speci
fication. I had a call for help from an Owner in July of this year asking for help resolving a conflict since an 
Architect & Engineer had used (Incorrectly) ERDA 76-21 as a specification.

In 1974 the AEC replaced, or supplemented the Health and Safety Information Notices, with publications from 
the "Division of Reactor Research and Development" with new documents; RDT M-16-3T "HEPA Filter Medium, 
Glass Fiber (MIL-F-51079 with Modifications and Additional Requirements")021 and RDT E-9-1T "HEPA Filters 
(AACC CS-1 With Additional Requirements)"031. In both cases the additions and modifications were mainly in QA, 
testing and minor changes in the filter frame. The basic filter was not changed.

For decades there have been increasingly formal meetings between government and industry personnel who attend 
the Nuclear Air Cleaning Conferences. These meetings have been held during the Conferences and cover all aspects 
of HEPA filters, testing, specification and media. The most comprehensive coverage is a group of papers in he 19th 
Conferences041. These meetings have had major impact on HEPA filter standards through information exchange and 
education for those of us who have attended.

RDT Standards are now obsolete and have evolved into USDOE "Nuclear Standards (NE)” some of which are 
still active. Actually most NE Standards are also obsolete. The governments objective is to withdraw them after they 
are either unnecessary or have been transformed into industry consensus standards. A list of NE Standards can be 
obtained from the USDOE Office of Scientific and Technical Information, Oak Ridge, TN 37831 as the "Nuclear 
Standards MASTER INDEX". A number of NE HEPA related Standards have been discontinued or withdrawn and
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internally replaced by other NE Standards. M-16-3T as discontinued and replaced by F-3-45T "Specifications for 
HEPA Filters Used By DOE Contractors"(,3). NE E-3-46 "Round-Robin Verification of Filter Test Facility Opera
tions and Procedures" was withdrawn and replaced by NE E-3-43 "Quality Assurance Testing of HEPA Filters"<l6). 
NE F-3-49 "Auditing of HEPA Filter Manufacturing Procedures and Materials" was withdrawn and replaced by 
NE E-3-42 "Operating Policy of DOE Filter Test Program"07*. NE E-3-48 "Recommended Minimum Specification 
Requirements for HEPA Filters" was withdrawn'and also replaced by NE E-3-45. NE E-3-47 "Standardized 
Reporting of Filter Test Facility Operations was withdrawn and replaced by NE E-3-44 "DOE Filter Test Facilities 
Quality Program Plan"08’. These NE Standards E-3-42, E-3-43, E-3-44, and E-3-45 generally are the current DOE 
documents for HEPA Filter specification and testing. There are an excellent series of conference papers reviewing 
the operations of the DOE Filter Test Facilities. The latest is in the 21st Conference09* and includes references to 
the previous reviews.

The government has always required redundant testing of HEPA filters used in AEC/ERDA/DOE facilities. That 
is, first at the manufacturers plant as all HEPA filters must be 100% tested but then again at one of the government 
test stations as defined in the above series of NE standards. This has caused some long term confusion since NRC 
licensed facilities do not automatically require this second test. It is always an option the owner may chose but is 
not an NRC requirement. Another similar area of confusion is the "QPL” list. The US Army has a Qualified 
Products List. For a HEPA filter manufacturer to be qualified to be on the QPL requires considerable effort and 
expense. The Army and most DOE facilities require that filters used by them be on the QPL while the NRC does 
not.

One additional NE standard is applicable to HEPA filters. NE E-3-41T "In-Place Testing of HEPA Filter 
Systems by the Single Particle, Particle-Size Spectrometer Method”120*. This is not a standard for testing individual 
HEPA filters but installed HEPA filters as a filter bank test. It is in the process of becoming an ASTM standard. 
There is considerable rewriting but the technical content is basically unchanged. This standard is aimed primarily 
at multiple series banks of HEPA filters for Plutonium and other fissile material facilities.

Current Nuclear Standards for HEPA Filters

For NRC licensed facilities there are basically two reasonably consistent specifications that define a HEPA filter 
acceptable for use in systems designed to control radioactively contaminated air flows. These specifications are 
contained in two ASME documents; ASME N509-890'* and ASME AG-1-91. N509 is a Standard that has evolved 
from a 1976 first edition. AG-1-1991 is a Code that is in its second edition, the first being issued in 1985. Both 
specify essentially the same final HEPA filter functionally but with different degrees of proscription and via different 
routes. Since these are the most commonly referenced documents for HEPA filters we will discuss them in some 
detail.

N509 uses the same two ubiquitous Military Standards as the basis for specifying HEPA filters. MIL-F-51068, 
"Filter, Particulate, High Efficiency, Fire-Resistant” and MIL-F-51079, Filter Medium, Fire-Resistant, High 
Efficiency. AG-1 also uses MIL-F-51079 but provides much more detail as to materials and methods of construction 
and testing directly in the Code section. This eliminates the need to reference MIL-F-51068. AG-1 includes direct 
reference to UL 586-1985, "High Efficiency, Particulate Air Filter Units"®’ for fire resistance. MIL-F-51068 makes 
reference to ANSI B132.1 "High Efficiency Air Filter Units"®* which is UL 586. UL 586-1990 (And earlier 
editions.) states on page 1 "Approved as ANSI B132.1-1971, July 14. 1971". AG-1 also directly references other 
documents that are covered in MIL-F 51068 as well as ASME NQA-2-1986 "Quality Assurance Requirements For 
Nuclear Facility Applications"04*.

The changes between N509 and AG-1 are considerable, and for the novice confusing, but that is consistent with 
the history of HEPA filter standards. As a founding member of the ASME "Committee On Nuclear Air and Gas 
Treatment" (CONAGT) I can state that the objectives on the Committee did not change and that there was 
considerable continuity of membership during the period that the simple N509 HEPA Standard evolved into the more 
complex AG-1 Code. The rational for the change was to try to rely on industry consensus standards rather than 
Military Standards. Unfortunately, this bias lead to two HEPA filter specifications which are seemingly quite 
different and not obviously the same technically. The intent of the two is identical. It is the bureaucratic approach
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and philosophy that makes them so complicated. Of course the earlier editions of N509 (1976 & 1980) and AG-1 
(1985) further complicate the situation.

The most important thing to understand is that the physical filter is the same which ever of these documents 
(N509 or AG-1) or editions is used to order them. It is the route the specifications take, the QA requirements and 
bureaucratic details that change. And even these change only slightly. Unfortunately if you need HEPA filters for 
an NRC licensed nuclear facility these slight differences are of critical importance. For plant safety systems many 
Plant Technical Specifications define the documents very specifically so only components that meet these exact 
standards are legal to use.

For DOE facilities the NE Standards are usually the standards that must be used. In recent years some DOE 
facilities have started to use the "NRC" standards. That is, the ASME Codes and Standards. Since the DOE facilities 
still require the retesting of all HEPA filters this brings a new mix of standards. Filters may be ordered as part of 
N509 or AG-1 and retested to NE E-3-42, E-3-43 and E-3-44.

Non-nuclear HEPA Filter Standards

The single industrial HEPA Standard is published by the Institute for Environmental Sciences (IES). It is an 
outgrowth of the old American Association for Contamination Control. When the AACC disappeared the IES took 
on the responsibility for developing a HEPA filter standard. At first they simply supplied the old AACC CS-1T. 
After many years IES introduced a tentative HEPA Standard "HEPA FILTERS", IES-RP-CC-001-83-T05* in 1983. 
In 1986 the standard was released as "HEPA FILTER", IES-RP-CC-01-86<2*).

IES-RP-CC-001-86 is an interesting document. To define and specify a HEPA filter it refers to Both MIL-F- 
51068 and MIL-STD- 282 as well as MIL-F-51477 "Military Specification, Filters, Particulate, High -efficiency. 
Fire Resistant, Biological Use, General Specification For"07*. MIL-F-51477 double references many specifications 
such as ANSI B132.1 as well as UL 586. It also references nuclear standards for Quality Assurance via NQA-1 and 
ASME N-510 "Testing of Nuclear Air Treatment Systems"081. This standard unfortunately lists an incorrect title 
for N-510 in the reference section of the standard. Incorrectly it calls N-510 "Nuclear Air Cleaning Systems" when 
there is no such title. This standard also directly refers to many other ASTM, UL, Military and Federal Standards. 
Such profligate references to overlapping standards provides great potential for confusion and misapplication.

The single most obvious physical change in HEPA filter design, other than size, allowed by the IES standard 
is that "mini-pleats" are acceptable in it. Military and nuclear HEPA filters are required to have the filter medium 
folded over corrugated separators that control the spacing and air flow. The corrugated construction also has a major 
impact on the overall filter pack strength. A "mini- pleat” design uses a "string" to space the medium. The folds 
are also much smaller and tighter than the full length folds of the Military and nuclear type. There is an ongoing 
debate as to the relative strength of these two approaches. A catastrophic failure of a clean room filter (Other than 
in medical or biological applications which are usually separately specified.) has no health or safety considerations 
so industrial filter pack strength requirements are based on different (economic) criteria.

The main difference between IES-RP-CC-001-86 and the nuclear standards, other than the significant ones of 
style and approach, is that it covers more sizes and efficiencies. IES-RP-CC- 001-86 includes a list of filter sizes 
for clean room and clean bench applications. They range in size for 8x8 inches to 36x72 inches. The depth of HEPA 
filters specified in IES-RP-CC-001-86 is only 5 1/2 inches rather than the 11 1/2 depth of "Nuclear" HEPA filters. 
IES-RP-CC-001-86 includes a specification for a so called ULPA filter. This comes from Ultra Low Penetration 
Air which is defined as at least 99.999% efficient on the usual 0.3 micrometer aerosol challenge. These extremely 
high efficiency filters are needed for improved yield in micro-chip manufacturing. The standard also includes 
overlapping requirements for scanning filters for pin hole leaks which are not usually of significance in nuclear 
applications. A pin hole is of significance for micro chip production as artifact sizes have become less than a 
micrometer.
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There are a number of in-place testing standards for clean rooms, clean hands and biohazard cabinets, but 
they are outside the scope of this paper.

As a point of information The American Society of Heating, Ventilating and Air-conditioning Engineers 
(ASHRAE) is developing a totally new test standard for mid and high efficiency filters. The objective is a test 
standard and procedure that will produce efficiency vs. particle size data. They have placed a contract with a 
commercial laboratory to perform the work upon which to base this new standard. The range of particle size under 
consideration is from hundreds of micrometers to perhaps as low as sub-micrometer. Since the basic work is still 
in progress this note is included as something to look for in the near future.

General Areas of Special Concern For HEPA Filter Users

In fact there are a number of commercially created names in use for high efficiency filters that are not based 
on any industry standards. One of the worst examples is a ”95% HEPA filter!1. The manufacturer states that this 
filter is 95% efficient when tested with DOP aerosol. Unfortunately the incorrect use of the "HEPA1' designation 
can lead the novice and unwary badly astray. Trade names that are versions of the word "HEPA" and/or have the 
word "HEPA” in them can also cause confusion. Sadly there are some filter manufacturers that simply are not 
honest about their "HEPA" filters. Some sell filters as "HEPA’s" but do not even have the specified DOP aerosol 
test instrument required to perform the aerosol leak test. A few of these filters have even found their way into 
nuclear facilities before the industry became aware of the situation and education solved the problem. Or at least 
as far as is known it has been solved.

The problem of unethical producers and resellers is not a new one. A study was performed in 1982 and reported 
in the 17th Conference(29). Perhaps a similar study would be a valuable project at least every decade or so to 
hopefully confirm what we specify and purchase is what we are actually getting.

As this is being written IES has published a new standard for ULPA filters. Unfortunately the timing of the 
availability of the standard and the submission of this paper for the Conference has not allowed acquisition and 
analysis of this standard. The title is "Recommended Practice For Testing ULPA Filters"*301.

Conclusion
I

With all the possible Codes and Standards that can be used to specify a HEPA filter a few simple concepts may 
help the user.

First - no matter which document (Qf those discussed here.) is used to specify a HEPA filter, it will be 
physically the same basic construction and' efficiency as any other.

Second - all the different documents, Codes and Standards ultimately rely on MIL-F-51079 for the filter 
medium.

Third - all the current documents end up providing the same over all physical design, fabrication, tolerance and 
test requirements. The main difference is if the DOE retest is required and if the filter must be on the US Army 
QPL Ust.

Fourth - the fine points of the exact QA documentation for materials and testing do vary somewhat. These 
differences are not physically significant but critically significant form a legal point of view.

Our nuclear industry, commercial or government, requires that the documentation be complete and exact. The 
consequences of failing to rigorously meet the paperwork requirements are severe. Therefore it is necessary for 
everyone who orders, installs, uses, maintains; inspects or tests a HEPA filter, or HEPA filter bank, know precisely 
what the appropriate documents are that apply to the filters on filter bank in question. This is not always a simple 
task given the multiplicity of documents described. For NRC licensed facilities the Plant Technical Specifications
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should define the controlling Codes and Standards. For DOB facilities it is less well defined but there should always 
be an original specification for any system that provides the requirements. As shown it is even more complicated 
using the one non-nuclear standard. When a new filter system is being specified the most prudent approach will be 
to use AG-1 since it is the latest and most complete specification. It also has the great virtue of allowing formal 
inquires through ASME. As an ASME Code it will be updated every five years as a minimum and maintained by 
an accredited formal Committee for continuity. The ASME Code organization is over a century old and is 
recognized around the world and should provide a measure of confidence for users.

Given the complexity of the current multiplicity of HEPA filter standards, let alone system and facility specific 
requirements, the proper understanding of this area requires considerable study and experience. With new personnel 
always entering the field we all have an obligation to pass on our experience and provide the necessary education 
to our new colleagues.
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DISCUSSION

PORCO; My first comment is on the courses available. You failed to mention the ASME 
N509/N510/AG-1 short course. Which is a veiy good course series.

JACOX: Thank you. A serious omission, I am sorry.

PORCO; The second comment concerns the qualification of HEPA filters. You said that
people are making filters to the correct specifications but that they are not on the QPL. 
To my knowledge, there is not a filter manufacturer that has gone through all the 
qualifications that is not on the QPL. In other words, if you are going to comply with all 
the qualification tests, you might as well be on the QPL.

JACOX: I agree with the statement, you certainly should. I was under the impression there 
were people who simply have hot gone through the Edgewood bureaucracy to do it.

PORCO: Edgewood is the only facility that has the authority to designate entries to the
Government’s QPL for HEPA filters and has all the test equipment needed to go through 
the entire qualification test protocol.

EDWARDS, Jim: Duke Power at McGuire Training Center also has a comprehensive 3-day 
HEPA and carbon testing course.

JACOX: Is that on testing only, Or is that on the design specification?

EDWARDS: It is a comprehensive review of HEPA filter design, specifications, testing, and 
working characteristics. The same coverage is given to carbon adsorber units.
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APPLICATION OF ASME CODE AG-1 TO YGN 3 & 4 PLANTS, SOUTH KOREA

Y. K. Kim,
Korea Heavy Industries & Construction Co., LTD, Seoul, Korea

R. D. Porco and J. D. York,
Ellis & Watt^, Batavia, OH 45103

Abstract

Yonggwang Nuclear Power Plant Units 3 & 4 are located on the 
southwestern coast of South Korea on the Yellow Sea. The plant is 
owned by Korea Electric Power Corp.(KEPCO), with the engineering 
being performed by Korea Power Engineering Co. Inc. (KOPEC) and 
Sargent and Lundy under a technology transfer agreement. The plants 
are both 950 Megawatt (electric) pressurized water reactors of U.S. 
design.

Under contract to KEPCO, Korea Heavy Industries and 
Construction Co., LTD. and Ellis and Watts, Division of Dynamics 
Corporation of America, Batavia, Ohio, supplied major components to 
the YGN plants in compliance to ASME AG-1. These components 
included safety related Air Cleaning Units, Reactor Containment Fan 
Cooler Units, Air Handling Units, Cubicle Coolers,,Duct Electric 
Heaters, and fans. This paper details the extent of applicability 
of ASME Code AG-1 to the specific equipment, description of the 
equipment, conformance, testing, and design required. The paper 
also discusses the problems encountered in implementing ASME AG-1, 
working around Code sections that were not complete at contract 
inception, conflicts in project documents and related problems. 
Also discussed are the logistics problems, material availability, 
and quality assurance aspects complicating the application of ASME 
AG-1, due to the required Korean content for some components.

Based on successfully supplying the equipment referenced 
above, it has been concluded that AG-1 is a working document and 
can be successfully implemented. It provides the requirements 
necessary for performance, design, construction, acceptance 
testing, and quality assurance of equipment used as components in 
nuclear air and gas treatment systems in nuclear facilities.

The paper also addresses lessons learned and aspects of mixing 
U.S. design and U.S. built components in Korean built assemblies.

Introduction

Yonggwang Nuclear Power Plant Units 3 & 4 (YGN 3 & 4) are 
identical 950 Megawatts (electrical) (MWe) units using steam 
generated by pressurized water reactors. The Yonggwang site is 
located on the southwest coast of the Republic of South Korea on 
the Yellow Sea. The plant site is situated to use seawater for 
primary cooling. Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO) is the 
owner. Korea Power Engineering Company (KOPEC) is the engineering 
agency of KEPCO.
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The overall plant design was the product of a technology 
transfer agreement between KOPEC and Sargent and Lundy, a U.S. 
based major engineering consultant firm. Technical specifications 
for all of the YGN 3 & 4 designs were based on U.S. technology.

Safety-Related Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning 
(HVAC) equipment was awarded to Korea Heavy Industries and 
Construction Company, LTD (KHIC) under a separate contract. Within 
this Safety-Related HVAC contract, three (3) specifications were 
prepared by the owner to consolidate similar items in common 
specifications. These specifications were as follows:

Specification M862

Reactor Containment Fan Coolers (RCFC) providing reactor 
building cooling using water coils and vaneaxial fans.

Air Cleaning Units (ACU) providing air cleanup for 
Control Room Emergency Makeup, ECCS Equipment Room 
Exhaust, and Fuel Building Emergency Exhaust. These 
systems all used moisture separators, electric heaters, 
prefilters, high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) 
filters, activated impregnated carbon, and fans.

Duct Electric Heaters (DEH) providing air heating for 
control, electric equipment, battery, diesel/generator, 
and diesel oil storage tank rooms using resistance 
heating elements.

Specification M863

Cubicle Coolers (CC) providing cooling for LPSI pump, 
containment spray, HPSI pump, general access, shut down 
cooling heat exchanger, valve, charging pump, safety 
injection recirculation, auxiliary feed water pump, 
penetration, mechanical penetration, component cooling 
water pump, access aisle, electrical penetration, 
emergency core cooling spray ACU, spent fuel cooling pump 
rooms (areas). The Cubicle Coolers consist of chilled 
water cooling coils, centrifugal fans, and Class IE 
motors.

Specification M876

Air Handling Units (AHU) providing air movement, cooling 
and heating for control room supply, engineered safety 
features switchgear and equipment, and emergency service 
water pump room supply.

Fans providing air movement for control room return, 
component cooling water heat exchanger room supply, 
diesel/generator room high volume supply/exhaust, 
engineered safety feature switchgear room return, battery 
room exhaust, and diesel oil storage tank supply.
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ASME AG-1 Application

The Korea Electric Power Procurement Specifications for the 
safety related equipment invoked ASME Code AG-l-1985 as a 
requirement. Since the 1985 Edition of the Code was not complete, 
ASME N509 was utilized where Code sections were not available. For 
example, Section FC, HEPA Filters was not added till 1988, Section 
FE, Type III Absorbers was added in the 1989 Adenda. Section FG 
Filter Frames and IA Instruments and Control are still in the 
course of preparation. The Code was also limited by the 
applicability to the equipment as defined in the specification. 
Additional complications resulted after the issue of the 1989 
Revision to N509.

Specific Equipment

1. Safety Related Reactor Containment Fan Coolers fRCFC)

The total weight of each RCFC approaches 80,000 pounds (36,300 
kg) in operating status. Nine (9) component cooling water (CCW) 
coils, nine (9) chilled water (CW) coils, and their separate piping 
manifolds occupy three (3) open sides of the square cooler 
assembly. The fan is suspended inside below the floor, exhausting 
downwards into a duct system in the containment. These coolers are 
located high in the containment building and are above the missile 
shielding walls. They must, therefore, be locally reinforced to be 
resistant to jet impingement loads in some quarters.

The design specification for RCFC invoked AG-1 in a general 
reference. It also drew particular AG-1 articles into the detailed 
specification text for (CCW) coils and coil supports as well as 
inspection and testing requirements. These CCW coils, being ASME 
Section III, Class 2 components responsible for post-accident heat 
transfer, were required to conform to AG-1 , Section CA. CW coils, 
located in series in the same cooler housings, were specified as 
ASME Section III, Subsection NF and AG-1 Article CA-4130 
components. These two criteria dictated a very detailed seismic 
analysis for the supporting frames and connected piping.

The coils, piping manifolds, and fans were supplied by E & W 
as U. S. manufactured items. The housing, piping manifold 
supports, structure, and drain pans were of Korean manufacture 
using KS materials. The KS materials were selected during the 
design phase on the basis of equivalent chemical and physical 
properties to ASME materials and availability of Certified Material 
Test Reports (CMTR) . In this respect the use of KS steel presented 
no problems, just another detail in the manufacturing sequence.

One unique test was specified beyond AG-1 requirements for the 
post-accident service by the CCW coils. A prototype CCW coil test 
was required to demonstrate the performance and functionality of 
the CCW coil design at Design Basis Accident (DBA) conditions. 
This test which had been performed a few times in the 1960's and 
1970's in the U. S., was set-up and run to document that computer- 
selected coils could meet the design conditions.
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At the time of final assembly of the RCFC at the Korean 
manufacturing plant, an air flow test, fan balance, and sound 
pressure level measurements for the assembly were made. Again, 
these tests were not AG-1 requirements for the assembly but were 
specification measures showing compliance of the large assembly to 
design goals. Test procedures were prepared following AG-1 
guidelines where possible to give the most consistency to the final 
results.

2. Safety Related Air Cleaning Units (ACUl

The ACU design specification required the ACU's to be in 
compliance with AG-l-1985. In order to use the later completed 
articles of AG-1, a deviation request for use of AG-1-1988 was 
submitted and received A/E approval. ASME N509 was used where AG-1 
sections were not available.

Ellis and Watts designed the ACU in compliance with the 
structural design requirements of AG-1, Article AA-4000. Drawings 
and procedures were prepared to be in compliance with the 
fabrication, welding, brazing, coating and packaging requirements 
of Article AA-6000 of AG-1. Drawings were dual-dimensioned, CAD- 
prepared and indicated assembly, subassembly and piecepart 
requirements. Bills of materials on drawings indicated major 
components, threaded fasteners, and other items supplied by E&W. 
Structural materials were of Korean supply. Seismic qualification 
was accomplished by a combination of analysis and testing. 
Environmental qualification was also accomplished by a combination 
of testing and analysis based on previous testing.

Each ACU has a seismically-qualified, pressure-rated welded 
steel housing. The housing section of AG-1 has not been published, 
therefore, N509 was followed without problem. As each housing was 
completed in the assembly plant in Korea, a structural integrity 
pressure test and housing leak rate test per ASME-N510 were 
performed in accordance with ASME N510. This demonstrated that the 
E&W design had been satisfactorily assembled.

Ellis and Watts provided detailed shop drawings and procedures 
to KHIC and the Korean manufacturing plant selected for 
fabrication, assembly, and shop testing of the ACU's. KHIC 
coordinated the procurement schedules to insure materials were 
received in time with the desired site delivery dates. KHIC also 
verified all the quality requirements of AG-1 were met.

For material compliance to AG-1, Ellis and Watts specified 
material on the drawings and bills of material as required by 
Article 3000 of the applicable code sections. When Korean source 
materials were to be used, comparisons were made between available 
KS/ASTM/ASME standard materials to insure that physical and 
chemical property requirements were met.

E&W fabricated the HEPA filter frames due to the criticality 
of the HEPA filter-frame interface. Fit and function of each
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filter frame was verified in E&W's plant prior to shipment to the 
Korean assembly plant.

Dimensional interface between E&W-supplied HEPA filter frames 
and Korea-supplied ACU housings proved to be no problem. Welded 
joint design, sensible drawing tolerances, and prior planning lead 
to good fitup for these critical items.

On occasions there were drawing interpretation or sequence of 
operation problems. A controlled Engineering Change Notice (ECN) 
procedure was provided so that drawing interpretations, minor 
dimensional adjustments, and material substitutions could be 
evaluated prior to or concurrent with shop work.

ASME AG-1 Section FA, Moisture Separators, had not been issued 
when the specification was released, therefore the requirements of 
ASME N509 were specified. The pre-qualified MSA moisture separator 
was selected. The qualification is detailed in Atomic Energy 
Commission (AEC) Report MSAR 71-45. E&W supplied the moisture 
separators and designed the supporting frames and individual drain 
pans for fabrication in Korea. The filter supporting frames were 
designed in accordance with N509, since AG-1 Section FG is also in 
the course of preparation.

HEPA filters were specified to meet the requirements of 
ANSI/ASME N509-1980 and AG-1 Section FC. E&W supplied 1000 CFM 
nuclear grade metal frame HEPA filters meeting the specification 
and the intent of N509 and AG-1, Section FC. Differences between 
the specification, N509 and AG-1, caused some interpretation 
problems which were resolved with the specification taking 
precedence.

Prefilters were specified to meet ANSI/ASME N509-1980, Article
5.3 as AG-1's Section FB, Prefilters, had not been published. 
Support frames were designed by E&W for fabrication in Korea. No 
problems of compliance to AG-1 were experienced other than the 
ambiguity of ASME N509-1989 concerning prefilter efficiency 
/minimum required ASHRAE (average) efficiency) and minor 
dimensional adjustments required at the Korean assembly plant to 
ease maintenance access around the DOP test manifolds.

Carbon Adsorbers were specified to meet ANSI/ASME N509-1980, 
Article 5.2 as AG-l’s Section FE, Type III Adsorbers, had not been 
published in 1985. E&W requested a deviation to permit AG-1-1989 
Addenda, Section FE to be used. The deviation was granted by 
KOPEC. Four (4) inch (1|02 mm) thick adsorber beds were required 
with a residence time of 0.5 sec. No compliance problems were 
encountered. Test canisters were specified and provided; the 
number specified exceeded Section FE minimum quantity.

Carbon adsorbent was specified to meet AG-l-1985. When 
Section FF, Adsorbent Media, was published, E&W requested and 
received approval for a deviation to permit AG-1-1988, Section FF, 
to be used. The carbon supplied by E&W was scheduled for shipment
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so that the production of it was as late as possible to preserve 
shelf life and minimize accidental contamination in site storage. 
No problems of compliance to AG-1 were experienced for the 
adsorbent.

Instrumentation and Controls were specified in considerable 
detail and was based on ANSI/ASME N509-1980 Tables 4-1 and 4-2, as 
AG-1 Section IA, Instrumentation and Control, had not been 
published. The specification was tailored by the A/E to meet the 
special requirements of the Korean utility. Mounting, electrical 
interface, and wiring connection standards for YGN 3&4 were 
influenced strongly by the other plant designs already in the KEPCO 
System. No compliance problems specific to AG-1 were experienced.

Fans and motors for ACU's were specified to be in compliance 
with N509-1980, Articles 5.7 and 5.8, instead of AG-1, Section BA. 
This presented no problem; the specification was compatible with 
AG-1 requirements. Fans were selected as heavy duty direct drive 
pressure blowers with metallic disc couplings. Flexible 
connections were installed at each fan discharge. The entire fan 
was inside the ACU housing. It was necessary to have actual AMCA 
210 performance tests on the fan since the addition of fixed inlet 
screens adversely effected the fans' performances. These new tests 
were made a part of the quality assurance documentation. Motors 
were qualified in accordance with IEEE-323 and IEEE-344.

3. Safety Related Duct Electric Heaters /DEH)

Duct Electric Heaters (DEH) are intended to provide heat to 
airstreams on an as-needed basis. All of the 28 assemblies, with 
individual control and instrumentation packages were required to 
conform to AG-1 Section CA. Control of the heaters was 
accomplished with Silicon Controlled Rectifier (SCR) or step 
controllers. All have overheat cutouts and airflow switches for 
thermal protection.

To meet seismic and Environmental requirements of IEEE 323 and 
344, it was necessary to perform testing on a representative heater 
assembly. Control panels and instrumentation were tested and 
qualified to IEEE-323 and 344. All of the DEH's were shipped fully 
assembled from E & W's plant after shop (functional) testing per 
N509, N510, and AG-1.

4. Safety Related Cubicle Coolers (CC^

There are 86 Cubicle Coolers of 20 designs ranging from 1,000 
SCFM (1,700 SCMH) to 30,870 SCFM (52448 SCMH) . The units vary from 
floor-mounted, ceiling-mounted, horizontal, and vertical. All have 
ASME Section III, Class 3 cooling coils and-a Class IE motor-driven 
centrifugal fan, direct coupled. Each has a prefilter. All are 
seismically analyzed for their plant locations, principly pimp and 
penetration rooms, in which they remove heat released locally. 
Environmental qualification varied from mild to harsh environment 
depending on equipment location.
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All coils, fans and motors for Cubicle Coolers are of U. S. 
manufacture. The housings were fabricated and final assembled in 
the Korean shop. KS materials equivalent to ASTM materials were 
used.

AG-1 Sections CA (Cooling coils), BA (Fans), and DA (Backdraft 
Dampers) are invoked by the specification. Numerous articles are 
restated for emphasis of details selected by the Engineer. 
Examples of this are coolant tube velocities being restricted per 
CA—4122, vibration limits for fans defined per BA-4211, and damper 
seal leakage limitation per Article DA-4140.

The Cubicle Coolers were designed, tested, inspected and 
qualified to ASME Code Section III and AG-1 requirements. AMCA Fan 
Test Standards 210 and 300, and IEEE environmental test standards 
323 and 334 were also met.

5. Safety Related Air Handling Units /AHU)

AHU designs vary to meet different system requirements. Each 
of the three (3) designs is unique. The Control Room Supply AHU is 
a multizone unit consisting of housing, mixing box section, high 
efficiency filter bank,' enclosed direct drive fan, cold deck and 
bypass dampers. At the outlet of the housing are six (6) flow 
control dampers of different sizes, each with an electrohydraulic 
actuator. Class IE qualified. For this design, fans, motors, 
cooling coils, flow control dampers and actuators were supplied by 
Ellis & Watts. The balance of the fabrication and assembly was 
completed in Korea.

The ESF Switchgear and Equipment Room AHU consists of housing, 
mixing box section, high efficiency filter bank, electric heating 
coil, chilled water cooling coils, two (2) 100% capacity fans 
direct driven by Class IE motors, and isolation dampers. The 
isolation dampers permit service of a fan while the unit continues 
to operate with the other fan. Fans, motors, electric heating 
elements, cooling coils, and isolation dampers were supplied by 
Ellis & Watts. The balance of the equipment was fabricated and 
assembled in Korea.

The ESW Pump Room Supply AHU consists of a down flow filter 
bank closely coupled to a Vaneaxial fan. This entire assemble was 
fabricated and shipped as a single unit from E & W's plant.

The specification governing AHU's, like the Cubicle Cooler 
specification, invoked AG-1 in general and had many direct 
references to AG-1 articles for definition of details. Cooling 
coils were ASME Section III, Class 3 and had connecting manifolds 
to the same Code. Cooling coil details were frpm both Codes. 
Damper design and leakage criteria were specified from both AG-1 
Section DA and N509. Slight differences were resolved and accepted 
by KOPEC.

The AHU's had to undergo shop testing to verify leak tightness
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and functionality. Electric heating coil assemblies, had to be 
tested in the Korean assembly shop for resistance, continuity, 
dielectric and functionality in accordance with AG-1, Article CA- 
5000. Installed dampers were demonstrated by test to perform as 
specified.

6. Safety Related Fans and Motors.

Both centrifugal and vaneaxial fans were supplied, all were 
direct driven by Class IE motors. They ranged in airflows from 
2,300 SCFM (3,900 SCMH) to 48,000 SCFM (81,500 SCMH).

All of the fans were of U. S. manufacture. Each was fitted 
with a non-safety relateci local static pressure indicator.

Testing per AMCA 210 was performed in accordance with AG-1. 
The manufacturer or independent laboratories were used to perform 
the tests.

Problems Encountered

The specification had some areas where the use of historical 
documents, without an order of precedence, created confusion. ASME 
AG-1, N509 and N510, NRC Regulatory Guides, the Nuclear Air
Cleaning Handbook, RDT Standards, etc., all have subtle 
differences. Many of the differences are the result of improvements 
to testing methods, product developments, or evolutionary 
clarifications necessitated by application and interpretation 
problems encountered over the years. Usually, compliance with the 
latest standard resolves any conflicts, but, not always.

Typical examples of problems encountered are as follows:

1. Charcoal performance testing with conflicting test 
requirements, RDT vs. ASTM.

2. Reference to Article BA-4300 of ASME AG-1 for lifting 
lugs for the AHU; BA-4300 addresses lifting lugs for 
fans, housing lifting lugs are described in Article AA- 
6610 of AG-1.

3. Slight differences in leakage criteria for dampers 
between ASME AG-1 and N509.

4. Fan AMCA test requirement differences such as N509 
requirement to test ’’one fan of each size and type" vs 
AG-1 requirement to test "a full size fan or smaller 
geometrically similar fan".

In each case, there was a workable solution for the apparent 
conflicts. Common sense approach and documented justification of 
resolutions avoided any quality assurance issues.

An area where ASME AG-1 guidande would have prevented confusion is
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in the instrumentation and controls. This area required more 
clarification and precipitated more differences in requirement 
interpretations than any other. Publication of Section IA, 
Instrumentation and Control, should be a priority for the AG-1 
Committee.

LESSONS LEARNED

With any contract of this magnitude, it is imperative to minimize 
specification reference conflicts prior to issuing thfe procurement 
specification. Common sense and good communications are essential 
to the execution of a project that includes offshore fabrication 
and construction. The cooperation, communication, and understanding 
between KOPEC, KHIC, and E&W were essential in bringing this 
project to a successful conclusion.

The application of ASHE AG-1 to the design, fabrication, and 
testing of the equipment described above is possible with careful 
consideration to the equipment not presently addressed in published 
sections of AG-1. A complete AG-1 Code is necessary to eliminate 
historical reference document conflicts.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the successful design, fabrication, testing, and 
installation of the equipment discussed above, ASME AG-1 Code can 
be succesfully implemented to supply safety-related equipment to 
commercial nuclear power plants. ASME AG-1 is a working document 
that contains the design, performance, testing, construction, and 
quality requirements necessary for equipment and components in 
nuclear air and gas treatment systems. ASME AG-1 has also proven to 
be a workable code in the scenerio involving the added complexity 
of multi-national procurements and fabrication.

DISCUSSION

JENKINS: I am curious why an incomplete specification would have been used? I think you said that 
AG-1 was not complete at the time.

YORK: Yes, the basic specifications that were prepared by KEPCO, with technical input by Sargent & 
Lundy, used some Byron and Braidwood Nuclear Station specifications, plus AG-1,1985. As you 
know, AG-1,1985 did not (then) have a number of the sections that have since been added. In 
order for us to work with AG-1, one of the things we had to do was to go to KEPCO and ask 
them if we could use the 1988 Code (or, in the case of the carbon unit, the 1989 Addendum) of 
AG-1 in order to use a more complete AG-1 specification. There are still pieces of AG-1 that 
have not been published. So, it was incomplete in the sense that the end goal of AG-1 had not 
been reached at the time.
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JENKINS: Perhaps it is just a contractual issue. I was trying to understand why you would have 
accepted a contract to build something to what was apparently an incomplete specification. I 
guess there was more involved.

BELLAMY: We have the Chairman of the ASME Committee here, so why don’t we let him address the 
question.

MILLER, William: When the AG-1 Code was originally planned, it was understood that all the parts 
of the Code would be completed over the span of about 10 years. Therefore, the Code was 
designed with common sections that would support each one of the completed modules. As the 
modules were issued, they could be used on a stand alone basis with the common sections, so that 
the architect-engineer selected thbse portions of the Code that were complete and supplemented 
them with requirements from N509 and from other specifications. I am happy to report that both 
the I&C, and ductwork sections of the Code are rapidly proceeding toward publication. They 
both have reached the Board of Nuclear Codes and Standards for approval and are undergoing 
second ballots. We expect both to be issued later this year. We are in much better shape now 
than we were back in 1989 or 1990 when the specifications were being put together for YGN. 
The follow-on units for Korea, the Ulgin Project, will more than likely reference the entire Code. 
But that is up to the KOPEC.

FLIS: Section FG (Mounting Frames) of AG-1 will be published with AG-1 addenda by October 1992.

YORK: Another thing I can add, Mr. Jenkins, is that there were several places in the paper where it 
reports that the specifications said do it according to AG-1, period. There were other places 
where extracts from AG-1 were used and, sometimes, pieces of AG-1 and pieces of N509 were 
put together to make a specification. So, there were differences between the specifications we 
worked with. Some were brief, inasmuch as that they merely cited an AG-1 requirement, whereas 
others were rewrites of AG-1 and N-509 material, editor’s choice.

FRANKLIN: I am interested as a follow-on to Mr. Paul’s paper. Can you describe any problems, 
successes, etc. with testing for air distribution in the air cleaning units?

YORK: The requirement to do airflow distribution tests on air cleaning units of every size was followed. 
We would simulate inlet conditions, turn on the fan, and measure velocity at the prefilter and 
again at the HEPA filter inlet face. We were able to come well within the ±20% requirements, 
after we added the resistance of the upstream mist eliminator pads. In other words, we used the 
upstream mist eliminator pads as natural flow distribution devices. When we got to the prefilter 
and the HEPA filter, we got distribution within acceptance criteria. That was demonstrated for 
each filter size and for charcoal.
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BARCT: A CONSERVATIVE APPROACH TO REGULATING
RADIONUCLIDE EMISSIONS

John R. Blacklaw, Kathy Fox-Williams, 
Donald Peterson, and Allen W. Conklin

Air Emissions and Defense Waste Section 
Division of Radiation Protection > 
Washington Department of Health 

Olympia, Washington

Abstract

The State of Washington, Department of Health, is responsible 
for the enforcement of regulations for the emissions of 
radionuclides to the air. Our regulatory standards include a 
health-based ambient standard of 25 mrem/yr to the maximally 
exposed member of the public and engineering standards at the 
source. The Department (of Health) also enforces more stringent 
state or federal regulations, that, in effect, limit the emissions 
of radionuclides to the environment.

A reasonably available control technology (RACT) engineering 
standard, based on the principle of "as low as reasonably 
achievable" (ALARA), applies to existing facilities and minor 
modifications. The more stringent best available radionuclide 
control technology (BARCT) engineering standard applies to new 
construction and significant modifications. The BARCT standard is 
modeled after EPA "top-down" best available control technology 
(BACT).

The conservative approach to regulation of radionuclide 
emissions is the result of public demand for accountability. This 
has resulted in the introduction and passage of the BARCT standard 
and by the authority granted to the Department of Health to enforce 
the standard.

The recently proposed revision to the state's Washington 
Administrative Code (WAC) 246-247<1), includes a BARCT determination 
procedure. The concise procedure includes a purpose, scope, 
engineering standards, an application procedure and documentation 
requirements. Final adoption of WAC 246-247 is expected later this 
year.

This paper provides a description of the BARCT determination 
procedure and gives several examples of BARCT determinations.

I. Introduction

The BARCT engineering standard for control of radionuclide 
emissions at the source was first adopted in the State of 
Washington in WAC 173-480<2> in 1986. The enforcement of this 
standard was specified in WAC 246-247 and became effective August
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standard was specified in WAC 246-247 and became effective August 
10, 1988. The Department of Health administers this program. The 
regulatory definition of BARCT and guidance from the Department (of 
Health) constitutes the present BARCT determination requirement. 
The EPA "top-down" BACT guidance<3> was adapted to the emission of 
radionuclides. The procedure has been used successfully in several 
construction applications.

II. BARCT Standard and Definition

Standard

The BARCT engineering standard, as set forth in WAC 173-480- 
060, states that: "(1) Whenever the construction, installation or 
establishment of a new emission unit subject to this chapter is 
contemplated, the project shall utilize best available radionuclide 
control technology (BARCT). (2) Addition to, enlargement,
modification, replacement, alteration of any process or emission 
unit or replacement of air pollution control equipment which will 
significantly change potential radionuclide emissions or 
significantly change the dose equivalent will require the proposed 
project to utilize best available radionuclide control technology 
(BARCT) for emission control."

Definition

The BARCT definition is contained in WAC 173-480-030, as: 
" (1) Best available radionuclide control technology 'BARCT' means 
technology which will result in a radionuclide emission limitation 
based on the maximum degree of reduction for radionuclides which 
would be emitted from any proposed new or modified emission units 
which the permitting authority on a case-by-case basis, taking into 
account energy, environmental, and economic impacts and other 
costs, determines is achievable for such emission unit or 
modification through application of production processes or 
available methods, systems, and techniques. In no event shall 
application of best available radionuclide control technology 
result in emissions of radionuclides which would exceed the ambient 
annual standard limitation specified in this chapter."

III. BARCT Determination Procedure

Purpose

A BARCT determination is the conclusion of an evaluation 
process which results in the selection of the most effective 
control technology from all available, feasible alternatives, 
applicable to the specific emissions unit.

The BARCT standard and definition are the basis of the BARCT 
determination procedure. The Department has reserved the right to 
adjust this procedure, on a case-by-case basis, in order to ensure 
compliance. The extent of the evaluation is dependent upon the
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source's "potential to emit" (emissions without controls). 

Scope

The BARCT determination includes the abatement technology, 
control features (administrative or automatic) and indication 
devices that control the emissions of radionuclides. Applicability 
extends from entry of radionuclides into the ventilation vapor 
space to release to the environment.

Engineering Standards

A listing of applicable engineering standards are provided in 
the regulations. These include standards for abatement equipment 
and testing, quality assurance, sampling and monitoring, and 
ventilation.

Application Procedure

A 5-step evaluation is used to determine compliance to the 
BARCT engineering standard.

Step 1 Define facility process variables. The physical and 
chemical process upstream of the emissions abatement control 
technology is evaluated. The "potential to emit" is estimated, as 
if no control technology is present. Radionuclides are selected 
for control technology evaluations. Those that contribute more 
than 10% of the unabated dose, or that exceed 0.1 mrem/yr (to the 
maximally exposed member of the public (MEI)), or any others which 
the Department indicates are necessary are used to evaluate 
potential abatement technology.

Step 2 Gather information___on___all___available___<?9hblT9l
technologies. A selective search is made of "available" control 
technologies. This list is prepared by review of literature, 
database searches and compendiums of air emission control 
technologies. Available technologies include any technology that 
may be procured.

Step 3 Determine technical feasibility. A control technology 
may be eliminated if it is found to have poor safety, reliability, 
control effectiveness, or applicability to the emissions unit. The 
BARCT evaluation will include combinations of abatement equipment, 
indication devices and control features. Both the ventilation 
system and its components are evaluated.

Step 4 List all feasible control technologies in order of 
effectiveness. The remaining control technologies are listed in 
order of effectiveness (efficiency) in reducing the dose to the 
MEI. This produces a "top-down" list. If the "top" control 
technology is selected, the BARCT determination is complete.

Step 5 Evaluate the environmental, energy, and economic 
impacts. Each control technology is evaluated in succession from
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the "top-down." An objective evaluation considers both beneficial 
and adverse impacts.

Health-Based Benefit - The reduction in dose equivalent 
to the population , or at least to the MEI, and to the radiation 
worker is a beneficial impact.

Environmental Impact - Generation and disposal of waste 
(all types), construction activities, and threats to the public 
health and the environment are potential environmental impacts.

Energy Impacts - Energy use, both for construction and 
operation, is an energy impact. Supply services (e.g., power 
lines) are included.

Economic Impacts - Financial impacts include: design and 
development, construction, operations and maintenance, and the cost 
of environmental and energy impacts.

The adverse economic impact versus the reduction in dose 
equivalent is a measure for the cost/benefit analysis of the 
control technology evaluated.

Documentation Requirements

The evaluator reports the conclusions of the BARCT 
determination. The Department reviews the report and approves or 
disapproves the evaluation.

IV. Examples of BARCT Determinations

m . Grout Disposal Facility - The Grout disposal facility 
receives large volumes of liquid low level waste from the Hanford 
tank farms. This waste is mixed with grouting materials and formed 
into large grout vaults. The potential for release of radioactive 
air emissions was evaluated for this project. The evaluation 
identified HEPA filtration and zone control as BARCT. The use of 
condensers to control small amounts of tritium was found to exceed 
BARCT requirements. This conclusion was based on estimates that 
electric power requirements (energy impacts), if from a nuclear 
power source, would produce a much greater radioactive waste 
source-term than it would mitigate. The cost of condensers and the 
need to dispose of large volumes of slightly contaminated water 
influenced this decision. Forty four grout vaults, each containing
1.4 million gallons of grouted waste, have been permitted to date.

(2) . Waste Water Treatment - The BARCT determination considered 
the facility as new construction, the source-term as small and the 
radionuclide emissions in particulate form. The obvious need for 
HEPA filtration was determined to be BARCT. This is an example of 
a determination not entailing a cumbersome evaluation.

(3) . DAW Gasifier - Dry activated waste (DAW) from commercial
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reactor operations is separated into a cellulosic portion and 
gasified. This high temperature process utilizes a heated, slow 
feed-rate auger and a non-oxidizing atmosphere to accomplish volume 
reduction. The residue is mixed with grouting material and 
solidified in preparation for low level solid waste disposal.

The BARCT evaluation included the potential for a large 
unabated dose due to the close proximity of public access to the 
facility. This produced a requirement for significant control 
technology to obtain a large reduction in emissions.

The BARCT evaluation required the use of several control 
technologies. A scrubber was required for emissions abatement and 
off-gas cooling. An optional mist eliminator was required if 
liquid water is present in the scrubber off-gas. A heater was 
required to reduce the maximum humidity of the off-gas through the 
filters. A redundant set of pre-filters, HEPAs, and two stages of 
charcoal absorbers followed. Indication and control devices were 
specified. Compliance with ASME N509 and N510 was required. Fire 
suppression and zone control at the input and output of the process 
was defined.

Disposal of the liquid waste from the scrubber by mixing with 
the residue and grouting material was an added benefit.

The BARCT determination evaluation was based on cost and 
control technology efficiency estimates, and the resulting MEI and 
population dose reduction estimates. Measures were cost per dose 
reduced and estimated emissions (dose with BARCT controls).

(41., HWVP (Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant) - The HWVP will 
receive small volumes of high level liquid radioactive waste from 
Hanford tank farms for vitrification. This waste will be pre
treated and mixed with frit (glass forming material). A liquid- 
fed, joule-heated melter will produce bora-silicate glass. Joule
heating is produced by application of a voltage across the 
resistivity of the liquid. The melted glass is poured into large 
stainless steel cylinders, weighing approximately 2000 kg. (4800 
lb.) when full. After cooling, the cylinders are decontaminated 
and a closure is welded into the top opening. Glass logs, as they 
are called, will be placed in interim storage at Hanford and 
ultimately disposed of at the high level waste repository.

The BARCT determination must consider the melter off-gas (MOG) 
and the pre-treatment process vessel vents (PW) . The MOG consists 
of volatile and semi-volatile compounds (mostly steam) evolving 
from the melter. The 1100 Cl (2000 F.) melt temperature produces 
condensable and non-condensable surges in gas flow that must be 
controlled. The turbulent nature of the off-gas causes entrainment 
of large particles. A film cooler at the exit from the melter 
causes the solidification of entrained glass particles and reduces 
the likelihood of plugging.

The PW collects the volatile off-gas from the pre-treatment
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process vessel vents. The chemical process in these vessels 
produces hydrogen. Addition of air dilutes the concentration of 
hydrogen in the off-gas .below the lower flammable limit. There is 
also a large volume of steam evolved during pre-treatment. Other 
non-radioactive chemical components may be present in quantities 
that could influence the selection of abatement technology.

Construction of the HWVP is to begin in February, 1993. 
Operation is expected in December, 1999. A phased application 
process is planned. Each phase of construction will be permitted 
successively. The initial BARCT determination is expected by the 
Department later this year. The BARCT determination will be 
revised prior to each construction phase.
(5) . Cancer Research Facility - This research and clinical 
facility is expected to have a low potential to emit. Radio-iodine 
is the principle source-term. Proposed treatment protocols include 
the use of charcoal absorbers at the source. Final evaluation is 
pending receipt of a BARCT determination application. A 
streamlined evaluation for BARCT is planned.

V. The Future for BARCT
The State of Washington will enforce the most stringent 

engineering standards at the source. BARCT is the current "best" 
or most stringent standard. As other regulations and standards are 
developed, the state will evaluate and adopt these standards, as 
appropriate. The revision of WAC 246-247 with the codification of 
the BARCT determination procedure, is expected to enhance the 
Department's ability to enforce the BARCT standard. The
enforcement of BARCT helps assure the public that the state is 
taking a conservative approach to radionuclide air emissions.
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DISCUSSION

HAYES, Jj Does BARCT apply to nuclear power plants?

BLACKLAW: I believe it will when it is adopted.

HAYES, Will it only apply to norinal effluents or will it apply to all effluents?

BLACKLAW: I think it will apply to any vapor effluent. Generally speaking, we have NRC facilities 
such as power plants and they are quite well regulated. We can enforce the NRC regulations, 
I expect, but we don’t see that our regulations are more stringent at this point (except for the 
BARCT and RACT engineering standards).

HAYES, The reason I asked that particular question is because, in some of the advanced reactors, 
there has been a tendency to remove charcoal adsorbers from both ESF systems and from normal 
effluent systems. I think this would have an impact upon advanced reactor designs if you could 
enforce this type of regulation in the State of Washington, and possibly, in other states.

Another question: it seems you have something equivalent to a cost-benefit ratio. Do you 
use a dollar value, so many dollars per person rem, to put you over the edge? In other words, 
if the ratio is over $100 per person rem would the equipment not be installed?

BLACKLAW: We researched that topic and we have some internal guidelines that we use. We don’t 
like to use them because, a lot of times, what in the end makes the difference is the actual 
expected dose, rather than the dollar-per-man-rem-reduced. We have numbers like that, but they 
are only one part of what we end up using.

HAYES, Jj In other words, guidelines versus a fixed, definitive rate?

BLACKLAW: Yes.

HAYES, For your 25 millirem per year, is that a particular organ dose or is it a whole body?

PETERSON: It is a whole body dose. Organ doses are limited to 75 millirem per year.

BLACKLAW: Also, it might be noted that EPA NESHAPS (40 CFR 61, Subpart H) calls for a 10 
millirem ambient standard. When it is in effect (DOE facilities), we expect to regulate to that 
limit. When it is not in effect, we will use the 25 millirem standard (e.g., NRC Licen.).
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CLOSING COMMENTS OF SESSION CO-CHAIRMAN SOFFER

In this session, four papers were scheduled. We actually heard three. The first paper by Mr. 
Jacox, reviewed HEPA filtration test standards. He began with an interesting discussion about the 
development and history of HEPA filters. He pointed out that the key attribute is efficiency. However, 
he pointed out that HEPAs are often looked upon as a commodity and that users, when ordering or 
specifying HEPA filters, have to be very careful that they comply with the legal requirements of the 
authorities, either DOE or NRC, that they are being licensed under. He pointed out the plethora of 
standards and codes that have been issued and the fact that people have used textbooks as specifications 
when they should not have done so. There was a considerable amount of discussion that there are 
courses, workshops, and ample instructional materials in this somewhat confusing area. One of the more 
important points that was made was that DOE requires all its HEPA filters to be double-tested, whereas 
NRC leaves this up to the individual user.

The second paper was on the application of ASME Code AG-1 to the construction of the 
Yonggwang Plant in South Korea. This was presented by Mr. J.D. York of Ellis and Watts. He pointed 
out that AG-1 can be successfully implemented and it has proven to be a workable code despite the fact 
that there are still missing sections. However, these were supplemented by existing portions of N509 and 
N510. He also pointed out some of the interesting problems that resulted from working in a cross- 
cultural environment, including the blessing of ATRAC components, which I don’t think is in any of the 
U.S. standards. He pointed out an interesting test that was performed on the component cooling water 
coils where it was really necessary to demonstrate that they could be operated at design basis accident 
conditions.

The final paper was a presentation by Mr. Blacklaw of the State of Washington, Department of 
Health, on BARCT: A Conservative Approach to Regulating Radionuclide Emissions. Mr. Blacklaw 
pointed out that the Federal Clean Air Act gives states authority to set standards. He described the 
standards of the State of Washington. They use an ambient standard of 25 mremfyr and require RACT, 
or reasonably available control technology, which is basically a ALARA-type standard. Much more 
stringent BARCT, or best available radionuclide control technology, adopted in 1988, is required 
whenever there are changes or modifications that will significantly change potential radionuclide 
emissions. He described the 5-step determination procedure that goes into this procedure. He also 
described the control strategies to be applied in a top-down order of approach and he discussed a number 
of examples, particularly around the Hanford area but not necessarily confined to that.
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OPENING COMMENTS OF SESSION CO-CHAIRMAN MOELLER

On behalf of the Program Committee and the co-chair, Dr. W. R. A. Goosens, it is my pleasure 
to welcome you to Sessions 5 and 6 of the DOE/NRC Nuclear Air Cleaning and Treatment Conference. 
Session 5 is directed to "Waste Management," and Session 6 will be on "Instruments and Sampling." The 
papers presented during these two sessions will cover three subjects: (1) Radioactive waste management; 
(2) Instruments and sampling of air systems; and (3) Filter performance and testing.

Our first speaker for Session 5 is Dr. M. Kitamura of the Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries, 
Japan. Dr. Kitamura will be speaking on an "Experimental Study on the Volatile Ruthenium 
Decontamination Factor of the Perforated Plate Column Scrubber."

NOTE: Dr. Moeller chaired Session 5 (covering papers 5-1,5-2, and 5-4); Dr. W. R. A. Goosens chaired 
Session 6 (covering papers 6-1, 6-2, 6-3,15-6 and 15-1).
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON THE VOLATILE RUTHENIUM DECONTAMINATION 
FACTOR OF THE PERFORATED PLATE COLUMN SCRUBBER.

M. Kitamura, K. Shirato, and K. Arai 
Ishikawajima Harima Heavy Industries Co., Ltd

Tokyo, Japan

Abstract

During a high temperature treatment of the radioactive 
wastes that contain ruthenium, some ruthenium is volatilized and 
released to the off gas system. The volatilized ruthenium is 
removed with a scrubber and an adsorber. It was expected that 
the scrubber was one of the most effective equipments to remove 
ruthenium and the decontamination factor of the scrubber was 
studied.

The experimental apparatus was simulated a part of an actual 
perforated plate columr^ scrubber. The non-radioactive ruthenium 
which simulated the radioactive ruthenium was volatilized and fed 
into the scrubber. The decontamination factor of the scrubber 
was determined by the ratio of the ruthenium concentration at the 
inlet and outlet of the scrubber off gas stream. The results 
showed that the scrubber removed the volatile ruthenium 
effectively as expected.

I. Introduction

There are some kinds of radioactive wastes generated from 
the nuclear fuel cycle facilities. They are defined as high 
level, medium level and low level waste depending on the 
activity. Some of them are liquid wastes and others are solid 
wastes. The radioactive ruthenium is sometimes contained in 
these wastes. In order to reduce the volume of the waste, high 
temperature processes are established. Among them, the 
incineration, evaporation and vitrification<;L> may release the 
volatile ruthenium when they process the ruthenium contaminated 
waste. In such process an oxidizing and high temperature 
atmosphere tends to produce the volatile ruthenium.

Most of the off gas processes have the first! scrubber as a 
quencher to recover the vaporized liquid and to cool the off gas, 
and then the volatilized ruthenium is also recovered 
simultaneously. However, after the treatment in the scrubber the 
small part of the volatile ruthenium may still.exist in the off 
gas stream in case of conservative evaluation. The Silica-Gel 
adsorber is used for removing these remaining ruthenium, but it 
brings solid waste. In order to avoid generating the solid 
waste, the water scrubbing process was proposed and studied. The 
previous study showed that the water scrubbing was the one of the 
effective processes to remove the volatile ruthenium.‘2’ 
Therefore, the present study simulated a NOx absorbing scrubber 
in the vitrification off gas system.
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This study evaluated the performance of the water scrubber 
to remove the ruthenium from the off gas stream and the stability 
of it through the series of studies with changing experimental 
conditions. In these studies the inlet and outlet ruthenium 
concentration in the off gas were measured and the 
decontamination factor(DF) value was calculated.

II Experimental Method 

Experimental apparatus
The experimental apparatus consists of the scrubber and 

auxiliary equipments. The scrubber is a perforated plate column 
with three plates and it simulates a part of an industrial scaled 
plate column. The diameter of the column is 0.2m and height 
between plates is 0.4m that is almost the same as that of the 
industrial column. The column installs nozzles, a gas inlet and 
outlet, a scrubbing water inlet and outlet. Figure 1 shows the 
schematic of the scrubber.

The auxiliary equipments consist of a volatile ruthenium 
generator, a gas supplying system, a scrubbing water supplying 
system and ruthenium samplers. Figure 2 shows the schematic of 
the scrubber and auxiliary systems.

SCRUBBING SOLUTION INLET OFF GAS OUTLET

OVERFLOW WEIR
PERFORATED PLATE

DOWNCOMER

OFF GAS INLET
DRAIN

Figure 1 Schematic of the experimental scrubber.
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(1) SCRUBBER (9) RUTHENIUM SAMPLER (17) FLOW METER
(2) FEED TANK (10) PUMP (18) PRESSURE GAUGE
(3) DRAIN TANK (11) VACUUM PUMP (19) MANOMETER
(4) RECYCLE TANK (12) FILTER (20) DISTILLED WATER
(5) HUMIDIFIER (13) MIST CATCHER (21) DRAIN
(6) NOx FEEDER (14) HEATER (22) AIR INTAKE
(7) VOLATILE RUTHENIUM GENERATOR (15) THERMOCONTROLLER (23) STACK
(8) OUTLET TREATMENT TOWER (16) THERMOCOUPLE

Figure 2 Flow Sheet of the experimental apparatus
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The outlet of the scrubbing water is conected to the top of 
the scrubber with a pump in order to study the effect of 
scrubbing water recycle.

The volatile ruthenium was generated from the volatile 
ruthenium generator that contained npn-radioactive ruthenium 
solution. The solution was prepared by dissolving RuO* in 
solution with sulfuric acid and potassium periodate. The air was 
fed into the flask with the solution and the RuO* was volatilized 
into the carrier gas. The carrier gas, the air with RuCU, was 
flew into the main gas stream and the scrubber inlet gas 
concentration was controlled by adjusting the carrier gas flow 
rate. The RuCU volatility rate of the generator had been 
calibrated with the temperature and the .carrier gas flow rate.

The ruthenium sampler consists of sampling bottles, a flow 
meter and a vacuum pump. The bottles contain 3(N) of hydrogen 
chloride and 5% ethanol solution. These samplers are installed 
at the gas inlet and the outlet pipe of the scrubber.

The experimental apparatus that contact with ruthenium are 
made of the glass to avoid the deposition of the ruthenium.

Procedures
Before the experiments the inside of the equipments was 

rinsed carefully to remove organic materials and to avoid the 
reduction of the RuCU on the surface of the glass. The 
experiments were performed as follows.

J

(1) The test gas without ruthenium was fed into the 
scrubber and the pump of the scrubbing water was 
started.

(?.) The simulated off gas and the scrubbing water were kept 
on the temperature of the experimental condition. The 
temperature of the scrubber was also maintained by 
controlling the room temperature.

(3) The temperature of the scrubber inlet piping was raised 
to avoid deposition of RuOz.

(4) The gas flow rate and scrubbing water flow rate were 
determined and confirmed to keep L/G.

(5) The carrier gas was fed into the ruthenium generator. 
The temperature and carrier gas flow rate were kept to 
attain an amount of the volatile ruthenium for the 
experiment. 6

(6) After the stable state of the experimental condition 
was attained, the gas sampling were started. The 
experimental and sampling time were determined to 
expect the concentration of the ruthenium in the 
sampling solution.
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(7) The sampling bottles were separated from the
experimental apparatus and the solution containing 
ruthenium was sent to the analytical laboratory.

(8) The DFs for the experiments were determined to
calculate the ratio of the inlet ruthenium
concentration to that of the outlet.

Experimental conditions
The experimental conditions were selected to simulate the 

actual operation range of the NOx absorbing scrubber that was 
installed in the HLLW vitrification off gas system. The
concentration of the non-radioactive ruthenium was about 8xl0-3 - 
3xl0-1 mg/Nm3. The Ratio of the scrubbing water and gas flow 
rate were kept constant as L/G. The gas flow rate was determined 
to meet the linear gas velocity in the column. The flow rate of 
the scrubbing water was determined by gas flow rate and L/G. The 
standard temperature of the scrubber was 35®C. In addition to 
the standard experiment, the operational conditions were changed 
and these effects on the DFs were studied. Table 1 and Table 2 
show the standard and various experimental conditions.

Table 1 Condition for the standard experiment

Feeding rate of scrubbing water 2.0 - 2. 8[|/h]

Mean gas temperature between the inlet 
and the outlet of the scrubber

33 - 37 [°C]

Temperature of scrubbing water at the inlet 
of the scrubber

36 - 38 [•c]

III Experimental Results

Standard condition
Figure 3 shows the results for the standard conditions 

together with the previous work. The figure denotes the relation 
of the volatile ruthenium concentration between at the inlet and 
outlet of the scrubber. The decontamination factor(DF) was 
calculated as follows.

Volatile Ruthenium Concentration of Inlet Gas
Volatile Ruthenium Concentration of Outlet Gas
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Table 2 Experiments for the various conditions

Experiment on low scrubbing water feeding rate; 
Feeding rate of scrubbing water 1.2 [l/h]

Experiments on recycling of scrubber solution; 
Feeding rate of scrubbing water
Recycling rate of scrubbing solution

0
2.2

[</h]
[l/h]

Experiment on high operating temperature;
Mean gas temperature between the inlet 
and the outlet of the scrubber

47 rci

Temperature of scrubbing solution at the 
inlet of the scrubber

53 [•C]

RUTHENIUM AT THE SCRUBBER INLET [ mg / Nm3 ]

Figure 3 Relation between the scrubber inlet and outlet volatile 
ruthenium concentration; standard condition.
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The straight line on the graph shows DF=100 and the result 
of the study shows the DF value of the scrubber is more than 100. 
It shows that the water scrubbing perforated plate column has 
high efficiency to remove the volatile ruthenium and the 
decontamination factor is comparable to that of the Silica-Gel 
adsorber.

Various conditions
The temperature of the scrubber may fluctuate as the results 

of the long operation. To evaluate the negative effect on the 
raising temperature, the basic test was carried out using a small 
absorbing bottle as Figure 4 before the test using the 
experimental scrubber. The ruthenium concentration of the test 
gas was 4.6mg/Nm3. The result showed that the DF values are 40- 
60 for the temperature between 30°C and 50°C. The difference of 
temperature did not show the apparent effect on the DF.

(1) Absorbing bottle
(2) Sampling bottle
(3) Water bath
(4) Gas supply

(5) Volatile ruthenium generator
(6) Vacuum pump
(7) Gas flow meter

Figure 4 Equipment for the basic study.

The results of the various conditions in Table 2 are shown 
in Figure 5.

The test column, 'in Figure 2 was covered with the thermal 
insulator in addition to the control of the room temperature. 
The result at 47°C showed that DF value was kept more than 100 at 
this temperature. The result of the basic study was reconfirmed.

The flow rate of the scrubbing water was reduced to a half 
of the standard condition. The DF value was more than 100 as 
same as the result of the standard condition. The concentration 
of the ruthenium in the off gas and scrubbing solution were low 
enough not to affect on the DF value.
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□ : LOW SCRUBBING WATER FEEDING RATE 
A: RECYCLING OF SCRUBBER SOLUTION^/ 
O: HIGH OPERATING TEMPERATURE /

RUTHENIUM AT THE SCRUBBER INLET [mg/Nm3 ]

Figure 5 Relation between the scrubber inlet and outlet volatile 
ruthenium concentration; various conditions.

The scrubbing water was recycled to the top of the scrubber 
to simulate the various operation. The result did not differ 
from that of standard condition during two or three days 
operation. After the long term recycling operation, the 
scrubbing solution may be saturated by ruthenium and DF value may 
be decrease. But it takes very long period of operation because 
the ruthenium concentration of the gas is low and the increase of 
the concentration in the solution is very slow.

IV Conclusion

The experimental study on the volatile ruthenium 
decontamination factor of the perforated plate column scrubber 
was performed. The operating conditions were determined to 
simulate the condition at the NOx absorbing scrubber of the 
vitrification off gas process.

The decontamination factor for the> standard condition was 
more than 100 and it did not decrease among various experimental 
conditions, raising temperature, reducing scrub water flow rate, 
and scrub water recycling. It is confirmed that the perforated 
plate column scrubber is an effective equipment to remove the 
volatile ruthenium. The decontamination factor for the volatile 
ruthenium of the vitrification off gas system with the perforated 
plate column is high enough to,achieve nearly zero release rate 
of ruthenium.
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DISCUSSION

FURRER: I would like to give you a question. Have you observed any plateout of ruthenium or
fallout of ruthenium on your scrubber plates? If so, you will have an increase of the dose rate 
on your plates. Can you answer the question?

KITAMURA: We have not observed plateout of ruthenium on the perforated plates. We kept the 
experimental temperature constant and we carefully and continuously scrubbed the inside of the 
plates to avoid the plateout of ruthenium.
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MEASUREMENT OF CESIUM EMISSIONS DURING THE VITRIFICATION 
OF SIMULATED HIGH LEVEL RADIOACTIVE WASTE

John R. Zamecnik, Donald H. Miller and Joe T. Carter 
Westinghouse Savannah River Company

Abstract

In the Defense Waste Processing Facility at the Savannah River Site, it is desired to 
eliminate a startup test that would involve adding small amounts of radioactive cesium-137 
to simulated high-level waste. In order to eliminate this test, a reliable method for 
measuring non-radioactive cesium in the offgas system from the glass melter is required. 
From a pilot scale melter system, offgas particulate samples were taken on filter paper 
media and analyzed by Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS). The ICP- 
MS method proved to be sufficiently sensitive to measure cesium quantities as low as 0.135 
jig, with the sensitivity being limited by the background cesium present in the filter paper. 
Topical particulate loadings ranged from <0.2 to >800 jig of cesium. This sensitivity allowed 
determination of cesium decontamination factors for four of the five major components of 
the offgas system. The decontamination factors measured experimentally compared 
favorably with the process design basis values.

I. Introduction

The Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF) at the Savannah River Site (SRS) will 
be the United States' first facility to process high-level radioactive waste (HLW) into glass 
for storage in an off-site geologic repository. The Savannah River Technology Center 
(SRTC) operates the Integrated DWPF Melter System (IDMS), which is a pilot scale test 
facility used in support of the start-up and operation of the DWPF. Specifically, the IDMS is 
used in the evaluation of the DWPF melter and its associated feed preparation and offgas 
treatment systems.

The DWPF is currently preparing to begin its Cold Runs, in which non-radioactive, 
simulated waste materials will be used to test the operation of the facility. As part of the 
testing of the DWPF, several runs with simulated waste spiked with small amounts of 
radioactive cesium-137 are planned in order to determine the decontamination factors (DF) 
of the melter offgas system. Cesium-137 is the major radioisotope that is expected to enter 
the offgas system. Since the cesium-137 spike tests are to be the last tests conducted prior to 
radioactive startup, it was desired to determine if the decontamination factors for cesium 
removal could be ascertained in the initial Cold Runs so that any equipment or processing 
modifications could be implemented as soon as possible. Moreover, substantial cost and time 
savings could be realized if the cesium-137 spike runs could be eliminated.

An experimental program was conducted in the IDMS to demonstrate the feasibility of 
determining cesium decontamination factors with non-radioactive cesium since non
radioactive cesium analysis techniques were believed to lack the required sensitivity. In 
addition to measuring the DF for cesium, the DF for total particulate was also measured.

A. IDMS Process Description!

An overall flow diagram of the IDMS melter and offgas system is shown in Figure 1. 
The glass melter in the IDMS is a joule-heated slurry fed melter which melts glass at 1050- 
1100 °C. A slurry of HLW and borosilicate glass frit is fed via a feed tube onto the top of the 
glass surface in the melter. The melter is equipped with Inconel resistance heaters in the 
vapor space to assist in vaporization of the water in the slurry feed and to combust offgases 
evolved from the slurry. The melter is purged with air and the offgas passes through a film

Work performed under U. S. Department of Energy Contract No. DE-AC09-89SR18035
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Figure 1. Integrated DWPF Melter System offgas system schematic.

cooler designed to minimize particulate build up in the offgas line and to cool the offgas 
from 450-725°C to less than 350°C.

After passing through the film cooler, the gas is then scrubbed in the Quencher 
(Figure 2), which is an ejector-venturi scrubber that reduces the gas temperature below 
the dew point to disengage most of the water vapor from the non-condensibles, scrub 
entrained glass particles, and allow semi-volatile particles (salts) to coalesce. The Quencher 
uses offgas condensate as the motive fluid. The offgas and condensate leaving the Quencher 
enter the Off-Gas Condensate Tank (OGCT) where the liquid and vapor disengage. The 
condensate is maintained at 40°C by a cooler.

The offgas from the OGCT is then passed through a series of two Steam Atomized 
Scrubbers (SAS)2, which remove submicron and micron-sized particles (Figure 3). The SAS 
removes particulates by combining water with the offgas in a region of turbulent mixing. 
This mixing action is created by directing a jet of steam into an enclosed cavity so as to 
create a region of turbulent flow along the outer boundary of the jet. Water is sprayed 
around the jet and mixes with the process gas. The droplets formed are then accelerated in 
the mixing tube where turbulence is sufficient to promote coalescence, but low enough so 
as not to cause significant re-entrainment of the liquid. The droplets are separated from
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Figure 2. Melter offgas system Quencher.
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Figure 3. Melter offgas system Steam Atomized Scrubbers.

the vapor in a cyclone separator. The SAS technology was developed and patented by the 
Lone Star Steel Company, which refers to the equipment as Hydro-Sonic Scrubbers. The 
condensate and condensed steam are returned to the OGCT.

The offgas leaving the SASes is passed through a shell-and-tube heat exchanger that 
separates the condensibles from the offgas and removes virtually all of the elemental 
mercury. The separated condensibles are returned to the OGCT. A mist eliminator (York
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demister) with an atomized water spray removes any suspended liquid droplets from the 
non-condensible gases.

The High Efficiency Mist Eliminator (HEME) consists of a densely packed glass fiber 
filter that is wetted continuously by an atomized water spray. There is a coarse 1.25 cm 
layer of 30 fim glass fiber on the face followed by a 6.4 cm layer of fine 8 jim glass fiber 
packed at 175 kg/m3. The HEME was designed to operate at a 2.5 cm/sec superficial face 
velocity.

After passing through the HEME, the offgas is heated 10°C above its dew point to 
prevent condensation in the High Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) filters. Two HEPA 
filters in parallel serve as the final treatment step before the air is released to the 
environment. In DWPF, two HEPA filters are used in series, followed by a sand filter.

II. Experimental Methods

A. Sampling

The particulate samples were taken from five different points in the melter offgas 
system. The locations of the sampling points within the process are shown in Figure 1. 'Die 
five sample points are identified as:

1. Melter Exit
2. Qpencher/OGCT Exit
3. SAS/Condenser Exit
4. HEME Exit
5. HEPA Exit

A modified version of the EPA Method 53 Sampling Train was used to sample the IDMS 
melter offgas system at the five locations. The equipment used is shown in Figure 4. The 
offgas was sampled at as near to isokinetic conditions as possible. The process mass flowrate 
was measured by process flow transmitters and converted to velocity and corrected for 
variations in pressure, temperature and density. The Staksamplr (Anderson Samplers) gas 
metering system was adjusted in real time to keep the sample velocity equal to the process 
velocity. Particulate samples were collected on glass fiber filter paper (Reeve Angel 934AH 
Mark 3/5 #1) with an average pore size of 0.3 jim. After leaving the filter housing, the 
sampled offgas passed through four (or five) chilled (0-5°C) impingers which condensed 
water and other condensible gases.

As a check of the accuracy of sampling, the approach to 100% isokinetic sampling 
(%I) was calculated for all samples. The desired %I is 100%, with 90-110% being acceptable 
to the EPA for pollution monitoring. Experience with another melter system at SRTC has 
shown that it is difficult to keep the % isokinetic in this range for pipes of 5-10 cm 
diameter. EPA Method 5 is designed for sampling of stack gases in which the velocity does 
not vary significantly in time. However, for the melter system, the offgas velocity can vaiy 
substantially over the time intervals sampled. To calculate the %I, time averaged process 
temperatures, pressures, densities and flowrates were used. Hence, the actual %I will be 
better than that calculated from the time averaged data. For sampling of IDMS, the sample 
weighted average %I was 94% with a standard deviation of 18%; the maximum was 132% (1 
sample) and the minimum was 68% (1 sample). Four samples were taken at a %I of 200%; 
these samples were not considered in the calculations of the decontamination factors.

B. Analyses4

The filter samples containing the collected IDMS offgas line particulates were sent to 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) for examination by ICP-MS. First, x-ray
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Figure 4. Modified EPA Method 5 sampling train.

fluorescence was used to obtain an approximate value for the cesium present in each sample. 
The samples were then dissolved in a mixture of nitric and hydrofluoric acids, taken to dryness, 
and redissolved in dilute nitric acid. Additional dilutions were made to bring the cesium 
concentrations to levels matching the instrument's range of optimum performance. Only two 
dilution levels, differing by a factor of ten, were used. The total cesium per sample ranged from 
0.34 to 19.2 pg and 9.18 to 948 pg for the smaller and larger dilutions, respectively.

Three blanks were used in the determination: nitric acid, reagent, and filter medium. The 
amount of cesium in the nitric acid used for the dilutions was first determined. The reagent 
blank, which included all the materials used, was measured at each of the two dilution levels. 
Two filter medium blanks, one at each dilution level, were also dissolved, analyzed, and 
reanalyzed. As expected, the filter medium blanks showed the highest amount of cesium and 
limited the sensitivity of the analyses. The filter medium blanks contained an average of 0.315 
and 0.357 pg cesium for the low and high dilution, respectively; these values were subtracted 
from all of the measured cesium values.

After dissolution, roughly half of the samples analyzed left insoluble residues which were 
centrifuged out. The residue is believed to be associated with the filter paper medium, since 
some of the blanks also gave a residue. In all but one sample, the residue contained less than 1% 
of the total cesium; in that one sample, the residue contained >31% of the cesium.
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To ensure the integrity of the analyses, several original solutions were re-diluted and 
reanalyzed. In addition, two blanks including filter papers were spiked with 10 and 100 jig 
of cesium. Three standards solutions (1, 10, 100 ppb) were also analyzed and a 10 ppb 
solution was analyzed before and after each sample to correct for drift. The calibration 
curve of the ICP-MS was linear and drift was minor. The uncertainty of the ICP-MS 
technique, based on duplicate analyses, ranged from 0.0 to 7.1%, with an average 
uncertainty of 4.4%.

Total particulate weight was determined by weighing the Alter papers on a 5 place 
analytical balance before and after sampling. For both the initial and Anal weight, the 
Alter papers were dried in an oven at 110°C for at least 24 hours and were cooled in a 
desiccator. In some cases, the weight of the Alter paper after sampling was so close to die 
initial weight that the DF determined was very inaccurate.

HI. Results and Discussion

Cesium concentrations greater than the blanks were obtained from four of the Ave 
locations sampled (Table 1). The HEPA exit location gave samples that were only slightly 
higher than the blanks, with substantial variation in the weights for a given sampling 
interval. The HEME exit samples were also only slightly larger than the blanks, but the 
weights were more consistent. If a Alter paper with less background cesium were 
available, the HEME exit measurements would be more accurate, but the HEPA exit 
measurements would probably not be improved. The typical sampling times used for each 
of the sampling locations are shown in Table 2. Greater sampling times would increase the 
cesium loading on the Alter paper, but times greater than 10 hours were not possible 
because the Alter papers would often become damp and result in a pressure drop too high to 
continue sampling. SRTC is presently evaluating a method in which the offgas samples are 
scrubbed with ultrapure nitric acid to collect die cesium; no Alter paper is used in this 
method.

Table 1. Amounts of cesium measured on Alter paper samples.

Weight (jig)

Location_______________ Lowest_______ Mean______ Highest

Melter Exit 8.82 209.54 445.64

Quencher/OGCT Exit 87.04 348.65 862.64

SAS/Condenser Exit 1.815 23.90 132.64

HEME Exit aiss 0338 0775
HEPA Exit 0.025 0245 0705

Table 2. Typical total sampling dmes.

Location Time

Melter Exit 4-15 min

Quencher/OGCT Exit 1.5-4 hr

SAS/Condenser Exit 1.2-4 hr

HEME Exit 4-8 hr

HEPA Exit 4- 10 hr

Table 3 shows the cesium Aowrates measured in the IDMS offgas system. This table 
also shows the design decontamination factors for the DWPF and the overall
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decontamination factors measured in IDMS. Comparison of the overall decontamination 
factor (without the HEPA filters) shows that IDMS achieved an order of magnitude better 
performance than the design basis, mainly due to the high DF for the melter. The IDMS 
melter has a much larger vapor space volume to melt surface area ratio than the DWPF 
melter which may result in less entrainment of glass particles.

Table 3. Design and measured cesium decontamination factors.5

DF across:

IDMS Cesium 
Flowrate 

(me/min)
DWPF Design 

DF
IDMS Measured

DF

Melter Feed 335. - -

Melter 2.54 ±1.39 15 132

Quencher/OGCT 0.960 ±0.560 8.9 2.7

SAS/Condenser 0.0337 ±0.0208 50 28.5

HEME 1.07 ± 0.78 x 10-4 40 314

HEPA #1 1.43 ± 1.91 x ID4 422 0.75

HEPA #2 NA 24.5 NA

Overall (without HEPAs) - 2.67 x10s 31.3 x10s

Overall (without HEPAs & feed to offeas) 1.78 x 104 2.37 xlO4

The DF for the Quencher/OGCT in IDMS was much lower than the design basis. It is 
reasonable to assume that the concentration of larger particulates at the inlet to the 
Quencher was smaller than assumed in the design basis since the DF of the melter was much 
higher than expected. The Quencher/OGCT combination is designed to remove large 
particulates, which are mainly entrained glass,6 so it is not unexpected that it performed 
less efficiently than the design basis. Table 4 shows the design basis decontamination 
factors for both entrained and semi-volatile cesium. The SAS/Condenser DF was only about 
56% of the design value; however, within experimental error, this equipment probably 
performed up to the design basis. The HEME filter DF indicates that this filter has an overall 
efficiency that is much better than that assumed in the design.

The total particulate decontamination factors determined in IDMS and the DWPF 
design values are shown in Table 5. The overall DF determined in IDMS is similar to the 
design value, but its magnitude is mainly due to the melter DF being much larger than 
expected. Again, the low experimental decontamination factors are due to there being less 
entrained particulate in offgas (melter DF - 38 times design) and also due to the difficulty in 
measuring small weight gains on the filter papers.

Table 4. Design decontamination factors for entrained and semi-volatile Cesium.

DF across:
Entrained

Cesium
Semi-volatile

Cesium
Overall
Cesium

Quencher 10 1 8.9

SAS/Condenser 50 50 50

HEME 40 40 40

HEPA #1 500 200 422

HEPA #2 50 10 24.5
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Table 5. Design and measured total particulate decontamination factors.

DF across:
DWPF Design* 

DF
IDMS Measured 

DF

Melter 69 2626
Quencher/OGCT <10 2.85
SAS/Condenser 50 20.6

HEME 40 8.2

HEPA #1 <500 1.43
HEPA #2 <50 NA

Overall (without HEPAs) -1.38 xlO6 1.24 xlO6

* design DF values indicated are for entrainment only; 
semi-volatile values will be smaller__________________

IV. Conclusions

The data indicate that the decontamination factors for cesium in the Melter, 
Quencher/OGCT, SAS/Condenser and HEME can be measured by sampling the offgas using 
standard filter paper sampling techniques. The amount of cesium collected at each location 
is sufficient to make accurate measurements, although the HEME Exit location would benefit 
from the use of a filter paper medium containing less background cesium. Measurement of 
cesium at the HEPA Exits is not possible with this technique. For both the HEME and HEPA 
Exit sample locations, the nitric acid scrubber method may be feasible, but experimental 
results are needed before this method can be recommended.

Based on the results reported here, and assuming that the nitric acid scrubber 
method works for the HEME and HEPA exit locations, the decontamination factors in the 
DWPF can be determined without the need to spike the melter feed with cesium-137.

The decontamination factors determined in IDMS indicate that the DWPF melter 
offgas system components should perform at or above their design specifications for the 
removal of cesium.
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DISCUSSION

FIRST: The later slides you showed with the decontamination factors in the train, suggest to me
that you have too much air cleaning equipment in there; far more than you need because you are 
not really exercising all the equipment. Having more than you need is a safety factor, but what 
is bad about it is that you take all of your contamination and divide it up into so many little 
different packages that you increase your disposal problem.

ZAMECNIK: Let me show the slides again and explain it a little better. The way the off-gas system is 
set up the scrubbing solution that we use in all the scrubbers is the condensate from the melter. 
The off-gas is about 50% water and so we are continuously forming condensate that is 
recirculated through the cooler and is used in the quench water coming back to the condensate 
tank. It also is used in both scrubbers and then returns to the condensate tank. Condensate 
from the HEME also returns back to the condensate tank. So we are collecting as much of the 
contaminants as possible in one spot. Ultimately, in the IDMS pilot plant, we send it to a waste 
treatment system. But in DWPF, it will be send back to the tank farm and to the evaporators 
and it will come around again in a future melter feed. The only things in this system that we 
have to dispose of, that don’t end up going in the condensate, are the HEME pads in the HEME, 
and the HEPA filters. Since these are both glass-fiber filters, plans are to have a system in 
DWPF which will take the filters, dissolve them in caustic, add it to the feed preparation system, 
and recycle it back through the entire vitrification plant. So, our only effluent from the entire 
facility is the final scrubbed off-gas.

BERGMAN: Why does the second HEPA filter have one tenth the decontamination factor of the first, 
or ten times higher penetration?

ZAMECNIK: The DF for the first HEPA is smaller than would normally be assumed since the upstream 
scrubbing equipment (Quencher, Steam Atmosized Scrubbers, HEME) will have removed a 
significant amount of the particulate. Thus, the HEPA is presented with particles that are 
predominantly around 1 p or less; thus, we assumed a DF of only 500. Similarly, for the second 
HEPA in series, a DF of only 50 was assumed since the particulates presented to it will be much 
more difficult to remove.

GOOSSENS: I would like to ask if you are planning long duration tests? Can you perhaps explain what 
will be the duration of these tests; weeks or months?

ZAMECNIK: Two test were made over the 3rd and 4th experimental runs. Each set of samplings was 
about two weeks. The number of particulate samples that went into calculating each of the DFs 
was, on average, 30 - 40. As of now, in the pilot-scale facility, we do not plan further tests. 
DWPF will be doing extensive testing throughout the two year period of the cold runs.
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Abstract
The ventilation studies of the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant 

described in this paper were performed by personnel from New Mexico 
State University in collaboration with Sandia National Laboratories, 
Los Alamos National Laboratory and Westinghouse Corporation. High 
efficiency particulate air filters (0.61m by 0.6lm by 0.3m) of the 
type in use at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant were loaded with salt 
aerosol provided from that site. The structural strength of salt- 
loaded, high-efficiency filters was investigated at two humidity 
levels, high (75%RH) and low (13-14%RH), by subjecting the filters to 
pressure transients of the types expected from tornadoes. Filters 
loaded under the high humidity condition proved to have a greater 
structural strength than did the filters loaded under the low humidity 
conditions, when both types were subjected to tornado-like pressure 
pulses. This unexpected result was apparently due to the 
crystallization of salt upon the wire face guard of the HEPA filter 
loaded under the high humidity condition which kept salt from 
penetrating the filter medium while still providing a substantial 
pressure drop at the standard flow rate. Results are also presented 
for HEPA filters pre-conditioned at 100%RH before structural testing 
and for HEPA filters in series with pre-filters.

I. Introduction
The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) near Carlsbad, New Mexico 

is an underground repository designed for the safe disposal of 
transuranic wastes. Approximately 14.5 kilometers of horizontal 
shafts have been excavated in a stable salt formation 660 meters below 
the surface. Continual activity within the repository generates a 
salt aerosol that is easily moved by the ventilation system of the 
facility. In a previous paper1 we reported on the affect of this salt 
aerosol upon the filtering efficiency and flow resistance of the WIPP 
site High Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) filters. In this paper we 
examine the affect of salt loading upon the structural strength of 
HEPA filters when subjected to tornado-like pressure transients and 
shock overpressures. Two humidity levels were chosen, 13-14%RH, which 
is well below the point at which salt acquiesces, and 73%RH, which is 
well above this point.
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II. Review of Methodology 
Salt Loading of HEPA Filters

The experimental determination of HEPA filter structural strength 
as a function of salt dust loading was carried out in the Large Scale 
Flow Facility (LSFF) of the Mechanical Engineering Department at New 
Mexico State University. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the 
apparatus upon which clean HEPA filters from the WIPP site were loaded 
with naturally occurring salt dust from WIPP site tunnels. These 
filters were standard 0.61m by 0.61m by 0.3m in size and had been 
certified by the Rocky Flats test facility to have pressure drops of 
no more than 2.54cm of water at the rated flow of 28m3/min and 
efficiencies of at least 99.97%. See Ref. 1 for details on loading.

Structural Strength Testing of Salt Loaded HEPA Filters
The structural strength of salt loaded HEPA filters was 

investigated for pressure transients which simulated both tornado-like 
and explosive-like pulses.
Tornado Testing; Simulation of tornado-like pressure pulses was 
carried out in the blow-down wind tunnel shown in schematic in Fig. 2. 
This wind tunnel consisted of a 0.61m by 0.61m square duct connected 
to a 3.05m by 3.05m by 3.05m plenum chamber. Two large high pressure 
tanks supplied the plenum chamber through 12 sonically limited 
solenoid valves. The valves were computer controlled to produce a 
pressure pulse across the test HEPA filter which closely approximated 
the NRC Region I tornado pressure signature (see Fig. 3). The 
downstream face of the 0.61m by 0.61m by 0.3m HEPA filter being tested 
was photographed by a Red Lake high speed camera at 100 frames per 
second. The camera was synchronized, through a PDP 11/73 computer, 
with the pressure drop across the filter in order to determine the 
pressure difference which caused structural failure of the filter. 
The point of filter failure was defined as that instant when the first 
crack or tear appeared in the filter media.
Shock Testing; Simulation of explosive-like shock waves was 
accomplished in a 0.91m diameter shock tube shown in schematic in Fig.
4. The shock tube driver section (high pressure section) was 3m in 
length, and the driven section (low pressure section) was 36.6m in 
length. The test HEPA filter was located at the outlet end of the 
shock tube (far left in Fig. 4). The Red Lake high speed camera was 
used to photograph the downstream face of the test filer at 500 frames 
per second during the passage of the shock wave through the filter in 
order to determine the instant of filter failure. The camera was 
again synchronized with the pressure difference across the filter 
through the PDP 11/73 computer. Figure 5 shows a typical pressure 
signal of a shock wave approaching the test filter.
Data Acquisition; The PDP 11/73 computer was coupled with a CAMAC data 
acquisition system capable of data rates as high as IMhz on 24 
channels. Normally, data was taken at slower rates to conserve memory 
and the highest rate was used only in the case of shock wave passage.
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Figure 2 Blow-Down Wind Tunnel Tornado Pressure Pulse Simulator
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Figure 3 Approximation to Region I Pressure Pulse Across HEPA Filter in Tornado Simulator.
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Figure 5 Typical Shock Overpressure at HEPA Filter in Explosive Wave Simulator.
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since the leading edge of the shock wave was oh the order of SOfisec in 
width.

Ill. Discussion of Results
The following summarizes the results of the structural testing of 

salt loaded HEPA filters.
Structural Response of HEPA Filters to Pressure Transients

Experiments to determine the structural strength of salt loaded 
HEPA filters were carried out in the tornado simulating blow-down wind 
tunnel and the 0.91m diameter shock tube. Filters were tested under 
high and low humidity conditions in the tornado simulation 
experiments.
Tornado Tests: Table 1 summarizes the results of the HEPA filter 
tornado blow down tests which were performed. Six tests were run: Two 
filters loaded with salt under low humidity conditions (approximately 
13%RH and 14%RH) ; Two filters loaded with salt under high humidity 
conditions (approximately 73%fcH and 84%RH); a single clean, unloaded 
HEPA filter; and a clean, unloaded HEPA filter in series with a clean, 
unloaded pre-filter. The break pressures at which first failure of 
the HEPA filter medium was detected is shown in Table 1. The maximum 
expected error of the break pressures is 0.26psi (l.SkPa). Notice, 
for single filters, this pressure drop ranged from 0.504psig (3.46kPa) 
for filter SN184783 to 1.226psig (8.42kPa) for filter SN185234. The 
two clean, unloaded filters (HEPA SN184678) in series failed at a 
pressure drop of 2.052psig (14.1kPa) across the combined filters. All 
the salt loaded filters were originally loaded to at least 3 inches 
(7.62cm) of water pressure drop at lOOOcfm before undergoing 
structural testing, because at the WIPP site filters are changed out 
when they reach this level of loading. The filters which were loaded 
with salt under controlled humidity conditions usually were tested 
structurally in the tornado blow down facility immediately upon the 
completion of the salt loading process so that the combined effects of 
the trapped salt and moisture would be evident. However, one filter 
(SN184783) was conditioned with a flow having 100%RH for four hours 
before structural testing and the filter medium of this filter became 
saturated with water. All the filters tested for structural strength 
were standard 0.61m by 0.61m by 0.3m HEPA filters and were provided to 
us from the WIPP site.

Figures 6 through 11 show the recorded pressure differences 
across the HEPA filters during the tornado blow down tests. Figure 12 
is a composite of Figs. 6 through 11 showing all the pressure 
signatures on one plot for comparison. Notice that all the pressure 
signatures are different than the expected Region I tornado induced 
pressure difference shown in Fig. 3. This is because each filter 
failed catastrophically (i.e. the entire filter pack was torn out of 
its frame) before the desired peak pressure was reached. However, 
notice for all six filter tests that the initial slope of the pressure 
difference-time curve was very close to the desired pressurization 
rate shown in Fig. 3.
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Table 1 HEPA Filter Tornado Blow Down Tests.

Filter Condition
Serial
No.

Break
Time
(sec)

Break
Press.
(psig)

Peak
Press.
(psig)

Low Humidity Filter 185274 0.97 0.680 0.868
Low Humidity Filter* 184659 1.21 0.843 0.932
High Humidity Filter* 184684 1.28 1.180 1.228
High Humidity Filter+* 184783 1.16 0.504 0.519
Clean Filter 185234 1.42 1.226 1.248
Clean/Series Filters 184678 1.49 2.052 2.226

+FHter conditioned at 100% R.H. for 4 hrs. before structural test. 
•Maximum expected error may be somewhat larger than reported.

Table 2 HEPA Filter Shock Tube Tests.

Shock Over Time of
Serial Pressure Break

Filter Condition No.(psig)(msec)
Clean Filter 184697 2.08 Filter did not break
Clean Filter 184733 3.25 9.0

-0.5'

TIME (SEC)
Figure 6 Tornado Pressure Pulse for Test SN185274.
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TIME (SEC

Figure 7 Tornado Pressure Pulse for Test SN184659.

S 0.2

S 0.0-

TIME (SEC)

Figure 8 Tornado Pressure Pulse for Test SN184783.
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re 9 Tornado Pressure Pulse for Test SN184684.

1.6 1.8 2.00.8 1.0 1.20 0.2
TIME (SEC)

Figure 10 Tornado Pressure Pulse for Test SN185234.
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TIME (SEC)

Figure 11 Tornado Pressure Pulse for Test SN184678.

4.0 4.55 2.0 3.0 3.5

TIME (SEC)
1 LOW HUMIDITY, 8N 1*5274

— LOW HUMIDITY, 8N 1*4*5*
........... HIGH HUMIDITY, SN 1*46*4
............ HIGH HUMIDITY, *N 1*47*3
----- - 6CA1E8 TEST, SN 1*4471
--------- CLEAN FILTER, 6N 115294

Figure 12 Composite of Figures 6 through 11.
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Figure 13 shows the recorded flow rate through a typical filter 
(SN184684)' during the tornado blow down test. The flow rate through 
this filter reach a maximum of about 50,000cfm or about 50 times its 
nominal operating flow rate of lOOOcfm.

In general it was found that a HEPA filter had a structural 
strength which depended upon the relative humidity at which it was 
loaded. If the relative humidity (RH) was maintained at about 13 to 
14% during the loading of the salt dust into the filters, then their 
structural strength was reduced by about 31% from their clean 
strength. However, when the RH was maintained at about 73%, then the 
structural strength of the salt loaded filter was essentially that of 
the clean filters. This can be explained as follows. The filter 
medium (paper) is the element of the HEPA filter which generally fails 
first by rupturing or tearing2,3 when the filter is subjected to a large 
pressure pulse. So the pressure drop that can be maintained across 
the filter medium is very important. In the case when a filter is 
loaded with salt dust at 13 to 14% RH the salt is well below its 
equilibrium RH of 40%, above which it would liquify. Hence, the salt 
dust remains dry and no agglomeration of small particles occurs. The 
very fine dust particles challenging the HEPA filter are thus trapped 
within the filter medium itself and are responsible for most of the 
increase in pressure drop across the filter. However, when the RH is 
above 40%, then the salt dust in the air challenging the filter begins 
to melt and become liquid droplets. These droplets can agglomerate to 
cause larger droplets. When the droplets strike the wire screen 
guarding the upstream face of the HEPA filter they crystalize, forming 
a nearly continuous crust. Very little of the salt is actually 
trapped within the filter medium itself. Hence, most of the pressure 
drop across a HEPA filter loaded with salt dust entrained in air at 
about 73% RH is due to the crystallized salt upon the upstream wire 
face guard of the filter. The filter medium, therefore, acts (in its 
failure) as if it were clean. Figure 14 is a photograph showing the 
face of a filter loaded with salt under the low humidity condition. 
Notice that little of the salt has collected on the wire face guard. 
Figure 15 is a photograph of a filter loaded with salt under the high 
humidity condition. Notice the large amount of salt1crystallized upon 
the wire face guard.

One structural test was performed on a filter (SN184783) loaded 
with salt under the high humidity conditions and then pre-conditioned 
with an air stream of 100% RH for four hours just before structural 
testing. Water was seen running off the filter medium just before the 
structural test. The structural strength of this filter proved to be 
less than 50% of the strength of a clean filter. In this case the 
liquid water on and within the filter medium apparently weakened the 
medium.

A structural test was performed on a clean unloaded HEPA filter 
(SN184678) in series with a pre-filter 1.23m upstream. The pressure 
drop of the combined filter system was 14.1kPa at failurd. The HEPA 
filter failed completely, but the filter pack of the pre-filter 
remained in place, as can be seen in the post test photograph shown in 
Fig. 16. Apparently, the pre-filter protected the HEPA filter since
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Figure 13 Typical Flow through HEPA Filter During Tornado 
Pressure Pulse.
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Figure 14 Photograph of Face Guard of HEPA Filter Loaded Under 
Low Humidity Conditions.
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Figure 15 Photograph of Face Guard of HEPA Filter Loaded Under 
High Humidity Conditions.

Figure 16 Post Test Photograph of HEPA Filter and Pre-Filter in 
Series. Filter Pack of the HEPA Filter (Foreground) has been 
Blown Out.
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Figure 18 Shock Pulse for Test SN184697.
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the total pressure drop at failure was nearly twice that of the 
pressure drop at failure for a single HEPA filter (SN185234).

The pressure drop that caused failure of HEPA filters was about 
8.24kPa for a clean filter and for a filter loaded with salt dust at 
73% RH. This agrees well with the results of Ricketts11 who tested a 
large number of the same brand of HEPA filters. Note that this 
failure pressure is well below the maximum 3psi pressure drop that 
might be expected from an NRC Region I tornado. Hence, there is a 
strong possibility that these HEPA filters would fail structurally if 
a tornado were to pass over tlie WIPP ventilation building.
Shock Overpressure Tests: Table 2 summarized the results of the HEPA 
filter shock tests which were performed. Two clean, unloaded 0.6m by
0.6m by 0.3m HEPA filters from the WIPP site were tested. Figures 17 
and 18 show the shock overpressures experienced by each filter. The 
overpressure of 22.3kPa for filter SN184733 caused it to just break at 
9msec after the shock wave struck the upstream face of the filter. It 
has been shown by Gregory, Martin, Smith, and Fenton12 that the impulse 
of a shock wave is what causes a HEPA filter to fail. The calculated 
impulse per unit area in our case is

3.25X9 =29.25psi-msec=201kPa-msec

This value was within 10% of the value given in ref. 12 for the same 
brand of HEPA filter tested for this study.

IV. Conclusions
The following conclusions can be drawn:
1. The structural strength of HEPA filters loaded with salt under 

low humidity conditions (13-14%RH) was reduced by about 31% from 
their clean strength, when the filters were subjected to a 
tornado-like pressure pulse.

2. The structural strength of HEPA filters loaded with salt under 
high humidity conditions (73%RH) was not significantly reduced 
from their clean strength when subjected to a tornado like 
pressure pulse.

3. Salt crystallized on the wire face guards of the HEPA filters 
loaded with salt under high humidity conditions and caused the 
majority of the pressure drop across the filters.

4. The filter medium of the HEPA filters loaded with salt under high 
humidity conditions did not collect as much salt particulate as
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did the filter medium of* the HEPA filters loaded under the low 
humidity conditions.

5. The structural strength of the HEPA filters conditioned at 100%RH 
for 4 hours before structural testing was less than 50% of clean, 
dry strength, implying that filter medium saturated with water 
looses much of its strength.

6. A clean HEPA filter in series with a pre-filter can withstand 
almost twice the magnitude of a tornado-like pressure pulse than 
can a single clean HEPA filter, but it will still fail at 
pressure differences less than those of the Region I NRC tornado 
pulse.

7. A clean HEPA filter failed at a shock impulse of 201kPa-msec.
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CLOSING COMMENTS OF SESSION CO-CHAIRMAN MOELLER

This session has been interesting and stimulating. The first two papers in Session 5 covered new 
developments on the measurement and removal of radionuclides in airborne effluent streams generated 
as a result of the vitrification of high level radioactive wastes. In the initial paper, scientists from Japan 
reported on a perforated plate column scrubber for removing ruthenium from off-gas streams. In the 
second paper, workers at Savannah River reported on the development of a new technique, using 
inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry, to measure non-radioactive cesium in their off-gas system 
and thus provide a method that is sufficiently sensitive to assess the decontamination factors for cesium 
in the melter. The third and last paper in the session summarized structural tests developed for the 
evaluation of HEPA filters to be used in the emergency ventilation system at WIPP. Interestingly, these 
tests showed that filters loaded under high humidity had greater structural strength; presumably this is 
due to the crystallization of salt upon the wire face guard of the filter.
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DIRECT POST-ACCIDENT SAMPLING SYSTEM 
FOR CONTAINMENT ATMOSPHERES 

(DI-PAS SYSTEM)

Bernd Eckardt
Siemens AG, Power Generation Group (KWU) 

W-6050 Offenbach am Main 
Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract
In order to reduce the residual risk associated with hypotheti

cal severe nuclear accidents, nuclear power plants in Germany have 
been backfitted amongst other things with supplementary systems such as containment venting systems*1)^. In conjunction with these mea
sures the German Reactor Safety Commission (RSK) imposed the addi
tional requirement that provisions be made for representative post
accident sampling of the containment atmosphere for the purpose of 
obtaining information on the condition of the core and on potential 
hazards to the environment.

To meet this requirement, enveloping conditions for relevant 
accident scenarios were defined, such as an enveloping aerosol with 
an aerodynamic diameter in the range of 0.1 to 10 nm, widely varying 
iodine concentrations, and humidity, pressure and temperature condi
tions. In addition to these basic requirements it is also consi
dered appropriate to provided a possibility for measurement of the 
gas composition, e.g. CO, C02, H2 and 02.

An investigation of the existing options for piping system sam
pling with pipe lengths of up to 50 m based on this requirement re
vealed that, despite the use of special piping materials and heat 
tracing equipment, etc. considerably high pipe factors for iodine 
and aerosols as well as significant memory effects would have to be 
expected under the various accident conditions in question, includ
ing impurity effects.

Consequently, new sampling systems based on sample transport 
via piping systems and sample collection outside the containment, as 
well as systems for direct post-accident sampling inside the con
tainment (Di-PAS systems) were designed and the characteristics of 
the two approaches compared.

The results of this comparison clearly favored the use of 
Di-PAS systems with in-situ samplers which could, for example, be 
pneumatically transported into the containment to perform sampling 
(pneumatic conveyor principle) and other direct-type sampling sys
tems .

Finally, in order to minimize cost and effort and to provide 
exclusively passive components inside the containment, an in-situ 
scrubber sampling unit was developed. The German nuclear plant own
ers and operators commissioned tests of this unit to verify its
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suitability for sample transport over distances in excess of 
50 meters.

The main result of these tests is that pipe factors for sub
stances capable of deposition could be almost completely eliminated 
despite sample transport over 30 - 50 meters, meaning that repre
sentative sampling is possible even under such extreme conditions.

In addition, the system presented herein is designed such that 
it can, if required, also1 be used to extract and appropriately con
dition water samples using the equipment already available in the 
system.

1. Introduction
The requirement for a sampling system providing representative 

samples even under severe accident conditions must be seen in the 
light of the particular significance of containment atmosphere ac
tivities as regards the environment.

In order to determine system requirements; various enveloping 
hypothetical accident situations were analyzed together with German 
plant owners and operators and the most important enveloping system 
requirements were formulated.

Measurement of the composition of the containment atmosphere is 
intended to allow assessment of the potential hazard for the area 
around the plant as well as providing additional information on the 
accident history, the plant dondition and the effect of countermea
sures . For this reason the airborne radionuclide concentrations are 
of particular interest as well as measurement of the gas composi
tion, e.g. for CO, C02, H, and 02. Depending on the accident se
quence the postulated accident conditions can result in considerably 
higher concentration levels as compared to a design basis accident 
(DBA).

The following describes the functions of existing and newly- 
developed systems:
- specially for the in-situ pool sampler system
- for measurement of airborne nuclide concentrations as the main 
task as well as for additional functions such as gas concentration 
sampling (CO, C02, H2 and 02, etc.) and water sampling.

2. System Functional Requirements
The function of the sampling system is to extract a representa

tive sample from the containment atmosphere which would provide in
formation helpful in assessing the accident sequence, the plant con
dition and the potential hazard to the environment.
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Functional Requirements
The following nuclides have to be detected:

- concentration of aerosol-bound radionuclides
- concentration of gaseous iodine and iodine compounds
- concentration of other substances present in gaseous form (noble 
gases).

i

Further important requirements include:
- cross-contamination of one sample to another through "memory ef

fects" or prior contamination during transient accident phases 
should be avoided as far as possible

- measurement of other components of the atmosphere such as H2, 02/ 
CO, C02 should also be possible.

Determination of the C0/C02 concentration, for example, can 
provide information on whether there has been a significant increase 
in the natural CO, portion of the containment atmosphere of 
< 0.03 vol%, or in the hydrogen and oxygen concentrations during an 
accident. The possibility to perform such analyses is, for example, also required by the Gesellschaft fiir Reaktorsicherheit (GRS)*11*.

In addition the system concept shall have the potential possi
bility of:
- sampling water, e.g. from the sump or other water-containing sys- 

ems, as well as measuring water levels.
Further relevant conditions to be taken into account are as 

follows:
Thermodvnamic Conditions

The thermodynamic conditions should cover hypothetical accident 
sequences which vary for PWR and BWR plants and w4re formulated as 
follows:

Containment pressure/temperature 1-7 bar/50-160 °C 
Conditions saturated and dry

atmospheres
Particle SizesOn the basis of DEMONA and VANAM measurements (7) <8) and NAUA 
calculations^9^10), depending on physical sampling conditions and on 
the time of sample extraction, aerosol particles having aerodynamic 
diameters (dae) in the range of 0.1 to 10 ^m are to be expected to 
occur at the place of sample extraction. Furthermore in phases with 
fog in the atmosphere, conteuninated vapor droplets of up to approxi
mately 30 nm must be expected. As a consequence an enveloping aero
sol spectrum depending on accident scenario and time of measurement 
with relevant aerosol portions would cover the following diameters:

Aerosols dae 0.1 - 10 |im
Fog d £ 30 |im
Iodine gaseous
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Activity Concentration
The system should be designed such that the first sample can 

already be taken 3 hours after onset of the accident (end of chain 
reaction). This results in the following concentrations in the con
tainment which were used in system design:

Maximum concentration in Sample activity after ,
containment during sampling dilution
Noble gases 2.7*1015 Bq/m3
Aerosols 5*1015 Bq/m3 < 109 Bq
Elemental iodine 4.5*1015. Bq/m3
Organic iodine 4.5*1015 Bq/m3
Measurements should also be performed for an extended period 

following accidents, where activities are significantly reduced, 
while avoiding memory effects.
Analysis

Sample analysis should be performed using routine methods used 
at the plant and should therefore use the gamma spectrometers avail
able in the radiochemical laboratories of the nuclear power plants. The activity of samples for analysis should not exceed 109 Bq for 
handling reasons.

3. Sampling Systems
In order to fulfill the aforementioned requirements investiga

tions were performed on the capability of existing sampling systems 
for DBA conditions to fulfill the newly-formulated requirements for 
severe accident conditions.
Extraction of Diluted Sample

The most important requirement concerning the layout of these 
systems was that the station for manual extraction of a sample for 
laboratory analysis should be well-shielded from the containment and 
arranged such as to remain accessible following a severe accident.

On the other hand the sample extraction point in the contain
ment should be representative of the atmosphere in the entire con
tainment and in a PWR, for example, should allow extraction from the 
inner containment area. This results in the requirement that the 
system to be selected must still allow detection of the substances 
mentioned even with pipe lengths for example of 30 - 50 m and more. 
A possible arrangement for a PWR is shown in Figure 2. For BWRs, 
transport lines tend to be longer with more pipe bends.
3.1 Measuring Problems with Various System Concepts

Different sampling system concepts have been assessed on the 
basis of existing results from tests performed on different piping 
systems. Investigations showed that systems with piping lengths of 
approximately 50 m already installed in power, plants, as illustrated 
in Figure 1, exhibit considerable pipe factor problems particularly 
under certain severe accident scenarios. Deposition rates determined on the basis of various experiments^2^3'when extrapolated
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for iodine in sampling systems with sampling line lengths of 50 m 
resulted in pipe factors of up to 10 and more. This already signifi
cant deposition of elemental 'iodine can furthermore be considerably 
affected by contamination in the form of organic impurities etc. 
within the system caused by the accident atmosphere. Another problem 
with such systems is posed by significant memory effects later in 
the accident sequence after there has been a considerable reduction 
in atmospheric contamination, something which - as in the case of 
deposition - can lead to severe falsification of measured values. 
Similar deposition problems with aerosols occur during particular 
accident situations where considerable aerosol fractions occur in 
the sampling lines.

Preference was therefore given to systems with in-situ sampling 
directly in the containment which would completely avoid the above 
problems.
3.2 New System Development

In this connection reference was made to experience in aerosol sampling technology*(shown as an example in Fig. 3) gained during 
the containment aerosol experiments DEMON and VANAM at Battelle in 
Frankfurt am Main as well as the ACE tests at Battelle Northwest in 
Richland, USA. In these experiments the sample filters were located 
and loaded directly in the containment atmosphere (see Fig. 3, Dia
gram A) to avoid significant deposition in sampling lines. This (as 
well as Fig. 3, Diagram B) allowed representative samples to be 
taken under considerably varying accident conditions with large 
fluctuations in aerosol particle size distribution, density of the 
atmosphere, moisture content and temperature, etc.

Based on calculations and on the knowledge gained during such 
experiments, various direct sampling systems, e.g. one with a pneu
matic conveyor system and one with a shaft-driven conveyor system, 
an example of which is shown in Figure 4, were considered to repre
sent a favorable solution. The disadvantage of such systems was the 
amount of equipment required as well as active components in the 
containment.

For this reason further direct monitoring systems using passive 
in-situ samplers were designed and investigated. This solution was 
found to be preferable and is described in the following (see also 
Fig- 5).

This system has been selected by the German owners and opera
tors and recommended by them to the Reactor Safety Commission (RSK) 
for monitoring severe accident scenarios in addition to the equip
ment provided for design basis accidents.

4. In-Situ Pool Sampler System
In order to avoid significant sampling errors which can occur 

particularly during accidents where sampling conditions vary consid
erably, samples of substances likely to be deposited in sampling 
lines are taken directly in the containment.
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4.1 Sampling of Aerosols, Iodine and Noble Gases
The sampling unit which operates with liquid collects most of 

the aerosols and iodine. The nobles gas and a portion of the organ
ic iodide which do not form deposits are routed to dilution equip
ment outside the containment. This dilution equipment is used to 
extract gas and liquid samples and dilute them to an activity con
centration suitable for laboratory purposes.

The main features of this system comprises
- Separation of iodine and aerosol activities directly at the point 

of sample extraction by means of the pool sampler
- Operation of pool sampler under the pressure and temperature con
ditions prevailing in the containment

- Null sample extraction before each sampling operation
- Extraction of gas sample after separation
- Extraction of a portion of the scrubbing liquid via a piping sys
tem to a remote sampling station

- Sample extraction downstream of the dilution loops via septum and 
determination of the concentration of the gas sample or in the 
scrubbing liquid sample through laboratory analysis of the sample 
using routine methods

- Decontamination of the entire system following sampling measure
ments through flushing.

4.2 Measurement of Gas Concentration
Through operation of the system with an upstream pool, aerosols 

and iodine are for the most part removed from the gas sample. The 
pool liquid can be varied according to the gas sample required for 
collection. In order to allow detection of the various gas compo
nents such as CO, C02, H2 and 02 in the laboratory using gas chroma
tography it is necessary to perform reduced dilution of < 1000 and 
less. Integration of a dilution unit for variable operation, e.g. 
between 1:10 and 1:1000 dilution in the system, enables gas sample 
dilution to values above the detection threshold of the existing 
laboratory measuring equipment making quantitative verification pos
sible .
4.3 Liquid Sampling

The system can be u^ed for multiple functions, also for extrac
tion and conditioning of water samples, as the appropriate system 
functions are already available, allowing samples to be taken from 
the containment sump or residual heat removal systems and condi
tioned for example using the same basic process. This function will 
not be described in detail here and is not required by German plant 
owners and operators. 5

5. Verification
Thermohydraulic function, separation and deposition properties 

were investigated for this equipment during tests which used realis
tic piping lengths of 30 to 50 m. The following will briefly illus
trate the particular problem of transport losses in sampling equip
ment and transport lines, As well as memory effects, on the basis of 
test results.
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5.1 Loss Factors for Liquid Transport
Falsification of measured values is also possible during liquid 

transport as a result of the following:
- Suspended particles are deposited during transport (reduction in 
concentration)

- A portion of the scrubbing liquid from the previous filling proce
dure remains in the line and dilutes the sample subsequently ex
tracted .

The amount remaining in the line is roughly known but remains 
for the most part non-contaminated. Subsequent mixing with the con
taminated scrubbing liquid therefore also results in reduction of 
the concentration. This effect has been minimized in the course of 
system testing and development.

The loss factor which is influenced by both these effects was 
determined in the test facility by measuring the concentration of 
the scrubber fluid both directly at the sampler and in the suitably- 
extracted fraction at the end of the sampling line. These loss fac
tors were determined both for a soluble substance (potassium iodide) 
as well as for a suspended substance (barium sulfate aerosol). The 
substances were introduced into the inlet area of the in-situ sam
pler in solution or suspension, in part as wall contamination. Fol
lowing decontamination and transport processes the concentration was 
determined. The results of some of these tests are shown in Figure 
7 so that sampling losses can be minimized and pipe factors of < 1.5 
can be obtained.
5.2 Memory Effects

Falsification of the results of measurements for substances ca
pable of separation could also possibly occur as a result of scrub
bing liquid residue or contaminants in the pool sampler originating 
from previous measurements or, when the system is not in operation, 
directly from the containment atmosphere. These become particularly 
significant in the event of further measurements during an extended 
period following an accident, if concentrations are considerably 
lower.

In order in this case to retain the required measurement accu
racy the entire system equipment can be decontaminated and a null 
sample be taken to determine the background contamination. The time 
function for system decontamination is shown in Appendix 10. After 
a short flushing period, the concentration is less than 1% of the 
original concentration.
5.3 Results

The tests described here, as well as additional more recent 
tests, allow confirmation of the following for the sampling equip
ment:
- For most part representative sampling for enveloping aerosol spec
trum and elemental iodine through in-situ sampling
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- For most part avoidance of pipe factor problems through
- consideration also of deposits at sampling equipment inlet area
- transport in liquid of substances likely to deposit
- regular flushing of suction inlet

- Insignificant memory effects through
- null sample before the start of measurement and
- system flushing (decontamination) after measurement/fouling

- Operation of equipment from well-shielded area possible e.g. via 
sampling line of 50 m or more

- Fully remote-controlled operation of the passive in-situ sampler 
unit

- H2/O2/CO/CO2 measurement in sampling gas atmosphere with reduced 
dilution factors of < 1000 possible.
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PERFORMANCE CHARACTERIZATION OF A NEW CAM SYSTEM
M.J. Koskelo1, J.C. Rodgers2, D.C. Nelson2,

A.R. McFarland3 and C.A. Ortiz3
’Canberra Industries, Meriden, CT 06450 

2Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545 
department of Mechanical Engineering,

Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843

Abstract
Continuous Air Monitors (CAMs) are used in nuclear facilities 

to detect airborne alpha-emitting transuranic radionuclides in work areas, stacks and ducts1. We have now tested the first commercial 
version of the original Los Alamos/Texas A&M design for its 
performance. The penetration of inhalable-size particles onto the 
CAM filter is better than 80%, with excellent uniformity of sample. 
With the patented diffusion screen in place, the reduction of freshly formed radon decay products is 99%.<1) With or without the 
diffusion screen in place, the new background compensation 
algorithm shows reliable detection and alarm capabilities in 
environments with freshly formed as well as aged radon progeny.

I. Introduction
The primary function of a Continuous Air Monitor (CAM) is to 

issue an alarm if the transuranic activity exceeds a preset level, 
so that the appropriate safety procedures may be initiated. At the 
same time, the alarm should not be triggered unnecessarily by the 
presence of the naturally occurring radon progeny. The Department of Energy (DOE) Order 5480.11<2> includes a requirement that a CAM 
should be able to alarm at an exposure level of 8 DAC-hours under 
controlled laboratory conditions. However, designing a CAM that can 
reliably alarm at 8 DAC-hours under field conditions has been a 
difficult goal to achieve.

Some CAM inlet designs have been shown to have difficulties 
obtaining a representative sample of the inhalable-size particles 
(< 10 /m aerodynamic equivalent diameter) without significant loss or bias.<3> Some designs show significant non-uniformity of filter 
deposits.<3'4> If the aerosol particles are predominantly deposited 
near the edge of the filter, the transuranic concentration in the 
air will be underestimated; and if the deposits are mainly in the center of the filter, the concentration will be overestimated/51 
Also, the commonly used numerical algorithms for subtracting the 
counts in low energy tail of the 6 MeV radon daughter sometimes 
have difficulty distinguishing the transuranic counts from the 
radon daughter interference, if the radon level is elevated.

To address these difficulties, the Los Alamos National 
Laboratory, together with the Aerosol Technology Laboratory of
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Texas A&M University launched an effort to develop a new generation 
CAM. This effort had several important goals including: obtaining 
a representative air sample and depositing it uniformly on the 
filter of the unit; partial removal of the radon daughter products 
from the air stream; ^nd, an accurate background compensation 
algorithm. In addition, it had to reliably alarm at an exposure 
level of 8 DAC-hours or less with a minimum false alarm rate. '

Several of the design goals were already reached during the 
development of the first prototype. The problems of obtaining 
representative air samples, removing a large fraction of the radon 
daughter products from the air flow and producing uniform sample 
deposits were resolved during that phase of the project. A 
description of the results obtained with the Los Alamos/Texas A&M CAM prototype have been reported elsewhere.c1,3,5'6) In this work, we 
report on the testing of the first commercial version developed 
from the original Los Alamos/Texas A&M design. In addition to 
repeating the tests on the penetration of inhalable-size particles 
onto the CAM filter and, the uniformity of the sample, we have 
included tests to verify the alarm capabilities of the new 
background compensation algorithm which has been added to this 
commercial version.

II. Background Compensation Algorithm
To illustrate why a sophisticated background compensation 

algorithm is required, let us consider a typical CAM spectrum as 
illustrated in Figure 1. It has four distinctly separate regions 
which are marked as regions 0 to 4. Region 0 below channel X0 is of 
no particular interest. Region 1 between channels X0 and X1 denotes 
the interval which contains all the transuranic counts. Region 2 
between channels X1 and X^ denotes the channels for the 6.0 MeV 
background radiation. Region 3 between channels x2 and X3 denotes 
a region for the 7.68 MeV background peak, and Region 4 is the 
spectrum above X3. However, as can be seen from Figure 1, the 
background peaks have pronounced tails, which extend well into 
Region 1 and must therefore be subtracted from it to calculate the 
net transuranic content in the spectrum.

To calculate these tails, we have adapted a method from a more general purpose alpha spectroscopy algorithm.c7> We first calculate 
the "valley" channels, Xn, based on an energy calibration and the 
known peak energy of the transuranic nuclide of interest as well as 
the known peak energies of the radon progeny. In addition, we 
assume that the spectrum is a linear combination of single energy 
response functions. This means that at each "valley" channel, Xn, 
its contents are a linear combination of the counts from the tails 
of the peaks to the right of it, i.e. the counts at X3 are caused 
by the 8.78 MeV peak, at X2 by the 8.78 MeV and the 7.68 MeV peaks, 
etc. Furthermore, we assume that the tail of each peak below the 
"valley" point to the left of it can be described by a single 
exponential function of the form
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Figure 1 Typical CAM spectrum.

Yi = e* ^ +1 (l)

where Y{ are counts in channel X{, and m and b are constants.
According to this model, the 8.78 MeV tail will pass through 

values that represent only its contribution at X3 and X0. For a more 
representative value, particularly since the low counts of the CAM 
spectra mean poor statistics, we define the contribution at channel 
Xj as an average of 2k+l channels about it, that is

'Sfav)
x,-lc

,1- y 
2k+ii.T-K *1 (2)

where we choose k = 2.
At channel X0/ we define the contribution due to the 8.78 MeV 

peak, Y0(8 78)/ as

*0 (8.78) (3)

where Y0(av) is calculated around X0 using Equation (2) . In 
principle, the numerator in Equation (3) should include the counts 
in the tail portion of the response function as well. However, due 
to the fact that the contribution of the tail to the total sum is 
rather small, we assume Equation (3) to be a good approximation.

The tail function of the 8.78 MeV peak can now be determined 
by substituting X3, T3(ay), X0, and Y0(-78) into Equation (1) and 
solving for the coefficients m8 73 and b8 78. After subtracting the
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response function of 8.78 MeV peak from the spectrum channel by 
channel, the process is then repeated for the 7.68 and 6.05 MeV 
peaks. The transuranic net area is the remainder after all three 
background peaks have been subtracted, namely:

-Xi-l
£ = V ^ ( y _ qB*! .i*Xl**h .11 _ Qak.0SXi*bi.t>'>) (4)

tt,.

Theoretically, the counts in the tails are Poisson 
distributed; however, the tail integral is not. To be conservative, 
we use the net area of all four peaks to estimate the net area 
uncertainty for the transuranic counts. We then require that its 
area must exceed the area uncertainty estimate multiplied by a 
desired confidence factor for the transuranic nuclide to be 
detectable.

All of the background compensation calculations are performed 
by a separate control unit at the end of a preset count cycle for 
each sampling head connected to it. Whether an alarm will be 
indicated is dependent on whether the detected transuranic count 
rate translates to an exposure (in DAC-hrs) that is higher than the 
currently selected '•slow" alarm limit. In addition, each sampling 
head calculates a "fast" alarm every 30 seconds based on the counts 
collected within the last 30 seconds. The "fast" alarm is indicated 
if the number of counts in region 1 exceeds a preset level, and the 
ratio of average counts per channel in region 1 to the average 
counts per channel in the window from X1 to the 6.0 MeV peak 
exceeds a factor of two.

III. Experimental Procedures
The tests to verify the performance of the new CAM sampler 

were primarily conducted at the Texas A&M wind tunnel facility. The 
experimental protocol on how to verify the penetration of aerosol 
particles as a function of the aerodynamic equivalent size has been 
previously described in detail.<6) It basically involves generating 
a uniform non-radioactive, but measurable (fluorescent tracer) 
aerosol concentration profile in the test section of the wind tunnel through the use of a vibrating jet atomizer.<8) The aerosol 
is then simultaneously sampled with the CAM sampling head and an 
isokinetic probe fitted with a filter collector. At the conclusion 
of the test filters from the CAM and the probe are removed and the 
aerosol penetration is determined from the ratio of the masses of 
the fluorescent tracer collected by the CAM and the isokinetic 
probe, and the flow rates through the two samplers. The size of the 
aerosol produced by the atomizer is verified with a microscope both 
at the beginning and at the end of each test. At least three 
replicate tests were run at each aerosol size to obtain a measure 
of the reproducibility of the experiment and to provide an 
uncertainty estimate fo^r the result.

The tests to verify uniformity of deposition consisted of
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operating the CAM sampler in the wind tunnel for a slightly longer 
time than necessary for the penetration studies (15 to 45 minutes) 
to collect a sufficient mass of the tracer such that it would be 
quantifiable even with small subsamples. The filter was then cut 
into 20 subsamples and quantified for uniformity of deposition. 
This experiment also included at least three replicate measurements 
at each test condition to obtain an estimate of the reproducibility 
of the experiment.

To establish how well the diffusion screen removes radon 
daughters, we pumped filtered, clean air through 200 liters of 
high-grade uranium ore to spike it with radon. The air was then 
pumped through a baffled chamber to mix it thoroughly and to allow 
the radon progeny to form. At the other end of the chamber, the air 
was pulled through a CAM unit and an open-faced filter. The CAM 
unit and the open-faced filter were operated for several 5 minute 
periods, first at 28.3 L/min and then at 56.6 L/min air flow. 
Within 1 minute of the termination of each exposure, both filters 
were counted to establish their activities using the three-count technique of Nazaroff(9>. The amount of removal of the unattached 
fraction can be calculated from the ratio of the 218Po activities in 
the two filters. These results have been previously reported.<1)

In the present studies, we used the chamber with the radon 
progeny generator to test the ability of the background 
compensation algorithm to issue reliable "slow" alarms. For this 
purpose, we generated two different types of radon environments. To 
simulate clean laboratory environments, the air in the mixing 
chamber air was kept clean to keep the radon daughters in a mostly 
unattached form. To simulate less clean environments, we injected 
aerosols into the mixing chamber to act as condensation centers to 
make the radon progeny appear to the CAM in a mostly attached form. 
The unattached radon daughter environment was tested with and 
without the diffusion screen in place. A summary of the three 
different types of environments (A, B, and C) is shown in Table 1. 
The amount of radon daughters in the air stream was established 
from the activity measured from the open-faced filters. The values 
indicated in the table represent the radon concentration outside the CAM unit. Since we had previously established0> that the 
diffusion screen removes 99% of the freshly formed (unattached) 
radon daughter products from the air stream, the percentage of 
attachment also shown ih Table 1 can easily be calculated from the 
ratio of the activity in the open-faced filter and the activity in 
the filter inside a CAM unit with the diffusion screen in place.

The CAM unit was operated at a flow rate of 56.6 L/min for a 
5 minute count cycle in these three environments with a clean 
filter as well as with a filter that had previously been loaded 
with a small amount of plutonium. Two different plutonium loaded 
filters, one with approximately 15 cpm and the other with about 35 
cpm of plutonium were used for these tests. Neither one exceeds the 
8 DAC-hr limit under such conditions. We therefore set the alarm 
threshold low enough, such that if plutonium was detected, the unit 
would issue an alarm. At each count cycle, the resulting spectrum
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Table 1. Radon environments used to test the slow release alarm.

Environment
Type

Radon Progeny 
in Ambient Air 

(pCi/L)
RciA R.cl.B RciC

Percent of Radon 
Progeny Attached

RaA RaB RaC

A
(Unattached RD, 
Screened Inlet)

1.025
±0.095

0.065
±0.039

-0.032
±0.029

2.4
±2.3

0.6
±14.9

-46.2
±48.4

B
(Unattached RD, 
Unscreened 

Inlet)
0.591

±0.074
0.023

±0.030
-0.002
±0.022

3.1
±2.9

3.7
±6.0

-191.1
±2370

C
(Attached RD, 
Unscreened 

Inlet)
1.706

±0.139
0.331

±0.060
0.101

±0.048
90.6
±10.9

107.9
±28.3

137.3
±81.2

was analyzed for both the "slow" and the "fast" alarm. For this 
particular test, the sampling head did not have the capability to 
calculate the "fast" alarm, so the fast alarm was calculated at the 
end of the count cycle for comparison only. In actual usage of the 
CAM system, the "fast" alarm will be calculated in the sampling 
head and can result in a truncation of the count cycle. In a 
separate test at Los Alamos, we created an environment with a pre- 
loaded filter where the exposure exceeded 8 DAC-hrs.

IV. Results and Discussion
The results of the aerosol penetration study for the Canberra 

prototype are shown in Table 2. For comparison, the results for the 
original Los Alamos/Texas A&M model are shown for one of the cases. 
The results for the 56.6 L/min flow rate case are also shown 
graphically in Figure 2. In the figure, the curves represent 
polynomial fits through the data points. It is clear that the 
Canberra prototype exhibits the same characteristics as the 
original design.
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Table 2. Aerosol penetration characteristics of the original 
prototype and the Canberra prototype.

Wind Air CAM Aerodynamic Standard
Speed Flow Prototype Particle Size Penetration Deviation
(m/s) (L/min) (Mm) Percent Percent
1.0 56.6 Los Alamos 5 101.9 3.2

10 79.8 0.6
15 54.4 1.4

1.0 56.6 Canberra 5 98.6 1.7
10 81.2 2.0
15 63.3 1.3

0.5 56.6 Canberra 3 95.1 2.5
5 94.2 0.9

10 86.6 1.6
15 61.3 0.8

> 20 38.8 0.8
0.5 28.3 Canberra 3 95.0 3.7

5 88.9 1.9
10 75.3 1.3
15 42.1 0.4
20 18.3 0.6

Aerosol Penetration at 56.6 L/min

Aerodynamic Equivalent Diameter, pun

° Los Alamos (1.0 (m/s))

• Canberra (1.0 (m/s))

A Canberra (0.5 (m/s))

----- Los Alamos

------Canberra 1

------Canberra 2

Figure 2 Comparison of the aerosol penetration results from the 
Los Alamos/Texas A&M prototype and the Canberra prototype.
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The results of the uniformity of deposition studies for the 
Canberra prototype are summarized in Table 3. Here, the coefficient 
of variation represents the standard deviation of the aerosol mass 
per unit area in the subsamples to the mean mass/area on the 
complete filters. The values are normalized to a mean of unity and 
established with a wind speed of 0.5 m/s for 10/xm particle size. 
For comparison, we have also included the results for the Los 
Alamos/Texas A&M prototype. While the measurements were not under 
identical conditions, it can clearly be seen that the results for 
the Canberra prototype' are at least as good as those of the 
original design.
Table 3. Uniformity of aerosol deposits.

CAM
Prototype

Wind
Speed
(m/s)

Inlet
Configuration

Flow rate 
(L/min)

Coefficient 
of variation 

(%)
Canberra 0.5 Radial 56.6 7.9

In-line 56.6 8.8
»

28.3 5.4
Los Alamosi 0.3 Radial 56.6 14.6

28.3 14.1
In-line 56.6 13.7

The results of the background compensation tests are shown in 
Table 4. As can be seen from the table, no false alarms were 
observed for the clean filters in any of the environments for the 
"slow" alarm algorithms. For the pre-loaded plutonium filters, it 
indicates the presence of the transuranic counts quite reliably in 
all environments. Comparing the results for environments A and B, 
it is also evident that the presence of the diffusion screen 
enhances the capability of the algorithm.

The "fast" alarm calculations are based on a simplified 
algorithm and are normally done in the sampling head. For this 
particular test, the sampling head was not equipped with the "fast" 
alarm capability and the results shown in Table 4 are shown for 
full count cycles for illustration only. However, it is noteworthy 
that there are no false alarms for the clean filters. Furthermore, 
the presence of the diffusion screen helps the "fast" alarm 
algorithm as well, as evidenced by the results from environment A.
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Table 4. Fast and slow alarm results.

No. of Environment Filter Alarm (True/False
Measurements Type* Type Fast Slow

177 A Clean 0/177 0/177
94 A Pre-loaded 7/84 93/1
87 B Clean 0/87 0/87
76 B Pre-loaded 0/76 71/5
46 C Clean ' 0/46 0/46
12 C Pre-loaded 0/12 12/0

* See Table 1.

The results for the separate exposure test at Los Alamos are 
shown in Figure 3. The first 15 measurements were done with no air 
flow to establish the count rate for the pre-loaded plutonium. For 
the rest of the measurements, the count cycle time was set to 15 
minutes and the air flow to about 47.5 L/min. It can be noted that 
the output from the CAM is a set of very consistent readings for 
both the counts/min and the DAC-HRS.

Preloaded Filter (May 15-18. 1992)

64 t nAir Row Started

56 + 
48 

40 

32

24 +

10 15 20

Filter Time (hrs)
25 30 35

Figure 3 Observed net plutonium count rate and the calculated DAC- 
hr exposure for a pre-loaded plutonium filter.
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V. Conclusion
As can be seen from the results presented in this study, the 

Canberra CAM unit clearly meets the design criteria of the original 
Los Alamos/Texas A&M CAM design. Furthermore, in tests conducted in 
a variety of environments, the new background compensation 
algorithm has proven to give reliable and accurate results at or 
near the 8 DAC-hr exposure limit.
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DISCUSSION

FRENQUELLI: In a test of attached and unattached radon conditions, I did not see data on
attached radon with the screen inlet. What predictions would you be making for that case?

KOSKELO: As far as we have been able to determine, I did not include that because our tests
indicate that if the screen is in place and the radon daughters are mostly in an attached form, it 
doesn’t do anything at all. It is the same thing as if the diffusion screen was not in place. Often, 
in very dusty environments, where you might see that sort of thing, the inert dust would load up 
the diffusion screen and you are better off just taking it off.

SCHOLTEN: I would like to ask the level of sensitivity of these methods. You gave an alarm
setting of 8 DAC*hrs. If you sample for a week, what will be the sensitivity of detection?

KOSKELO: The sensitivity of the detection depends entirety on the radon level, which can vary
considerably. What I did not mention specifically, is that you can set what we call a collection 
cycle time. That is, the unit will measure for a desired period of time, let’s say one hour, and 
then look at the spectrum and analyze it and then erase it. So, any prior radon concentration 
that you may have had in your spectrum will get removed. We have looked at different situations 
but we have not actually done measurements with extremely high radon daughter concentrations. 
However, we feel that the current sensitivity, according to our calculations, at 10 pCi/L of radon 
inside the unit, depending upon the collection cycle that you pick, will be roughly 5-10 
DAC« hours. Ten pCi/L according to my understanding is an extremely high concentration of 
radon daughters. I would like to also point out that if it is all in unattached form, 10 pCi/L inside 
the unit means about 100 pCi/L outside the unit since 90% or more will be removed by the 
screen.
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AEROSOL PARTICLE LOSSES IN SAMPLING SYSTEMS*

B.J. Fan, F.S. Wong, C.A. Ortiz, N.K. Anand and A.R. McFarland

Aerosol Technology Laboratory, Department of Mechanical Engineering, 
Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843.

Abstract

When aerosols are sampled from stacks and ducts, it is usually necessary to transport them 
from the point of sampling to a location of collection or analysis. Losses of aerosol particles can 
occur in the inlet region of the probe, in straight horizontal and vertical tubes and in elbows. For 
probes in laminar flow, the Saffman lift force can cause substantial losses of particles in a short 
inlet region. An empirical model has been developed to predict probe inlet losses, which are often 
on the order of 40% for 10 pm AED particles. A user-friendly PC computer code, 
DEPOSITION, has been setup to model losses in transport systems. Experiments have been 
conducted to compare the actual aerosol particle losses in transport systems with those predicted 
by the DEPOSITION code.

I. Introduction

Aerosol particle sampling from stacks and ducts in the nuclear industry is usually conducted 
in a somewhat different manner than in other applications. Typically, in the nuclear industry, a 
sample is extracted from a stack or duct and transported to either a continuous air monitor (CAM) 
or a filter air sampler (FAS). If the amount of radioactivity detected by the CAM exceeds a preset 
level, the CAM will signal an alarm which will serve as the basis for initiating precautionary or 
emergency procedures. Aerosol samples collected with the FAS units are analyzed in a laboratory 
subsequent to the collection process and are intended to provide integrated results on the emissions 
of radionuclides during the sampling period. It is highly important that aerosol losses in the 
sample transport lines be minimal in order that CAMs can provide prompt and reliable alarms and 
that FASs yield data which accurately characterize the emissions. In contrast, losses in the aerosol 
transport lines in industrial stack sampling applications may not be of significance. For example, 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency standard method for stack sampling^ involves periodic 
sampling on a batch basis. At the completion of a sampling experiment, the probe and transport 
tubing are washed to recover the losses, which are then taken into account as are the aerosol 
particles which penetrate the transport system. Because of the nature of the particles and the 
methodology of the sampling process, routine recovery of wall losses in aerosol transport systems 
is not a viable alternative in nucle&r sampling applications.

In general, an aerosol transport system consists of an inlet, straight sections of tubing which

'Funding was provided by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission under Contract Grants 
NRC-04-89-115 and NRC-04-89-353. Dr. Stephen A. McGuire is the monitor for both grants.
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may be at various orientations to the horizontal plane, and elbows. Particle losses in inlets occur 
as a result of the Saffman lift force® and free stream turbulence®. For supramicrometer-sized 
aerosol particles, losses in vertical tubes take place because of turbulent deposition and for 
submicrometer aerosol particles the losses are generally due to Brownian diffusion. For tubes 
which are non-vertical, the gravitational sedimentation can cause losses of supramicrometer 
particles. The losses in elbows are primarily due to inertial effects.

A. Inlets
The losses of aerosol particles in inlets can be substantial. It is often assumed that the use 

of an isokinetic inlet will assure the collection of a representative sample; however, several 
investigators have noted there are aerosol losses on the internal surfaces of isokinetic probes^. 
As an example of the magnitude of the losses, McFarland et al.® isokinetically sampled a 10 /xm 
aerodynamic equivalent diameter (AED) aerosol at a flow rate of 170 L/min from a wind tunnel 
in which the mean velocity was 14 m/s. Thirty nine percent of the aerosol was lost to the probe 
walls. Isokinetic probes are included in the current version of the aerosol sampling standard used 
in the nuclear industry, ANSI N13.1®. We tested, in an aerosol wind tunnel, the sampling 
characteristics of an ANSI-type probe which had been fabricated by a DOE contractor. This 
probe, which differs from the standard ANSI design only through the inclusion of an enlargement 
of the flow stream immediately after the inlet section. Figure 1 a), is comprised of both a true inlet 
and an elbow. The wall losses for this probe are shown in Figure 1 b), where it may be noted that 
over a range of velocities of 6 - 20 m/s, the losses of 10 /tm AED particles varied from 60 - 80%. 
For this ANSI-type probe, the wall losses could have been reduced by expanding the flow cross 
section considerably more upstream of the elbow.

7.1 mm

9.5 mm

111 i i■ i i i i'iI I I I I n-ITTTII'IT

o 20 |im□ 10 fim
& 5 fim

WIND VELOCITY (m/»)

Figure 1 a). An ANSI-type probe which was 
designed for use in a nuclear sampling 
application.

Figure 1 b). Wall losses in the ANSI-type 
probe determined from wind tunnel 
experimentation.
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Various explanations have been forwarded for the high wall losses which can take place 
in the inlet region of a probe. Okazaki and Willeke(S> developed a model to explain the losses in 
laminar flow situations, where they proposed that particles strike the tube walls as a result of 
sedimentation in the developing fluid flow boundary layer. However, losses are also noted in 
vertically-oriented probes(6), while their model would predict zero losses for vertical probes. Fan 
et al.(9) considered the effect of the Saffman force in the entrance region of a probe and showed 
that losses can occur within a short region of the probe inlet as a result of this mechanism. The 
Saffman force acts to drive particles towards a wall when there is flow shear and the particles are 
decelerating in the shear layer. For non-turbulent flow, the Saffman force will generally be the 
dominant mechanism in causing wall losses; however, if the free stream flow is turbulent, the 
turbulent eddies which are drawn into the inlet can drive particles to the wall. This mechanism 
of particle deposition was experimentally investigated by Wiener and Willeke(3).

Fan et al.(10> conducted a series of wind tunnel experiments in order to develop a data base 
for construction of a semi-empirical model for wall losses in inlets. They correlated wall losses 
with the Stokes number, particle Froude number and a particle lift number (PI), where the latter 
parameter reflects the influence of the Saffman force. Their correlation is:

WL =
177 Rs0-559

(1)

where: WL — percentage of aerosol lost to the walls, L = dimensionless probe length (actual 
length/probe diameter), Fr - particte Froude number, Re = flow Reynolds number, and Rs = 
a dimensionless parameter given by:

where: Stk = particle Stokes number, which is represented by:.

Stk
cp,”X

9\id,

(2)

(3)

where: C = Cunningham slip correction, pp = particle density, Dp = particle diameter, Um 
mean gas velocity in inlet, n = gas dynamic viscosity, and d, = internal diameter of the inlet at 
the entrance section. The particle lift number is given by:

PI
d,

(4)

where: rd = particle deflection time, which is a measure of the time for the particle to adapt to 
the Saffman lift force. In turn, the particle deflection time is given by:
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v^;

where: p = air density. The particle Froude number is defined as:

Fr
2t£
gdt

(5)

(6)

where: g = local acceleration due to gravity. Also, the flow Reynolds number is:

Re
PUA

F
(7)

The model of Fan et al.(>0) is based on probes with straight internal cross sections and the data base 
was comprised of only particles with sizes of 10 and 20 pm, so it cannot be used as a general 
predictive tool for all probe applications; nevertheless, it does provide the basis for estimating 
internal wall losses in probes.

In addition to problems created by internal wall losses, aerosol samples can also be non
representative if the sampling is performed under anisokinetic conditions. Anisokineticity results 
if either the probe is not aligned isoaxially with the air stream or if the velocity at the probe inlet 
is not matched to that of the flow stream. The semi-empirical model of Vincent et al.(,,) can be 
used to predict sample bias caused by anisokinetic effects.

B. Straight Tubes
The flow rate and tube sizes employed in aerosol transport systems are such that the flow 

Reynolds numbers are usually in the transitional or turbulent regime; hence, aerosol deposition can 
be analyzed from the standpoint that the flow is continually stirred. This permits the penetration 
of aerosol through a tube to be expressed as:

-«W

where: P = ratio of aerosol concentration at the tube exit plane to that at the tube inlet plane, Ve 
= effective particle deposition velocity, and Q = air flow rate through the tube. The effective 
particle velocity is the vector sum of the deposition velocity due to gravity and that due to the 
combination of turbulent and Brownian diffusion. Anand et al.(12> have presented an analytical 
solution for the method of combining the deposition velocity components.

The turbulent deposition velocity was first modeled by Friedlander and Johnstone(i3> who 
developed what has come to be known as a "free-flight" model. They assumed that turbulent 
eddies transport particles to the vicinity of the wall, and if the particles are brought to within one 
stopping distance of the wall, free-flight will cause deposition to take place. The characteristic 
velocity they used in the stopping distance was the root-mean-square eddy velocity of the flow
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outside of the boundary layer. Also, they assumed an equality of eddy diffiisivity and particle 
diffiisivity. The conducted experiments to determine the particle deposition velocity and their 
model and experiments agreed quite well. Davies(U) re-derived the free-flight turbulent deposition 
model with assumptions that were more plausible than those of Friedlander and Johnstone, 
including a more realistic value for the particle velocity at the start of the free-flight process; 
however, his model does not agree well with experimental data(,5). Beal(1S) made modifications to 
the Friedlander and Johnstone model which included an assumption that the aerosol concentration 
was non-zero in the region between the start of free-flight and the wall. In addition, Beal’s model 
takes into account Brownian diffusion, which the model of Friedlander and Johnstone did not. 
Onda(1S) reviewed existing models and reported that the model of Beal best fit the experimental 
data.

C. Elbows
The analysis of particle deposition in elbows is complicated by the fret that there is a 

secondary flow setup as the fluid passes through the elbow. This secondary flow appears as a set 
of counter-rotating vortices in which the secondary flow goes from the inside of the bend to the 
outside along the tube diameter, and goes in the reverse direction at the tube circumference. For 
a two dimensional bend, with the radius of curvature much greater than the channel width, and 
with the aerosol assumed to be stirred as it flows around the bend, the particle deposition depends 
only on the Stokes number based on mean flow velocity and tube diameter.

Pui et al.(,7) experimentally determined wall losses in circular elbows over a range of Stokes 
number and Reynolds number and obtained the empirical correlation of:

p = io~a963S* w

___ _  t

The correlation is for a turbulent flow with a curvature ratio, R0, greater than 5, where:

R. - (10)

Here, the parameter J? is the radius of curvature of the tube bend.

For the laminar flow regime, Cheng and Wang<1®) developed an analytical model which 
considered the particle trajectories but did not take into account secondary flow. Pui et al. noted 
the model of Cheng and Wang matched their data at a Reynolds number of 1000, but not at a 
Reynolds number of 100. Tsai and Pui09) numerically analyzed particle trajectories in laminar flow 
through a tube bend and developed a correlation of aerosol penetration with the Stokes number, 
curvature ratio and the Dean number, De, where the latter is defined as:

De * (11)

Their model quite well fit the data for the laminar regime which were gathered previously by Pui 
et al(,7).
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n, -Depoatlion Software
A. Basis of the Code.

We developed a user-friendly PC-based software program to model particle deposition in 
transport lines^. This code, DEPOSITION 2.00, calculates aerosol particle losses in systems 
comprised of inlets, straight tubes and elbows under the assumption that the loss in each component 
is independent of the presence of any other component. Under this assumption, the overall 
penetration, PT, through a transport system comprised of N components is:

PT = UP, (12)
i-i

where Pj is the penetration through the z’th component. If the aerosol is polydispersed, the overall 
penetration is calculated from:

<13>

j t M v

where Pv is the penetration of theyth particle size through the ith component and rtijIM is the mass 
fraction of aerosol in theyth particle size interval. The submodels used to calculate penetration 
through inlets are those of Vincent et al.(U) for anisokinetic effects and Fan et al.(10) for internal 
losses in isokinetic probes. The model of Beal(,6> is employed to calculated the deposition velocity 
due to the effects of Brownian and turbulent diffusion in straight tubes. Use is made of the model 
of Anand et al.09 to determine losses due to the combined effects of sedimentation and diffusion. 
For elbows, the model of Tsai and Pui(,9) is used if the Reynolds number is < 1100, otherwise the 
model of Pui et al.<17) is utilized.

The code offers several options which permit calculations for retrospective analysis of 
existing sampling lines and for design of new systems. In particular, the options are:

1. Calculate Actual Penetration for an Existing Transport System. Under this option, the 
user inputs the tube geometrical and operational parameters (free stream velocity, sample 
flow rate, particle size distribution, inlet size, tube size, orientation and length of each 
straight section and the number of elbows). The program then computes the penetration 
of aerosol through each component and the overall penetration.

2. Calculate Optimum Diameter. Here, the user gives the same information as in the first 
option, with the exception of the tube diameter. The computer will then step through 
different tube sizes until it locates a size that provides a maximum penetration. For a 
maximum to exist, there must be at least one non-vertical straight tubing component in the 
system.

3. Maximum Penetration. Consider a transport system which connects two points in space 
and which samples a given particle size distribution at a particular flow rate. Under this 
option, the computer will calculate the maximum penetration which could be achieved by 
any system for this application. The results can be used as a benchmark against which to 
compare any other transport system.
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4. Calculate Penetration with Varying Parameters. This option operates on the same basis 
as Option 1, except that the tube diameter, flow rate, or particle size can be varied over 
a range of values. Output is written to an ASCII file, which can be imported into a PC 
spreadsheet or graphing application.

B. Example of an Application.
To illustrate the use of the DEPOSITION 2.00 code, assume the sampling system shown 

in Figure 2 is designed to isokinetically sample a flow rate of 56.6 L/min (2 cfm) from a free 
stream which has a velocity of 20 m/s (65.6 ft/s). Suppose the tube is 15.75 mm inside diameter 
(3/4-inch outside diameter x 0.065-inch wall), what is the penetration of 10 /xm AED aerosol 
particles through the system?

The inputs to the DEPOSITION 2.00 code and the corresponding outputs are shown in 
Table 1. The overall penetration for this example, 27.3%, is low for a system of its geometrical 
layout due to the choice of tube size. Were we to use Option 2 to provide an optimal tube size, 
the results would be a tube diameter of 34 mm and a corresponding penetration of 72.6%.

Table 1. Input parameters and output values for the example transport system 
shown in Figure 2. Option 1 of DEPOSITION: Existing Transport System.

INPUT PARAMETERS OUTPUT VALUES

Flow rate: 56.6 L/min

Tube diameter: 15.75 mm

Number of components (inlet is 
element number 1): 6

Particle density: 1 g/cm3

Is inlet isokinetic? Yes

Free stream velocity: 20 m/s

Angle between free stream and inlet: 
0°

Element 2: Tube, 0.2 m long, 0° 
from horizontal

Element 3: Elbow, 90° angle

Element 4: Tube, 2 m long, 0° from 
horizontal

Element 5: Elbow, 90° angle

Element 6: Tube, 2 m long, 90° 
from horizontal

Penetration through inlet: 81.8% 

Penetration thru element 2: 98.5% 

Penetration thru element 3: 66.0%

Penetration thru element 4: 85.7% 

Penetration thru element 5: 66.0% 

Penetration thru element 6: 90.7%

OVERALL PENETRATION: 27.3%
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0.2m

FREE STREAM 
20 m/s

7.75mm

TO SAMPLER
15.75mm

Figure 2. Layout of example aerosol transport system

III. Comparison of Numerically Predicted Penetration with Experiment Results

McFarland et al.90 conducted wind tunnel tests with the model transport system shown in 
Figure 3. a) and made comparisons of the experimentally observed penetration with that predicted 
by the DEPOSITION code. They conducted all tests at a free steam velocity of 3 m/s. Flow rates 
through the system were 70 and 130 L/min and the inlet was operated parallel and perpendicular 
to the free stream. Typical results are those shown in Figure 3. b), which show the penetration 
as a function of aerodynamic particle diameter for a flow rate of 130 L/min with the inlet oriented 
parallel to the free stream.

Wong^ constructed model aerosol transport loops with the same geometrical layout as that 
designed and tested earlier by Strom(23). He tested the systems with aerosols and compared the 
results with those predicted by the DEPOSITION code and, where possible, with the experimental 
results measured by Strom.

Strom, in a pioneering effort with an aerosol transport system, setup a sampling loop in the 
vertical plane which consisted of four 16.8 mm diameter tubes each 2 m long which were 
connected by three elbows. Monodisperse aerosols were drawn into the tube and the penetration 
was determined for different flow rates. Strom plotted the penetration as a function of flow
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Reynolds number and noted that for a constant particle size, there was a maximum of the 
penetration curve, and that these maxima all occurred at a Reynolds number of 2800. This value 
of the Reynolds number has been termed the "flow of best transmission,” and has been used by 
some designers as a criterion for sizing aerosol transport lines. The DEPOSITION code does not 
predict such a 'flow of best transmission,” so Wong investigated the concept by first repeating the 
tests of Strom using a tube of approximately the same size as that used by Strom, and then 
conducted additional experiments with a tube of a different size.

The data of Wong for a Strom-type loop with a tube diameter of 15.9 mm are shown in 
Figure 4. a). From this curve it may be noted that the penetration maxima for particle sizes of 8, 
10 and 15 jun AED all occur at a Reynolds number of approximately 2800. The Reynolds number 
in Wong’s experiments was varied by changing the flow rate through the tube. In contrast to the 
results he obtained with a 15.9 mm inside diameter tube, when Wong tested a Strom-type loop with 
a 26.9 mm tube, the maximum penetration values were associated with Reynolds numbers of5600, 
3800 and 3300 for particle sizes of 8, 10 and 15 /xm, respectively (Figure 4 b). This suggests that 
Strom’s "flow of best transmission" is only appropriate for a single tube size.

A comparison of the data of Wong with the predictions from the DEPOSITION code for 
10 fim AED aerosol particles are shown in Figures 5 a) and b) the 15.9 and the 26.7 mm inside 
diameter tubes. Again, in these figures, the penetration is plotted against the Reynolds number, 
where the Reynolds number was varied by changing the flow rate.

9

(> •*>

Figure 3 a). Aerosol transport system tested 
by McFarland et al.(2,) in a wind tunnel. 
Reprinted with permission from Environ. Sci. 
& Technol., 1991, 25:1573-1577.

I l I l T

■ ■ ‘ 1 1

AERODYNAMIC EQUIVALENT DIAMETER, AED, j«m

Figure 3 b). Results of wind tunnel testing 
of transport system. Flow rate = 130 L/min; 
inlet oriented parallel to free stream. 
Reprinted with permission from Environ. Sci. 
A Technol., 1991, 25:1573-1577.
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REYNOLDS NO.

Figure 4 a). Data of Wong(22) for a Strom- 
ype loop. Tube size = 15.9 mm inside 
diameter. Reynolds number was varied by 
:hanging the flow rate.

Figure 4 b). Data of Wong for a Strom-type 
loop with a 26.7 mm diameter tube. Note 
that the maximum penetration is not 
associated with a fixed value of the Reynolds 
number.

100 -
• NUMCMCAL

REYNOLDS NO.

Figure 5 a). Comparison of the experimental 
data of Wong<22) with predictions from the 
DEPOSITION code. The system is a Strom- 
type loop with a tube diameter of 15.9 mm. 
Particle size = 10 #tm AED.

Z 40

REYNOLDS NO.

Figure 5 b). Comparison of Wong data and 
DEPOSITION code for a 26.7 mm diameter 
Strom-type loop. Particle size — 10 urn 
AED.
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Wong*22* also conducted tests with 10 /tm AED aerosol particles to characterize the 
penetration of aerosol through 2.4 m long horizontal tubes of different diameters (6.7 to S2.3 mm). 
He maintained the flow rate constant and determined the penetration. A comparison of his results 
with predictions from the DEPOSITION code is given in Figure 6. Both experiment and code 
show that there is an optimal tube diameter and both show that the penetration drops steeply if the 
tube is smaller than the optimal size and drops slowly if the tube diameter is larger than optimal. 
The steep decrease for smaller sized tubes is due to enhanced turbulent deposition and the 
decreasing penetration for larger sized tubes is due to the gravitational sedimentation.

IV. Summary and Discussion

In the nuclear industry, sampling lines can be quite long and there is a potential for 
significant losses of aerosol particles between the stack or duct where a sample is acquired and the 
location where samples are collected. For example, Glissmeyer and Sehmel(24) show data for 
nuclear reactor sampling lines in which the overall line length can be as long as 75 m with 
horizontal runs as long as 50 m.

* EXPERIMENTAL
• NUMERICAL

TUBE DIAMETER (mm.)

Figure 6. Penetration of 10 /im AED aerosol particles through 2.4 m long horizontal tubes of 
different diameters. Experimental data of Wong(22) are compared with predictions from the 
DEPOSITION code.
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The DEPOSITION code allows estimates to be made of the aerosol losses through transport 
systems which consist of inlets, elbows and straight sections of tubing. The inlet losses include 
those which occur as a result of anisokinetic effects and internal wall losses. The losses in straight 
sections of tubing include the effects of gravitational settling and turbulent and Brownian diffusion. 
Losses in elbows are calculated from models for laminar and turbulent flow.

Experiments have been conducted to provide a data base for comparison with the 
DEPOSITION code. In the wind tunnel experiments of McFarland et al.00, the test results and 
code predictions agreed well; although, for particle sizes > 10 /tm AED the code predicted higher 
penetration values than those observed experimentally. Wong00 setup two Strom-type aerosol 
transport loops00 and conducted tests to both compare the results with those of Strom and with 
the predictions of the DEPOSITION code. Strom had observed a "flow of best transmission," 
when he tested a single tube diameter over a range of particle sizes and Reynolds numbers. His 
"flow of best transmission," corresponded to a Reynolds number of 2800. He varied the Reynolds 
number only through changing the flow rate. Wong duplicated the results of Strom when he used 
approximately the same tube size as Strom; however, when Wong used a different tube size, he 
did not obtain a "flow of best transmission." Instead, the maximum penetration varied with 
particle size. A comparison of the predictions of the DEPOSITION code with the experimental 
results of Wong for tests with 10 /xm AED aerosol particles in Strom-type loops with tube sizes 
of 15.9 and 26.7 mm, showed the code correctly predicted the trends; but, the code overestimates 
the penetration at low flow rates (low Reynolds numbers) and underestimates at high flow rates. 
The DEPOSITION code shows good agreement with the results of Wong00 from tests with 
horizontal tubes in which an optimal tube diameter was demonstrated for fixed values of particle 
size and flow rate. V.
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DISCUSSION

DAVIS: Have you done testing at smaller particle sizes, below 0.5 pm, and how would they
correlate with the larger particle sizes?

FAN: We have not conducted experiments with particles <0.5 pm diameter, but, the computer
code does take into account losses caused by thermal diffusion of aerosol to the walls of straight 
tubes. These losses are predicted through the use of the sub-model of Beal, where Beal’s 
equations have been shown by others to have good predictive ability.

FARAJIAN: Were experiments conducted to determine the limitations on the tube length for DOP 
testing in the nuclear industry?

FAN: No testing has been performed for the effect of the tube length on the sampling; however,
since the basic depositional mechanisms are taken into account by the computer codes, we believe 
the code should be appropriate for use in predicting particle losses in long transport lines 
(50-70 m).

COSTIGAN: Does your code predict deposition of particles on individual components in the pipe 
system?

FAN: Yes, the code output can give particle losses of either monodisperse particles or particle
distributions throughout the entire system.
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HIGH EFFICIENCY AND ULTRA LOW PENETRATION AEROSOL FILTER 
TEST PROGRAMS BY THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY COUNTRIES

R. G. Dorman
Consultant, Salisbury, SP1 3PX, UK 

Convener, Working Group 2
Abstract

A short account is given of the deliberations of a CEN (European 
Standardization Committee) Working Group investigating new 
particulate test methods for HEPA/ULPA filters with a view to 
adoption of one as a European Standard.

.L Introduction
The European Document 4/4 for particulate testing of HEPA 

filters has existed for more than a decade; although not a mandatory 
test it has had wide usage. Based upon the sodium flame test 
developed in the United Kingdom and published as British Standard 
3928:1969, it has undergone considerable improvement since that date, 
but with the advent of ULPA filters and modern particle counters came 
the desire to update the test or to replace it. The German Verband 
Deutscher Maschinen und Anlagenbau e V (VDMA) recommended that a 
group of experts should consider a new test. Their proposals were published in 1989 by the VDMA( *. The test equipment designed to 
implement these proposals was to be housed in the Government Material Testing Institute (MPA NRW) in Dortmund*2’.

XL.Discussions and Programme
A meeting of a European Committee for Standardization, held in 

Brussels in 1989, was followed in 1990 by another, also in Brussels, 
which was attended by representatives from ten European countries. 
At this latter meeting Belgium was appointed as the country to hold 
the Secretariat of two working groups (WG1 and WG2) and, 
additionally, the Convenership of Working Group 1 while the United 
Kingdom took over the Convenership of Working Group 2 for HEPA and 
ULPA filter test methods. The purpose of this paper is with WG2 but 
it is worthwhile noting that WG1, concerned with general ventilation 
and air-conditioning filters has adopted the US ASHRAE test with 
little alteration. The choice of a test method has become more 
important recently with the drive towards unification of standards in 
Europe. Adoption of a European Standard will render national 
standards obsolete and could therefore involve test houses in 
considerable expense. For example, equipment might be too costly for 
the smaller manufacturer in capital outlay or in operational costs, 
forcing him to send all filters to a central test house. Another 
possibility might be to send only a proportion of HEPA and ULPA 
filters to be tested# but such a policy would obviously be 
unsatisfactory and has been fiercely attacked by several members of 
WG2.

/ At the 1990 Brussels meeting two methods of test were put 
forward. First, the UK sodium flame method with flame photometric
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THE EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE ON HEPA FILTER MEDIA
C Hamblin and P J Goodchild 

Separation Technology Department 
AEA D&R Harwell 
Oxon, England.

Abstract
This paper presents the results from a series of experiments to 

study the changes in the physical properties of HEPA filter media 
after exposure to elevated temperatures. Data are presented for 
papers heated in the range 120-500°C. The observed changes in 
strength and paper stiffness are explained in terms of alterations to 
the binder due to thermal degradation. The information generated has 
clarified a particular failure mode associated with a small number of 
filter inserts at elevated temperatures.

1 Introduction
A programme to assess the performance of high efficiency 

particulate air (HEPA) filters under hot dynamic conditions is well 
established at Harwell(1). Recent tests, involving circular filter 
inserts have highlighted instances where the partial collapse of the 
pleats has led to insert failure after only 2”3 hours at temperatures 
of 200-300°C. Subsequent examinations have suggested this behaviour 
is strongly influenced py changes in the properties of the glass 
fibre based filtration media.

This report describes a series of experiments which clearly 
demonstrate that reductions in paper strength and rapid changes in 
stiffness result from modifications in binder structure. Increased 
understanding of these factors has allowed appropriate modifications 
to the relevant filter purchasing specifications which have 
substantially improved overall filter stability at elevated 
temperatures.

2 Experimental
2.1 Physical Tests

Testing was carried out on three proprietary grades of high 
efficiency filter papers comprising glass fibres of various lengths 
and diameters, and an organic binder to provide physical integrity. 
The papers (designated A, B and C) are regularly used in the HEPA 
filters supplied to the UK nuclear industry, and meet the performance 
criteria detailed in AESS 30/93400®.

The paper manufacturing process can lead to significant 
variations in properties within a roll of medium. In order to 
minimise these effects, and to aid data analysis, sufficient 
specimens for a series of experiments were cut from localised areas 
of paper. Batches of specimens of the appropriate dimensions were
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then heated at the test temperatures, in an air-purged furnace, for 
up to 500 hours. After cooling to ambient temperature, the following 
were measured:

(a) paper weight loss;
(b) tensile strength (machine direction (MD) values in 

accordance with BS 4415®) ;
(c) air burst resistance (in accordance with BS 6410(4));
(d) Gurley stiffness values;
(e) dynamic stiffness (LHomargy) values.

2.2 Changes in Binder Composition
Infra-red (IR) spectrographic and standard gravimetric analyses 

were employed to study general changes in binder composition during 
heating.

The method developed for the IR analysis involved refluxing 1 
gramme samples of paper, for 4 hours, in 100ml of high purity 
acetone. 25ml aliquots of the acetone extracts were then evaporated 
to dryness, under a stream of nitrogen, and the residues re-dissolved 
in 1ml of acetone and re-evaporated with 400mg of potassium bromide. 
After grinding, 16mm diameter discs were pressed from the mixtures 
and IR spectra recorded over the range 4000-200cm'1.

The total organic carbon (TOC) content of the papers was 
determined using a simple gravimetric technique. Samples were heated 
to 700°C in a stream of N2/02, and the mass of C02 formed was 
determined after absorption in sodium hydroxide solution.

3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Binder Degradation

Early discussion of the changes in binder composition helps 
explain many of the paper test results summarised below.

Analysis of samples of the unheated papers showed 40-60% of each 
binder was acetone soluble, and their IR spectra to be closely 
related and consistent with acrylic polymer/co-polymer mixtures.

Sample weights were routinely measured, and Figure 1 illustrates 
typical media weight losses after 10 minutes at temperature. At 
temperatures below 400°C, weight losses were observed to increase 
when heating was continued beyond 10 minutes. For example, data 
summarised in Table 1 show weight loss to continue for up to 100 
hours at 250°C. This appears to coincide with a progressive reduction 
in the amount of acetone soluble material present in each paper. The 
resulting IR spectra however, displayed similar (but weaker) 
absorbance bands to those obtained with acetone extracts from the 
unheated papers.

Table 1 also suggests significant amounts of binder remain after 
500 hours at 250°C. This material, which was rapidly removed by 
heating at 450°C, may simply be the original acetone insoluble
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measurement of mass penetration, together with particle counting and 
sizing of the aerosol of sodium chloride generated from Dautrebande 
atomizers which provide particles mainly in the 0.01-0.4pm range. 
The second method, described by Mr R. Wepfer of Messrs LUWA, and 
supported by the German representatives, was essentially that 
proposed in the VDMA document already mentioned. In outline the 
steps are:-

(i) Measurement of the fractional efficiency as a function 
of particle size and pressure drop across a plane 
sheet of a filter medium at the envisaged operating 
velocity. The size for maximum penetration (MPPS) to 
be determined.

(ii) Testing of the filter element for leaks by scanning at
the nominal test face velocity using a particle 
counting method with a neutralised aerosol of 
particles in a band around the MPPS as determined in 
(i). A condensation nucleus counter is employed in 
this test.

(iii) Testing of the performance of the filter, carried out
in the same rig as in (ii) without removing the filter. 
Upstream measurement of concentration is made, if 
necessary with dilution equipment.

WG2 met at the premises of Messrs LUWA for a demonstration of 
the equipment. An aerosol of DBS from a Rapaport-Weinstock generator 
was sized using a differential mobility analyser with 32 channels in 
the range 0.011 to 0.931 pm. Particles were found in 12 channels 
between 0.074 and 0.457 pm, approximately 36 per cent by number lying 
between 0.18 and 0.21 pm. A filter tested with this aerosol, 
assessing the penetration by condensation nucleus counter with 
scanning, gave a value of 0.00008 per cent, which was repeated in a 
further test. Each assessment took some 10 minutes.

At a subsequent meeting the UK presented results obtained on two 
filters by flame photometry of NaCl on a rig incorporating a particle 
counter. The aerosol was not neutralised and the particle 
counter/sizer (a helium-neon laser) was not especially calibrated for 
sodium chloride particles. No peak was found in the penetration 
curve, penetration in the nominally lowest channel of 0.1-0.15 pm 
being greater than in the 0.15-0.2 pm region. Somewhat crude 
calculations of mass penetrations from the particle penetration graph 
agreed within a factor of x2 with the mass penetration measured by 
flame photometry. The representative of the test house said that a 
more sensitive particle counter would be obtained.
The position at present is that members of the Working Group consider 
that test particles should be liquid, rather than solid, and that for 
filters of high efficiency scanning is a necessary part of the test. 
It was resolved at the fifth meeting in Vienna that ".... the 
principle of the Swiss/German method of test utilising a liquid test 
aerosol in the MPPS range with both upstream and downstream 
assessment is agreed. The method is accepted subject to obtaining 
satisfactory results from the new German rig and correlation with the
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Swiss rig, together with an acceptable degree of repeatability. The 
method now to be adopted for the complete range of HEPA and ULPA 
filters."

A full report is expected to be given at the meeting to be held 
in Dortmund in September 1992.

If there is good correlation some simplification is likely to be 
necessary to speed the rate of test on the production line. Many 
members of the Working Group, while accepting the proposed method as 
a "Type Test" were concerned that, as demonstrated in Zurich, it was 
too slow for a production line. Their comments were incorporated in 
a previous Resolution laying down that "... . production line rigs and 
independent and accredited test houses should operate on the same 
principles but may utilise different standardized equipment and 
specified test procedures." Possible reduction in testing time might 
be achieved by reducing the number of channels to be counted. 
Consideration might also be given to an electrical aerosol analyser, 
while a laser sizer-counter has possibilities.

There is interest in methods being considered in the USA*3,4’ and, 
although the range of WG2 discussion has so far been much less 
detailed than, for example, that of the IES (ref.3), there are 
grounds for expecting EEC and US test methods to be very similar.
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components of the binders. It is more likely however, to be a mixture 
of thermally more stable (high carbon content) species formed during 
degradation reactions involving both acetone soluble and insoluble 
components. Although additional analytical methods are necessary to 
confirm this, it is clear that changes occur which may fundamentally 
alter the nature of the binders studied.

Temperature ”C

Figure 1 Typical Media Weight Loss Curves

Table 1: Typical Paper Weight Loss at 2500C

Time at 250°C Weight Loss (%)
(h) A B C
0.2 0.6 1.0 0.8
1 0.7 1.3 1.3
5 2.3 2.1 1.6
10 3.9 2.9 2.3
25 4.4 3.3 2.5
50 4.7 3.6 2.6
100 4.8 3.8 2.7
500 4.8 3.9 2.7

Initial binder
content of paper 

(%)
6.8 5.7 5.3
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3.2 Paper Tensile Strength
The variation in paper tensile strength with temperature is 

illustrated in Figure 2. These data show that short term (10 mins) 
exposure to temperatures above 250°C results in reductions in paper 
strength which are directly linked to binder loss/ degradation.

After heating to 450oC, all three media have broadly similar 
strength properties (despite the initial strength advantage of paper 
A). At this stage however, the papers are "binder free" and reliant 
on essentially similar glass fibres for their strength/ integrity.

Temperature

Figure 2 Effect of Temperature on Paper Tensile Strength

Table 2 also shows paper strength to be a function of time at 
temperature:
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Table 2; Effect of Time At Temperature on Tensile Strength

Time at 
Temp

«
Mean MD Tensile strength (kN/m)

Paper A Paper B Paper C

(hours) 120
°C

200
°c

250
°C

120
°C

200
°c

250
°C

120
°c

200
°c

250
°c

No heating 1.36 1.31 1.33 1.05 0.98 1.03 0.90 0.94 0.85

in•
o 1.48 1.25 1.08 1.06 1.01 0.88 0.88 0.91 0.76

1 1.47 1.37 1.02 1.00 1.05 0.85 0.93 0.88 0.73
5 1.33 1.33 0.78 1.18 0.95 0.63 0.89 0.83 0.54

25 1.38 1.14 0.41 0.92 0.92 0.54 0.86 0.81 0.46
100 1.32 1.25 0.42 1.05 0.86 0.66 0.94 0.77 0.43

500 1.33 1.05 0.36 1.01 0.87 0.51 0.86 0.72 0.50
1000 1.45 1.14 0.38 1.05 0.71 0.47 0.88 0.76 0.44

Weight losses at temperatures below 200°C are small and, with 
the possible exception of Paper C, media strength is also unaffected 
at these temperatures. However, the changes in binder 
content/composition discussed above clearly influence paper strength 
at higher temperatures. Relatively rapid reductions in paper strength 
are observed at 250°C, with minimum values (0.3-0.5 kN/m) recorded 
after about 25 hours (in a similar manner to weight loss at this 
temperature) . Although residual binder materials are still present at 
this stage, they appear to contribute little to the overall strength 
of the media.
3.3 Air Burst Resistance

Changes in air burst resistance follow similar trends to those 
observed for tensile strength, and representative data are summarised 
in Tables 3 and 4.

Table 3: Effect of Temperature on Paper Air Burst Resistance

Mean Air Burst Resistance (kPa)
Paper Initial

Value
120°C 150°C 200 °C 250°C 350°C 500°C

A 11.5 11.0 11.7 10.8 9.3 4.0 4.1
B 9.1 9.3 9.0 8.8 8.3 4.5 4.3
C 8.6 9.0 8.0 8.4 8.0 4.3 4.3

Note: these results were obtained on samples heated for 
10 minutes at the temperature indicated.
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Table 4; Effect of Time at Temperature on Air Burst Resistance

Mean Air Burst Resistance (kPa)
Time at 
Temp 
(h)

Results Paper B Results Paper C
120°C 250°C 120 °C 250°C

0 8.8 9.2 7.8 8.1
1 8.3 8.1 8.5 7.4
10 7.9 8.3 7.3 4.7
50 7.8 4.1 6.8 3.8

100 8.9 3.8 7.5 5.2
500 7.5 4.2 7.9 3.9

3.4 Paper Stiffness
Correct paper stiffness is important in the production of 

circular filters. During the pleating process the medium is scored 
and folded by machine, and inappropriate paper stiffness can result 
in poorly defined pleats.

Gurley and L’Homargy stiffness measurements were made on media 
samples heated at 120°C, 200°C, 250°C and 350°C. Typical data are 
illustrated for papers A, B and C, in Figures 3, 4 and 5 
respectively. Although additional work is necessary to fully quantify 
changes at 120°C, the data obtained clearly demonstrate heating 
results in initial increases in stiffness. The magnitude of these 
increases appear independent of temperature. The time at which 
maximum stiffness occurs (about 25 hours at 200°C, 2-3 hours at 250°C 
and 8-10 minutes at 350°C) is however, clearly influenced by 
temperature.

Changes in paper stiffness may also be related to the changes in 
the binder composition. The species formed during the initial 
degradation reactions, involving the acetone soluble fraction of the 
binders, increase media stiffness. As these species are themselves 
decomposed, stiffness is reduced to values below those recorded for 
unheated papers.

Clearly, these rapid changes in media stiffness and strength can 
influence pleat behaviour at elevated temperatures and contribute to 
filter failures. As a result, a minimum pleat strength requirement 
(of 0.5kN/m) has been included in the relevent filter purchasing 
specifications, and recent hot dynamic tests have shown significant 
improvements in filter performance at 200-300°C.
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0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Time at temperature (h)

Figure 3 Effect of Temperature on Stiffness (Paper A)

120°C

250°C

Figure 4 Effect of Temperature on Stiffness (Paper B)
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250#C

Time at temperature

6 Conclusions

• The properties of the glass fibre media used in these 
experiments were relatively unaffected by prolonged heating at 
120°C.

• Exposures to temperatures above 120°C however, reduced both the 
tensile strength and air bust resistance of the papers used.

• The magnitude of the loss in strength is dependent on the 
temperature, and the time at temperature, and results from the 
degradation of the organic binders used in media production.

• Heating to 500°C leads to complete removal of the binder, and 
media strength are reduced to 0.3-0.5 kN/m at this stage.

• Media strength are also reduced to 0.3-0.5 kN/m after about 25 
hours at 250°C. Binder materials are present at the stage, but 
they have little affect on paper strength. •

• Heating glass fibre filtration media at 200-350°C results in 
initial increases in stiffness, which are reduced on further 
heating. The time at which maximum stiffness occurs is dependent 
on temperature and is also related to the changes in binder 
composition.
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The combination of increased paper stiffness and reduced 
strength may influence the stability of pleats at elevated 
temperatures, and contribute to filter failure.
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DISCUSSION

DAVIS: Are these binders generally acrylic based?

HAMBLIN: Yes, they are.

EDWARDS, There is another observation that can be made with regard to loss of the binder
at S00°C. The paper would have zero wet strength, or zero resistance to direct wetting, after loss 
of binder.

HAMBLIN: We did, in fact, observe this, but it is interesting to note that papers with a
silicone-based water repellent retain their resistance to wetting after heating to 500°C.
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CLOSING COMMENTS OF SESSION CO-CHAIRMAN MOELLER

Session 6 opened with a report from Germany on the installation of containment venting systems 
on their nuclear power plants, and the development of sampling systems to determine the post-accident 
status. To assure the collection of representative samples, in situ samplers have been developed that can 
be transported into containment. Related studies at Texas A&M University have led to the development 
of a computer code, DEPOSITION, that can be used to estimate aerosol losses through various sampling 
systems. Also reported were data on the performance of a commercial version of a new continuous air 
monitor for transuranic radionuclides that has been developed as a joint effort of the Los Alamos 
National Laboratory and Texas A&M University. One of the benefits of this monitor is its ability to 
eliminate the effects of airborne radon decay products.

The final portion of Session 6 was directed to filter performance and testing. Workers in the
U.K. reported on the development of new particulate test methods for HEPA/ULPA filters, the goal 
being to establish one method as a European standard. The final paper in the Session summarized 
studies in the U.K. on the effects of temperature on HEPA filter media. This work showed that glass 
fiber filter media were relatively unaffected by prolonged heating at 120°C; however, exposures at higher 
temperatures reduced both tensile strength and air burst failure resistance.
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SESSION 7
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OPENING COMMENTS OF SESSION CHAIRMAN MOELLER

CHANGES TO LICENSING FOR U.S NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
E. Gail de Planque
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OPENING COMMENTS OF SESSION CHAIRMAN MOELLER

It is my pleasure to welcome our luncheon speaker. The Honorable E. Gail de Planque, 
Commissioner, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

From her earliest years, Dr. de Planque demonstrated her keen intellect and capacity for 
leadership. In high school she was a member of the National Honor Society, President of the Forensic 
League, a champion debater, valedictorian and voted the most outstanding member of her senior class!

Upon graduating from high school, she entered Immaculata College in Pennsylvania where she 
initially majored in mathematics. However, she found physics so stimulating that she took every course 
available. In addition to her scholastic activities, she qualified as a member of the college tennis team 
and served on the Intercollegiate Conference on Government.

After graduating from college, Dr. de Planque considered graduate school. Although that was 
attractive, she also realized the benefits of gaining some "real world" experience. At that moment, her 
high school debating team experiences played a major role in her future. In preparing for a debate on 
nuclear disarmament, she had learned about the AEC’s Health and Safety Laboratory in New York and 
she applied there for a job, was accepted, and began work in the Radiation Physics Division.

A year or two after beginning work, she once again saw the need for graduate education and 
entered the Newark College of Engineering (now the New Jersey Institute of Technology) where she 
qualified, attending on a part-time basis, for a Masters Degree in Physics. Later, again attending on a 
part-time basis, she completed a Ph.D. in Environmental Health Sciences at New York University.

In the meantime, she was progressing rapidly in her work at the Health and Safety Laboratory, 
having assumed a leadership role in the research activities as well as in the direction of the Laboratory. 
Her work expanded into research on radiation shielding and thermoluminescent dosimetry (TLDs).

At the time, the prevailing wisdom was that TLDs were not applicable in the field of 
environmental dosimetry. In spite of this situation, she decided to explore the possibilities. Not only did 
this lead to success but, along the way, she was instrumental in developing an American National 
Standard on the Performance of TLDs for Environmental Dosimetry, and she established a program for 
the international intercomparison of TLDs. As a result of her efforts, TLDs became the standard 
environmental monitoring tool for nuclear power plants and various other types of nuclear facilities in 
the U.S. as well as throughout the world. In short, her work led to an internationally accepted standard 
method for environmental monitoring and the resulting systems that have been installed are providing 
global data on environmental radiation levels.

In 1982 Dr. de Planque was appointed Deputy Director, and in 1987 she was appointed Director, 
of the Health and Safety Laboratory (now known as the Environmental Measurements Laboratory). 
Because of her long time interest in natural background radiation, the Laboratory soon established a 
radon reference laboratory. Under her leadership, the Laboratory also expanded its environmental 
measurement capabilities to all types of discharges from all types of energy systems. When the Chernobyl 
accident occurred, the Laboratory had a team of experts ready, they were sent to Europe to monitor the 
resulting contamination, and data collected by the Laboratory staff were the first to be published 
following that event.

Throughout her career, Dr. de Planque has been active in professional society activities. This has 
included service with the Association of Women in Science, the American Physical Society, the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science, the Health Physics Society, and the American Nuclear 
Society (ANS). In fact, she served as President of the ANS from 1988 - 1989. In addition, she was
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appointed to the Editorial Board for the Journal, Radiation Protection Dosimetry.

In conjunction with her work. Dr. de Planque has traveled throughout the world, including the 
presentation of lectures and the conduct of research in Western Europe, Egypt, Latin America, Australia, 
the Peoples’ Republic of China, and the former U.S.S.R. In recognition of her contributions, Dr. de 
Planque was elected to membership in the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements, 
she received the National Women of Achievement in Energy Award in 1990, and in 1991 she was named 
by the Association for Women in Science as the Outstanding Woman Scientist of the Year.

Dr. de Planque was appointed to the NRC in December, 1991, and she has had an immediate 
impact in bringing to bear her research abilities, her scientific background, and her "real world" 
experiences. She is the first person appointed to the Commission who is knowledgeable, and has direct 
interests, in the health effects of ionizing radiation, radiation shielding, and environmental monitoring.

Her topic today will be "Changes to Licensing for U.S. Nuclear Power Plants." I present to you 
The Honorable E. Gail de Planque, Commissioner, U.S. Nuclear Regulatoiy Commission.
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CHANGES TO NRC LICENSING PROCEDURES 
FOR U.S. POWER PLANTS

Commissioner E. Gail de Planque 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Washington, DC 20555

Abstract

NRC has revised its regulations on the licensing processing 
for nuclear power plants. The revised process should reduce 
uncertainty by resolving issues before construction begins. 
Development in Congress and in the nuclear power industry will also 
be discussed.

I. Introduction

I'm sure you've heard about nuclear power plant licensing 
reform in the U.S. and also about the energy bill that Congress has 
now been debating for some time. I'd like to take some time today 
and try to unravel the mysteries of licensing reform and give you 
an idea of what it all means. In order to explain some of the 
recent developments in this area, I would like to briefly describe 
how we have licensed nuclear power plants in the past; and, how we 
have revised our regulations to modify the previous licensing 
process. I'll summarize some of things that are going on in the 
U.S. Congress that could affect how the NRC conducts power plant 
licensing in the future; and finally, give you an overview of what 
the nuclear industry is doing to prepare for the next generation of 
commercial nuclear power plants. First, I would like to give you 
a little history about the NRC to put this into perspective.

In late 1946, Congress issued the Atomic Energy Act which 
provided for the research and development of military applications 
of nuclear energy by the Atomic Energy Commission which actually 
began its existence January 1, 1947. Later, the Atomic Energy Act 
of 1954 was issued which provided for the research, development and 
regulation of commercial nuclear energy and expanded the focus of 
the AEG.

As more and more was learned about the different aspects of 
nuclear energy, a concern developed about the ability of a single 
government agency to both regulate and promote the use of nuclear 
power. As a result, Congress issued the Energy Reorganization Act 
of 1974. This law effectively separated the regulation of 
commercial nuclear activities from the research, development and 
promotional activities by creating the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission and the Energy Research and Development Administration 
in 1975 became a part of the Department of Energy in 1977. So

So the authority for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's 
licensing activities still stems from the Atomic Energy Act, as 
amended over the years.
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II. The Wav It Was

The NRC placed the requirements for the licensing of nuclear 
power plants into the Code of Federal Regulations, specifically 
Part 50 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, commonly 
referred to as Part 50. Part 50 has the force of U.S. Federal law 
and must be complied with.

Historically, the NRC licensing process for commercial nuclear 
power plants consisted of two steps: construction permit
application and operating license application. (See Figure 1.)

First, the utility or applicant submitted an application for 
a construction permit. The application addressed several major 
points regarding the power plant such as environmental impact, 
anti-trust considerations, and the safety of the plant design.

1. The applicant was required to submit an environment 
report containing site suitability information. This 
report evaluated whether there was any potential adverse 
environmental impact of the proposed plant on the 
neighboring area. Review of this report was conducted 
with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the 
U.S. Department of the Interior to ensure that the plant 
would not adversely affect the surrounding environs or 
wildlife near the proposed plant.

These reviews sometimes resulted in imposition of 
specific conditions on the siting of the plant in order 
to satisfy the requirements of the National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA).

2. Information related to anti-trust considerations was 
submitted for review to both the NRC and the Justice 
Department. The Atomic Energy Act required a 
determination of whether or not the licensing activities 
created a situation inconsistent with the U.S. antitrust 
laws.

The U.S. Attorney General had to confirm that no anti
trust considerations existed before construction 
proceeded. While members of the public could request a 
hearing at this stage, historically only 3 such hearings 
were held.

3. The third major area of consideration was the adequacy of 
the plant design. As most of you may know, the U.S. has 
not historically used a standardized power plant design. 
Therefore, review of the specific power plant design was 
considered during the review of the construction permit.

Both the Atomic Energy Act and Part 50 REQUIRED a formal 
hearing before issuance of a construction permit.
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Now, hearings are a key issue here, so let me digress a bit 
about hearings since each of the different licensing processes that 
I'm going to talk about today treats hearings a little differently. 
In the U.S. a hearing is a legal process whereby all interested 
parties, including the public, are given an opportunity to make 
their case before an impartial decision maker. in the Part 50 
hearing process, the public was given three opportunities to raise 
their concerns about the nuclear power plant to the NRC. Positions 
on issues were argued before, and decided by, the Atomic Safety and 
Licensing Board (ASLB), the Appeals Board, and the Commission.

The ASLB was made up of 3 persons, 2 technical persons and one 
lawyer. (At least they had more technical people than lawyers!) 
The ASLB reviewed the construction permit application, the findings 
of the NRC staff, and concerns brought forth by interested parties 
in order to decide whether or not the construction permit should be 
issued.

If someone disagreed with the findings of the Board, he or she 
could appeal the decision to the Appeals Board which was also made 
up of 3 persons, two technical and one lawyer (Again, a good 
ratio).

The Appeals Board could and sometimes did reverse findings of 
the ASLB. However, someone disagreeing with the Appeals Board, 
could then petition the Commission (meaning the five Commissioners) 
for another review, BUT once the Commission made a decision on the 
issue, it became the last and final decision on the matter.

As you can see, the hearing process can be quite complex and 
in some cases, has lasted up to 5 years for the construction permit 
alone. There have also been cases where the construction permit 
hearings lasted only for a few days as in the cases of Calvert 
Cliffs and St Lucie.

Once the pre-construction hearing was over, the NRC issued the 
construction permit and construction of the plant began.

Now, let's turn to the operating license. As plant 
construction proceeded, the utility submitted an application for an 
operating license to the NRC staff for review. An opportunity for 
a hearing was offered to the public prior to issuance of the 
operating license. Historically, this request was submitted well 
before planned criticality to allow for the hearing process. A 
hearing for the operating license was only held if it was 
requested, which it usually was; except in the early 70's.

The focus of this hearing, if held, was to determine whether 
the plant was built according to design, whether it would operate 
as planned, and whether the plant's emergency procedures were 
adequate.

The hearing process for the operating license was exactly the 
same as for the construction permit, but as some of you may know,
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this second hearing could be rather long, in some cases the 
processes lasted up to 9 years. The case I am thinking of is 
Seabrook, where the adequacy of the emergency planning and 
evacuation plans were questioned at great length.

III. The Wav It Is Now

In 1987, the NRC did an extensive review of the licensing 
process. After a lot of discussion both within and outside the 
agency, the NRC decided to revise its regulations to set out new 
review procedures and licensing requirements to provide for the 
licensing of "standardized" plant designs. That process was 
eventually published as a new part of the Code of Federal 
Regulations, called Part 52.

Part 52 provides for separate reviews of the plant design, 
known as design certification; early review of site suitability, 
known as the early site permit, and the review of a combined 
license which authorizes both the construction and operation of a 
nuclear power plant in one license. As you can see, Part 52 sets 
up a one-step versus two-step licensing process which also allows 
for resolution of safety issues and implementation of the hearing 
process in the beginning, before the plant is built, as opposed to 
during construction. For comparison, let me discuss the basic 
processes defined in Part 52. First, let's take a look at the 
front end of the process. (See Figure 2.)

There are two reviews that can be done before the utility 
begins the formal plant licensing process... they are Design 
Certification and the Early Site permit.

A. Design Certification

The design certification process (see Figure 3) begins when a 
reactor vendor submits a plant design to the NRC for review and 
approval. The actual technical review of the plant design 
essentially remains the same as it always was, in that the NRC 
technical staff reviews the submittal, develops questions on the 
submittal, and requests answers from the reactor designer. Once 
the technical questions regarding the design have been answered to 
the satisfaction of the NRC staff, an evaluation report for the 
design is written. This report is called the Final Design 
Approval. A Final Design Approval is a pre-requisite to obtaining 
a design certification.

Part 52 states that certification of a given design will be 
published in the regulations and shall conform to the rulemaking 
procedures. The rulemaking procedure for design certification 
would include a notice with an opportunity for public comment. An 
opportunity for an informal hearing before an NRC licensing board 
may be requested. The goal of the hearing would be to ensure that 
all concern regarding the safety of the plant design are adequately 
addressed. The Commission also have the discretion to grant a 
formal hearing if necessary.
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DESIGN CERTIFICATION PROCESS
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Once a design is certified, it cannot be changed except to 
comply with NRC regulations or to protect the public health and 
safety or common defense and security. The design is then 
considered a "safe" design and requires no further review. This 
essentially will "standardize" plant designs. But, if any changes 
are necessary, the same rulemaking and hearing procedure must be 
complied with.

This feature of Part 52 - making it more difficult to "amend 
designs" - means that all the safety issues must be resolved up 
front by both the designer, the reviewer and the commenters. The 
certification is expected to remain valid for 15 years, and may be 
renewed under certain circumstances. Note that if a public hearing 
regarding the design is held, the reactor designer, not the 
electric utility, is involved. This is a real change from the old 
method, in that the plant designer rather than the utility is 
responsible for proving that the reactor design is safe. Once the 
design is certified, it may be used without further review because 
the design is set.

B. Early Site Permit

Regarding the early site permit, the utility is permitted to 
obtain approval for use of an identified site separate from and 
before the request for a construction permit. (See Figure 4.) In 
this case, a mandatory hearing is held prior to NRC approval to use 
a given site for a nuclear power plant. At the hearing, interested 
persons would have the opportunity to raise their concerns on the 
potential impact of the plant on its surroundings.

In this case, the utility purchasing the plant would be 
responsible for demonstrating that the plant would not have a 
significant adverse impact on the surrounding environment. This is 
also the case in the old process; however, the new process allows 
completion of the environmental review before the application for 
a construction permit.

C. Combined License Review

Once the design certification and early site permit reviews 
are completed, the utility will apply for a combined construction 
permit/ operating license. (See Figure 2.)

The goal of this portion of the licensing process is to 
resolve licensing issues before plant construction. Part 52 
requires a mandatory formal public hearing prior to issuance of the 
construction permit/operating license. I will use the term 
combined license from now on with combined license meaning both a 
construction permit AND an operating license in one license. 
Ideally, at this point, both the design certification and early 
site permit have been obtained from the NRC by the reactor design 
vendor and the utility, respectively. This means that the plant 
design has been found safe, and the proposed plant site is suitable 
for use.
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The review would result in the establishment of the 
inspection, test and analysis acceptance criteria (ITAAC) to be 
used for determining the adequacy of construction. ITAAC will 
include things such as system and component test requirements, 
inspection criteria and test acceptance criteria to be validated 
during inspections performed by the NRC staff throughout the 
construction process and during the pre-operational test phase. 
Both the NRC AND the utility must agree to the inspection, test, 
and analysis acceptance criteria before the construction begins. 
Once agreed upon, these acceptance criteria remain the same 
throughout plant construction and serve as the standard against 
which the adequacy and capability of the plant design will be 
judged before the plant is operated. What this means is that the 
rules of the game are known from the very beginning of construction 
and can't be changed in mid-stream unless there is a VERY good 
safety-related reason. Any needed change would require that a 
formal hearing be held .prior to plant operation. This should 
encourage "Getting the ITAACs right the first time!" This should 
eliminate construction delays caused by changes to construction or 
design standards while the plant is being built.

When the utility applies for a combined license, Part 52 
requires a formal hearing to allow interested parties to present 
their concerns on safety issues affecting the plant.

But, since the design has been certified and the site has 
already been approved, the issues brought up in the hearing may 
only address site specific design requirements (e.g., cooling 
towers) and whether the acceptance criteria/ or ITAAC, will be met. 
This really limits the range of issues that can be brought up and 
should simplify this hearing process.

Once the ability of the utility to build and operate the plant 
has been reviewed and approved, the NRC has determined that there 
is reasonable assurance that the plant can be constructed and 
operated safely, and the hearing has been completed, the Combined 
License will be issued and plant construction may begin. This 
effectively concludes the review of the plant; however, a stringent 
inspection and verification program will be applied to insure that 
the plant is, in fact, constructed according to the certified 
design, and that installed systems and components will perform as 
designed.

The major differences between the two licensing processes are 
that the new process provides for 1) completion of plant design 
reviews before construction thereby resolving the safety issues at 
the beginning, 2) a one step versus two step review process which 
combines the construction permit and operating license 
applications, and 3) definition of the inspection, test and 
analysis acceptance criteria before construction.

This process is all in place now.
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IV. Congressional Developments

The United States Congress is currently working on a piece of 
legislation to support the National Energy Strategy originally 
proposed by the Department of Energy.

This proposed legislation touches on many different aspects of 
energy production, ranging from renewable energy sources such as 
wind, solar, and geothermal, to the reduction and limitations of 
automobile emissions into the atmosphere, to waste disposal. Also 
included in the proposed legislation is nuclear power plant 
licensing. I will try to summarize the status of that part of the 
National Energy legislation currently before Congress.

For those of you not so familiar with how we make laws in the 
U.S., you should know that it has been said that there are two 
things that one should never see being made: sausages and laws.

For those of you from overseas, let me give you the quick 
version of how laws are made in the U.S.

The U.S. Congress is made of two entities: the Senate and the 
House of Representatives. To begin the legislative process, a 
proposal is usually brought before the subcommittees for 
consideration by some of the members of each body. Both the Senate 
and the House of Representatives present their final proposals to 
the other chamber in a conference* Once the Senate and the House 
have agreed on the context of the proposed law, they send it to the 
President for signature.

I

Sometimes the Senate version is very different from the House 
version, and this can take a long time to resolve. For the 
proposed energy legislation as a whole, that's where we are today.

The Senate's proposed energy legislation is titled, "the 
National Energy Security Act of 1992," and was approved by the 
Senate in February of this year.

The corresponding House of Representative's proposed 
legislation is called, "The Comprehensive National Energy Policy 
Act," and was just passed in May of this year. As I indicated 
earlier, the two versions of the proposed legislation cover a lot 
more than just the licensing process for nuclear power plants. Any 
differences in the two versions will be negotiated between the 
Senate and the House in conference next month. Fortunately, in the 
area of nuclear plant licensing, both the Senate and the House 
versions were essentially identical, and better yet, they basically 
codify the licensing process outlined in Part 52. That is, they 
provide for design certification, early site permits and issuance 
of a combined operating license.

Both versions also call for the establishment of construction 
acceptance criteria before construction and require that the
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Commission find, prior to operation, that the acceptance criteria 
are met.

One of the differences between the proposed legislation and 
Part 52 is that the proposed legislation permits Commission 
discretion regarding the type and format of any post-construction 
hearing. Only two types of credible and significant safety issues 
may be brought up for a possible hearing. These are 1) the plant 
as built does not meet the established acceptance criteria, or 2) 
new information is identified that significantly affects the safety 
of plant operations.

If one or both of these types of issues are identified, and a 
hearing is warranted, Part 52 requires a formal hearing whereas the 
proposed legislation allows NRC discretion to permit an informal 
hearing. In the Part 52 process, If a post-construction hearing is 
conducted, it is assumed that plant operations will be suspended 
during the course of the hearing; however, the proposed legislation 
REQUIRES that the Commission allow interim operation during the 
conduct of a post-construction hearing if it determines that there 
is reasonable assurance that the public health and safety is still 
adequately protected.

Since the two versions of proposed legislation are so complex 
in the areas other than nuclear, it is hard to predict how long the 
conference process will last before a bill is sent to the 
President, so we'll all have to wait and see how it turns out in 
the end.

But, in the meantime, lets turn to what is going on in the 
nuclear industry.

V. The Next Generation of Plants

Currently, the NRC is in the process of reviewing several 
plant designs in preparation for conducting the design 
certification process on three different categories of plants. 
These are 1) evolutionary light water reactors, 2) passive light 
water reactors, and 3) advanced reactors.

Very briefly, the evolutionary designs are based on existing 
plant designs but incorporate recent technological advancements.

Examples of the evolutionary light water reactors are the 
General Electric Advanced Boiling Water Reactor and the Combustion 
Engineering System 80+. Both of these designs are actively being 
reviewed by the NRC staff. The staff is scheduled to issue the 
Final Safety Evaluation Report (FSER) for ABWR and the Draft Safety 
Evaluation Report (DSER) for CE this week! The Final Design 
Approval Reviews are scheduled to be completed by 12/92 and 11/93, 
respectively.

The passive light water reactors are very different from the 
current type of reactor in that they tend to rely on pressure
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differentials and other "natural principles" to shut down the plant 
in off-normal conditions. That is, safe shutdown is not dependent 
on an emergency core cooling system as we know it but rather 
pressure differentials, gravity and/or natural convection. 
Examples of the passive light water reactors are the Westinghouse 
Advanced Plant 600, and the General Electric Simplified Boiling 
Water Reactor.

The NRC has received a submittal for the AP600 and expects 
the SBWR submittal shortly. The NRC staff projects completion of 
the review of these designs by 11/94 and 1/95, respectively.

The advanced reactors are designs that haven't been used 
before for commercial power production. Examples of these designs 
are the PIUS, the CANDU-3, the Modular High Temperature Gas Cooled 
Reactor, and the Advanced Liquid Metal Reactor. NRC has some pre
application efforts underway to prepare to reviewing these designs 
if submitted.

Even as we speak, the NRC staff is working on identifying and 
assessing the issues related to conducting design certification 
reviews and the rulemaking. There has been a lot of discussion 
among the NRC staff, the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), 
the Nuclear Management and Resources Council (NUMARC) and others as 
to how the design certification process should be conducted.

There are a number of issues, including determining what level 
of design detail is required to evaluate the adequacy of specific 
portions of a new type of plant design. In the case of the passive 
reactor designs, there is less design detail available than that 
for the evolutionary designs. Another significant issue is how 
much testing is needed in order to prove that certain new plant 
systems or unique features will function as planned under abnormal 
conditions. Also, since the reactor designers consider their new 
designs to be proprietary, how the proprietary information can be 
addressed in the NRC's publicly available evaluation of the plant 
design without compromising the proprietary nature of the submittal 
is a key issue.

Further, since the design certification will be published as 
part of 10 CFR, there is a lot of discussion as to how to 
incorporate such a certification into the Code of Federal 
Regulations. NRC held a workshop in July to discuss issues such as 
the roles of the staff, the ASLB and the Commission in this 
rulemaking. The point is that we are preparing the way for the 
licensing of new plants.

Much has been accomplished with the NRC Part 52 licensing 
process, and the next several months will be a crucial time as the 
first designs move toward FDA, and the process for the design 
certification rulemaking takes shape.
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It is clear that all interested parties, including Congress, 
recognize that the nuclear plant licensing process needed some 
revisions and it will be interesting to see how the proposed 
legislation turns out.

It is also encouraging that the nuclear industry is continuing 
to improve plant designs. The goal of both the reactor designers 
as well as the NRC is to improve plant safety and I view the 
development of these new plant designs and the NRC's revision of 
the licensing process as a positive affirmation of safety as a 
priority.

My friends and colleagues, as we all well know, the world is 
a very small place, and radiation knows no national borders. Let 
me close by saying that whether you are a nuclear power plant 
regulator, a designer, a builder or an operator, or involved in 
other areas associated with nuclear energy — as many of you are — 
we must all do our part to ensure that the wonders of the atom are 
used safely and for the benefit of all who inhabit the earth.

It has been a pleasure to be here with you today. I hope that 
I've helped to make a somewhat complicated procedure a little more 
understandable. I wish you all the best for a rewarding and 
successful conference.

DISCUSSION

LAGUS: I am from California and as you know a number of years ago they passed an initiative that 
basically said they wouldn’t even consider a nuclear power option unless there was a technically 
demonstrated, technically defensible method for the disposal of nuclear waste. Now, that is a 
little bit off your topic, but since it is seldom that I get a chance to ask a Commissioner this 
question, what is the NRC doing, or what is the NRC’s position on the disposal of nuclear waste. 
Evety time I read something in the popular or semi-popular press, it seems like the NRC is trying 
to foist that problem off on DOE saying, "That’s not our problem; we regulate." It’s DOE’s 
problem and they have got to solve it. It seems like we have a massive standoff between two 
agencies and the nuclear industry is certainly not being helped by this standoff.

DE PLANQUE: This is a wonderful opportunity to talk about a very general problem that we have at 
NRC. When you look at NRC’s mission statement and the Atomic Energy Act that sets up the 
authority for the NRC, one thing that is extremely clear in all the legislation is that NRC does 
not have a promotional role. DOE has the promotional role, the development role, and the 
research role. What happens in this case, is that it is DOE’s responsibility to provide the research 
and development for waste disposal and for developing a site. Our role is to process the 
application for that site when it comes from DOE, to determine the criteria for safe disposal, to 
set up the licensing process, and to actually grant a license. For our part, we have a significant 
amount of resources currently devoted to preparing for processing such a site. We have 
essentially guaranteed that we would go through the licensing process in three years. Guarantee 
may be too strong, but that is the schedule that has been agreed to. The problem is bigger than 
DOE or NRC. It is a highly political problem. There are several schools of thought on all of 
these things, not just high-level but low-level waste also is a significant problem right now. There 
are folks who feel all this should be controlled at the Federal level, highly controlled. Others,
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feel that the states should be controlling all of it. It is difficult to say, at this point, how well the 
process is going at Yucca Mountain. Maybe some of the DOE folks would like to comment here. 
Right now, they are looking at that site for site suitability. We don’t even know yet if that is 
going to be an acceptable site. There is an in-between process going on. I don’t know if you are 
aware of a search for an MRS, a monitored retrievable storage site. A couple of years ago, the 
President established a new position called, Nuclear Waste Negotiator. He appointed a 
gentleman named David Leroy to that post. I had the privilege to meet him a couple of months 
ago. I think he could sell anybody the Brooklyn Bridge, he is terrific. His job has been to go 
around to various states, counties, and Indian tribes to see if there is any interest in hosting a 
monitored retrievable storage site. To everybody’s amazement, something like 20 groups applied 
to get some seed money to look at the possibility of hosting such a site. As I understand it, 
about 5 of the 20 dropped out but some have moved to stage 2 of the process, which means 
further investigation. What, if anything, will come out of this is unclear at this point. But they 
are at the part of the process where the application stage is over and each of the groups is 
looking at whether or not they would be interested in hosting a site. Stay tuned, we’ll see what 
happens. Then, of course, in the low-level waste area, if you have been following the press, we 
have had some interesting action recently at the Supreme Court. As you know, the low-level 
situation now is governed by the Low-Level Waste Polity Act which set up a process of waste 
compacts where various states could combine together and agree to set up a waste disposal site 
for those same states. There are nine compacts that have received approval by Congress and 
several states that have chosen to go it alone, or do nothing. There was a section in the Low- 
Level Waste Policy Act, called the ‘take title provision.’ The ‘take title provision’ represents the 
teeth of the Act. It said to states, if you don’t have a disposal site by 1996, you have to take title 
to the waste. New York State challenged the take title clause and it went all the way up to the 
Supreme Court. NYS challenged on the bases that it was unconstitutional. The Supreme Court 
agreed and the take title part of it has been struck down. It not clear yet whether it applies to 
the states that are already a part of compacts. The Court was silent on that. Clearly, it applies 
to those that are not part of compacts. When you talk to lawyers, there are two schools of 
thought. One says, the compact states are different, if they bought into the compact voluntarily 
and Congress approved them, the compact has got to hold for them. The other school of thought 
says, No, you can’t declare something unconstitutional for one set of states and not for another. 
So, my guess is that there is going to be a court challenge on it to see how it turns out. One way 
or the other, I don’t think anyone is clear yet on what impact it will have on the waste compacts. 
A lot of the state legislators tend to be out for the summer and now there is a lot of political 
activity for the upcoming election so it is probably an issue that is not going to be looked at until 
at least after the election. Whether or not this decision is going to have a negative impact on the 
progress of compacts already made, I don’t know. But it certainly is a difficult issue. Well, that 
probably answered a lot more than your question.

JACOX: The process for licensing that you outlined certainly appears to go a long way to avoid the 
endless procedural delays where the antis are simply trying to stop the process, rather than having 
valid concerns. What is your feeling as to the new legislation’s ability to stop our lawyer friends 
from simply doing an end run and taking their endless procedural delays directly to court rather 
than through the NRC procedures?

DE PLANQUE: I don’t know if I can really give you an answer to that. Any time you set up a new 
procedure or new legislation, you don’t always foresee all the land mines and all the problems 
that you have created. I think you have got to get through the process once to find those 
possibilities. Certainly, this developed with the intent to improve the process and get rid of 
problems that cause unnecessary delays, as when the issues were not at all related to safety. I 
hope that it works that way, but only time will tell. I think going through the first process will 
be very enlightening. We are going through a design certification process now as you go through
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it step-by-step, you say, "Oh my goodness, look at this part of it. What did we mean and how do 
we implement it?" That happens. It’s natural. Sometimes, things need to be adjusted, when you 
have done something inadvertently. But, anyway, we do have to go through that process to see 
how it works. But, certainly, the intent was to get rid of unnecessary delays, delays on topics that 
really don’t effect safety.

FIRST: The question I have, Commissioner, concerns site approval. Will sites that are now approved, 
and being used, be automatically exempted or will they have to go through another approval 
system when they want to put an additional reactor on that same site?

DE PLANQUE: My expert here is telling me there is a proposed rule out for comment right now and 
that approval may not be automatic. So take a look at it and if you have any comments on it, 
please get back to us.

GREENE: There has been a longstanding feeling in the closed community represented by people who 
make their living by the construction, operation, or safety assessment of nuclear installations that 
the impasse in the non-receipt of orders for new nuclear plants has been a complicated and 
burdensome application for licensing and an intervention system that needs modification and 
streamlining. But, there is an unpleasant aspect to this, and it is where negotiation comes in. 
I have debated this with John Collier at great length. In fact, there is a massive failure on the 
part of the nuclear industry to effect adequate and effective public relations with the American 
people who are, quite frankly, the real advocacies. It is not the NRC and the nuclear industry. 
It is the American people. Quite frankly, the American people have lost their confidence and 
their trust in the nuclear industry. I come from Long Island, an area where this has been 
epitomized. The issue of the Shoreham Nuclear Power Plant disheartened me and almost made 
me look for another career. I saw intelligent people frightened for their lives. I blamed it, quite 
frankly, on a failure of the industry to put resources into effective public relations. With a 
streamlined Part 52, a lot of people that I know have asked me, "Is this an effort on the part of 
the nuclear industry to receive design certification and avoid having to deal with the public?" Do 
you have any comments on that and would you please comment on the NRC’s perception of the 
adequacy of the nuclear industry’s public relations.

DE PLANQUE: One of the things I did in the late 1950s was to set up a ring of TLDs around Shoreham 
because we wanted to get some good background information before plant startup. We thought 
we would have a 2 or 3 year program. Well, 2 or 3 years went by, then 5 years went by, and 
finally we decided we had enough background information from TLDs and went home. You all 
known the rest of that story. I have been going around to several meetings and have learned 
some interesting things. Yes, you see a lot in the press about NRC’s licensing process and their 
inspections of operational processes that are tieing up the nuclear industry. But, as I go around 
and talk to utilities, they are not saying that. That is not the message we are getting from them. 
The picture is really veiy complicated and has a lot of other aspects, but before I go into some 
of them, let me address your final question, which was, "Is this process somehow a collusion by 
everybody on the inside to cut the public out?" No, it is not. The reason I say that is because 
I see ‘one step’ as a bit of a misnomer. If you really followed the process as I went through it, 
there were really a lot of steps. You had hearings on the design, and you had hearings on the 
site. That is all before you had hearings on the combined license. So there are, indeed, as many 
places in that process for hearings as there were before. I think in one case there is even one 
more. The key is that you set the ground rules before you break ground. That you can know, 
by the time you dig a hole in the ground, that you have the combined operating and construction 
permit. That is the big difference. I don’t see a big difference between one step vs. two steps, 
but that has been the familiar terminology that has been in the press, so I used it. But, I think 
all the protections are still there. The key thing is that you get decision making done early. Let
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me go off a minute on to some of the complications of this process. I was in San Diego yesterday 
and we had an interesting panel discussion on communicating good plant performance. We had 
a fellow there from a California utility, we had Bill Harris from CEA, myself, and Paul Sands who 
is a journalist in California. Everybody but Bill Harris said, "We are not responsible for 
communicating good performance." In my case, again going back to the NRC mission, I can 
never be in a mode of being promotional, even if I wanted to. That is certainly not NRC’s role. 
We can provide educational materials, but not promotional materials. One by one, everybody 
was saying, "Who is out there advocating the benefits of nuclear power?" It is hard to find out 
who that is. CEA (Council for Energy Awareness) clearly has that role. But they are known to 
be supported by the industry so they are not necessarily objective. The Conference was 
sponsored by ASME and ANS and, of course, the professional societies have a role to play there. 
The professional societies that are not lobbying groups, but are clearly educational and 
professional groups, could have a very effective role if they so chose. But what are the real 
problems? When you listen to a group like this, it is very interesting to learn that the real 
problems perceived today, and the decisions made today, seem to be being made largely on 
economic grounds. That is the bottom line. The problem with an economic decision is that you 
don’t have a level playing field, it is not even uniform from state to state. The utility 
representative on the panel said, "Everybody who wants to see nuclear power progress is putting 
the eggs in the wrong basket. They really need to deal with state legislators and the state public 
utility commissions. That is where the decision making is occurring. These are the people who 
are setting up the financial rules and regulations for what type of power plant you construct, and 
what kind of rates you can charge, and what items can and can’t be in your rate base, and how 
you recover your capital investment." As I go around, I hear that economics is really the decision 
maker today. You have seen that in three plants, recently, that decided not to make necessary 
modifications, not to put in a new steam generator, because the economics didn’t work out. 
Where are some of the pitfalls in the economic picture? Well, if you do a long period 
assessment, as every utility has to do, you have to make assumptions today, about the price of 
natural gas. The price of natural gas is good these days. How valid are the assumptions you 
make today 15 or 20 years down the road? We are importing a lot of natural gas from Canada 
at this time. Can we make valid assumptions about what the future price will be? That is just 
one example of what goes into these equations. What I see, in general, and what worries me 
(and I am not sure that the qnergy bill really takes care of it) is the need to have an economic 
assessment from cradle to grave of each form of energy or electrical generation. You need to 
look at it from the stage of obtaining the source (mining or whatever it happens to be) through 
transport of materials, through construction, through licensing, through compliance with Federal 
regulations (be it air emissions, be it water emissions, be it whatever) all the way through to 
disposal. You need to look at what is involved in the entire process. I am not sure we are doing 
that very well in this country today. If you are really going to look at the true economics, I don’t 
see how you can avoid that. That is the dilemma that the utilities are in. Put yourself in the 
place of the utility, the utility’s business is to generate electricity. They are not necessarily going 
to care whether they use gas, oil, coal, nuclear, their business is generating electricity. So, 
economic analyses are what they are doing. There is also a school of thought now that will say, 
"Well, we ought to have a way to preserve the nuclear option because if decisions are being made 
today on the wrong type of financial analysis, the wrong type of assumptions, the wrong type of 
projections, we can’t afford to Ipse that technology." Then, the next step is to figure out some 
economic way or some financial way, to make that possible and you hear some discussion about 
that. But the bottom line, as I hear it, is that most of these decisions are being made on an 
economic basis and that a lot of decisions, a lot of influence, comes from the state legislature and 
the public utility commission. This is where a lot of utilities see that they have to put their 
emphasis. The folks that feel, no matter what, even if it isn’t truly economical, the best choice 
right now is that we still need to preserve the nuclear option, believe the emphasis should be 
placed at the Federal level because a decision like that might require some subsidization and it

i
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has to be done at that level. It is a complex problem, and I am sure I haven’t even hit on all of 
the idiosyncracies involved in it. One nice thing for me is that not too many people are beating 
on NRC anymore. They don’t see NRC as the major problem. I think everyone is delighted to 
see the new licensing process. As some of you from overseas know, some of these evolutionary 
design plants and even the passive plants are getting a lot of interest in other countries. Many 
other countries will say, "We don’t want to build that plant until it is certified in the United States 
by NRC," which puts us in a bit of a chicken and egg problem because the taxpayer can rightly 
say, "Why are we spending resources certifying those designs when there are no orders in the 
United States?" Who goes first? It is a very interesting issue, and we now have what is called 
‘100% fee recovery’ at NRC. We have to provide for the entire budget of the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission through our licensing fees. So who pays for it, an interesting dilemma.

VANPELT: I want to know how the new licensing process addresses plant modifications. You 
mentioned NRC mandated health and safety changes. We are concerned about owner initiated 
changes, will there be any differences?

DE PLANQUE: The way the process is supposed to work is that you get a standardized design. If you 
get a standardized design, the idea is you are not supposed to have to make any modifications. 
Any modifications that would be made would be made only if there was a safety consideration. 
But again, we have to see how this works out in practice.
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CLOSING COMMENTS OF SESSION CHAIRMAN MOELLER

Thank you so much. I think the response of the audience clearly shows how appreciative we are 
of Dr. de Planque sharing her thoughts with us. Now only did she tell us about changes in the licensing 
process, but she told us where we are and where we are hoping to go. She also was very candid and 
effective in answering our questions.
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OPENING COMMENTS OF SESSION CO-CHAIRMAN MILLER

In this session we will hear presentations by nine speakers, many of whom have traveled great 
distances to share the results of their work. Their work is characterizing the challenges of reactor 
accidents to nuclear air treatment systems.
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REVISION OF REACTOR ACCIDENT SOURCE TERMS AND 
IMPLICATIONS FOR NUCLEAR AIR CLEANING REQUIREMENTS

Leonard Soffer
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555

Abstract

Current NRC reactor accident source terms used for licensing are 
contained in Regulatory Guides 1.3 and 1.4 and specify that 100% of the 
core inventory of noble gases and 25% of the iodine fission products 
are assumed to be instantaneously available for release from the 
containment. The chemical form of the iodine fission products is also 
assumed to be predominantly elemental (I2) iodine. These assumptions 
have strongly affected present nuclear air cleaning requirements by 
emphasizing rapid actuation of spray systems and filtration systems 
optimized to retain elemental iodine.

Severe accident research results have confirmed that although the 
current source term is very substantial and has resulted in a very high 
level of plant capability, the present source term is no longer 
compatible with a realistic understanding of severe accidents.

The NRC has issued a proposed revision of the reactor accident 
source terms as part of several regulatory activities to incorporate 
severe accident insights for future plants. A revision to 10 CFR 100 
is also being proposed to specify site criteria directly and to 
eliminate source terms and doses for site evaluation. Reactor source 
terms will continue to be important in evaluating plant designs. 
Although intended primarily for future plants, existing and 
evolutionary power plants may voluntarily apply revised accident source 
term insights as well in licensing.

The proposed revised accident source terms are presented in terms 
of fission product composition, magnitude, timing and iodine chemical 
form. Some implications for nuclear air cleaning requirements are 
discussed.

I. Introduction and Background

Radionuclide releases, that is, the type, quantity, timing and 
energy characteristics of the release of radioactive material from 
reactor accidents ("source terms") are deeply embedded in the 
regulatory policy and practices of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC). The NRC's reactor site criteria<1> require for 
licensing purposes that an accidental fission product release from the 
core into the containment be postulated to occur and that its 
radiological consequences be evaluated assuming that the containment 
remains intact but leaks at its maximum allowable leak rate.

The characteristics of the "source term" into the containment, 
which must be distinguished from a release to the environment, is 
contained in Regulatory Guides 1.3 and 1.4<2,3>, but is derived from the 
1962 report TID-14844(4\ and consists of 100% of the core inventory of
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noble gases and 50% of the iodines (half of which are assumed to 
deposit on interior surfaces very rapidly). 1

Iodine fission products and the chemical form of iodine have 
played a key role. Regulatory Guides 1.3 and 1.4 specify that the 
iodine is assumed to be instantaneously available for release, and also 
specify that the iodine chemical form is assumed to be predominantly 
(91 percent) in elemental (I2) form, with 5 percent assumed to be 
particulate iodine and 4 percent assumed to be in organic form. These 
assumptions have significantly affected the design of engineered safety 
features, which have largely been optimized to remove elemental iodine.

Use of the TID-14844 release has not been confined to an 
evaluation of plant mitigation features such as sprays and filtration 
systems and site suitability alone. The regulatory applications of 
this release cover a wide range, including the basis for (1) the 
post-accident radiation environment for which safety-related equipment 
should be qualified, (2) post-accident habitability requirements for 
the control room, and (3) post-accident sampling systems and 
accessibility.

Severe accident research insights<5> have confirmed that although 
the TID-14844 release is very substantial and has resulted in a very 
high level of plant capability, nonetheless, based upon the large 
amount of information obtained on severe accidents since the 
publication of TID-14844 about thirty years ago, the present recipe is 
no longer compatible with a realistic understanding of severe 
accidents. It has both conservative and non-conservative aspects. The 
assumption of an instantaneous appearance of a large fraction of the 
core inventory of noble gas and iodine isotopes within containment has 
long been recognized as highly conservative. It has also become clear 
that neglect of other important nuclides released into containment, 
such as cesium, may be non-conservative. Use of the TID-14844 
prescription in its present form may force plant designers to include 
design features that may not enhance safety and that focus, instead, 
upon certain aspects of the prescription (e.g., very rapid closure of 
certain containment isolation valves and filter designs emphasizing 
removal of elemental iodine). Similarly, use of the present 
prescription may cause designers not to focus on other important 
aspects of plant accidents (e.g., release of cesium and potential 
containment failure under severe accident conditions).

The NRC is currently in the process of reviewing designs for 
future nuclear power plants and the NRC staff is applying these 
important research insights towards resolution of key issues associated 
with the licensing of these designs. Although these insights are 
intended to be applied toward licensing of future light water reactors, 
they are also expected to be made available for voluntary use by 
existing reactor licensees.

A revision of the NRC's reactor site criteria (10 CFR 100) has 
also been proposed<6). The sizes of the exclusion area and low 
population zone (LPZ) are presently determined by the assumed source 
term and the dose criteria in Part 100 and regulated indirectly by the 
credit given for fission product cleanup systems such as sprays and 
filter systems as well as, the allowable containment leak rate. Hence,
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siting dose calculations actually have affected plant design, 
particularly fission product cleanup systems related to iodine, more 
than siting.

Because siting dose calculations are not strongly influencing 
reactor siting, and because improved source term insights are important 
in understanding how future plants should be designed to cope with 
potential severe accidents, source term and dose calculations will be 
eliminated for siting and relocated, on an interim basis, to Part 50, 
where they will continue to be used for plant design purposes. 
Exclusion area size and population density criteria are to be stated 
directly in Part 100. These proposed rule changes are expected to be 
issued for comment by late summer 1992.

A final revision of 10 CFR 50 to incorporate updated source term 
and severe accident insights will also be undertaken, with an Advance 
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (ANPR) for comment presently expected to 
be issued in about autumn 1992.

This paper presents the NRC proposed revised accident source terms 
and discusses some possible implications of these for nuclear air 
cleaning requirements.

II. Revised Accident Source Terms 

Overview of Severe Accident Progression

A major NRC research effort began about 1981 and has been under 
way since then to obtain a better understanding of fission product 
transport and release mechanisms in light water reactors (LWR) under 
severe accident conditions. This improved methodology on severe 
accident source terms has been reflected in NUREG-1150<7> which provides 
an updated risk assessment for five US nuclear power plants. An 
assessment of the chemical form of iodine found within containment as 
a result of a severe accident has also been carried out<8>.

Despite differences in plant design and accident sequences, 
analyses of severe LWR accident sequences indicate that they can be 
generally categorized in terms of phenomenological phases associated 
with the degree of fuel melting and relocation, reactor pressure vessel 
integrity, and, as applicable, attack upon concrete below the reactor 
cavity by molten core materials.

Initially there is a release of coolant activity associated with 
a break or leak in the reactor coolant system (RCS). Assuming that the 
coolant loss cannot be accommodated by the reactor coolant makeup 
systems or the emergency core cooling systems, fuel cladding failure 
would occur with a release of the activity located in the gap between 
the fuel pellet and the fuel cladding.

As the accident progresses, fuel degradation begins, resulting in 
a loss of fuel geometry accompanied by gradual melting and slumping of 
core materials to the bottom of the reactor pressure vessel. During 
this period, the early in—vessel release phase, virtually all the noble 
gases and significant fractions of the volatile nuclides such as 
iodine, cesium, and tellurium are released into containment. The
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amounts of volatile nuclides released into containment during this 
phase are strongly influenced by the residence time of the radioactive 
material within the RCS during core degradation. High pressure 
sequences result in long residence times and significant retention and 
plateout of volatile nuclides within the RCS, while low pressure 
sequences result in relatively short residence times and little 
retention within the RCS and consequently higher releases into 
containment.

If failure of the bottom head of the reactor pressure vessel 
occurs, two additional release phases may occur. Molten core debris 
released from the reactor pressure vessel into containment will 
interact with concrete structural materials of the cavity below the 
reactor (ex-vessel release phase). As a result, quantities of the less 
volatile nuclides may be released into containment. Ex—vessel releases 
are influenced somewhat by the type of concrete in the reactor cavity. 
Limestone concrete decomposes to produce greater quantities of CO and 
C02 gases than basaltic concrete. These gases may, in turn, sparge some 
of the less volatile nuclides, such as barium and strontium, and small 
fractions of the lanthanides into the containment atmosphere. Large 
quantities of non-radioactive aerosols may also be released as a result 
of core—concrete interactions. The presence of water in the reactor 
cavity overlying any core debris can significantly reduce ex—vessel 
releases (both radioactive and non—radioactive) into containment, 
either by cooling the core debris, or at least by scrubbing the 
releases and retaining a large fraction in the water. The degree of 
scrubbing will depend upon the depth and temperature of any water 
overlying the core debris. Simultaneously, and with a longer duration, 
late in—vessel releases of some of the volatile nuclides, previously 
deposited in the reactor coolant system during the in—vessel phase, 
will also occur.

A summary of the release phases and their estimated durations for 
pressurized water reactors (PWR) and boiling water reactors (BWR) is 
shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Release Phase Durations.

RELEASE PHASE DURATION, PWRs 
(HOURS) ,

DURATION, BWRs 
(HOURS)

Coolant Activity 10 to 30 seconds* 30 seconds*
Gap Activity 0.5 1.0

Early In-Vessel 1.3 1.5
Ex-Vessel 2 3
Late In-Vessel 10 10

duration is assumed to be 10 minutes with leak-before-break approval.
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Accident Selection
The NRC has issued a draft report for comxnent<9> proposing revised 

LWR reactor accident source terms. A key choice to be made in defining 
an accident source term is the severity of the accident or group of 
accidents selected. Since reactor pressure vessel failure is estimated 
to be a possible result of a core damage accident, but is highly 
uncertain, it was considerd appropriate to select an accident source 
term based upon a complete core-melt, that is, reactor pressure vessel 
failure and subsequent core-concrete interactions. The basis for the 
revised accident source terms is an accident source term that is 
representative of the mean or average release fractions associated with 
a complete core-melt accident occurring at low pressure. Low pressure 
sequences were chosen because (l) a large fraction of the risk 
significant sequences analyzed in NUREG-1150 were low pressure 
sequences, (2) future plants are expected to have the capability to 
rapidly depressurize the reactor coolant system, and (3) the fission 
product release into containment from low pressure sequences is 
typically somewhat greater than that for high pressure sequences. It 
must also be emphasized that the characteristics of the revised source 
terms do not accurately represent any single accident sequence, but 
instead combine aspects of $ number of core-melt sequences occurring at 
low pressure.
Fission Product Composition and Magnitude

The proposed accident source terms, including their composition, 
magnitude, timing and duration, are shown in Tables 2 and 3 for BWRs 
and PWRs, respectively.

Table 2 BWR Releases Into Containment*

Gap
Release In—Vessel

Ex—Vessel Late
In—Vessel

Duration (Hours) 1.0 1.5 3.0 10.0
Noble Gases 0.05 0.95 0 0
Iodine 0.05 0.22 0.37 0.07
Cesium 0.05 0.15 0.45 0.03
Tellurium 0 0.11 0.38 0.01
Strontium 0 0.03 0.24 0
Barium 0 0.03 0.21 0
Ruthenium 0 0.007 0.004 0
Cerium 0 0.009 0.01 0
Lanthanum 0 0.002 0.01 0

* Values shown are fractions of core jinventory.
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The rate of release of fission products into the containment 
is assumed to be constant during the duration time of each phase. 
The releases shown for the ex-vessel phase are assumed to be for a 
dry reactor cavity having no water overlying any core debris. 
Where water is covering the core debris, aerosol scrubbing will 
take place and reduce the quantity of aerosols entering the 
containment atmosphere.
Chemical Form

Results from Reference 8 indicates that iodine entering the 
containment is at least 95% Csl with the remaining 5% as I plus HI, 
with not less than 1% of each as I and HI. Once the iodine enters 
containment, however, additional reactions are likely to occur. In 
an aqueous environment, as expected for LWRs, iodine is expected to 
dissolve in water pools or plate out on wet surfaces in ionic form 
as I". Subsequently, iodine behavior within containment depends on 
the time and pH of the water solutions. Because of the presence of 
other dissolved fission products, radiolysis is expected to occur 
and lower the pH of the water pools, without any pH control, the 
results indicate that large fractions of the dissolved iodine will 
be converted to elemental iodine and be released to the containment 
atmosphere. Organic iodine will then be produced slowly over time 
from the elemental iodine available. However, if the pH is 
maintained at a value of 7 or greater, very little (less than 1%) of the dissolved iodine will be converted to elemental iodine.

All other fission products, except for the noble gases and 
iodine, discussed above, are expected to be in particulate form.

Table 3 PWR Releases Into Containment*

t'llGap:;::. : ■
Release

Early 
In—Vessel

::v':Ex—veeii:i"| Late
in—Vessel

Duration (Hours) 0.5 1.3 2.0 10.0
Noble Gases 0.05 0.95 0 0
Iodine 0.05 0.35 0.29 0.07
Cesium 0.05 0.25 0.39 0.06
Tellurium 0 0.15 0.29 0.025
Strontium 0 0.03 0.12 0
Barium 0 0.04 0.10 0
Ruthenium 0 0.008 0.004 0
Cerium 0 0.01 0.02 0
Lanthanum 0 0.002 0.015 0

* Values shown are fractions of core inventory.
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Nonradioactive Aerosols
In addition to the fission products, large quantities of 

nonradioactive or relatively low activity aerosols will also be 
released into containment. These aerosols arise from core 
structural and control rod materials released during the in-vessel 
phase and from concrete decomposition products during the ex-vessel 
phase. The quantities released into containment for one PWR
(Sequoyah} sequence and for one BWR (Peach Bottom) sequence, were 
evaluated'10>, and are shown in Table 4. The aerosol masses shown may 
have an effect upon pH level as well as on plant equipment such as 
filter loadings.

Table 4 Non-Fission Product Aerosol Releases into Containment*

BWR BWR PWR PWR
In-Vessel Ex-Vessel In-Vessel Ex-Vessel

780 5600 350 3800
* Values shown are in kilograms.

Ill. Implications for Air Cleaning Requirements
General

Fission products released into the containment atmosphere as 
a result of a severe accident can also be removed, both as a result 
of engineered features designed to accomplish this and/or by 
natural processes. Engineered Safety Features (ESF) include 
systems such as containment atmosphere sprays, BWR suppression 
pools, and ESF filtration systems. Natural removal includes 
processes such as aerosol deposition.

Possible implications for nuclear air cleaning requirements as 
a result of revised accident source terms fall into 4 areas. These 
arise from (1) revised insights on iodine chemical form, (2) the 
presence of other nuclides, in addition to iodine and the noble 
gases, released into containment, (3) revised timing and duration 
of fission product releases, and (4) the presence of quantities of 
non-radioactive aerosols. These are discussed below in connection 
with commonly utilized removal features.
Containment Spravs

Containment sprays are used in many PWR designs to provide 
post-accident containment cooling as well as to remove radioactive 
aerosols. Sprays are effective in reducing the airborne concentra
tion of elemental and particulate iodines as well as other 
particulates, such as cesium, but are not effective in removing 
noble gases or organic forms of iodine. Typical PWR containment
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spray systems are capable of rapidly reducing the concentration of airborne activity. Nourbakhsh('1> has examined the effectiveness of 
containment sprays, as evaluated in NUREG-1150 in decontaminating 
both in-vessel and ex-vessel releases. The overall effectiveness 
of spray systems, given in terms of a decontamination factor (DF), 
and assuming no containment failure, ranged from about 30 to 40 for 
PWRs and 10 to 20 for BWRs. Once the bulk of the activity has been 
removed, however, the spray becomes significantly less effective in 
reducing remaining fission products.

The NRC's Standard Review Plan (SRP) , Section 6.5.2<12> 
currently indicates that the pH level of the containment sump 
solution should be maintained at values at or above 7, commencing 
with spray recirculation, to minimize revolatilization of iodine in 
the sump water. Current guidance states that containment spray 
systems be initiated automatically, because of the instantaneous 
appearance of the source term within containment, and that the 
spray duration not be less than 2 hours.

Revised source term insights suggest that spray systems are 
highly effective in the removal of particulate aerosols, both 
radioactive and non-radioactive. Revised insights on timing imply, 
however, that spray system actuation might be somewhat delayed for 
radiological purposes, but that the spray system should operate 
over a longer period of up to about 10 or more hours.
BWR Suppression Pools

BWRs use pressure suppression pools to condense steam 
resulting from a loss—of—coolant accident. Prior to the release to 
the reactor building, these pools also scrub radioactive fission 
products that accompany the steam. Regulatory Guide 1.3 does not 
allow credit for fission product scrubbing by BWR suppression pools, but SRP Section 6.5.5<13) has been revised to allow such 
credit. The pool water will retain soluble, gaseous, and solid 
fission products such as iodines and cesium but provides no 
attenuation of the noble gases. Calculations for a BWR with a Mark 
I containment14) used in NUREG-1150 indicate that DFs ranged from
1.2 to about 4000 with a median value of about 80. The variation in DFs for different release phases has also been examined(11>. 
Median DFs during the in-vessel release phase ranged from 50 to 80, 
whereas for the ex-vessel phase these were markedly lower and 
ranged from about 7 to 10. Hence, the suppression pool has been 
shown to be effective in scrubbing some of the most important 
radionuclides such as iodine, cesium, and tellurium, as these are 
released in the early in-vessel phase.

Suppression pool bypass is an important aspect that places an 
upper limit on the overall performance of the suppression pool in 
scrubbing fission products. For example, if as little as 1 % of 
the fission products bypass the suppression pool, the effective DF, 
taking bypass into account, will be less than 100, regardless of 
the pool's ability to scrub fission products.
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Although decontamination factors for the suppression pool are 
significant, both for radioactive as well as non-radioactive 
aerosols, a key question is the potential for iodine re-evolution. 
Re-evolution of iodine was judged to be important in WASH-1400 for 
accident sequences where the containment had failed and the 
suppression pool was boiling. There is presently no requirement 
for pH control in BWR suppression pools. Hence, it is possible 
that suppression pools would scrub substantial amounts of iodine in 
the early phases of an accident, only to re-evolve it later as 
elemental iodine. Therefore, if credit were to be given for long
term retention of iodine in the suppression pool, maintenance of 
the pH at or above a level of 7 would need to be shown. The effect 
on the pH level of additional materials likely to be in the 
suppression pool as a result of a severe accident, such as cesium 
borate or cesium hydroxide and core-concrete decomposition 
products, may be important in this regard and is presently being 
investigated for the NRC by ORNL. It is important to note, 
however, that this is not a matter of concern for present plants 
since all BWRs employ safety-related filtration systems designed to 
cope with large quantities of elemental iodine. Hence, even if the 
suppression pool were to re-evolve significant amounts of elemental 
iodine, it would be retained by the existing downstream filtration 
system.

Filtration Systems
ESF filtration systems are optimized to remove and retain 

radioactive iodine released during postulated accident conditions. Regulatory Guide 1.52<1S) provides NRC guidance in the design and 
evaluation of these systems.

Charcoal adsorbers can be provided, as indicated in Regulatory 
Guide 1.52, to remove from 90 to 99 % of the elemental iodine and 
from 30 to 99 % of the organic iodide, depending upon the specific 
filter train design. Because of the presence of HEPA filters and 
demisters, it is clear that particulate aerosols will also be 
effectively removed.

Revised accident source terms may have several implications 
for ESF filtration systems. Present ESF filtration systems, while 
effective in removal of particulates, are not sized to handle the 
mass loadings of non-radioactive aerosols that might be released as 
a result of the ex-vessel release phase. However, ESF filtration 
systems are often employed in BWRs in conjunction with suppression 
pools. Under these conditions, or if significant quantities of 
water are overlaying molten core debris, large quantities of 
nonradioactive (as well as radioactive) aerosols will be scrubbed 
and retained by these water sources, thereby reducing the aerosol 
mass loads upon the filter system.

A second implication of revised source term insights for ESF 
filtration systems is the impact of revised understanding of the 
chemical form of iodine within containment. Present ESF filtration 
systems presume that the chemical form of iodine is primarily 
elemental iodine, and these systems include charcoal adsorber beds 
to trap and retain elemental iodine. Assuming that pH control is
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maintained within the containment, a key question is whether 
charcoal beds are necessary. Two questions appear to have a 
bearing on this issue and must be addressed, even assuming pH 
control. These are (1) to what degree will Csl retained on 
particulate filters decompose to evolve elemental iodine? and (2) 
what effect would hydrogen burns have on the chemical form of the 
iodine within containment? Based on preliminary information, Csl 
retained on particulate filters as an aerosol appears to be 
chemically stable provided that it is not exposed to moisture. 
Exposure to moisture, however, would lead to Csl decomposition and 
production of iodine in ionic form (!') , which in turn would lead 
to re-evolution of elemental iodine. Although ESF filtration 
systems are equipped with demisters and heaters to remove 
significant moisture before it reaches the charcoal adsorber bed, 
an additional concern is that the demisters themselves may trap 
some Csl aerosol. At the present time the question of whether 
charcoal adsorbers could be eliminated from ESF filtration systems, 
assuming pH control, remains unresolved.
Water Overlying Core Debris

Significant depths of water overlying any molten core debris 
after reactor pressure vessel failure are likely to scrub and 
retain particulate fission products. The question of coolability 
of the molten debris as a result of water overlying it is still 
under investigation. At the present time, the degree of scrubbing 
as a function of water depth is under investigation by the NRC and 
its contractors.

Existing data<16> indicate that both subcooled as well as 
boiling water layers having a depth of about 3 meters had measured 
DFs of about 10. Hence, significant depths of water overlying any 
core debris, in conjunction with other systems, such as filters, 
are seen as providing a highly effective means of coping with large 
masses of released aerosols.
Aerosol Deposition

Aerosol deposition depends upon several natural processes that 
remove aerosols from the containment atmosphere over a period of 
time. Of these, gravitational settling is generally considered to 
be the most important, and is influenced by the degree of aerosol 
agglomeration.

Containment atmosphere aerosol removal rates were also 
evaluated(11> for the NUREG-1150 plants plus LaSalle. Typical 
removal rates, or lambdas, for natural aerosol deposition ranged 
from about 0.2 to 0.4 per hour. The major factor to be noted in 
natural aerosol deposition is its relatively slow rate compared to 
engineered features, such as sprays. Spray systems are capable of 
reducing the containment atmospheric concentration by about an 
order of magnitude in about 15 to 20 minutes, but natural aerosol 
deposition processes will require 4 to 10 hours, depending on the 
plant and sequence, for'the same reduction factor.
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V. Conclusions
Revised reactor accident source terms based upon a complete 

core-melt accident, and making use of improved insights with regard 
to fission product timing, composition and iodine chemical form 
have been issued by the NRC for public comment.

Preliminary implications for nuclear air cleaning requirements 
suggest that existing air cleaning systems, together with sources 
of water such as BWR suppression pools and other water sources 
provided to cool core debris can provide a high degree of 
mitigation for such releases. Hence, reactor designers should 
recognize that nuclear air cleaning requirements may be 
accomplished both by conventional, existing systems as well as by 
combining these with other plant features. Additional aspects 
regarding timimg and the need to retain the capability to remove 
elemental iodine, however, remain to be determined.
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POST-ACCIDENT AIR LEAKAGE ANALYSIS IN A NUCLEAR FACILITY
VIA T-METHOD AIRFLOW SIMULATION

Tony Farajian, Gurinder Grewal, and Robert J. Tsai 
Fluor Daniel Inc.

Irvine, CA

Abstract

This paper explains application of the T-Method for calculating air leakages 
and pressure differentials in a nuclear facility following a Design Basis 
Accident (DBA).

The nuclear facility ventilation systems are designed to maintain 
confinement of airborne radioactive material during normal operation and after 
a DBA. The confinement is achieved by maintaining the negative pressure below 
the outside atmospheric pressure. The ventilation exhaust capacity, required to 
maintain negative pressures in the facility during normal operation, is estimated 
using building components leakage data. However, following a DBA, the 
ventilation system equipment, ductwork, shielding windows, doors, etc. may be 
damaged and create new leakage paths. The system designer needs to know the 
exhaust airflow capacity required to maintain radioactive material confinement 
in the facility following a DBA.

The T-Method is a new computational tool for hydraulic networks optimization 
and simulation. Simple numerical computation in conjunction with airflows, 
pressures, and fan characteristics simulation for a complicated tree-network 
makes this method an efficient tool for studying air leakage flows and pressure 
in a facility following a DBA. I.

I. Nomenclature

C - local loss coefficient, dimensionless 
D ■ duct diameter, m [in]
Df - equivalent-by-friction diameter of rectangular duct, m [in]
Dv - equivalent-by-velocity diameter of rectangular duct, m [in]
H - duct height, m [in]
Ks - Sectional flow conductivity coefficients, dimensionless 
Kt - Flow conductivity coefficients for a subtree, dimensionless 
Kt,y, * System flow conductivity coeffifcients, dimensionless 
L - duct length, m [in]
P - pressure, Pa [in.H20]
Pdn - pressure at downstream node, Pa [in.H20]
Pi* ■ fan total pressure, Pa [in.H20]
Piy. ■ System total pressure, Pa [in.H20]
Pup - pressure at upper node, Pa [in.H20] 
q - duct airflow, m3/s [cfm]
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pressure at upper node, Pa [1n.H20] 
duct airflow, m3/s rcfm] 
fan airflow rate, nr/s [cfm] 
system airflow, m3/s [cfm]
Reynolds number, dimensionless
mean air velocity, m/s [fpm]
duct width, m [in]
total pressure loss, Pa [1n.H20]
excessive pressure In a path, Pa [1n.H20]
system pressure loss, Pa [1n.H20]
System pressure loss, Pa [1n.H20]
path pressure loss, which Is the sum of pressure losses for all sections 

In a path, Pa [1n.H20] 
friction factor, dimensionless
dimensional constant^ 1.0 (kg-m)/(N-s2) [32.2 (lbm-ft)/(lb,-s2)] 
degree of node
absolute roughness factor, m [ft] 
air density, kg/m3 [lbm/ft3] 
kinematic viscosity, m2/s [ft2/s]

Subscripts: r - Return part of the system 
s - Supply part of the system

I. Introduction

The protection of the public and the environment from radioactivity Is of 
paramount Importance In the design of nuclear facilities. The ventilation 
systems of the nuclear facilities provide confinement of radioactive material by 
maintaining negative pressure differentials In the facility during normal 
operation and after a Design Basis Accident (DBA). The negative pressure 
differentials in the facility assure that the air leakage is always from the 
outside Into the facility and, within the facility, from clean areas towards 
areas with Increasing potential of contamination. The exhaust air Is filtered 
through multiple stages of HEPA filters for protection of the public and the 
environment. The facility exhaust fans of larger capacity than the supply fans 
will compensate for leakage Into the facility. The facility Inleakaoe Is 
calculated using leakage data from available sources In the literature. The 
calculated leakage rate Is Increased by an appropriate safety factor to size the 
facility exhaust fans. The outleakage from the facility after a DBA Is prevented 
by stopping the supply fans and operating one exhaust fan. The damage to the 
ventilation system equipment, ductwork, shielding windows, doors, etc. may create 
new leakage paths In the facility following a DBA. These leakage paths can only 
be postulated, because It Is Impossible to predict accurately the extent of 
damage to the facility. If the operating exhaust fan capacity Is significantly 
larger than actual leakage Into the building, then the building pressure becomes 
excessively negative and hinders safe exit of the operating personnel. 
Conversely, if the exhaust capacity of the operating exhaust fan Is not 
sufficient to maintain significant negative pressure In the building or minimum
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velocity across confinement openings, then confinement of radioactive material 
within the building can not be assured.

The T-Method simulation technique Is used for studying airflow leakage 
distribution and pressure differentials In a facility and for optimum sizing of 
the exhaust fans for post DBA operation.

lit T-Method.Theory
T-Method was Initially developed for fan-duct system optimization using 

life cycle cost as the objective function and was further developed to simulate 
steady state performance of an existing fan-duct system. The theory, calculation 
procedures, and simulation techniques are fully published.12'3’

The pressure losses at nodes of an airflow network will always balance In 
accordance with the Klrchoff’s Law. If the network design does not provide this 
balancing, the flow rates will balance themselves and the total flow and pressure 
loss will match the fan performance curve. the purpose of the T-Method 
simulation Is to find actual flow and pressure losses in a network.

The T-method Is based on the same tee-staging concepts as Dynamic 
Programm^ng,4■5'6, and incorporates the following major procedures:

1. System condensing. Condense the branched tree system Into a single 
imaginary duct section with identical hydraulic characteristics and the 
same owning cost as the entire system.

2. Selection of an operating point. Determine the system flow and pressure 
by locating the Intersection of fan and system curves.

3. System expansion. Expand the condensed Imaginary duct section Into the 
original system with the distribution of actual pressure losses.

A. Definition of Parameters

The Darcy-Welsbach equation for round and rectangular airflow path Is

Round: (la)

Rectangular: (lb)
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where the equlvalent-by-frictlon diameter Is

n « 2 H wDf 2 irrw (2)

Introducing the equivalent--by-velocity diameter for a rectangular path

Dy - 1.128 (H W)0,5 (3)

and the coefficient y *

Round: jj - f L + ZC D (4a)

Rectangular: /, - < U ♦ K ) Dv (4b)

Then substitute // Into the Darcy-Welsbach equation (la and lb) to obtain the 
following equation for a single duct pressure loss

Round: AP - 0.811 g‘J p p2 D"5 (5a)

Rectangular: ap - 0.811 gl1 ppz d;5 (5b)

Since D and Dv are the same for round and equivalent round rectangular paths 
it is possible to Identify flow In terms of a diameter and a pressure loss by 
using coefficient //. Thus

Q - 1.1107 (r^)0,5 D2'5(AP) 0,5 (6)
A*

By Introducing the variable Ks

Ks - 1.1107 (J^)0*5 D 2,5 (7)
A* •

the pressure loss at duct section becomes

IS - <-jk>2 («)

and flow Is

Q - Ks AP0,5 (9)

Physically, the sectional coefficient Ks is path conductivity.
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B. Condensing two duct sections connected In series.

The system In Figure 1 contains two paths connected In series. Let us 
Introduce an Imaginary duct section (1-2) called condensed. This section must 
satisfy the following conditions:

• flow of the condensed section (1-2) must 
be the same as the flow of the original 
sections; namely

Ql-2 * “ ^2

• pressure loss of the condensed section 
(1-2) must be equal to the sum of the 
pressure losses for the original 
sections as named below

AP, , = AP. + AP, (11) „1-2 12 ' ' Figure 1. Two Sections
Connected in Series

From Equations 8, 10, and 11 following relationship is derived

KSjg - (KsJ2 + KSg2 )"0'5 (12)

C. Condensing duct sections connected In parallel.

When condensing two sections, 1 and 2,
In parallel into an imaginary section (1-2) 
(Figure 2), the condensed section must satisfy 
the following conditions.

Qj.2 ' Q! + Q2 (13)

Api_2 « APj - AP2 (14)

After substituting Equation 9 into Equation 
13, the relationship between the 
characteristics of a condensed duct section 
and the original ducts is

Flow:

Pressure:

Figure 2. Two Sections
Connected in Parallel

Ksi_2 - KSj + Ks2 (15)
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D. Condensing a tee

Let us condense the tee shown In Figure 
3 containing one node, two children (sections 
1 and 2) In parallel, and one parent (section
3) In series (see Terminology Section VII for 
definitions). First, condense the parallel 
sections 1 and 2 using Equation 15. Thus

Ks1-2 " Ksl + Ks2 (16)

Then using Equation 12 condense sections (1-2) 
and 3 In series to obtain Equation 17.

Figure 3. Condensing a Tee

Kt - [(Ks + Ks f2 + Ks"2 ]'0-5 
1-3 12 3

E. Condensing a subsystem

The purpose of condensing a 
subsystem Is to decrease the tree depth 
from the maximum to 1 by a series of 
repetitive calculations using Equation 
17 for a!1 tees. The starting tee must 
be any Infant tee. For the 5-section 
system Illustrated by Figure 4, the 
starting tee Is 1-2-3. This tee must be 
condensed Into the Imaginary section (1- 
3) by using Equation 17. Then the tee 
(l-3)-4-5 condensed into the Imaginary 
root section (1-5). Therefore, the 
entire subsystem Is condensed Into one 
section only. The number of operations 
Is equal to the number of Internal nodes 
minus one.

(17)

e—<ED-—

Figure 4. Condensing a Tree

A practical condensing procedure rule Is that the next section can be 
selected only when Its children sections have already been used In previous 
calculations.
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F. Operating Point Selection

The T-method Is based on condensing the entire system Into one single 
root section. The cumulative coefficient of conductivity for the system, 
Kt^„ Is the last step for the condensed root section. Therefore, from 
Equation 9 we obtain Equation 18, where Ks Is replaced by Kt^, for the 
condensed system.

Qsys AP0.5
sys (18)

Since QSyS* Qfan and APSyS" PSyS ■ Pfan the actual operating point Is where
the system curve, represented by Equation 18, and the fan performance curve 
Intersect.

g. Expansion
The expansion procedure distributes the available fan pressure 

throughout the system sections. Unlike the condensing procedure, the 
expansion procedure starts at the root section and continues in the direction 
of the terminals. Substitute and Q2 from Equation 9 Into Equation 13, and 
rearrange with respect to Qv Thus,

Qj - KSj.gAP®:! “ Ks2*P2*5 (19)

Apply Equation 15 for two duct sections In parallel and substitute 
AP®*® by Qj_2 / to yield the following equation.

Section 1: Qj - Qj_2 Tj
where

Ksl
T1 " Ksj + Ks2

(20)

(21)

Section 2: 
where

Q2 - Qj.2 T2

Ks2
'2 “ Ksj + Ks2

(22)

(23)

Analogous equations can(be derived for each duct section excluding the 
root section. Coefficients 'T and T for the root sections are always equal 
to 1, r s
as well as any other section with no brothers (degree of node Is 1).
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H. Iterations

The T-Method Is iterative like most other existing analytical and 
numerical flow distribution methods, except Dynamic Programming.(e> Many 
parameters, such as the C-coefficients for junctions and transitions, depend 
on airflows and are not known at the beginning. The operating point on the 
fan curve performance is selected after the cumulative system coefficient Kt^, 
is known.

In order to calculate pressure loss and duct size in each section, equal 
air velocity is assigned to a!1 duct sections, except for the presized 
sections. This step in the simulation process is known as data Initiation.
The T-method converges very efficiently, and usually three iterations are 
sufficient to obtain solution with a high degree of accuracy.

EAST
ZONE ffl ZONE m

ZONE I
CONFINEMENT EASTBOUNDARYzdne IT

LOCK

STACK

Figure 5. Schematic Airflow

III. T-Method Application
A. System Description

A typical application for a nuclear facility is illustrated in Figure 5. 
The building is divided into three confinement Zones. The interior cells are 
designed for handling highly radioactive material and are designated as
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Zone I. The cell operating areas surrounding the Zone I are classified as 
Zone II. The equipment room has minimum potential for radioactive 
contamination and is classified as Zone III. Zones II and III are divided 
into east and west areas. The Zone I exhaust system contains the airborne 
radioactive material within the hot cell following a DBA. The confinement is 
achieved by maintaining airflow into the hot cell. The hot cell pressure is 
to be maintained between >25 and -45 Pa (-0.1 and -0.18 in.UG) following a 
DBA. The T-Method simulation is applied for calculating negative pressure in 
the cell and air leakage into the cell under different scenarios of facility 
damage.

The exhaust system consists of an exhaust fan and a 2-stage HEPA 
filtration unit. The exhaust air from the Zone I is filtered and exhausted 
through the stack.

CONFINEMENT
BOUNDARY

EXH FAN

AMBIENT

Figure 6. Network Model

B. Network Model

The exhaust system is sized based on the maximum credible breach in the 
confinement boundary. All credible failures of the facility boundary 
following a DBA and associate airflow paths are identified. A network model 
representing the airflow paths is developed (Figure 6).
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Following are the postulated failure scenarios In the building after a DBA:

— Outside air Intake ductwork In the equipment room Is broken creating 
open flow paths to the ambient,

— Supply and exhaust ducts In the operating areas are broken creating 
open flow paths between the Zone II area and the equipment room,

-- Shielded viewing window between the operating areas and the Zone I 
confinement boundary Is broken, causing open flow path between the two 
areas,

-- The piping to the Zone I confinement boundary Is broken creating leakage 
flow path between the Zone II areas and the Zone I cell.

Network Description

1)
2)
3)

4)

5)
6)

7)

8)9)
10) 
ID 
12)
13)
14)

Flow path Into the equlpinent room from outside ambient
through damaged outside Intake ductwork . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sections 1,
Flow path between floors through damaged ducts .... Sections 2, 3, 6, 
Flow paths Into the cell through broken shielding
windows . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Section
Flow paths from the ambient through air lock doors.
The interior airlock doors are considered open In the
analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Sections 8,
Flow path into the cell through broken pipes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Section
Air leakage into Zone I through emergency exit
door . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Section
A dummy section to link Sections 11 and 4 for the purpose of 
network modeling by the T-Method. (No air resistances
is considered across this section) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Section 12
Hot cel! connection to the exhaust duct system . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Section 13
Exhaust duct . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Section 14
HEPA Filter Plenum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Section 15
Isolation damper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Section 16
Exhaust Stack entrance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Section 17
Exhaust Stack . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Section 18
Exhaust Stack Exit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Section 19

9
10

11

InPMt P4ta
The master input data In the T-Method Includes air temperature, duct 

roughness, kinematic viscosity, air density, fan motor efficiency, etc. The 
fan curve Is represented by a number of fan flow-pressure points. These 
points are confirmed by the program output as the fan curve Intersects with 
the system curve. Computer program Indicates If Intersection between the fan 
and system curves Is obtained.

Local resistance C-coeffldents and size of each section are part of the 
Input data. Obtaining C-coeffidents is one of the critical parts of analysis 
by the T-Method simulation. The ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals Is 
recommended as one of the main sources to obtain C-coeffidents for various 
fittings and flow paths. C-coefficients used in this calculation are shown In 
Table 1.
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Table 1. Local Resistance Coefficients

Sec.No. Fitting C Source

1 Entry 0.5 ASHRAE*7’, p.32.27, 1-1

2 Entry, Exit 1.0+1.0 ASHRAE17’, p.32.27, 1-1, p.32.28, 1-2

3 Entry, Exit 1.0+1.0 ASHRAE17’, p.32.27, 1-1, p.32.28.

4 Orifice 0.9 Idelchik*8', p.171

5 Entry 0.5 ASHRAE*7’, p.32.27, 1-1

6 Entry, Exit 1.0+1.0 ASHRAE'7’, p.32.27, 1-1, p.32.28, 1-2

7 Entry, Exit 1.0+1.0 ASHRAE'7’, p.32.27, 1-1, p.32.28, 1-2

8 Exit door Variable ASHRAE'7', p.23.15, Fig.11., Q *250(AP/0.3)°“, 
AP=C(Q/A)*p/2, C-5260 A2/*?-0-1

9 Orifice 2.3 Idelchik'8’, p.171

10 Entry, Exit 2.0 ASHRAE'7’, p.32.27, 1-1, p.32.28, 1-2

11 Exit door Variable ASHRAE'7', p.23.15, Fig. 11., Q-250|AP/0.3)OM, 
AP-C(Q/A)2p/2, C-5260 A2AP‘°'1

12 Dummy 0
13 Entry 0.5 ASHRAE'7', p.32.27, 1-1

14 3 Elbows, 
Transition

3.6 +
0.58

ASHRAE'7’, p.32.32, 3-6, and p.32.36, 4-4

15 Filter Variable ASHRAE'7’, p.32.9, AP-C(V)2p/2, C-1780

16 Damper 0.52 ASHRAE'7', p.32.47, 6-5

17 Entry 1.0 ASHRAE'7', p.32.27, 1-1

18 None 0
19 Exit 1.0 ASHRAE'7’, p.32.28, 2-1

C. T-Method Computer Calculation

Case 1

Case 1 considers all credible leakage paths shown In Figure 6. The T- 
Method computer run for a preselected fan and an alternate fan are shown in 
Table 2 and 3 respectively.
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Case 2

The network mode! for this case is similar to Case 1 except the flow 
path through section 10 (pipe) Is considered closed. The results of the Case 
2 computer run are presented In Table 4.

Case 3

The network model for this case Is similar to Case 1 except the flow 
path through section 4 (shielding window) Is considered closed. The results 
of the Case 3 computer run are presented In Table 5.

Incut Data Considerations

A large flow coefficient (100,000) Is purposely assumed for the closed 
flow paths to simulate no flow conditions for cases 2 and 3. The total 
airflow through the system and pressure loss In the filters (section 15) are 
substantially reduced in this case. C-coefficients that are flow dependent 
are calculated by using equations presented In Table 1.

E. Analysis of the Results

Case 1 Is simulated by the T-Method for a preselected exhaust fan. If 
the cell pressure is higher (less negative) than the limits, a larger fan Is 
needed to achieve desired pressure In the cell. If the cell pressure is lower 
(more negative) than the limits, a smaller fan should be selected. This 
procedure Is repeated until a satisfactory fan Is selected.

The T-Method output results for Case 1 are presented in Table 2. The 
results Indicate that an exhaust fan with a capacity of 6.62 m3/s at 1612 Pa 
will maintain a negative pressure of -65.2 Pa in the hot cel! (section 12). 
Since this pressure is much lower than the desired range of -25 to -45 Pa, a 
smaller fan is needed. The results with a new fan of 4.88 m3/s at 1236 Pa 
capacity indicate a negative pressure of -34.9 Pa in the hot cell (Table 3). 
This pressure is within the desired limits. The selected exhaust fan is then 
evaluated for Cases 2, and 3.
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The exhaust fan throttling Is necessary for Cases 2 and 3 to prevent excessive 
negative pressures In the hot cell.

Table 6. Summary of Results.

Case No. Fan flow, m3/s
Fan pressure, Pa

Fan break horse
power, kU

Confinement 
pressure, Pa

Case 1: all paths 
are opened

4.88 m3/s
1236 Pa

9.57 kW 34.9 Pa

Case 2: Section
10 Is closed

4.30 m3/s
1411 Pa 10.39 kW 480.2 Pa

Case 3: Section 4 
Is dosed

4.30 m3/s
1411 Pa

10.39 kW 478.7 Pa

VI. Conclusion

The T-Method provides a technique for simulating effects of exhaust fan 
operation on pressure differential and leakage airflow In a facility following 
a DBA. This simulation can: be used to perform "what If" type analyses by 
changing exhaust fans, and number and size of the leakage paths. The results 
are used to optimize selection of the exhaust fans, safety classification of 
components, and pressure controls.

VII. Terminology

The following terminology Is adapted from Horowitz and Sahnl191. Refer to 
Figure 4 for example.

Ancestors of a node - All sections connected to the given node on the parent's 
side. The ancestor of the node 1-2-3 Is section,5.

Brother - Child section llnkqd to the same node as the current section.

Children and parent - Duct sections connected at the same node. The parent 
section Is the one which collects or distributes the total flow. The rest are 
children sections. Children sections 1 and 2 have parent section 3.

Degree of a node - The number of children of the node. The degree of node 1-2
Is 1.

Degree of a tree - The maximum degree of any node In a tree. The degree of 
tree for the system In Figure 4 Is 2 (no crosses or pentagons).
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Descendants of a node - All sections connected to a given node on the 
children’s side.

Down node - The node where the section Is linked to Its children.

Infant section - Terminal section which has either terminal brothers or no 
brothers at all. Sections 1 and 2 are Infant sections.

Infant tee - A tee which consists of parent and Infant sections. Tee 1-2-3 Is 
an Infant.

Internal sections (nodes) - Duct section or node which Is not a terminal: 
Sections 3 and 5.

Node level - The maximum number of nodes (Including terminals) 1n any path 
within a tree or subtree.

Parent and children - Duct sections connected at the same node. The parent 
section Is the one which collects or distributes the total flow. The rest are 
children sections. Terminal sections have no children and root sections have 
no parents.

Path - A set of descendants connected In series, for example 1-3-5.

Root - The oldest parent section In a subsystem, mostly the duct section 
connected to the fan or to the outside air. Section 5 Is the root.

Subtree - Same as descendants of a node.

Tee - Sections linked at the same node. The tee 1-2-3 consists of Sections 1, 
2, and 3.

Terminal sections (nodes) - Sections connected to the terminals: Sections 1,
2, and 4.

Tree - A system of duct sections connected at nodes (junctions) with no 
circuits. Only unique path can be determined for any section In a tree 
connected to the root.

Tree depth - The maximum node level for the whole subtree.

Upper node - The node where the section Is linked to Its parent. For Section 
1 the upper node Is the Intersection of the Sections 1, 2, and 3.
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DISCUSSION

PARKER, C. W.: For the simulation method discussed, would it be possible to assume an atmospheric 
pressure transient - such as that described in Regulatory Guide 1.76 for a design basis tornado - 
and determine building wall differential pressures during the event?

TSAL: T-method calculates only steady-state flow for different regimes.
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THE EXPERIENCE WITH THE EFFECTIVENESS OF FILTERING SYSTEMS
FOR THE RADIOACTIVE FALL-OUT 

FROM THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT IN GERMANY

Dr. H. Braun
Federal Ministry for Environment, Nature Conservation and Reactor Safety

Husarenstr.. 30 
5300 Bonn 

GERMANY

Abstract

The reactor accident in Chernobyl on April 26, 1986 lead to the release of approximately 
2-1012 MBq of aerosol bound activity. The aerosols were transported by the air around the world. 
In Germany the survalence monitors at nuclear power plants registered an increase in the air bom 
activity due to the accident. More than 80% of the aerosol bound activity was removed by the inlet 
filters at the nuclear power plants. The l31I activity was mostly in gas form, approx. 70% to 80%, 
and was therefore not retained in the filter systems.

1. Introduction

On April 26, 1986 in Block 4 of the Chernobyl nuclear power plant a series of events lead to 
the most serious accident in the history of the civil nuclear power industry. The accident did not 
occur during normal operation but rather as a result of an extraordinary situation in which a poorly 
planned experiment ignored normal safety precautions. Reconstruction of the situation that lead to 
the accident indicates that the reactor went through two uncontrolled power excursions. The first 
excursion lead to reactor pressure tube damage causing the coolant to boil. This caused a rapid 
increase in the pressure which burst the reactor tubes blowing the 10001 shield covering the reactor 
into the roof of the reactor building. The hole in the roof allowed the radioactive gases, aerosols 
and larger particles from the core to escape into the environment. The second excursion lead to a 
chemically cause explosion, due to a zirconium water reaction creating hydrogen. The explosions 
and the thermally driven plume above the core melt down drove large amounts of radionuclides into 
the atmosphere, from where they were transported around the world. It is estimated that a total 
activity of 2* 1012 MBq in condensible fission products plus again as much activity in nobel gases, 
85Kr and 133Xe, was released over the 10 days after the accident*1).

2. Nuclide Spectrum and Release History

After the reactor accident at Chernobyl the Russian officials made measurements of the par
ticle bound radionuclides in the air above the reactor at various times after the accident, table l*1). 
The values are listed in percent of the total activity measured. The nuclide spectrum is missing the 
noble gasses since they are not particle bound. For example missing in the nuclide spectrum are 
133Xe and 85Kr which made up a large portion of the released activity but were not captured in the 
sampling device's filter since they were not bound to air carried particles. Likewise the portion of 
131I which was in gas form is not accounted for in this table.

Characteristic of this accident was the release of large amounts of radionuclides over a time 
span of about 10 days. Only 25% of the activity was released on the first day, about 74 - 81-1010 
MBq*1). The majority of this was released within the first few minutes coupled to the initial reactor 
core melt down and the two explosions. The nuclide spectrum for this phase was nearly identical to 
the melted fuel enriched with noble gases and highly volatile compounds, especially tellurium. 
During the next 4 days after the explosions the release rate died down exponentially until on April
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29 it was approximately 1011 MBq/d. The release rate continued to decrease until May 2 when the 
release was measured to be about 7.4- IQ10 MBq/d. The radionuclides from this second phase were 
carried into the atmosphere by the heat driven plume caused by the melted down reactor core. The 
nuclide spectrum was similar to the nuclide spectrum release by the explosions. In the period from 
28 April to 2 May 40 t of B4C, 8001 of granit, 18001 of sand and 24001 of lead were dumped onto 
the reactor by helicopter.

TABLE 1: Activity bound to aerosols, measured above the Reactor after the accident in
1986 in % of the total emission of aerosols

Date after the Accident

Isotope*
26

April

29 2

May

3 4 5

95Zr 4.4 6.3 9.3 0.6 7.0 20
95Nb 0.6 0.8 9.0 1.3 8.2 18
"Mo 3.7 2.6 2.0 4.4 2.8 3.7

103Ru 2.1 3.0 4.1 7.2 6.9 14
106Ru 0.8 1.2 1.1 3.1 1.3 9.6

1311 5.6 6.4 5.7 25 8.2 19
132Te + 132! 40 31 17 45 15 8.6
134CS 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.6 0.6
136CS 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.9
137CS 1.4 3.7 1.3 2.2

140Ba 3.2 4.1 8.0 3.3 13 12
140La 11 4.7 15 2.3 19 17
141Ce 1.4 1.9 7.6 0.9 6.4 15
144Ce 1.6 2.4 6.1 5.1 11
147Nd 1.4 1.7 2.5 2.1 5.4
239Np 23 3.0 11 0.6 2.8 6.8

In bold type face the nuclides which dominated the fall out in Germany.
* Radioactive nuclides in the gas form are missing, e.g. 85Kr, 133Xe and iodine.

On May 3 a third phase began with a rapid increase in the quantity of radionuclides being 
released. Volatile fission products such as iodine and cesium, were proportionally over
represented, compared to the initial spectrum, while the non-volatile oxides such as oxidized 
cerium, barium and zircronium, were under-represented. Nine to ten days after the actual accident 
the radionuclide release reached 40% of the original release rate. The cause of this increase in the 
release rate can be explained by the heating of the badly damaged core, which was now insulated 
from the environment. The increased temperature caused fission products to migrate out of the core 
matrix and caused chemical changes in the core material, which lead to the increased amount of 
fission products escaping into the atmosphere in the form of aerosols^).

The release was stopped by special actions from the Russian officials, which included injec
ting liquid air into the damaged reactor building to reduce the temperature. As a result of the liquid 
air injection the reactor core began to cool and air shafts were created so that further cooling due to
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natural convection occured. The cooling lead to a rapid decrease in the activity release. By May 9 
the release rate had been reduced to 4-108 MBq/d and by May 20 to about 7-1011 Bq/dO).

3. Nuclide Transport to Germany

Radioactivity in the air is continuously monitored from ground based sensors in Germany 
including the surveillance monitors at nuclear power plants. The first air carried radionuclides from 
Chernobyl to arrive in Germany were registered in Berlin, Munich and Regensburg on the night of 
April 29 through April 30. On May 1 radioactivity was registered in Freiburg, Offenbach a.M. and 
Saarbrucken. Finally on May 2 activity in the air was measured in the extreme west of Germany in 
Aachen, Essen and Nordemey. In the northern areas of Germany, Hannover and Schleswig, only a 
minimal increase over the normal background was registered. The contamination in southern 
Germany was the highest. The highest daily averages for the total activity concentration in the air 
for selected cities are listed below®,

Southern Germany 
Regensburg 31 Bq/m3 on April 30 
Munich 54 Bq/m3 on May 1

Northern Germany 
Hannover 1.7 Bq/m3 on May 4 
Schleswig 0.7 Bq/m3 on May 6.

By May 10 the activity concentration in the air at all the German monitoring stations was 
below 1 Bq/m*®. The German annual average activity in the air is normally below 1.1 mBq/m3. 
In 1986 due to the Chernobyl accident the annual average was 116 mBq/m3, where Munich had the 
highest with 434 mBq/m3 and Schleswig the lowest with 7.6 mBq/m3®. The nuclide spectrum was 
dominated by short lived nuclides with a small fraction of long lived volatile fission products. The 
dominate nuclides registered in Germany were, 103Ru, 131I, 132Te/132I, 137Cs, 134Cs and 
140Ba/140La. Strontium isotopes were also registered in small amounts. The 89Sr concentration was 
7.5% of the 137Cs concentration and 90Sr 1.2%. An increase in the alpha activity in the air was not 
registered. This was confirmed by many laboratory nuclide specific measurements which found no 
increase in the actinides®.

In Fig. 1 the average monthly air bom radioactivity from all the monitoring stations is 
plotted against the month. The peak values from Chernobyl are significantly higher compared to 
the air bom activity from the nuclear tests, in the year 1971.

4. Filter Class and Retention Capability

The ability of a filtering system to remove dust and aerosols from the air depends on the 
filter type. The most important classification parameter for a filter is its retention grade, which 
depends on the particle size. Filters are divided into various classes, A for coarse grade filters, B 
for fine dust and C for aerosol filters. Most filter systems are multi-stage with a coarse filter 
followed by fine filters.

Table 2 shows the filter classes and their percent retention as a function of particle size®. The 
filter classifications in table 2 column 2, are the European EUROVENT standards® and in column 
3 the older German DIN 24185 standards®. The columns 4 to 8 in table 2 give the percent of the 
particles having that diameter which are retained by the filter class. For example an EU 6 filter will 
retain 30% of the particles with diameter between 0.5 an 1.0 fim. The retention percentages in 
table 2 are average values. The actual value for a particular filter can vary greatly depending on the 
filter material and construction.
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a
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ACTIVITY CONCENTRATION IN THE AIR 

MONTHLY AVERAGES FOR GERMANY 

data collected by the German Weather Service

Figure 1 shows the total air bom activity averaged over Germany from 1971 to 1986.

To calculate the expected reduction in the concentration of radioactivity in the air after filtering, 
information about die activity distribution as a function of particle size is needed. The percent 
activity distribution with respect to the particle size is shown in table 3<3). The first row is the 131I 
activity, note that 80% is in the gas form according to these measurements. The second row is the 
total activity bound to aerosols, excluding 131I, as a function of particle size and the following 3 
rows are the activity distribution of the 3 leading radionuclides. The measured activity distribution 
is expected to be representative for middle Europe.

5. Filter System in Nuclear Power Plants

Licensing procedures in Germany require that nuclear power plants monitor their surroun
dings to control the release of radionuclides. The power plants monitor the outside air before 
bringing it into the reactor building. The incoming air is filtered through a multi-stage filter 
system. The exhaust air is also filtered through a multi-stage filter system before being released. 
At all stages the air is monitored for £he presence of radioactive aerosols. The multi-stage filters 
are composed of a coarse filter to retain the large dust particles, followed by fine and aerosol filters. 
After the Chernobyl accident the monitors at German nuclear power plants registered an increase in 
the radioactivity in the air. The aerosol activity was partially removed by die filtering system so 
that the air leaving the nuclear power plant had less activity than the air entering the plant. In the 
following sections data from the nuclear power plants at Philipsburg and Grafenrheinfeld are given 
which demonstrate the efficiency of the filtering systems at eliminating radioactivity from the air.
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TABLE 2: Filter retention as a function of Alter type and particle size

Filter-
group

Filter Class Average retention for different particle diameters in %

(a)
EUROVENT

(b)
DIN

< 0.3 fim
0.3- 
0.5 urn

0.5-
1.0 fim

1.0- 
5 fim > 5 fim

Coarse

EU 1 A • 0 ~ 0 • 0 ~ 0 70

EU 2 Bi ' 0 * 0 - 0 ~ 10 80

EU 3
B2

• 0 ' 0 ~ 0 -20 90

EU 4 - 0 ‘ 5 -10 ~ 35 95

Fine

EU 5
Q

, ‘ 10 20 30 65 98

EU 6 ■ 15 30 50 80 99

c2EU 7 s*25 50 70 90 ~ 100

EU 8 c3 ~ 35 70 90 95 ‘ 100

(a) European standard
(b) Older German standard

5.1 Nuclear Power Plant at Grafenrheinfeld
The radioactivity arrived at the nuclear power plant at Grafenrheinfeld (KKG) in the night of 

April 30 and reached its maximum value between 14:20 and 21:30 on May 1. The incoming air 
was monitored with a set of temporary monitors from April 30 to May 11. The nuclides 131I and 
137Cs dominated the nuclide spectrum with significant amounts of 132Te/i32I and 134Cs being 
present. Niobium and Ruthinium were detected in trace amounts^).

In table 4 the activity concentration in the air is given before and after filtering the incoming 
air. The air was passed through a multistage filter (class A, B2 and C) and the activity concentra
tion monitored by the normal instrumentation in the power plant. The temporary monitoring 
devices located outside the reactor building probably under-measured the 137Cs concentration since 
measurements of the 137Cs in the filters indicated a 10 times higher activity concentration outside 
than was expected from the calculations using the filter retention specifications and the air flow 
volume. This would mean that the retention of activity in the filters is better than the data in table 4 
indicates. The low retention of 131I can be explained by the large percentage of iodine in the gas 
form which was not retained by the filtering system, and due to the filter material, glass-wool. 
Using charcoal filters, as are implemented in the exhaust air filtering systems, a larger percentage 
of the iodine could be retained.
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TABLE 3: Activity distribution as a function of particle size

Isotope Activity per particle size in %

gasform < 0.3 /im 0.3-0.5 Atm 0.5-1.0 Atm 1.0-5.0 Atm > 5 Atm

1311 80 7 7 4 2 0

Aerosol* 7 26 43 23 1

137Cs 9 25 43 23 0

io3Ru 9 26 40 20 5

132Te 6 26 44 24 0

* Does not include 131I.

TABLE 4: Activity concentrations before and after the Inlet filter at KKG

Time Period

Outside Bq/m3
1311* / 137Cs

Inside Bq/m3
1311* / 137Cs

Removed activity
13 lj* / 137Cs

April 28, 10:00 to May 5, 10:00 
May 5, 10:00 to May 12, 10:00

5.1/0.31
1.06 / 0.073

3.3 / 0.052
0.62 / 0.0051

35% / 83%
41.5% / 93%

* total iodine activity, gas plus aerosol bound.

5.2 Nuclear Power Plant at Philipsburg
The radioactivity arrived at the nuclear power plant at Philipsburg (KKP) in the night of 

April 30. The incoming air was filtered through a multi-stage filter consisting of a coarse filter 
followed by a fine dust filter and an aerosol filter stage, filter class B2 and C respectively^). TTie 
radioactivity in the filters was analysed once a week. The results of the analysis are given in table
5. The' 131I values include the elementary (gas form), organic bound iodine and the aerosol bound 
iodine. The ratio of organic to elementary 131I was 1:4 in agreement with die measurements pre
sented in table 3 of section 4. The values listed under "Aerosol" are the sum of the aerosol bound 
activity from the nuclides, 103Ru, 106Ru, 132Te, 134Cs, 137Cs, 140Ba and 140La. At the beginning 
the activity was dominated by 132Te, while later 137Cs and 103Ru dominated the nuclide spectrum*6). 
The data shows that the filters were not very effective in reducing the 131I concentration. This can 
be attributed to the large percentage of 131I that was not bound to aerosols and therefore was not 
retained by the filters. Furthermore the data shows that after the initial contamination by 131I die 
building and filter system desorbed iodine over the following weeks so that the concentration inside 
the reactor building was higher than outside.
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TABLE S; Activity concentrations before and after the Inlet filter at KKP

Time Period

Outside Bq/m3 
131I* / Aerosols

Inside Bq/m3
13ir / Aerosols

Removed activity 
131I* / Aerosols

April 28 to May 4
May 5 to May 11
May 12 to May 18

12/ 11
0.3/ 0.07 
'0.04/ 0.02

9/ 1.3
0.5/ 0.005
0.07/ 0.0003

25%/ 88%
— / 93%
- / 98%

* total iodine activity, gas plus aerosol bound.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

Using the data from sections 4 and 5 a comparison can be made between the expected 
removal of activity from the air due to filtering and the actual measured reduction. This is accom
plished for each filter type by multiplying the percent retention for the particle size from table 2 by 
the percent of the activity found on this particle size. This results in the percent of the activity 
retained in the filter dependent on the particle size. The sum of these retained percentages gives the 
percent of the total activity which the filter removed. For multi-stage filters the percent of the acti
vity passing through the previous filter stage is used as the input for the next stage and the sum of 
the retained activity percentages is summed after passing through all the stages. In table 6 a sum
mary of the results from calculating the expected retention for multi-stage filters typically used to 
filter the incoming air in a nuclear power plant is compared to the measurements presented in tables 
4 and 5.

TABLE 6: Expected and measured retention values for filtering systems

theoretical
EU4 & EU7 / EU4 & EU8

measured
week 1 / week 2

137Cs 68.5% / 82.5% 83% /93% (KKG)

Aerosols 68.9% / 82.9% 88% / 93% (KKP)
13 ^ total 10.2% / 13.0% 35% / 41.5% (KKG), 25% / - (KKP)
13 U bound 51.1% / 65.2% no data

The calculated 83% retention of actiVity in the filters for aerosol bound activity, which 
includes 137Cs, compares very well with the 83% and 88% retention measured in the first week 
after arrival of the activity. The data shows that the retention percentage is better when die filters 
are exposed to less activity, as was the case in the second week. For aerosol bound activity where 
it can be assumed that the particle size is the determining factor, the retention can be estimated 
fairly well.

The retention for 131I does not compare well with the expected retention from the calcula
tions. There are a number of factors which can possibly explain this. Firstly the retention depends 
strongly on the amount of 131I which is in gas form which could vary from region to region. 
Secondly the determination of the total 131I depends on how well the 13U gas can be determined, 
which will depend on the sampling techniques used at the different power plants. Another critical 
factor is the chemical reactivity of iodine gas. Iodine is more chemically reactive in gas form than 
when it is bound to aerosols and can therefore react more strongly with the filter material than when
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it is bound up on aerosols. This means the retention of iodine can't be calculated simply by using 
particle size but has to consider the surface chemistry of the filter-iodine interaction in order to 
accurately estimate its retention.
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DISCUSSION

MILLER: I take it from what you arp saying, then, that in the period after the Chernobyl accident
there probably was a considerable loading of normal air conditioning filters in businesses, etc. 
with cesium particles and that when servicemen changed the filters, they got a significant dose. 
Is that true?

BRAUN: That is true.

KOVACH: Current U.S. source term research expects Cs and iodine to be present as Csl. Your
paper indicates that even after long transport from Chernobyl there is a separation of cesium 
activity from iodine activity. Do you think this is significant for current source term studies?

BRAUN: We think this is very important with regard to the source term evaluation. Measurements
of iodine performed by helicopter sampling directly above the Chernobyl reactor showed high 
amounts of iodine in the gaseous form. Up to May 1986 it was 30%. From May 8 until the May 
19,1986, 90% of iodine was present in the gaseous form.

KOVACH: I intended to ask a question on the first paper. I doubt that there will be much
elemental iodine. A serious accident, by the heat of the melt, will generate enormous amounts 
of organic material. When there is no. oxygen, it can get worse because large molecules will be 
in the air and irradiation will produce enormous amounts of radicals that will react. Therefore, 
I don’t think the figures we have to date are the right ones because most of the experiments have 
been conducted under clean conditions whereas in a reactor accident, we have nothing but 
extreme conditions. We have to remember that we have tons of organics, e.g., insulation, oil, 
grease, and the like, in the reactor building and heating up all that stuff will generate enormous 
amounts of organic reactants.

MILLER: So, the German Nuclear Power Plants were actually acting to clean up the air after the
accident.

BRAUN: That is right. We always tested the carbon filters with radioiodine, 1-131. The grass from
my lawn was one of the strongest samples I ever tested.

MILLER: Because of the cesium, you are not going to be eating mushrooms for years, perhaps
thirty?

BRAUN: I like to eat them, but certain mushrooms just concentrate cesium: twenty thousand
bq/kilogram is the mushroom radiation concentration.
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AEROSOL PENETRATION THROUGH A SEISMICALLY 
LOADED SHEAR WALL

Charles R. Farrar and Steven P. Girrens 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 

Advanced Engineering Technology, MEE-13/MS J576 
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545 USA

Abstract

An experimental study was performed to measure the aerosol penetration 
through a reinforced concrete shear wall after simulated seismic damage. 
Static load-cycle testing, to stress levels sufficient to induce visible shear 
cracking, was used to simulate the earthquake loading. Air permeability tests 
were performed both before and after the simulated seismic loading damaged 
the structure. Aerosol penetration measurements were conducted on the 
cracked shear wall structure using 0.10 mm monodisperse particles. The 
measured aerosol number penetration through the cracked shear wall was
0.5%.

Introduction

Under normal operating conditions, the ventilation system in reinforced 
concrete facilities that handle hazardous materials provides a negative 
pressure differential that prevents unfiltered leakage from the building. A 
loss of the ventilation system would allow the air pressure inside the building 
to equilibrate with the external ambient air pressure. Normal or extreme wind 
loading on the building will result in regions where the external stagnation 
pressure is up to 7 kPa less than the internal pressure. This condition creates 
a driving potential for air leakage from the facility. A design basis earthquake 
(DBE) event could cause structural damage and ventilation system failure, 
thereby reducing the building's resistance to unfiltered exhaust. Fires that 
typically occur after an earthquake can also generate the pressure differential 
necessary to cause exhaust from the facility.

Estimating the leakage rate from a facility after a DBE event requires that 
die air permeability of the concrete walls, which have been loaded to their 
seismic-design limit, be quantified. If the leakage can be shown to be small, 
the requirements for using backup power systems to maintain the negative air
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pressure can be relaxed. The term "small" is not quantified because its 
definition will depend on the toxicity of the material being confined. If the 
leakage is large, information concerning the airflow rates through damaged 
walls can be used in the design 'of the ventilation system to prevent the 
exhaust of toxic material from the facility.

The objective of this study was to measure the aerosol penetration 
through a reinforced concrete shear wall after the wall was loaded to stress 
levels that induce shear cracking. An experiment designed to satisfy this 
objective was developed by constructing a single-prototype shear wall test 
structure, simulating seismic loading by static load cycling the structure, 
measuring the airflow before and after damaging the wall, and performing 
aerosol penetration tests on the cracked structure. The test structure 
construction, simulated seismic testing, and air permeability measurements are 
described in detail by Girrens and Farrar(1) and are briefly outlined in this 
paper. Because air permeability is a function of crack parameters, only the 
data published on gas permeabilities in undamaged concrete(2-6) could be 
used to verify the experimental results. These data were used to verify the 
air permeability measurements made on the undamaged test structure.

Test Structure

A shear wall structure was selected for the initial study because this 
structural element forms a significant portion of the confining barrier and 
provides the dominant lateral load-carrying capability in reinforced concrete 
facilities that confine hazardous materials. The test structure fabricated 
contained a 150-mm-thick shear wall, as shown schematically in Figure 1. Two 
layers of reinforcement (ASTM A615 Grade 60, No. 3 rebar, 10 mm-diam) 
were placed throughout the model. Vertical layers were spaced at 75-mm 
centers, providing a 1.15% wall reinforcement ratio by area. Horizontal layers 
were spaced at 150-mm centers, providing a 0.41% wall reinforcement ratio by 
area. A minimum 25-mm cover was provided for all reinforcement. The 
concrete used to place the model was purchased from a commercial source. 
The structure was left in ifs form for a 28-day curing period, and exposed 
surfaces were kept moist and covered with a tarpaulin. Table 1 summarizes 
die mix portions, and Table 2 lists the measured concrete properties. Mix 
portion, wall geometry, and reinforcement were based on the design of a 
typical facility that handles hazardous materials.
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Table 1 Concrete mix constituent portions.

Constituent
Sand

Coarse aggregate 
Cement 
Water

Weight (N)
13 500 
15 200 
5 480 
1930

Table 2 Measured concrete properties.

Ultimate Tensile Modulus
Compressive Strength of Elasticity

Strength (MPa) (MPa') (MPa)
Average 42.0 3.6 3.19 x 104

Minimum 39.4 3.0 2.83 x 104
Maximum 46.0 4.1 3.36 x 104

Simulated Seismic Testing

The model was constructed in place on the load frame base used in the 
cyclic testing. A hydraulic actuator was used to load the structure. Force 
input was monitored with a load cell located between the actuator and the 
test structure. A steel load frame was assembled adjacent to the test 
structure on which to mount the actuator and load cell as shown in Figure 2. 
Displacement transducers were placed against the outside of the model to 
measure overall structural deformation.

The structure was loaded for 3 cycles, each to nominal base shear stress 
(NBSS) levels of ±0.41 MPa, ±0.90 MPa, and ±1.31 MPa. In this context, NBSS 
is defined as the applied force divided by the cross-sectional area of the shear 
wall (0.19 m^). Complete load reversals were applied to represent the forces 
induced in a structure during seismic excitation. These quasi-static load cycles 
simulate an earthquake by applying the positive and negative shear forces 
associated with a DBE to the structure. The magnitude of die maximum shear 
stress corresponded to the actual design limit for the facility under study.

The structure showed linear response through all of the load cycles. The 
linear response indicated that the structure experienced no internal damage 
when loaded up to the maximum nominal-design shear stress of 1.31 MPa. 
The structure was then subjected to one 1.97-MPa NBSS load cycle. The
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Figure 1 Shear wall test structure detail.
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structure cracked on the first load increment above the 1.31-MPa NBSS level. 
The actual shear wall crack pattern is shown in Figure 3. Most of the shear 
cracks identified appear to have penetrated completely through the wall.

Air Permeability Tests and Results

Air permeability measurements were made on the shear wall before and 
after subjecting the test structure to static load cycling. The air permeability 
was determined by pressurizing one side of the test structure slightly above 
atmospheric levels and recording the transient-pressure decay associated with 
the air leakage through the shear wall.

An aluminum cover plate was attached to the structure to accommodate 
structure pressurization (see Figure 2.). The cover plate provided resistance 
and sealing support for internal pressurization. Square (7.0-mm) Buna-N CD- 
ring cord stock and flooring contact cement were used to form an airtight seal 
between the concrete face and the cover plate. Helium leak tests were 
performed to ensure that the aluminum cover plate seal and fittings were not 
leaking. The interior surfaces of the side walls, and the top and bottom slabs 
on the side of the shear wall to be pressurized were spray painted with three 
coats of epoxy paint to ensure impermeability. Internal pressurization of the 
test structure did not exceed 4.8 kPa gage. The pressurized volume, 0.21 m3, 
was filled with dry bottled air and purged with a vacuum pump three times 
before filling the volume for testing. Pressure levels were monitored with a 
digiquartz pressure transducer having a range of 0 to 0.2 MPa and a 
resolution of 0.0007 kPa. After pressurization, transient internal pressure, 
atmospheric pressure, and internal temperature were monitored with a data 
scanner.

Air permeability testing was initiated 11 weeks after removing the model 
forms. During those 11 weeks, the relative humidity was 20 to 30%. 
Transient pressure and temperature data were recorded over a period of 
several days. The volume (or block) was initially pressurized to approximately 
82.7 kPa and allowed to decay over a period of 3 days. After the 3-day 
period of data collection, the volume was again repressurized. The actual 
data used to compute the permeability were the specific values recorded at 
midnight each day. This sampling provided an average of the daily variation 
in temperature, which was necessary because the experiment was located 
outside. The average permeability measured before loading the structure was 
7.9 x 10-17 m2.
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The transient pressure and temperature data measured after load cycling 
the structure up to a shear stress of 1.31 MPa produced similar air- 
permeability results. No internal damage occurred to the structure during the 
load cycling, and, thus, the concrete air permeability was not affected. The 
average air permeability, 7.4 x lO'l? m2, computed after the 1.31 MPa load 
cycling is in agreement with the preload data.

Airflow measurements were also made after the test structure was 
damaged. The shear cracking had a significant effect on the air leakage 
through the shear wall. Helium leak-testing equipment verified that significant 
leakage was occurring through the shear cracks in the wall. Both transient 
and steady-state airflow data were taken. The average value of pseudo air 
permeability, corresponding to the transient airflow data taken with the 
cracked wall, was 3.5 x 10”15 m2.

A flowmeter was attached to the air-charging orifice on the aluminum 
cover plate. While maintaining an approximately constant pressure in the 
block, the airflow through the shear wall was monitored for 168 hours. The 
steady airflow through the shear wall was 3.1 cm3/s. The pseudo air 
permeability corresponding to the steady flow rate, and an average pressure 
gradient of 4.8 kPa, was 3.0 x 10'15 m2. Thus, air permeability in the shear 
wall increased by a factor of 40 after the wall experienced shear cracking.

Aerosol Test Method

Aerosol penetration tests were also conducted by pressurizing the 
upstream side of the cracked shear wall above ambient conditions to drive a 
steady airflow through the wall. A second cover plate was installed to 
enclose the downstream ambient pressure side of the test structure, 
permitting the measurement of the accumulation of nontest particles for a 
background particle distribution. Figure 4 is a schematic drawing of the 
aerosol penetration test setup. Throughout the penetration tests, the ambient 
pressure measured inside the downstream volume remained constant at 
77.9 kPa. The steady airflow through the wall stabilized at 1.5 cm^/s, for an 
average pressure gradient of 2.8 kPa. The 2.8 kPa pressure gradient was 
selected for the penetration test because this value corresponds to the 
negative pressure gradient calculated for the worst case wind-loading 
condition on the hazardous materials building under consideration.
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Figure 4 Aerosol penetration test setup.
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When a steady airflow was achieved, a mondisperse aerosol of spherical 
polystyrene latex (PSL) particles was injected on the upstream side of the wall 
and allowed to come into equilibrium in the pressurized volume before 
sampling. Samples were extracted through a penetration in the cover plate, 
then run through a laser aerosol spectrometer (LAS) to measure the aerosol 
challenge to the shear wall. Samples were also extracted from the 
downstream side of the wall, then analyzed with the LAS to measure the 
penetrating particle distribution.

Aerosol Penetration Results

The spherical particle diameter selected for the monodisperse PSL 
aerosol was 0.1 mm. The degree of dispersity of an aerosol is characterized 
by a, the relative standard deviation, or the ratio of the standard deviation of 
the particle sizes to the mean particle size. A criterion for monodispefsity can 
be expressed by a < 0.2. An 0.23 a value was calculated for the aerosol 
challenge to the wall. Table 3 is a summary of the measured aerosol challenge 
distribution and the penetration distribution; these distributions are shown 
graphically in Figure 5. The total aerosol penetration through the cracked wall 
was 0.5%.
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Figure 5 Distributions of aerosol particle challenge and penetration.
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Table 3 Aerosol particle distributions.
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Particle Size Challenge! 
(counts/mini

Penetration 
(counts/min')

Penetrati
(%)

0.065 146 0.4 0.27
0.07 126 0.4 0.32
0.075 80 0.3 0.38
0.08 106 0.5 0.47
0.085 176 0.8 0.45
0.09 332 1.4 0.42
0.095 760 3.2 0.42
0.10 606 2.3 0.38
0.11 164 1.3 0.79
0.12 132 2.2 1.67
0.13 114 1.1 0.96
0.14 108 0.5 0.46
0.15 102 0.6 0.59
0.16 88 0.4 0.45
0.17 78 0.3 0.38

The most penetrating particle sizes were 0.11 to 0.13 mm. The explanation 
of why the predominant penetrating particles are slightly larger than the 
predominant challenge particles is uncertain. Limitations on aerosol 
penetration through cracked concrete would likely include high pressure 
gradients that would induce inertial impaction, and physical crack dimensions 
that would limit particle size. Particle penetration associated with low 
pressure gradients and smaller particle size would be limited by the filter 
efficiency of the cracked concrete. The filter efficiency for the cracked shear 
wall panel tested is 99.5%. To put this value in perspective, the filter efficiency 
of graded sand (1.8 m, 50 mesh) under a 1.2-kPa pressure gradient, 
challenged by 1-mm dust particles, is also 99.5%.(7) Though shear cracks will, 
in general, extend completely through a shear wall, the cracks will have a 
tendency to close tightly when the load is removed. This tendency for shear 
crack closure is probably responsible for the high filter efficiency in the 
damaged wall.
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Summary

The objective of this study was to measure the aerosol penetration 
through a reinforced concrete shear wall after simulated seismic damage. 
Accomplishing this objective required fabricating a 150-mm-thick shear wall 
test structure, representative of a wall in a typical facility that handles 
hazardous materials, with standard concrete mix and rebar materials.

Static load-cycle testing was used to simulate earthquake loading. The 
initial load-cycling levels did not damage the shear wall. However, a higher 
level load-cycle (shear stress above 1.31 MPa) resulted in damage (shear 
cracking) to the structure. Airflow measurements taken after the structural 
damage occurred, show that the cracking resulted in a factor of 40 increase in 
the air leakage through the shear wall. The steady airflow through the 
cracked shear wall, corresponding to a pressure gradient of 4.8 kPa, was 
measured to be 3.1 cm^/s.

Aerosol penetration measurements were conducted on the cracked shear 
wall structure. The sample collection airflow was maintained at 1.5 cm^/s, 
with an average pressure gradient of 2.8 kPa. An 0.10-|im monodisperse PSL 
aerosol was injected into the steady airflow. The aerosol penetration through 
the cracked shear wall was 0.5%. The corresponding filter efficiency was 
99.5%.

An accurate estimate of the total aerosol leakage from a facility after a 
damaging seismic event would include the additional leakage that can occur 
around penetrations. Because cracking is a function of the concrete's material 
properties, reinforcement, and loading, discretion must be used when 
applying the results presented in this study to studies of other facilities.
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Abstract

The BETA facility is a test rig for core melt accident experi
ments. This rig is described. Up to now, 7 melt-concrete interac
tion experiments have been carried out. Results of sampling and ana
lysis are given for the aerosol size distribution and the chemical 
components of the simulating fission products added in the offgas li
ne. The size distribution ranges from 0.1 to 1 pm. High-volatile ae
rosols are found in the samplers. The erosion data in downward and 
radial directions are summed up. The initial melt used in the tests 
was produced by a thermite chemical reaction of 300 kg steel, 80 kg 
Zircaloy 4 and 50 kg oxides with A1203, Si02 and CaO. The starting 
temperature is typically 2250 K. In induction heating the net power 
inputs may differ between 200 kW and 1000 kW. A metal fiber filter 
is installed in the offgas line as a protection against the environ
ment. The data of the filter will be presented. The amount of col
lected aerosols is in the range of 1.5 to 3.7 kg/per experiment. A 
video clip will be presented showing the melt and the optically visi
ble difference in the offgas with and without filtering.

I. Layout of the BETA Facility
t

The Beta Facility was built to enable us to determine the behav
ior of molten metal interacting with concrete. It serves to simulate 
the behavior of a core melt in concrete with a view to determine the 
rates of penetration of melts into concrete and to obtain data on the 
resulting containment loadings. A further aspect has been to obtain 
information on the aerosol loading of the containment in terms of the 
behavior over the time of the particulate size distribution and aero
sol masses released.

Figure 1 shows the schematic layout of the facility. Condi
tioned concrete crucibles equipped with thermocouples are filled with 
a thermite melt (Fig. 2). The melt front of the concrete can be 
traced by means of the thermocouples. The melt can be heated and 
kept in the liquid state by induction heating of up to 1000 kW at 
27 MHz which simulates the decay heat. An offgas line is routed from 
the crucible to the outside via two 90° bends. It accommodates a 
number of analytical instruments for gas analysis and for collecting 
aerosol data. The offgas temperature in the experiments is about 
250 °C.
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One particular goal consists in the determination of the fission 
products released. They are thrown into the melt by means of lances 
at defined points in time and serve as inactive simulants. The re
spective amounts have been entered in Table 1.

Table 1: Main Parameters for the BETA Experiment#

BETA
Test

Initial Melt 
~ 2200 K

Fission Product Mockups 
and Additives

Planned
Heating
Power

V 5.1
300 kg Fe+Cr+Ni
80 kg Zry-4
50 kg AI2O3 

+SiC>2+CaO
none 400 kW

V 5.2 similar to V 5.1
1 kg Mo, 0.5 kg ZrTe2,
1.5 kg Ce02, 1 kg BaO,
0.5 kg La203, 0.5 kg SrO,
6 kg B4C in steel containers

200 kW

V 5.3 similar to V.5.1
1 kg Mo, 1 kg Ce02,
1 kg BaO, 0.5 kg La203,
0.5 kg SrO,
6 kg B4C in steel containers

800 kW

As some of the fission product simulants are toxic, a stainless 
steel fiber filter module has been installed in the offgas line and designed for a volume flow rate of about 500 m3/h fi*.

The Laboratorium fur Aerosolphysik und Filtertechnik (Laboratory 
for Aerosol Physics and Filter Technology) operated two sampling sy
stems in the offgas line (350 mm inner dia., inclusive of insulation 
about 600 mm dia.), one installed at about 1.5 m distance from the 
crucible outlet and comprising 3+1 samplers, the second sampling 
system placed some 4 m more further distant in direction of blowdown 
and comprising 5+1 samplers. The layout has been represented in 
Fig. 3. For simplification of volume flow control the bypass sampler 
is always open from a defined point in time on, while the pump is 
running. The bypass is closed at defined times of measurement and, 
at the same time, a sampler is opened for a defined period of time.

Depending on the goal pursued in the respective experiment, dif
ferent times of sampler opening are chosen. The duration of exposure 
chosen is about 30 s for determination of the particulate size dis
tribution. Rather large amounts of aerosol are needed for wet chemi
cal analyses to be performed. Therefore, 2 min. opening time were 
usually chosen in that case. The times of sampler,opening correlated 
with the times at which the material lances dropped the fission prod
uct simulant. The rate of penetration into concrete was about 40 cm 
during 30 - 45 min., depending on the grade of concrete.
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PERIPHERY SYSTEMS MOLTEN POOL
MATERIAL SAMPLING AND 
THERMOCOUPLES 
MOVIE AND TV CAMERAS 
INFRARED PYROMETER

THERMITE MASS GAUGES-

ADomoNor
FISSION PRODUCT SIMULANTS

EXHAUST GAS
THERMOCOUPLES 

,PRESSURES TRANSDUCERS 
.MASS SPETROSCOPE

'TAJNLESS STSSL FISU FILTER

ZR-DELIVERY-----------
(SO KS TYPICAL)

INPUT POWER MULTIPLE AEROSOL FILTER PROSES

CONCRETE CRUCIBLE
•THERMOCOUPLES (MELT FRONTPROPAGATION)

THERMOCOUPLES (SNL AND ANL TYPES FOR 

POOL TEMPERATURE)

(1) Melt
(2) Concrete Crucible
(3) Induction Ccjti

(4) Offgas System
(5) Thermite Reaction Tank
(6) Tank for Measurement Probes

Figure 1: Schematic View of BETA Facility in Zr Related Tests

II. Layout of the Filter in the Offgas Duct
As both high temperatures occur in the melt-concrete reaction 

and H2 is released and ignited at the outlet, a commercially avail
able metal fiber filter is used similar to that described in Up 3) 
and installed as venting filter for pressure relief in all German 
LWRs. A sufficient amount of operating experience with that filter 
is available as regards the loading, behavior in moist environment, 
removal behavior, and mechanical loadability. The filter consists of 
two stages, a high-loading pre-filter stage and a free space preced
ing the fine filter stage in order to prevent condensed water from 
penetrating (Fig. 4).

With this filter decontamination factors of 8500 were achieved 
in preliminary experiments in which uranin had been used. This cor
responds to HEPA quality. As a rule, decontamination factors of 
~ 10,000 were measured for aerosols with rather large particulate 
diameters (2# D.
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III. Results
The amounts of 

filter loading in 
each BETA experiment 
were determined by 
weighing of the fiber 
cores. Depending on 
the type of concrete 
used and on the way 
the experiment was 
conducted (duration, 
power input), 1.5 to 
3.7 kg of aerosols 
were entrained from 
the melt and carried 
to the filter over a 
distance of about 
10 m. The loaded gas 
stream consisted of 
argon as the cover 
gas, supplied at a 
rate of about 150 - 
350 m3/h, as well as 
H2, H20, CO, C02 re
leased in the melt- 
concrete interaction 
so that a maximum 
rate of 500 m3/h had 
to be filtered.

Crucibles Used in BETA Experiments V 5.1, V 5.2, V 5.3

Figures 5-12 show by way of example scanning electron 
micrographs (SEM). Micrographs 11 and 12 show excessive loadings 
which are typical of too long opening times of the valves at the sam
plers. Some of the micrographs show a distribution of particulate 
sizes as described by the computer codes for a primary aerosol with a 
high fraction of very small particulates from the melt-concrete reac
tions (Figs. 13 and 14). This distribution of particulate sizes must 
be expected for the relatively long period of melt-concrete reaction 
and must be taken into account in the design of the venting filters.

Particular phenomena are evident from Figs. 5-8. Reactions 
and condensation processes took place which had brought about bizzare 
shapes of aerosols. Similar aerosols were found also in subsequent 
experiments. They are probably attributable to the fission product 
simulants added by means of the material lances.

1 1060
*830

Figure 2
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In Table 2 the loadings and aerosol rates have been entered 
which were determined by weighing.

Table 2: Aerosol Data From Filter Samples; V 5.1

Filter Time Collected Mass Concentration Aerosol
Mass With Without Rate

(s) (mg) Ar-Cover Gas 
(mg/m3 STP)

Ar-Cover Gas 
(mg/m3STP) (mg/s)

MV1 73-317 15.8 583 1170 60.3
MV2 440-739 28.9 873 2423 53.5
MV3 1205-2046 7.4 79 246 4.5

MV4 73- 204 12.4 855 1520 111

MVS 204- 281 11.7 1370 4110 105
MV6 440- 739 17.7 534 1480 32.7
MV7 825-1205 7.7 182 525 10.8
MVS 1205-2046 21.0 118 367 6.7

Typical compositions of the aerosols as determined in wet chemi
cal analyses are given in Table 3. The analyses were made by the 
Institut fiir Materialforschung (Institute for Material Research) of 
KfK. It appears that the highly volatile aerosols accumulate to a 
much higher extent in the offgas line than could be anticipated from 
the input.

IV. Some Remarks on the Video Clip
It is not intended to show by this film the phenomena of melt- 

concrete interactions but rather to demonstrate the function of the 
offgas filter.

The first scene shows the melt contained in the concrete cavern 
as well as a dropping lance with the simulant material.

The second scene shows the offgas line running in the open. 
About one minute after tapping of the melt, gas and aerosols are re
leased. It can be concluded from the evolving smoke that no filter 
had been installed in the offgas line. The H2 and CO is ignited out
side and burns off.

In the third scene burning of the filtered gases can be seen and 
later condensing vapor fractions, but no release of smoke 
particulates.
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Table 3: Chemical Composition of Aerosol Samples
Selected aerosol Samples from BETA V 5.3

Sampler MV1 MV 4 MV3 MVS BPl BP 2
TimeInterval[s] 40-70 40-70 405-480 810-930 0-1000 0-1000

Mass [mg] 10.04 77.91 0.41 0.66 43.39 78.21
Elements of Concrete [%]

Si 5.09 5.41 < 9.0 14.40 8.81 7.90
Ca 0.38 0.20 < 1.5 < 1.0 0.18 0.28
Al 1.12 2.10 4.0 < 2.3 1.35 1.30
Mg 2.86 1.32 0.29 0.27 1.02 2.49
K 14.95 17.29 9.47 11.09 11.42 13.92
Na 8.32 3.43 4.38 2.98 3.72 5.38
Ti < 0.1 0.005 < 0.5 1.05 0.011 0.021
Mn 0.25 0.51 < 1.5 < 1.0 0.51 0.47

Elements of Metal Mel t [%]
Fe 0.48 0.68 < 1.0 < 0.8 0.87 0.81
Cr < 0.3 0.15 ’ < 2.0 < 1.3 0.26 0.23
Ni < 0.3 0.19 < 2.5 < 1.5 < 0.1 < 0.1
Zr < 0.1 0.015 < 0.5 <0.3 < 0.05 <0.01
Sn < 0.5 0.66 <5.0 9.05 1.63 1.66
B 1.25 3.37 3.01 2.85 7.80 5.14

Simulated Fission Products [%]
Mo < 1.0 < 0.1 < 8.3 < 5.2 < 0.3 < 0.2
Ce < 0.5 < 0.5 < 4.0 < 2.5 < 0.1 <0.1
Te < 1.0 < 0.5 < 11.0 < 7.0 < 0.5 < 0.3
Ba 0.56 0.086 < 1.3 < 0.8 0.20 0.60
Sr 0.60 0.061 <0.5 < 0.3 0.34 0.72
La < 0.5 < 0.1 < 4.0 < 2.5 < 0.1 < 0.1

Other ELements [%]
Zn 0.57 0.27 0.69 1.64 0.45 0.68

(Numbers preceded by "<" indicate the chemical detection limit)
Te from ZrTe2 in V 5.2 is released; typical concentration in the 
aerosol 20 to 60 %.
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Figure 5

Figure 6
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Figure 7

Figure 8
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Figure 9

Figure 10
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Figure 11
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ACTIVATED CHARCOAL BEDS FOR PASSIVE MITIGATION OF THE 
RADIOACTIVITY RELEASE FROM SEVERE ACCIDENTS.

HEAT TRANSPORT AND DYNAMIC NOBLE-GAS WATER-VAPOUR COADSORPTION.*

F. Castellani®, G. Curzio®, F. d'Errico®, S. Lanza®, 
A. Mori®®, G. Rossi®, G. Sgalambro®®®

® DCMN, Universitci di Pisa, 1-56126 Pisa 
®® ENEA-AMB, 1-56126 Pisa 

®®® ENEA-DISP, 1-00144 Roma

Abstract

A typical severe accident sequence involves the combined loss 
of large amounts of cooling water and radioactive fission 
products. A possible approach to the reduction of the 
radioactivity release is the design of activated charcoal beds 
capable of withstanding the maximum pressure and holding the 
gaseous products long enough to reduce their activity while 
effectively exchanging their decay heat. Two of the main problems 
arising are confronted here: the characterisation of a filter 
response to dynamic transients and the determination of its bulk 
thermal conductivity.

I. Introduction.

In view of the possible resumption of, nuclear power 
production in Italy, ENEA—DISP, the Italian regulatory body for 
nuclear safety, recently entered a joint research project with 
DCMN, the Department of Nuclear Engineering of the University of 
Pisa. The objective of this collaboration is the analysis of the 
safety characteristics of new reactor designs.

* Work partially supported by ENEA—DISP.
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According to the INSAG-3 Report,(1) "the principle of defence 
in depth is implemented primarily by means of a series of 
barriers," which provide "for the confinement of radioactive 
material at successive locations. The reliability of the physical 
barriers is enhanced protecting each of them by a series of 
measures."

Therefore, the protection of the containment, the ultimate 
barrier against the release of fission products, is of fundamental 
importance. Venting is one of the options investigated for the 
prevention of early failure of the containment. This may result in 
a large release of radioactive material into the environment, 
particularly noble gases which constitute the bulk of the activity 
transferred to the containment during the first stages of severe 
accident sequences.*2'3'4)

ENEA—DISP and the General Electric SBWR project team have 
analysed the possibility to employ the Off-Gas Treatment System 
(OGTS) for filtered containment venting, either through an 
extension of the normal duty or through the design of new 
dedicated systems.

Within this fbamework, DCMN-Pisa was assigned the task of 
analysing the noble gas retention properties of charcoal filters 
in the presence of massive amounts of water, and the thermal 
conductivity of wet charcoal. From these data we may derive the 
decontamination factor (DF) provided by .charcoal filters during a 
severe accident, and their capability to exchange the heat 
released by steam condensation and fission product decay.

Upon successful completion of this study, the applicability 
of the system described in Figure 1 will be demonstrated.

This consists of:
- a condensing pool, containing at least 500 m3 of water and an 

equivalent volume of air. Steam condenses here, water and 
entrained solids are then removed by a filter/demister.

- a set of charcoal columns. These are operated in parallel so 
that the pressure drop due to the high venting flow rates is 
minimised.
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Figure 1. SBWR primary containment venting through off-gas 
charcoal following a severe accident.
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In order to reduce the pressure values, minimum pipe line 
diameters are 8 to 10 inches, depending on the line length.

The present study will show whether a drier should be 
inserted before the OGTS.

Our estimates indicate that this system would effectively 
operate during accident sequences involving a containment failure 
after over ten hours. (5'6) Preliminary dose assessments also reveal 
that standard OGTS would keep the effective-dose release below 
values requiring sit,e evacuation.

II. Noble-Gas Water-Vapour Coadsorotion.

Charcoal columns are usually employed in nuclear power plants 
as radioactivity-release delaying devices, and not as part of the 
containment system. Their role is to retain radioactive noble gas 
mixtures containing, in particular, Xenon isotopes until their 
radioactivity has fallen below assigned values. In order to 
achieve a DF equal to; 1000, a typical design figure is a 30 day 
delay for Xenon under standard working conditions, i.e., with 
dried air and constant temperature.

Adsorption processes of Krypton and Xenon on charcoal are 
similar and may be correlated.For the experimental 
investigations, however, Krypton is a better' choice than Xenon 
since its adsorption coefficient is an order of magnitude lower, 
thus making retention tests proportionally quicker. Moreover, 85Kr 
may be conveniently employed as a tracing isotope due to its long 
mean life.

The behaviour of charcoal beds must be analysed as a function 
of temperature and humidity of the air, and in terms of heat 
removal capability, in order to employ standard OGTS's, or other 
dedicated systems, for accident mitigation purposes.

Based on these observations, we planned the series' of tests 
described in Table 1, aiming at the following objectives:
- determination of the dynamic adsorption properties of noble 

gases on activated charcoals;
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- modelling and simulation of the co-adsorption of noble-gas and 
water-vapour;

- measurement of the thermal conductivity of charcoals/ also in 
the presence of water.

Table 1. Summary of the experimental programme (Kads: adsorption 
coefficient measurements/ De: diffusivity measurements).

T °C
Relative
Humidity

0 20 40 60 80

0 Kads Kads Kads
40 Kads Kads Kads

60 Kads Kads Kads

80 Kads Kads

T °C
Water/
Charcoal*

40 60

0 DS DS
5 De
10 o ID De

* weight per cent

Reference working conditions were chosen in terms of surface 
velocity (10 + 20 times the normal service values), temperature 
(equal to or greater than ambient values) , arid relative humidity 
(up to 80%).

Table 2. Typical analyses of NORIT 2030 charcoal.

Apparent bulk density (dry basis) q/1 525
Pellet diameter mm 2.9
Moisture, as packed wt% 2
Total ash content i wt% : 5
Abrasion resistance (ASTM) % 99
Pore size distribution:
Micropores (under 1 nm) cm3/q 0.26
Transition pores (1 - 100 hm) cm3/q 0.06
Macropores (above 100 nm) cm3/g 0.35
Total internal surface area from 
benzene adsorption according to B.E.T m2/q 700
Ignition temperature (ASTM) °C above 450
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All our tests were carried out employing Norit R2030 
charcoal. This is a, steam activated, extruded charcoal, 
particularly suitable for gas retention purposes thanks to the 
large internal surface of its fine micropores. The manufacturer- 
declared main characteristics of this charcoal are reported in 
Table 2.

The ability of Norit R2030 to adsorb noble gases has been 
tested extensively. Our experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 
2. A 85Kr-traced gas'pulse is injected into the flow of dry air 
passing through a charcoal loaded container. This is a stainless 
steel cylinder, 58 mm in diameter and 600 mm in height. These 
dimensions were chosen in order to optimise the elution time in 
the case of DBA flow rates.

-©

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11 
12
13
14
15

CARRIER GAS BOTTLE
COLD TRAP
DAMPER VALVE
GEfCER HOLLER TUBE
KRYPTON INJECTION SYSTEM
ACTIVATED CHARCOAL
THERMOSTATIC BATH
DETECTION CELL
Nal (Tl) CRYSTAL
GEIGER MULLER TUBE
FLOW RATE METER
COMPUTER
CRYOSTAT
HUMIDIFIER
HUMIDITY GAUGE

©“V rF

Figure 2. Adsorption measurement apparatus.
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The charcoal is dried at 110 °C for 24 hours before filling 
the container. This is kept on a vibrating plate during the 
loading operations in order to prevent preferential path 
formation. The cylinder is then immersed in a thermostatic bath at 
temperatures ranging from 0 to 60 °C. The adsorption coefficient 
of Norit R2030 for 85Kr may be determined from the analysis of the 
elution curves. The typical shape of such curves is shown in 
Figure 3. A plot of the adsorption coefficient versus temperature 
for dry charcoal and dry air flows is reporte,d in Figure 4. Our 
data are consistent with the results of similar studies.

10000

8000 '

6000

4000

2000

2500020000150005000 10000

Time (s)

Figure 3. Typical Krypton-85 elution curve.

In order to analyse the behaviour of charcoal in the presence 
of vapour, a system for the generation of air with the desired RH 
values was inserted in the circuit of Figure 2. This is a cylinder 
which contains a constant amount of evaporating water and is 
connected to the dry air line. The evaporation is caused by the 
presence of a heater inside the container, while the water is
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continuously supplied by a small volumetric pump. The level of 
water is kept constant by controlling both the heating power and 
the pump flow rate.

0.996

1000/T

Figure 4. Adsorption coefficient as a function of temperature for
Krypton on dry charcoal.

With this set-up, the previously described tests shall be 
repeated in order to determine the Krypton adsorption coefficient 
for charcoal in equilibrium with a humid air flow.

The same apparatus is also employed in the simulation of the 
impact of a severe accident on the radioactive-gas retention 
capability of an activated charcoal bed. In this case, the 
response of a charcoal column is analysed in terms of elution 
curves following the arrival of both a humid air front and a 
mixture of Krypton and humid air. Data are acquired by means of a 
mass spectrometer connected to the output of the charcoal column.
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With this approach, both the contents of vapour and of 
several other gases in the air may be monitored accurately and 
simultaneously.

III. Thermal Conductivity of Charcoal Beds.

The thermal conductivity is necessary in order to derive the 
temperature profiles, ^nd their time histories, inside the 
charcoal columns.

We realised an apparatus generating temperature transients in 
activated charcoal beds and inferred the thermal conductivity from 
the variation of the charcoal temperature. This coefficient, in 
turn, will be introduced into the theoretical model describing the 
heating of charcoal beds due to steam condensation and radioactive 
decay.

We chose to employ a cylindrical system for simple analytical 
modelling and easy experimental procedures. The apparatus consists 
of a waterproof stainless steel cylindrical vessel (58 mm 
diameter, 600 mm height) which is loaded on a vibrating plate with 
the charcoal to be tested. The container is immersed in a 
thermostatic bath until it reaches the equilibrium temperature To, 
then it is transferred into another thermostatic bath at 
temperature Ti.

A data acquisition system records the temperature reading of 
a sensor (a 0.5 mm type-K Chrom-Alumel thermocouple) placed in the 
centre of the cylinder. The correct positioning of the temperature 
sensor is guaranteed by keeping it inside a sheath which is 
gradually extracted while the cylinder is loaded.

Heat transfer along the axis is assumed to be negligible 
given the ratio between diameter and height of the cylinder. The 
thin thermocouple wire has no significant effect, either. 
Thermostatic bath and cylinder-wall temperatures are monitored as 
well.

We performed some preliminary tests with charcoal previously 
dried at 110 °C. We operated in the 23 + 60 °C temperature range 
and both Tq > Ti and Tq < Ti.
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200015001000
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Figure 5. Mid-axis temperature as a function of time.

Figure 5 shows an experimental plot of temperature versus 
time, against the solution of the following differential equation:

3t ; 
9t 
T = 

T =

De

Tl,
T0/

1 JL (r —r 9r l dr)
0 £ r < a, t 
r = a, t £ 0,

0,

where Tq and Ti have been previously defined, and a is the radius 
of the cylinder.

This mathematical description of the physical phenomena does 
not treat separately the two processes of diffusion and 
adsorption, the term De is therefore to be intended as an effective 
diffusion coefficient. This approach is often successfully adopted 
when lattice diffusion takes place along with a reversible 
trapping phenomenon such as adsorption.
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The analytical solution is then:

T - Tl = 1 _ 2 y e~ pe «n t J0(r On )
To - Tl a “ an Ji(aan ) (1)

where Jq(x) and Ji (x) are Bessel functions of the first kind of 
zeroth and first order, and ctn's are roots of Jo (a <xn) = 0.

This approach implies the assumption of negligible variations 
of De over our working temperature range. Therefore, we made tests 
with various Tq and Ti in the 23 + 60 °C interval, always finding 
De values between 4.2 10-3 and 4.6 10-3 cm2/s.

In the case of Figure 5, Tq was set at 23 °C and Ti at 60 °C. 
The best fit of the experimental data resulted from a choice of 
De = 4.6 10-3 cm2/s.

The thermal conductivity k was then calculated as 5.8 10-4 
cal/cm s °C, from De = k/Cp , and based on a heat capacity C = 0.24 
cal/g °C and a bulk density p = 0.525 g/cm3.

Table 3. Summary of the diffusivity measurements and the 
conductivity calculations.

T0 (°C) Ti (°C) Relative
Humidity

De
(cm2/s)

k
(cal/cm.s .°C)

23 35.5 0 4.6 10~3 5.8 10-4
35.5 46 0 4.2 10“3 5.3 10-4
46 35 0 4.2 10“3 5.3 10“4
35 23 0 4.6 10“3 5.8 10-4
23 60 0 4.6 10-3 5.8 10-4
60 23, 0 4.6 10-3 5.8 10-4
23 60 5 4.0 10“3 . 5.0 10"4
60 23 5 4.0 10“3 5.0 10“4
23 60 10 3.6 10"3 4.5 10-4
60 23 10 3.3 10"3 4.1 10"4
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Further tests were performed employing charcoal first dried 
at 110 °C and then humidified with amounts of water corresponding 
to 5 and 10 per cent in weight. Again, we found that our simple 
diffusive model effectively describes the experimental results. 
This might imply that the heat capacity per unit volume may be 
still considered constant. In this case, k could be calculated from 
the previously employed C p value.

The complete series of our tests is summarised in Table 3. 
Our values of the coefficient k for dry charcoal are markedly 
higher than those reported in literature. (10'n'12'13) The latter 
were derived under stationary conditions, though, whereas we 
worked with temperature transients.

Therefore, the next step of our research programme shall 
involve measurements with a constant temperature gradient through 
the charcoal bed. For this purpose we devised the apparatus shown 
in Figure 6, which allows for the realisation of assigned 
temperature steps (AT) between inner and outer walls of a 
cylindrical shell loaded with charcoal.

The thermal conductivity may be inferred from the power 
required by the central heater in order to maintain a certain AT 
through the charcoal bed. An extensive series of tests is 
currently under way with both dry and wet charcoal. IV.

IV. Conclusions.

The experiments carried out so, far demonstrate the validity 
of the testing facilitieis designed and realised at DCMN—Pisa.

Our preliminary results confirm the conservative nature of 
the assumptions underlyirig the ENEA—DISP estimates of the highest 
OGTS temperature reached after a severe accident.

Following the entire programme of tests, all necessary data 
will be available to assess the applicability of venting for 
noble-gas removal during severe accident sequences.
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1 OUTER WALL
2 INNER WALL
3 ACTIVATED 
CHARCOAL

4 HEATER
5 MERCURY
6 TEMPERATURE 
SENSORS

Figure 6. Thermal conductivity measurement apparatus,
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DISCUSSION

WILHELM: What will be duration of the wet airflow in the dynamic adsorption coefficient 
measurements? Just the duration of the experiment.

CASTELLANI: The duration is a few hours. In all our past experiments, we have waited a few
hours until equilibrium conditions are reached with constant air flow rate. The same procedure 
shall be adopted for wet air flow experiments.

WILHELM: You measure the dynamic coefficient independent of time but the shock pool will warm 
up first and then it will pick up water and change veiy much the dynamic coefficient.
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. DESIGN OF A PREFILTER TO IMPROVE 
RADIATION PROTECTION AND FILTERING EFFICIENCY OF 

THE CONTAINMENT VENTING SYSTEM

by Maurice V. Kaercher,
Electricite de France 

Lyon, France

Abstract

The sand bed filters installed on all French pressurised water reactors (PWR) 
were intended to retain the source term of radioactivity, inside the containment, 24 
hours after the beginning of core meltdown but because of its size, the sand filter is 
outside the containment and therefore after operation, the source term which may be 
inside the sand filter could provide very high radiation levels on the site.
To cope with this a prefilter was designed that was to be located inside the containment 
and would retain the source term there. This paper describes the main results of the 
R&D programs implemented in 1991 and 1992 to develop the prefilter. It covers the 
following items :

- introduction,
- short presentation of the venting system,
- description of laboratory tests performed in various conditions of temperature and 

pressure with :
hydroscopic aerosols (CsOH), 
non-hydroscopic aerosols (TiO 2, SiO 2, SZn), 
a mixture of both,

- assumptions on quantities and sizes of aerosols in two main accident scenarios 
(core melting and core concrete interaction),

- main results on filtering efficiency, pressure drop, capacity of retention and choice 
of accurate metallic media,

- basic design requirements for the prefilter,
- conclusion.

1. Introduction

After a short description of the current French venting system which was 
presented at the 21st conference in San Diego (title : Design and full-scale test of a sand 
bed filter), this paper points out the improvement of the venting system by a compact 
prefilter installed inside the reactor building.
The tests presented in this paper were performed in collaboration with :

- Institut de Protection et de Sflretd Nucldaire (IPSN) of the Atomic Energy 
Commission (AEC),

- AEC Laboratories in Saclay,
- PALL INDUSTRIES SA in Paris,
- PALL Laboratories in Portsmouth (GB).
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2.Short presentation of the current venting system 

2-1. Description of decompression filtration system (see figure l)

) ■ ■ ■■ ................................... .......................

CONTAINMENT FUEL BUILDING OR NUCLEAR
AUXILIARY BUILDING

Figure 1 : General Diagram

The decompression-filtration system consists primarily of:

- the new prefilter
- a containment penetration with double insulation comprising two valves in 

series located outside the containment, and as close to it as possible,
- an orifice plate reducing pressure to atmospheric,
- a sand bed filter,
- a device for measuring radiation released,
- an independent evacuation duct located inside the normal effluent stack of the 

plant.
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2.2. Description of the sand bed filter (see figure 2)

inlet

—StoinlMi steel

■Sand
•Hber glass lattice

Tone collector light concrete floor

Figure 2 : Sand bed filter section

The sand filter is a stainless steel vessel with diameter 7.32 m, height 4 m, 
empty weight 121 and operational weight 92 t.

The sand bed support comprises an expanded clay layer with a basket system 
for gas recuperation and a cellular concrete floor in the filter bottom.

The filters are fully thermally isolated.

For all sites except Fessenheim, this filtration system is installed on the roof 
of the nuclear island building, PWR 900 MWE series is fitted with a system common 
to two plants.

2.3. Operating condition
From the principle viewpoint, it seems worthwhile recalling first of all that 

safety depends on containment. This fundamental principle should not be brought 
into question by the existence of a venting device permitting a controlled opening to 
be made in this containment. In consequence it would be preferable to postpone as 
long as possible, and if possible to avoid putting this device into operation, by taking 
into account its mechanical resistance properties.

This being specified, the decision to put the system into operation then out of 
service is the responsability of the Power Station Director in conjunction with the 
local and national level of the authorities who are in charge of crisis management. 
The system is put into operation by opening the containment isolating valves (after 
closing the incoming conditioning air). The internal containment pressure is then 
about 5 bars.
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The specific start-up criteria of the system are specified in the Severe Accident 
Intervention Guide prepared by Electricity de France after discussions with the Safety 
Authorities.

2.4. Qualification tests
Thermal-hydraulic, filtration, thermic and salting-out tests were performed to 

qualify the decompression filtration system. These tests were harried out in 1990 on a 
full scale filter on the FUCHIA loop in Cadarache.

2.4.1. Description of Qualification tests

An Air-stream mixture (35% air, 65% steam at a temperature of 140°C) was 
blown through the sand filter for 50 h.

During the first 25 h, caesium aerosols were generated by means of plasma torches 
with an AMMD of 1 /xm at a flowrate of 513 g. Iodine was introduced in molecular 
form at a flowrate of 70 g/h.

During the following 25 h neither aerosols nor iodine were generated.

2.4.2. Results
The decontamination factor (DF) on caesium and iodine was evaluated by :

- measuring caesium and iodine concentration above and below the sand filter,
- measuring caesium aerosols AMMD and concentration with impactors 

(ANDERSEN 2000), above and below the sand filter.
- three-dimensional cartography in the sand by means of core samples.

The main results were :
- The AMMD of caesium aerosols measured above the sand filter was close 1 /xm 

(standard deviation about 2.3),
- die diagram (see figure 3) gives the DF for caesium hydroxyde measured on the 

sand filter as a function of time,
- for iodine, an average DF of 10,
- a very low salting out was noticed during the period without aerosols generation.

Purifying coefficient

800
700 ■
600 -
500 ■
♦00 ■

300 ■
200 ■

100 ■

Tim* (houral

Figure 3 : decontamination factor for caesium hydroxyde
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2.5. Radiation protection
The surveys undertaken showed that, as regards on-site and off-site 

protection, biological shieldings were necessary for direct and indirect dose rate 
values (skyshine) induced by the limit values corresponding to the radioactivity 
trapped in the filter for the most pessimistic hypothesis with an extreme source term.

Designing sky shine protection was not easy because of the high costs and the 
limited mass of a structure acceptable from a seismic point of view.
So studies were led to find new solutions to cope with irradiation problems. These 
protections would be unnecessary if we could stop 90% of the radioactivity inside the 
reactor building by a coarse filter called a prefilter.

3. Preliminary tests of metallic media with cesium aerosols

EDF designed a prefilter that was small enough to be installed inside the reactor 
building and had a DF of more than 90 %, making shyshine protection unnecessary.

Our first reasearches led us to test metallic medias called FH 150 produced by 
PALL. These medias were tested with the same aerosols (CsOH) as those used for the 
qualification of the sand bed filter. The results are the following :

- in dry air, we observed a small pressure drop (see figure 5) and a high DF (see 
figure 4),

- in air mixed with steam we observed, at the beginning of the test a very small 
pressure drop ; and then a very strong increase in pressure drop which led to the 
flow through the media stopping (see figure 5). This was attributed to the 
hydroscopic character of CsOH aerosols.

10000 -r T 100

Cirtrldg* FH ISO
Flov: io m3/hPr«asur« loaa (daPa) 

500 -
Taaparatura: ISO *C

V * l
450 ..

1000 •: 400Cartrid9« FH 150
FLow: io m3/h Dry Air 96 fTaaparatura: ISO *C 350Aaroaols: CsOH (2m)

• - 85 c

250•• 94 "

100 ■; 200 -L
•• » •taaa air mixture

150
•• 92

■■ 91 50 .:
collactad mass (9/ia2)

» 1 1 1 ‘ I

Figure 4 : Decontamination factor (CSOH) Figure 5 : Pressure drop (CsOH)
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4. Tests of metallic medias with insoluble aerosols (TiQ^'l

Tests performed with insoluble aerosol (Ti O2) in air mixed with steam did not 
show any strong increase in pressure drop (see figures 6).

400 _

PrMSur* loss

350 ..

300

250

200 ..

150 ..

Cartridge FH 150100 . FLow: 10 *Vh
Taaparatura: 150 “C
Aaroaols: Ti02

50 .

Collactad aass

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

-A- Dry Air

-4- staaa air vixtura

Figure 6 : Pressure drop (TiO 2)

These different behaviors of metallic filtering medias led us to further our 
knowledge of the nature, the quantity and the radiological activity of aerosols.

5. Investigations of assumptions concerning aerosols

Two groups were considered to investigate assumption concerning aerosol:

- In-vessel release
In this case, only the volatile aerosols produced by core melting were considered. 
In filtration tests, these aerosols were modelled by CsOH aerosols which are the 
most severe for the prefilter.

- Ex-vessel release
In this case there would be, mixed aerosols in the reactor building, some coming 
from the core melting, others, non radioactive, coming from concrete degradation. 
We also stress the fact that the continuous production of non-radioactive concrete 
aerosols would make radioactivity inside the reactor building decrease by 
agglomeration and redeposition.
This phenomena was modelled by the code AEROSOLS B2 (ESCADRE system 
designed by AIiC-IPSN) and it was shown that after a 7.5 h of venting system 
operation, the proportion of radiactive aerosols and the radioactivity inside the 
reactor building would be divided by a factor of 10. So 7.5 h would be the 
minimum time of operation required for the prefilter : after this it could be 
bypassed.
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During operation of the prefilter a mass flow of 5 kg of aerosols per hour was 
blown through it. This corresponded to a total mass of 37.5 kg. Only 1.5 kg of 
these aerosols were radiactive : so the proportion of CsOH aerosols in the mixture 
to be filtered was about 5 %.
It was verified that the total 37.5 kg mass of aerosols would cover all the flows of 
concrete aerosols production. Filtration tests showed that this aerosol mixture had 
no hygroscopic behaviour.

6. Main results of filtration tests

The filtration tests were performed on a PALL filtering cartridge (FH200 + 
PFM40) with a mixture of air, steam and the following aerosols :

- soluble aerosols : CsOH,
- insoluble aerosols,
- mixture of soluble and insoluble aerosols.

Insoluble aerosols were produced by commercial powders of the corresponding 
size (AMMD = 2/x).

6.1. Filtration tests with CsOH aerosols
These tests were performed in AEC Laboratories in Saclay (schematic diagram of 

the loop, figure 7). The main results are given in figure 8. We observed a better 
efficiency of the compound cartridge FH 200 + PFM40 which was plugged at 500 
g/m 2 of CsOH.

Figure 7 : schematic diagram for AEC test loop
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Figure 8 . Pressure drop (CsOH)
6.2. Filtration tests with insoluble aerosols

These tests were performed in PALL Laboratories in Porsmouth (GB) with SiO 2 
and TiO 2 aerosols. The main results are given in figure 9.

The results showed

- a moderate increase of pressure drop,
- a positive contribution due to the fall of aerosol coating,
- a filtering efficiency of higher than 90 %.

Cartridge FH200 + PFM 40

1000 1500

Air / Si02 100% / Si02 100% / Si02

100% / Ti02 100% / Ti02

Figure 9 : Pressure drop (FH200 + PFM40)

2000
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6.3. Filtration tests with mixture of soluble and insoluble aerosols
These tests performed in AEC Laboratories in Saclay. The mixtures used were :

- pure zinc sulfur (as a reference point),
- zinc sulfur + 5 per cent of CsOH,
- zinc sulfur + 65 per cent of CsOH,
- zinc sulfur + 90 per cent of CsOH.

The main results are given in figure 10. We observed :

- the same behaviour for the mixture with 5 % of CsOH as for pure zinc sulfur.
- a hydroscopic behaviour for the mixture with 90 % of CsOH.

<09 • •
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A
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Figure 10 : Pressure drop (FH200 + PFM40)

Therefore a small proportion of CsOH did not alter the normal behaviour of the 
cartridge.
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7. Design and efficiency of the prefilter

The prefilter was made using the PALL filtering cartridge FH 200 + PFM 40 with 
a surface of 33 m2.

Thanks to the results of laboratory tests, the filtration surface can catch 37.5 kg 
of aerosols with a pressure drop less than 500 mbar.
To avoid filter clogging, a check valve (opening pressure 1 bar) bypasses the prefilter. 
Moreover, concerning in-vessel release, the prefilter is able to catch 5 kg of CsOH with 
a small pressure drop.

8. Conclusions

The first prefilter was being installed at.Golfech 2 in October 1992 and all the 
French PWR reactors will be equiped with prefilters between September 1992 and end 
of 1994.

This prefilter will be tested in full scale on the FUCHIA loop to confirm its 
efficiency. This test will also put into relief the contribution of the prefilter to the 
increasing of the purifying coefficient of the venting system.

DISCUSSION

KOVACH: In the early part of the paper, you mentioned that you are dealing with an insoluble
aerosol. There is no difference between a dry stream and a wet stream. However, when you 
showed the data for silicon dioxide there was a fairly significant difference in the pressure drop 
buildup between the wet and diy streams. Do you think this is unique for Si02 or would it occur 
with other insoluble aerosols, also?

KAERCHER: Your question is, is there any difference in the pressure drop when we use silicon oxide 
between air flow and air plus inflow, is that correct?

KOVACH: Yes.

KAERCHER: We didn’t observe many difference in case of Ti02 aerosols.

WILHELM: What is the medium of the filter? Is it metal, fiber, or a mixture of both?

KAERCHER: The medium of the prefilter is made with sinter-consolidated steel fibers which provide 
high load capacity and low pressure drop.

DILLMANN: Do you have a lot of problems with the venting system throughput?. That is one point 
I am interested in. In our calculations, we see concrete-melt interactions for a long time in the 
aerosol production range. You have an aerosol production rate that decreases as concrete and 
melt interact. This, I can’t believe.

KAERCHER: The flowrate of core concrete aerosols is connected to the scenario. A nearly constant 
production (instead of a strong decrease) will boost agglomeration and redeposition of fission 
product aerosols inside the reactor building and consequently improve the prefilter efficiency.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON AEROSOL REMOVAL EFFECT BY POOL SCRUBBING
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ABSTRACT

During BWR severe accidents, radioactive aerosols released from a degraded core 
are expected to be removed in a suppression pool as a result of "scrubbing effect".

In order to understand the scrubbing effect, the authors carried out a scrubbing 
experiment with a scrubbing pool, which is a cylindrical pressure vessel, 1 meter in 
diameter and 5 meters high.

The aerosol removal efficiencies were systematically measured, varying eight 
parameters selected from a mechanistic scrubbing model. Bubble behavior in the pool 
water was also observed during the tests.

By comparison of mechanistic scrubbing models and test results, the authors 
developed a simplified model for aerosol removal effects by pool scrubbing. The sim
plified model predicts decontamination factors by scrubbing effect as a function of 
five parameters.

Calculated decontamination factors by the simplified model are consistent with 
measured DF within a deviation of the measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

During a severe nuclear power plant accident, fission product aerosols will be 
generated from the degraded core and released into the reactor containment vessel. At 
BWR plants, aerosols are expected to be discharged into and removed in a suppression 
pool when drywell pressure increases or containment venting is initiated. This removal 
effect is considered a potential safety feature of BWR plants.

The authors carried out a scrubbing experiment and measured decontamination 
factors (DF) of pool scrubbing. Bubbles' sizes and rising up velocities were also 
observed. Test results, which also include DF obtained since the previous report(1), 
indicated that particle diameter, scrubbing depth arid carrier gas steam fraction are 
dominant parameters for scrubbing effect. It was also confirmed that bubble diameters 
represented a certain distribution.

Based on the results, an expression of a simplified model for aerosol removal
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effects was developed as a function of the selected parameters, referring to aerosol 
removal mechanisms of a prototype SPARC code. By comparison of measured DF and the 
simplified model, proportional factors in the simplified model expression were de
rived. To confirm an availability of the simplified model, calculated DF were compared 
with measured DF. ,

II. TEST DESCRIPTION

A. TEST CONDITIONS
Table 1 shows test parameters and their ranges. Standard value was selected for 

each parameter. The tests were carried out while varying only one parameter to clarify 
the influence by a specific parameter.

The aerosol material selected for the standard condition was polystyrene LATEX 
particles with mono-dispersed diameter and nearly unit density. Dispersed cesium 
iodide (Csl) particles were also used as representative of fission product aerosols.

Table 1 Test conditions

Parameter Standard
value

Range

Nozzle dia. (cm) 15 1,5,10,15
Scrubbing depth (meters) 2.7 0 - 3.8
Water temperature (#C) 80 20 - 110
Gas temperature (°C) 150 20 - 300
Steam fraction (vol.%) ,50 0-80
Gas velocity (cm/s) 47 28 - 15000
Gas pressure (kg/cm2g) 2.0 0.4 - 5.0
Particle dia. (micron) 0.2,0.3, 

0.5,1.1
0.1 - 2.0

Particle material LATEX LATEX
0.5 - 1.9* 

Csl
*) Aerodynamic Mass Med ian Diameter (AMMD).

Geometric standard deviation was 1.5 - 2.3.

B. TEST APPARATUS
Figure 1 shows scrubbing pool details. 

The scrubbing pool is a cylindrical pressure 
vessel, 1 meter in diameter and 5 meters 
high. It has five pairs of windows, 20 cm in 
diameter. A video camera is attached to the 
outside of each window to observe bubble 
behavior.

The LATEX particles were measured for 
optical particle diameter and number concen
tration by a laser scattering aerosol spec
trometer. Cesium iodide particles were meas
ured for aerodynamic mass median diameter 
(AMMD) and mass concentration by conventional

CARRIER CARRIER GAS
GAS

INLET OUTLET

STROBO
LAMP

1 meter

INJECTION
NOZZLE

VIDEO
CAMERA

Figure 1 Scrubbing pool details.
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Andersen impactors and absolute filters, respectively.
Three types of injection nozzle were used: downward vertical vent pipes (5, 10 

and 15 cm in diameter), a slice of typical BWR quenchers with 22 exit holes (1 cm in 
diameter), a single upward orifice (1 cm in diameter).

Test procedure details were shown in the previous report*!*.

C. TEST RESULT
Based on the test rebults, it was confirmed that DF mainly depended on particle 

diameter, scrubbing depth and carrier gas steam fraction.
It was also confirmed that bubbles generated by pool scrubbing formed ellipti

cal spheres, which were flattened in the vertical direction (refer to Figure 2). A 
distribution of their equivalent diameters always represents a certain log-normal 
distribution without dependence on thermal hydraulic conditions (refer to Figure 3). 
Since velocity depends on bubble diameter, the bubble rise velocity also represents a 
certain value.

Figure 2 Bubble aspect ratio 
distribution.

BUBBLE DIAMETER (mm)

Figure 3 Bubble diameter distribution

111. MECHANISTIC SCRUBBING MODEL

A. SCRUBBING PHENOMENA
Carrier gas with aerosols, which has been injected into pool water, forms many 

small bubbles. If carrier gas contains steam, condensation of steam will occur around 
the injection point. Aerosols in the condensed steam are trapped in the pool water. An 
aerosol removal effect by this process is called an initial steam condensation effect.

Residual aerosols remaining in the bubbles will be transported toward the bubble 
surfaces during the bubble rising period, by driving forces of gravitational settling, 
inertial deposition, diffusional deposition and steam condensation (refer to Figure
4). The aerosols that arrive at the surface are expected to be retained in the pool 
water.
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Figure 4 Aerosol removal mechanisms

B. AEROSOL DEPOSITION VELOCITY
Table 2 shows aerosol deposition velocities accounted for by the prototype SPARC 

code<2\ Both gravitational settling velocity. Vs, and inertial deposition velocity, 
Vc, increase in proportion to the square of particle diameter. Diffusional deposition 
velocity, Vd. mainly increases in proportion to particle diffusivity, which decreases 
in proportion to particle diameter. Deposition velocity by steam condensation or 
evaporation, Vv, depends on differences of thermal hydraulic conditions between the 
bubble and the pool water.

Table 2 Aerosol deposition velocity of the prototype SPARC code

Gravitational settling velocity

Inertial deposition velocity

Diffusional deposition velocity

Vs =

Vc =

PP‘Dp2*Cm‘g
18u

Vb2-Pp‘Dp2-Cm
4u*Db ■sin^G

Vd = 2 D-Vb
h-Db

Deposition velocity by steam 
condensation or evaporation : Vv = Wv

(Mw(Pt+Pw)}/(R-To)
Pp particle density Wv : average vapor flux into a bubble
Dp particle diameter Mw : average molecular weight
Cm Cunningham correlation factor at the surface
g acceleration due to gravity Pt : total pressure at pool surface
u gas viscosity Pw : water vapor pressure
Vb bubble rising velocity To : interface temperature
Db bubble diameter R : gas constant
6 angle measured from vertical 

pole
D : particle diffusivity
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C. SCRUBBING MODEL
Using the above aerosol deposition velocities. DF for pool scrubbing is given as

Hs SR
DF = DFs*DFi*exp{(Vs+Vc+Vd”Vv)- - - - - - - - - - 5_ } (1)

Vb VB

where, Hs is scrubbing depth and Vb is bubble rising velocity. Sg is bubble surface 
and Vg is bubble volume. DF by the initial steam condensation effect, DFs, is defined 
as

DFs = — (2) 
fo

where, fi is inlet carrier gas flow rate and fo is outlet carrier gas flow rate after 
thermal equilibrium has been attained around the injection point, fo depends on pres
sure at the injection point and pool water temperature.

DFi is DF by an inertial impaction between injected aerosols and pool water 
surface at the injection point. DFi is expected to increase in proportion to exp(Dp^) 
on the analogy of the inertial deposition velocity, where Dp is particle diameter. It 
also depends on gas velocity in the injection nozzle, but it does not depend on scrub
bing depth.

IV. SIMPLIFIED MODEL

Based on the test results, which were obtained for the LATEX particles with the 
vertical vent pipes and the simulative quencher, a simplified model for aerosol remov
al effect by pool scrubbing was developed.

A. EXPRESSION OF THE SIMPLIFIED MODEL
Based on the test results, Equation(l) can be reduced to a simplified expression 

as a function of particle diameter, scrubbing depth and carrier gas steam fraction. 
Bubble diameter and its rising velocity were assumed to be constant. Then, the simpli
fied model expression is given as

DF = DFs-exp(A-Dp2)-exp{(B-Dp2-C-Vv)-Hs} (3)

where, A, B and C are proportional factors.
It has been generally predicted by scrubbing models that diffusional deposition 

would occur at particle diameter of about 0.3 micro meter or below. However, DF did 
not increase with decrease in particle diameter under test conditions of particle 
diameter from 0.1 to 1.1 micro meter. This means that removal effect by diffusional 
deposition did not occur at these conditions. Therefore, diffusional deposition veloc
ity has been eliminated from Equation (3).

Deposition velocity by steam condensation during bubble rising period may not 
occur because thermal equilibrium was assumed to have been attained at the injection 
point. In that case, pool water evaporates into the bubble to maintain vapor equilib
rium condition during the bubble rising period. Then, deposition velocity by steam 
evaporation, Vv, always prevents particle depositions in a bubble. Vv should be called 
an anti-deposition velosity.
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B. PARTICLE DIAMETER EFFECT ON THE DF
It is expected that DF strongly 

depends on particle diameter. There
fore, the authors firstly fixed a 
profile of particle diameter effect on 
DF.

Figure 5 shows the correlation 
between ln(DF) and square of particle 
diameter under the standard condition. 
This figure indicates that ln(DF) 
linearly increases with increase in 
Dp^ within particle diameter range 
from 0.21 to 2.0 micro meters. By the 
least square method, the following 
equation was obtained.

DF = exp(2.8+1.5Dp2) (4)

C. SCRUBBING DEPTH EFFECT ON THE DF
According to Equation (3), DF 

exponentially increases with increase 
in scrubbing depth. The measured DF 
under the standard condition while 
varying scrubbing depth also exhibits 
the same trends. Using proportional 
factors obtained by the least square 
method, scrubbing depth effects on DF 
for each particle diameter are given

In(DF) - 2.8 + 15Dp

OPEN CIRCLE: MEASURED DF 
SOUDUNE : FITTING CURVE

Dp2 (micro meter2)

Figure 5 A correlation between ln(DF) and 
Dp^ under standard conditions.

DF = 1.56exp(0.807Hs) (0.21 micro meter) (5)
DF = 1.54exp(0.924Hs) (0.31 micro meter) (6)
DF = 1.59exp(1.18Hs) (0.57 micro meter) (7)
DF = 1.92exp(1.46Hs) (1.1 micro meter) (8)

D. DF BY INERTIAL DEPOSITION
DF(0), which is DF at Hs = 0 calculated by the above equations, must be a 

product of DFs and DFi. DF(0) can be calculated for each particle diameter by Equa
tions (5)-(8). Based on the least square method for DF(0) and Di? . the following 
equation was obtained.

DF(0) = 1.5exp(0.19Dp2) (9)

The constant coefficient of the above exponent must be DFs and the exponent term 
itself must be DFi. Then, its index must be the proportional factor "A" in Equation 
(3).

An effect of carrier gas velocity on DFi was omitted from Equation (9), since it 
was not observed in the tests with vertical vent pipes and simulative quencher, where 
velocity ranged from 28 to 970 cm/s.

E. DF BY INITIAL STEAM CONDENSATION
As mentioned earlier, DF by initial steam condensation, DFs. was defined as a
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ratio of inlet carrier gas flow rate and outlet carrier gas flow rate. However, this 
definition is available only when initial steam condensation occurs. Then, the ratio 
should be defined as another symbol. Rs. given by

fi_ _ IQO(l-Wp) 
fo " 100-S (10)

where. Wp is steam fraction in a bubble after thermal equilibrium has been attained 
and S is volumetric carrier gas steam fraction (vol.%).

Wp also can be considered as a ratio of saturated water vapor pressure and total 
pressure in the bubble. Saturated water vapor pressure, Ps, is given as

log(PsCmmHg]> = a-b/(c+Tp[*C]) (11)

The above equation is well-known as Antoine's equation. Values of the coeffi
cients are as follows.

a = 8.10765, b = 1750.286. c = 235.0

Antoine's equation can predict Ps within -0.3% or +3.6%, where temperature is from 0 
to 190*C. Using Antoine's equation, Wp is written as

ig(a-b/(c+Tp)}
Wp s -------------------------------------------- (19)

735.559(P+0.099997HS+1.033227)

where, Tp is pool water temperature, P is pool surface pressure and Hs is scrubbing 
depth. Then, Rs can be expressed as a function of S, P, Tp and Hs, using Equations
(10) and (12).

As mentioned earlier, DFs will be effective when a steam condensation occurs 
around the injection point, but is ineffective when it does not occur. Therefore, a 
relationship between DFs and Rs is given as

DFs(S,P,Tp,Hs) = As : RsH
\^1 : Rs<l (13)

F. SIMPLIFIED MODEL
On the one hand. Equation (4) represents a particle diameter effect on DF at 2.7 

meters in scrubbing depth, where DFs and DFi are included. On the other hand. Equation
(9) is a product of DFs and DFi. By comparison with Equation (4) and Equation (9), the 
following correlation was derived.

DF = 1.5exp(0.19Dp2)*exp(2.4+1.3Dp2) (14)

Equations (5)-(8) represent scrubbing depth effect on DF at each particle diame
ter, where the constant coefficients must be a product of DFs and DFi. Comparing with 
Equation (14) and Equations (5)-(8), it is clear that the second exponent index in the 
former equation must be equal to the exponent index in the latter equations. Comparing 
of the two exponent index for each Hs or Dp, the following expression was derived.

DF = 1.5exp(0.19Dp2)•exp1(0.88+0.52Dp2)•Hs} (15)

An aerosol deposition velocity, which only depends on scrubbing depth, is in-
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eluded in the second exponent index on the right side of the above equation. This 
suggests that an aerosol deposition mechanism, which is neither gravitational deposi
tion nor inertial deposition, exists. Further consideration is required, since there 
is only limited information on this mechanism.

The constant coefficient of equation (15) was considered as DFs. Then, the sim
plified model is given as

DF = DFs(S,P,Tp,Hs)•exp(0.19Dp2)•exp{(0.88+0.52Dp2)*Hs} (16)

Anti-deposition velosity, Vv, has been omitted from the above second exponent 
index, since it could not confirmed that DF significantly decreased with an increase 
in pool water temperature, including boiling conditions. However, temperature effect 
on DF remains in DFs as it is predicred by Equations (10) and (12).

V. COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED DF

The simplified model can predict DF by five parameters. They are particle diame
ter, scrubbing depth, carrier gas steam fraction, pool water temperature and pool 
surface pressure. Comparisons of calculated DF by the simplified model and measured 
DF for the LATEX particles with the vertical vent pipes and the simulative quencher 
are given below.

Figure 6 to Figure 8 show comparisons of measured DF and calculated DF for 
particle diameter effect, scrubbing depth effect and carrier gas steam fraction effect 
on DF, respectively. Results show that calculated DF is in good agreement with meas
ured DF in every case.

1E+05
Hs: 2.7 meters 
Tp: 80 C

1E+04

1E+03

1E+02

1E+01

SYMBOLS: MEASURED DF 
CURVES : CALCULATED DF

1E+00

PARTICLE DIAMETER (micro meter)
STEAM FRACTION (vol.%)

0 0 50 50 80 80
O --------- □ ........... A ..........

Figure 6 Particle diameter effect 
on DF.
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Figure 7 Scrubbing depth effect 
on DF.
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Figure 9 shows a comparison of measured 
DF and calculated DF for pool water tempera
ture effect on DF at pool surface pressure of 
2.0 kg/cm^g. As the figures indicate, meas
ured DF are hovering around calculated DF.

The comparison for pool surface pres
sure effects on DF is shown in Figure 10. 
Pool surface pressure range is so narrow that 
there is only a little data to make compari
sons. Based on the limited information, the 
simplified model tends to predict smaller DF 
than measured DF.

Figure 11 shows the correlation between 
calculated DF and measured DF under all test 
conditions. As this figure indicates, most of 
the measured DF are within -50% or +100% of 
calculated DF. The average ratio of calculat
ed DFs and measured DFs is 1.0 and its stand
ard deviation is 0.5. Considering the fact 
that the deviation of measured DF at the 
standard test condition was within factor two 
(+100% to -50%), it can be said with a rea
sonable degree of certainty that calculated 
DF are in very good agreement with measured 
DF.
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Figure 8 Carrier gas steam fraction 
effect on DF.
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VI. DISCUSSION

As mentioned above, the simpli
fied model is applicable to pool 
scrubbing under a vide range of 
conditions. However, a large uncer
tainty remains in test conditions 
where carrier gas steam fraction 
exceeds 80 vol.%.

Figure 12 shows scrubbing depth 
effect on DF for subcooled and boiled 
pool water, comparing with DF calcu
lated by the prototype SPARC code(1). 
The SPARC code predicts that DF for 
boiled pool water is smaller than 
that for subcooled pool, since anti
deposition velocity by steam evapora
tion at boiling condition is calcu
lated to be greater than that at a 
subcool condition.

On the other hand, the marked 
decrease in DF under boiling condi
tions was not observed during tests, 
where carrier gas steam fraction was 
under 80 vol.%. Based on it, the 
authors did not include the effect of 
steam evaporation in the simplified 
model.

If carrier gas contains over a 
few volumetric percent of non-con
densable gas, heat transfer coeffi
cient across the bubble surface 
becomes very small. In this case, 
deposition velocity by steam evapora
tion would maintain a small value, 
even if pool water were boiled. For 
the reason, decreases in DF at boil
ing conditions were not observed, 
during tests with under 80 vol.% of 
carrier gas steam fraction.

Several discussions in the 
above few paragraphs are summarized 
as follows. DF at boiling conditions, 
including over 80 vol.% of the steam 
fraction, will be decided by a combi
nation of the following two factors. 
The first factor is that DF increases 
with increase in carrier gas steam 
fraction. The second is that DF 
decreases with increase in deposition 
velocity by steam evaporation.
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+100%
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-50%Q1E+03

-J1E+02

1E+01
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Figure 11 A correlation between calculated DF 

and measured DF under all test 
conditions.
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Figure 12 Scrubbing depth and pool water effect 
on DF compared with prototype SPARC 
calculation for 1 micro meter LATEX.
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VII. CONCLUSION

During this study, aerosol removal efficiencies by pool scrubbing, which were 
defined as decontamination factors, were systematically measured, varying the eight 
parameters. The results show that DF mainly depends on three parameters: scrubbing 
depth, particle diameter and carrier gas steam fraction. Based on prototype SPARC 
models and measured DF for the three parameters, the simplified model was developed. 
This simplified model can predict DF within the deviation of the measurements under 
these test conditions.

This simplified model also can calculate total DF for complicated dispersed 
aerosols, since it can predict each particle diameter effect on DF.
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DISCUSSION

GREENE: If aerosol is not uniformly distributed throughout the steam-gas bubble, will the
condensation DF be overpredicted by your model?

KANEKO: Yes, the model assumes aerosol is uniformly mixed in the bubble and DF will be
proportional to the amount removed by condensation.
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'THE PHEBUS FP INTEGRAL SOURCE TERM EXPERIMENTAL PROJECT, 
WITH EMPHASIS ON IODINE SELECTIVE FILTERING1'

by
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J.G. WILHELM ** 
M. LUCAS ***
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at CEN Cadarache1)
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ABSTRACT

The PHEBUS FP (Fission Product) Project is concerned with LWR severe fuel damage and 
fission product source term experimentation.

Highly irradiated fuel pins are run in accidental conditions until significant UO2 melting 
occurs. Structural material and fission product aerosols and vapours are swept into a scaled-down 
primary circuit. A circuit leak is simulated and a reactor containment provided for long term FP 
behaviour study. The fraction and nature of real radioactive fission product mixtures that reach 
the containment, and their behaviour in the containment are critical to accident source term 
estimates and relevant to future filter system designs.

Considerable work is performed to measure the behaviour of the different airborne fission 
products including the identification of the iodine species. Special interest will be devoted to the 
possibility of the existence of airborne compounds for which the off-gas filter has not been designed 
today. Iodine chemistry is studied and monitored in the containment using on-line measurements 
and filters as well as off-line sampling techniques.

The selective retention of airborne iodine at elevated temperature and high pressure was 
preliminarily tested (at KfK Karlsruhe) with different sorbents to prove the operational capabilities 
of iodine species samplers, used as an important means for the analysis of the containment 
atmosphere.

PHEBUS FP is a CEC-JRC and CEA-IPSN co-sponsored project operating in the existing 
Cadarache based PHEBUS experimental reactor, with the direct participation of Canada, Japan, 
Korea and the United States.

1)CEA, CEN Cadarache, bat 245 
F13108 St. Paul-lez-Durance
tel: 33.42254638 fax: 33.42257078
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1. INTRODUCTION
Hypothetical severe accidents in a pressurised water reactor (PWR) may lead to the release 

of fission products to the environment. The amount of radioactivity released as a fraction of the 
initial core inventory is referred to as "Source Term”, the major objective to be studied in the 
PHEBUS Fission Product ■programme. The physical and chemical forms in which the various FPs 
are present within the reactor coolant circuit (RCS) and in the containment building, in the course 
of an accident sequence, determines the amount and composition of gas mixtures which could be 
released, and the subsequent biological consequences, should the containment building be breached.

The PHEBUS FP experiments, which will be performed at the CEA’s laboratories in Cadarache 
in France starting in spring 1993, will yield precious data, required for the development and validation 
of computer models for the prediction of the release rates from the fuel pins and subsequent 
behaviour in the RCS and containment vessel.

Instrumentation has been provided all along the simulated primary circuit and particularly in 
and around the containment vessel, in order to follow, through on-line and post-test analysis, the 
fission product history over about one week of experimentation. The first test FPT-0 will be run 
with lightly irradiated fresh fuel, and used to test-out the facility. The five subsequent tests, one 
per year, will use high burq-up PWR fuel followed by an experimental circuit and conditions 
associated to particular reactor accident sequences.

The behaviour of fission product iodine deserves special attention due to its potential 
radiological impact and to the complexity of the iodine chemistry. Iodine escapes from the fuel 
under accidental conditions, driven by temperature, insignificantly as elemental I2, but mainly in 
the form of Csl vapour or aerosols. In low pressure conditions only part of the Csl will deposit in 
the primary circuit, the remaining part will reach the containment and will deposit onto the sump 
surface. Readily soluble in water it then dissociates and hydrolyses into non-volatile I' depending 
on concentration, temperature, pH etc. lodates can then be formed in the sump through decomposition 
of HOI. The important value in reactor safety studies is the partitioning coefficient i.e. aqueous 
over gaseous iodine concentration, responsible for eventual release from a broken containment vessel. 
This coefficient is affected by radiolysis, pH and mass transfer in the sump, but also by the formation 
of organic iodine compounds by reaction of I2 with organic contaminants or in contact with paint,' 
volatile methyl iodide CH3I being the most common organic species.

2. THE PHEBUS FP EXPERIMENT

The PHEBUS FP installation is a 1/3000 replica of a 900 MWe PWR reactor, comprising the 
reactor core using high burn-up fuel in a 20 rod array, the simulated circuit .with a test matrix 
specific reactor component (steam generator, pressuriser, relief tank, etc.) and a containment vessel 
with sump (see lug. 1). The existing PHEBUS reactor is used for the fuel irradiation and degradation 
process, already successfully performed in the LOCA and SFD tests. A large stainless steel container 
(caisson), in the new building adjacent to PHEBUS will contain the simulated circuit, downstream 
of the fuel bundle, as main safety barrier. More physical circuit details are given in Ref [1], [2] 
and summarized hereafter.
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3.1. In-pile test section containing the fuel bundle (Fig. 2):

Fig. 2 gives a cross section of the test section at the level of the fuel. 20 PWR fuel rods, 
irradiated up to 32 GWd/t in the BR3 (Belgium) reactor, are assembled by 2 AFA zircaloy grids 
around one central steel clad Ag,In,Cd control rod, insulated by a variable density zirconia shroud, 
held inside the pressure tube.

The bottom coolant inlet is closed prior to the experimental transient by a hydraulic "foot 
valve". During this transient a small controlled steam flow, later replaced by uncondensable gases, 
carries the fission products and structural material aerosols up through the tubular section, with 
a large temperature gradient, into the horizontal part of the primary circuit.

3.2. Primary circuit (Fig. 3):

Due to geometric reactor constraints, the primary circuit has to start with a S m long 
horizontal line, followed by the measurement zone «C», the steam generator U-tube (or other 
experimental components) and the measurement zone «G», shortly prior to the containment inlet 
(Fig. 3 shows the circuit inside the safety steel "caisson"). In the first scoping test FPT-0 the. circuit 
temperature is trace heated to 700°C, with a transition zone down to 150°C in the steam generator.

The circuit tubing will be fully replaced after each test, with the experimental component, 
steam generator, replaced by another component or, by a minimum-retention line into the con
tainment.

3.3. Containment (Fig. 4):

The reactor containment is simulated by a 10 m3 vessel with a 0.1 m3 sump having reduced 
free surface, for representativity reasons. Three cylindrical condensers are designed to keep the 
containment walls dry, condensing out the surplus steam from the bundle, producing interactions 
of their painted surfaces with the containment gas phase. Its condensates are recovered, flow 
monitored and sampled for post-test chemical analysis. Three independent organic coolant loops 
control temperatures of the condensers, the containment walls and the sump.

The following effects can be simulated and/or observed during the experiments (not 
exhaustive list):
- aerosol behaviour and settling,
- iodine chemistry checking the combined influence of the inventory, sump pH, gas and sump 

temperatures, radiolysis, mass transfer and surface adsorption,
- interaction with paint,
- containment spray,
- depressurisation.

The containment is designed for mild incidental hydrogen deflagration; its inner surfaces 
have to be decontaminated after each experiment.1
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3.4. Effluent system:

The containment content will pass through a condenser followed by an aerosol and iodine 
filter system for the purpose of gas cleaning and total mass balance calculation. The ultimate 
destination of the gaseous effluents is a 100 m3 "atmosphere" tank, initially filled with nitrogen 
and whose gas volume is used for recirculating/diluting, the hydrogen containing mixture from the 
containment. The atmosphere tank will later be equipped with a palladium plate catalyst designed 
by GRS Koln for automatic H2 depletion before a final release to the stack. Containment 
depressurisation can become an experimental feature, if enough containment sampling instru
mentation is available at the end of the aerosol and chemistry phase.

3. INSTRUMENTATION

The PHEBUS FP instrumentation plan is illustrated here but has been described in more details 
in Ref [3], [4] and [5].

3.1. ON-LINE INSTRUMENTATION and SEQUENTIAL SAMPLING

3.1.1. Test-Section Instrumentation;

Relevant items of a long list of in-pile instrumentation are highlighted here:
- High temperature thermocouples, W/Re wires. Re sheathed and Ir coated will be mainly 

used in the centreline of un-irradiated scoping-test fuel rods. In later experiments two 
fresh fuel rods will be situated at the periphery of the bundle, otherwise made up of 
highly irradiated fuel pins (pre-irradiated up to 36 GWd/t in BR3).

- ultrasonic thermometers | in two bundle corner positions, both haying seven axial 
measurement zones over the mid-core area. These rather sophisticated devices, fabricated 
by the European Community Institute TUI at Karlsruhe, are supposed to measure up to 
fuel melting when W/Re thermocouples have stopped operating properly. The advantage 
of measuring axial profiles in one device is notable.

- the bundle temperature control for the experiment conduct, if all temperature sensors 
fail, is handled by shroud outer surface "K” type thermocouples, using a pre-transient 
correlation procedure.

- neutron flux measurements will be performed in the driver core, but also axially along 
and close to the test bundle in order to survey fuel and Ag,In,Cd control rod material 
relocation.

- in follow-up tests a sequential coupon device will be installed in a gradient zone on top 
of the fuel for vapour deposit sampling at high temperature (1200 to 700°C).

3.1.2. Primary Circuit Instrumentation:

Fig. 5 shows a sketch of the circuit instrumentation as located on and around the primary circuit;
again some relevant items can be mentioned:

- flow rates of steam and hydrogen coming from the fuel will be gauged by several thin 
thermocouples, correlating small temperature variations propagating along the flow lines.
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- the oxygen potential is measured at point «C», to get an understanding of the fuel 
oxidising/reducing conditions.

- several y spectrometers using high purity Ge detectors are located at relevant positions 
along the circuit line, most important of which is the first one at point «C», the closest 
to the acddented fuel bundle, thus the first insight into the y emitting source term. At 
this point two spectrometers are dedicated to the on-line discrimination of moving versus 
deposited FPs in the circuit line. This is a difficult task considering the ’moving1' tubing 
(thermal expansion) linked to heavy shielding and collimator equipment. Other y spec
trometers will survey gas and deposits in the steam generator’s cold leg and prior to the 
containment inlet.

- INEL Idaho Falls provide us with a redesigned version of their PBF aerosol light extinction 
photometer, a valuable on-line device for both semi-quantitative information on special 
release events and experimental guidance for sampling.

- sequential gas capsules and filters together with impactors should give information of 
the gas species and aerosol nature, density and granulometry at various times. Samplers 
prior to the steam generator have to operate at 700°C, those after the SG at 150°C. The 
timing of these samplers can be adjusted during the experiment evolution according to 
the release phenomena.

- one thermal gradient tube (TGT) for the study of condensation patterns, between 700°C 
and 150°C, separating FP species like Csl and CsOH. Only one TGT will be used at point 
«cO because recovery for PTA and interpretation might be hazardous. Its temperature 
control with transient gas through-flow is a difficult task.

3.13. Containment Instrumentation:

The containment instrumentation is illustrated on Fig. 6. Important on-line measurements are:
- wall and gas temperatures, pressure and sump level.
- moisture, H2, and O2 sensors in the gas phase, selective electrodes for I" ions and pH 

in the sump. All these sensors are doubled for redundancy.
- «on-line» chemical separation of I* versus IO3' ions, their ratio is co-responsible for 

volatile iodine formation, is envisaged for later tests.
- the condensate flow is measured and led out of the containment for analysis.
- three y spectrometers continuously detect the activity of certain isotopes in the containment 

gas phase, on the condensers’ painted surfaces and in the sump.
Sequential or off-line devices on the containment are:
- a sequential deposition coupon device, designed to recover 8 metal coupons exposed at 

8 different time windows.
- sequential aerosol impactors of a modified ANDERSEN MK II type, foreseen for the 

first scoping test; real on-line classifying will be performed on a diffusion type ball bed 
stack in follow-up tests.

- a long series of filters and capsules to yield more data on aerosols (to be compared to 
impactors) and on gas and liquid composition for long lived isotopes.
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- airborne iodine species monitoring is a specially treated item in PHEBUS FP: eight 
selective filters are installed, operating sequentially during a predetermined time sequence, 
for the study of time-dependent iodine behaviour. Retained iodine concentrations will 
be quantitatively determined post-test through sensitive y measurements within one week. 
One quasi on-line selective filter equipped with a y spectrometer diode will follow the 
species evolution over several periods of the long term chemistry phase of the experiment. 
More details of the filters and their qualification tests are given in the following separate 
paragraph 3.1.4.

- one painted coupon is maintained in the sump liquid for interaction, it will be recovered 
post-test for a yscan and off-line surface analysis.

3.1.4 R & D on Airborne Iodine Sneciation Samplers:

Monitoring different iodine species and concentrations in a post-accident containment is 
crucial for the PHEBUS FP experimentation. In the same way the filtering of all iodine species 
during power reactor containment venting is vital for accident management and health protection 
by air cleaning.

Several experimental programmes have made use of iodine selective filters, however not 
in the particular PWR containment severe accident conditions using real source term species. 
Taking into account these requirements and knowing that condensation has to be avoided, the 
iodine filter operating conditions have been defined as following:

160CC, 0. i to 0,3 MPa, H2 concentration up to 9%, high steam content and relative humidity

The LAF n of the Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe has offered their iodine test facilities 
to carry out an extensive test programme addressing the two main objectives:

0 selection of appropriate adsorber materials for elemental and molecular iodine,
(0 testing of the filter assembly under real conditions: gas composition, temperature and

pressure.

0 Material pre-test series

Candidate adsorber materials for molecular iodine in steam containing gas mixtures were:
1) DSM 11: a porous silicic acid structure, KI impregnated,
2) silver coated copper "Knit-Mesh”,
3) silver coated stainless steel 2 pm fibre fleece (see Ref. [6]).

Organic iodine can be retained by ID 625, a silver coated binary doped molecular sieve. 
This material also retains I2: it has to be located downstream of molecular iodine sorbents. This 
zeolite has previously been extensively tested and reported upon in Ref. [7], only its operation 
in IfifPC steam had to be checked here.
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Both molecular iodine ^^12 and methyl iodide CH3I3I1 have been produced and separately 
blown in a steam/air mixture through the hot test bed: in order to avoid condensation the sorbent 
temperature has to exceed the containment dew point temperature by a significant margin, 10 - 
20°C: temperatures between 130oC and 180°C have been tested.

TAIFUN tests were run at 25 cm/s flow velocity over variable times (several minutes) and 
concentrations ranging from 0.1 to 36 mg/nA Nitrogen flushing was necessary for pre-test 
conditioning and post-test activity removal. After dismantling the retained activity on the different 
filters was determined by high sensitivity shielded y spectrometers. Automatic PC driven data 
retrieval added to the test’s quality control.

Results of the material pre-test series can be summarised as follows:

1. At 180°C all materials tested reacted with or decomposed methyl iodide. Iodine species separation 
cannot be guarantied at this temperature level with the materials used.

2. Knit-mesh filters show the highest removal of ^^12 in combination with the smallest retention 
of CH3I-I3I1 (Table 1 and 2 for a 140°C test). Iodine already adsorbed on DSM 11 tends to 
desorb contemporarily and displace the removed activity to downstream filter elements.

Material Residence Time 12 Removed
per Element

Knit-mesh 1 0.04 s 96.63%
Knit-mesh 2 0.04 s 3.34%

Knit-mesh 1+2 0.08 s 99.97%

Material Residence Time CH3I Removed
per Element

Knit-mesh 1 0.04 s 0.29%
Knit-mesh 2 0.04 s 0.11%

Knit-mesh 1+2 0.08 s 0.40%

3. ID 625 achieves very convenient removal efficiencies at 160°C (Table 3). A residence time of
0.3 s, i.e. three filter elements, is sufficient for a convenient removal efficiency.

Material Residence Time CH3I Removed 
per Element

ID 6251 0.1s 98.730%
ID 625 2 0.1s 1.067%
ID 625 3 0.1s 0.025%
ID 625 4 0.1s 0.002%

ID 625 1-4 0.4 s 99.82%
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(TT) TAIFUN integral test series

The filter pack as shown in Fig. 7 is made up of a tubular housing, ID 25 mm, containing 
the following components in three successive stages:

Selective Iodine Filter

1: Aerosol Filter 
2: Silver Knit—Mesh 4: KI Charcoal

1. An aerosol filter, metallic PORAL or Quartz paper, depending on its minimum chemical 
reactions with fission products; this item is not further discussed here,

2. Silver knit-mesh for molecular iodine, three 12 mm deep compressed elements1),
3. Heavy metal doped silver zeolite for organic iodine, three or four 25 mm deep granular 

beds. The zeolite granulometry ranges from 1.5 to 2.25 mm1).

The CH3I stage can contain three or four units, i.e. the last filter element could also be 
replaced by a potassium iodide impregnated charcoal bed (S.S. 207B) according to the needs.

The KfK TAIFUN facility has been previously described in Ref. [8].

The test conditions of a series of eight tests are listed in Table 4; the linear gas velocity 
(face velocity) was kept constant at ~ 25 cm/s. The percentage of iodine species removed by the 
different filter elements have been added in Table 4 for both I2 and CH3I tests and varying gas 
composition.

1) Silver type samplers must be stored carefully to prevent poisoning of the surface.
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Table: 4 TAIFUN Integral Test Series: Test Conditions and Results

Test Iodine
Species

Material Residence 
Time per

Element
[s]

Gas
composition

Temp./
Pressure

[°C/MPa]

Iodine
Removed

Species 
per Element

N° Knit-Mesh
[%]

Zeolite
[%]

FI CH3I 3 KM1) 0.05 air 160/0.1 0.04 99.25
4 Z 0.1 0.03 0.58

0.06 0.02
0.00

F2 CH3I 3 KM 0.05 air 160/0.1 0.05 82.84
4 Z 0.1 0.06 16.93

0.06 0.06
0.00

F3 CH3I 7 Z 0.1 86 - 95% N2 160/0.3 85.75
4-5% 02 6.60
10% h2o 4.26

3.28
0.10
0.01
0.00

F4 12 3 KM 0.05 86 - 95% N2 160/0.3 99.41 0.09
4 Z 0.1 4-5% 02 0.49 0.00

10% h2o 0.01 0.00
0.00

F5 CH3I 3 KM 0.05 76 - 86% N2 160/0.3 0.05 62.99
4 Z 0.1 9 -10% H2 0.04 13.67

4-5% 0.03 11.71
10% h2o

F6 12 3 KM 0.05 60% N2 160/03 87.69 4.00
4 Z 0.1 30% H20 4.41 1.70

1A C 0.1 7% H2 0.68 0.56
3% 02 0.96

F7 CH3I 3 KM 0.05 60% N2 160/0.3 0.03 89.24
4 Z 0.1 30% H20 0.01 8.06

4AC 0.1 7% H2 0.01 0.80
t 3%^ 0.61

F8 h 3m 0.05 60% N2 160/03 7230 16.44
4 Z 0.1 30% H20 0.91 4.76

4AC 0.1 7% H2 0.15 232
3%^ 1.04

1)KM: Knit-Mesh Z: Zeolite A C: Active Charcoal
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Some relevant results are shortly discussed here:

* No significant pressure effect can be noticed comparing for example data from test FI, F3 and 
F7 with CH3I. The F4 test on the other hand shows very high molecular iodine removal efficiencies 
when silver Knit-Mesh is used; 0.3 MPa pressure is applied.

* Hydrogen has the uncomfortable effect of allowing penetration of I2 to CH3I adsorbers: note 
the flattening of the 2 H2 curves in Fig. 8.

131
I Removed per Filter Element

KNIT-MESH 12

F4 10% H20

F6 30% H20. 7% H2

F8 30% H20, 7% H2

£ 60 -
Pressure 0.3 MPa

40 -

20 -

Filter Ele

1'31l Removed per Filter Element 

ZEOLITE CH3I

Fl Air. 0.1 MPa
100

rs 10% H20. 10% HZ, 0.3 MPa

> 80 -

40 -

20 -

Filter Element

Fig. 8 Hydrogen Effect on Removed Iodine using CH3I and I2

One possible explanation of this effect . could be the build-up of hydrogen iodide in the silver 
knit-mesh filters, with subsequent trapping of this ^^1 activity in successive zeolite stages. For 
a clearer indication of the presence of HI in the gas it seems reasonable to add an active charcoal 
stage as a final filter system. Tests 6, 7 and 8 show no burning effect of charcoal at 160°C, which
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where previously observed using charcoal from recently delivered batches. Adding more zeolite 
(or charcoal) elements and with the help of supplementary calibration it might reasonably be 
possible to detect other iodine species than those for which our selective filter system had been 
originally foreseen. There is definitely need for further investigations if HI or other iodine species 
have to be quantified.

* No hydrogen catalytic effects of zeolite with respect to H2/O2 reactions were observed; it has 
to be said that element temperatures have not been measured in each filter stage in order to focus 
on this effect.

The selective filter system as described previously will be further submitted to a qualification 
exercise in real PHEBUS FP geometries, reduced gas velocities (gas saving in the scaled-down 
experiment) and minimum iodine concentrations in a new tracer test facility, actually in its 
licensing stage at CEA Cadarache.

On-line Selective Iodine Filter

The same adsorber materials will also be used in a newly designed "on-line iodine selective 
sampler" where each filter stage is scanned alternately by a y spectrometer. The integrated aerosol 
concentration and the molecular and organic iodine contents can thus be followed over several 
hours of operation, during various separate time periods. The problem of background noise from 
the high inlet aerosol filter activity, compared to the last iodine stages has yet to be tackled by 
sophisticated collimation and counting techniques.

32 POST-TEST ANALYSIS (PTA)

PTA is a most important item in PHEBUS FP instrumentation, not at least because of the 
shortcomings of on-line instrumentation.

The first major operation is the samplers’ (around 25) recovery and transfer to the "CECILE" 
hot cell, below the main "caisson". After a first gross y scan the samplers are dismantled and the 
sensitive components fine y scanned again, before packaging and transport to different specialised 
laboratories. Iodine samplers have a general priority due to the isotope’s short half-life. Their 
different adsorber stages will be y. scanned on an automatic turn-table device, taking care of the very 
different activity levels of the different filter stages (range: 10^)

The post-test analysis programme is a complex series of flow sheets from recovery to a series 
of analysis techniques ranging from scanning electron microscopy coupled to energy dispersive 
spectroscopy (SEM/EDS) and particle recognition equipment (PRC) up to many types of chemical 
techniques for compound and species recognition and concentration determination. Neutron activation 
analysis (NAA) is a widely used accurate method for isotopic/elemental analysis of non- y emitters, 
fissile particles and decayed iodine. More details on the PTA working plan can be found in Ref. [9].
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4. FUEL BUNDLE POST-IRRADIATION EXAMINATIONS (PIE)

Shortly after the irradiation experiment the test section will be un-coupled from the circuit and 
stored in a vertical examination and control station (PEC). This PEC houses a radial and axial v scan 
and radiography facility with possibilities of computer tomography.

In a second phase, several months later, the test section will be transported in a specific shielded 
flask to a hot lab where horizontal and vertical cuts will be performed. These small sections will then 
be dispatched to outside laboratories for further detailed elemental analysis and FP inventory 
measurements.

The upper tubular plenum of the test section has a special interest: the surfaces of this part 
have been located in a severe thermal gradient during the release phase and interesting deposits will 
have accumulated thereupon. This is why these tubular sections will be cut into small sections and 
treated, according to a PTA flow sheet, for detailed deposit analysis.

5. CONCLUSIONS

PHEBUS FP is presently the largest experimental programme in the area of severe accident 
studies. It benefits of the interest of the international safety community and will contribute significantly 
to the quantification of source term and environmental impact of nuclear power plants. The first test 
is to be run in spring 1993.

Airborne iodine selective filters have been developed and tested under severe but real accident 
conditions. The materials adopted for the filtering of molecular and organic iodine species behave 
well enough for the sequential determination of their relative concentration. Deviations from the

i
pre-established efficiency curves might give indications on the presence of iodine species for which 
the filters had not been primarily designed.

The selective iodine filter design could be improved by increasing the number of elements to 
the organic iodine filter stage or by adding active charoal filters at the outlet of the device.
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8. ABBREVIATION GLOSSARY

CEA Commissariat it I’Energie Atomique
CEC Commission of the European Communities
LAF Laboratorium fur Aerosolphysik und Filtertechnik
INEL Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
IPSN Institut de Protection et de Suretd Nudeaire
FP Fission Product
FPT x Fission Product Test N° x
GRS Gesellschaft fur Reaktorsicherheit
KfK Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe
SG Steam Generator
PIE Post-Irradiation Examination
PTA Post-Test Analysis
SFD Severe Fuel Damage
TUI Transuranium Institute (CEC)
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I I lift »

1

INSTRUMENTATION PLAN FOR THE FPTOTEST 
PRIMARY CIRCUIT Fig : 5
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I 1 liii

INSTRUMENTATION PLAN FOR THE FPTOTEST 
CONTAINMENT VESSEL Fig : 6
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CLOSING COMMENTS OF SESSION CO-CHAIRMAN WILHELM

I would only like to comment on the need of iodine filters in case of a severe accident. With 
respect to the severe accident source term under discussion, and the need of iodine filters to mitigate the 
environmental burden, I am veiy surprised that there are doubts whether iodine filters are still needed.

I suppose the underlying idea may be the extremely small amount of iodine released to the 
containment atmosphere in the Three Mile Island accident. In that case, the blowdown practically 
functioned as an iodine trap. This cannot be expected in the sequence of events of other severe 
accidents. Moreover, a large part of the iodine will react in the containment atmosphere with organic 
compounds to become organic iodine compounds, because high concentrations of organics will be present 
as a result of burning and vaporizing. Those compounds and their radicals produced by irradiation are 
available for a reaction with iodine. Organic iodine will not be trapped at a high degree in the water. 
It should be recalled that the high iodine activity which arrived from Chernobyl had not been expected 
in Germany, but has caused large losses of fresh vegetables by contamination and of money paid for 
compensation; and this, at a distance of more than 1,000 miles.

CLOSING COMMENTS OF SESSION CO-CHAIRMAN MILLER

It is very well stated that some of the diversity that we see may not be optimized. It would be 
nice if we all got together and figured out what is the best way to attack this backend and then do it.
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